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Summary:  

Fifty years ago, a group of earth masters (i.e., grave robbers) from 

Changsha dug up a silk book of the Warring States Period. The fragment 

records the location of a peculiar tomb of the Warring States Period, but 

the group of grave robbers encountered a strange incident underground 

and almost all of them were killed. Fifty years later, the grandson of one of 

the grave robbers discovered this secret in his ancestor’s notes. He 

gathered a group of experienced grave robbers to hunt for treasure, but no 

one expected there to be so many weird things in this ancient tomb: 

suspicious seven-star coffins, a green-eyed fox corpse, a seven-headed 

snake cypress…. Who is the owner of this mysterious tomb, and can they 

find the real coffin? Why are there so many mysteries in the tomb that 

cannot be solved? What is the relationship between the strange ship tomb 

on the seabed, the sacred ten-thousand-year-old tree in the Qinling 

Mountains, and the snow tomb in the Heavenly Palace in the Clouds 

located in the lofty mountains? What ancient mysteries are hidden behind 

them?  
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Chapter 1 Blood Corpse 

50 years ago, Changsha Dart Summit. 

Four grave robbers were squatting on a mound, all of them silent as they 
stared at the Luoyang shovel(1) on the ground. 

The shovel head was holding the old soil that had just been brought out of 
the ground. Strangely enough, this soil was constantly seeping a bright red 
liquid, as if it had just been dipped in blood. 

“This is a big problem,” Lao Yantou said as he knocked his tobacco out onto 
the ground. “There’s a blood corpse down below. We’re all going to die 
down there if we aren’t careful.” 

“Are we going down or not? Just give us a one-word answer—yes or no. 
There’s no need to be so longwinded!” A young man with only one eye said. 
“If your old legs make it too inconvenient for you, just don’t go down. My 
brother and I will go instead. Whatever it is, we’ll just shoot it.” 

Instead of getting angry, Lao Yantou just laughed and said to the bearded 
man next to him, “Your son is quite impulsive and arrogant. You have to 
educate him more. Otherwise, something might happen. In this business, 
just having a box-gun doesn’t mean you’re set.” 

 
(1) Luoyang shovel= one of the most important tools in Chinese archeology. You take it, shove it in the 
ground, and then pull it up and look to see if you have found something. While the shovel is pulled out 
of the ground, a cylinder of soil gets attached to the inner surface of the shovel head and is lifted out as 
well. By analyzing the structure, color, density and contents of the soil, archaeologists can assess soil 
conditions and determine if there is an ancient tomb underground. Can look like this: 
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The bearded man glared at the young man, “You son of a bitch, why are you 
talking to the old man like that? You were still fucking eating shit in your 
mother’s belly when the old man was robbing graves.” 

“Why am I…wrong? Didn’t senior grave robbers use to say that blood 
corpses are a good thing? There must be a lot of treasure below. If we don’t 
go down, we’ll definitely regret it.” 

“You dare talk back to me?!” The bearded man raised his hand to hit him, 
but Lao Yantou blocked it with his pipe. 

“Don’t beat him. He’s not so different from how you were when you were 
younger. This is what we call ‘the lower beam will be crooked if the upper 
beam isn’t straight’!” 

When the one-eyed boy saw that his father was being scolded, he lowered 
his head and started to snicker. Lao Yantou coughed and then hit the one-
eyed boy upside the head with a stick, “What are you laughing at? When it 
comes to blood corpses, anything can happen. Last time, your uncle dug up 
this kind of thing in Luoyang and has been crazy ever since. Nobody knows 
what happened to him. Later, I’ll go down first and then you follow behind 
me. Er Yazi(2), you grab the tuhaozi(3) and bring up the rear. San Yazi you’ll 
stay here. If all four of us go down at once and something happens, we 
won’t be able to escape quickly. You’ll hold onto one end of the tuhaozi’s 
rope and pull things out as soon as we give a shout.” 

The youngest boy was unconvinced, “I don’t want to! You’re playing 
favorites! I’ll tell mom about this!” 

Lao Yantou laughed, “Look, look. San Yazi is still such a brat. Stop making 
trouble and wait here. I’ll find you a golden knife later.” 

 
(2) This is referring to One-Eye. Er Yazi just means something like “second child”. San Yazi is “third child”, 
aka One-Eye’s brother. 
(3) Tuhaozi literally translates to “soil mouse”. It’s a kind of sharp digging tool, but its role isn’t to dig but 
to transport the soil out. There are generally ropes at both ends but some ropes are just tied at one end. 
As the people inside the hole dig, the people outside pull the dug up soil outside. 
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“I don’t want you to find it. I want to find it myself.” 

The one-eyed youth immediately became angry and grabbed his brother’s 
ears, “You bastard, are you looking for trouble? Are you trying to make me 
mad on purpose?!” 

The youngest boy seemed to have been beaten a lot and often. When he 
saw that his big brother was really angry, he became too scared to say 
anything. He looked straight at his father for help, but his father 
unexpectedly went to put their equipment in order. His brother seemed 
pleased with this and added, “Why are you such a disappointment? The old 
man won’t help you this time. If you try and raise a fuss again, I’ll fuck you 
up!” 

Lao Yantou smacked him on the shoulder and shouted, “Boys, let’s get our 
equipment!” With that said, he started shoveling dirt like a whirlwind. 

Half an hour later, a grave robbers’ tunnel with no end in sight had been 
dug. Except for his brother who came up from time to time for air, the 
youngest boy couldn’t even hear any sounds coming from the hole. He 
became impatient and shouted into the hole, “Grandpa, did you dig 
through?” 

After a few seconds, a faint voice came from further inside, “We 
don’t…know. You… stay there and secure… the rope!” 

It was his brother’s voice. Then, he heard Lao Yantou cough, “Be 
quiet…listen! There’s movement!” 

Then, there was dead silence. 

The young boy was too scared to speak, knowing that there must be 
something wrong below. At this time, he suddenly heard a creepy gege 
sound coming from the hole, almost like the croaking of a toad. 

Then, his elder brother shouted from below, “San Yazi, pull!” 
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Not one to hesitate, he yanked on the tuhaozi’s rope and pulled. But he had 
only pulled it a little bit when something suddenly seemed to grab the rope 
from below. The opposing force even started pulling the rope towards the 
grave robbers’ tunnel. The young boy never thought that this kind of thing 
would happen so he was almost pulled into the hole as well. He used his 
quick wits to immediately tie the rope around his waist and then leaned his 
whole body backwards until his back was almost at a thirty-degree angle to 
the ground. This was a trick he used when he was playing tug-of-war with 
the other boys in the village. With all of his weight on the rope, even a mule 
couldn’t beat him. 

Sure enough, in this way, he was able to hold his own against the thing in 
the hole. Both sides continued to struggle, but neither could gain the upper 
hand. After more than ten seconds of this stalemate, he heard a gunshot 
come from the tunnel and then his father shouted, “San Yazi, run!!!” 

He felt the rope loosen and then the tuhaozi popped out of the hole with a 
whoosh. There seemed to be something hanging on it, but the young boy 
didn’t have the time to look at it now. He knew that something must have 
happened below, so he grabbed the tuhaozi and turned to run. 

He didn’t dare stop until he was more than a few miles away. When he held 
the tuhaozi out in his arms to take a look at it, he suddenly cried out in 
fright. As it turned out, a bloody severed hand was hooked onto the tuhaozi. 
He recognized that hand and couldn’t help but start crying. It was clearly his 
brother’s hand. Even if he wasn’t dead, it seemed that his brother had been 
crippled. 

When he thought of this, he couldn’t help but clench his teeth. He wanted 
to go back and save his father and brother. But as soon as he looked back, 
he saw a blood-red thing crouching behind him and looking right at him. 

The young boy wasn’t a complete fool. He had followed his father to many 
tombs before and had seen a lot of strange things. He knew that anything 
could happen underground. The most important thing was to not make a 
fuss and to be pragmatic. You had to know that no matter how dangerous a 
ghost was, it wasn’t more powerful than a living person. Whether it was a 
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heixiong or baixiong(4), it had to abide by the laws of physics. If a bullet hit 
and destroyed it, then there was nothing to be afraid of. 

With that in mind, he calmed his racing heart and started backing away. He 
pulled the box-gun from his waistband and got ready to fire a few shots in 
quick succession. As long as there was any movement from that blood-red 
thing, he would shower it in a rain of bullets. 

But he didn’t expect that thing to suddenly stand up at this time. When the 
young boy took a closer look, he felt his scalp go numb and his stomach 
churn. This was clearly a person who had been skinned! He was covered in 
blood as if he had squeezed himself out of his skin. But it was truly a miracle 
that such a person could still walk around in that condition. Was this the 
true face of a blood corpse? 

As he was thinking, the blood corpse suddenly leaned forward and rushed 
towards him. The young boy was immediately face-to-face with it, the smell 
of that face dripping with blood and its noxious scent assaulting his nose. 
The young boy took advantage of the situation and fell backward while firing 
a volley of bullets into that thing’s chest at close range. The distance was so 
close that all of the bullets packed a big punch, causing that thing’s blood to 
fly everywhere. As it took several steps backward, the young boy felt a flash 
of triumph. He once again pointed his gun at that thing’s head and pulled 
the trigger, but then he heard a click. 

The gun was jammed! 

His great-uncle had dug up this old box-gun from a warlord’s tomb back in 
the day. It hadn’t been used in many years, but unfortunately, he had been 
running around with his father over the past few years and didn’t have time 
to maintain it. There were very few opportunities to shoot at ordinary times, 
so who would have expected it to jam now? 

 
(4) Hei=black, bai=white, xiong=vicious, sinister, ominous, terrible, etc. Heixiong and baixiong are terms 
from “Ghost Blows Out the Light” (aka “Candle in the Tomb”). I think they’re a type of fierce zombie that 
grows black or white hair when they encounter the air outside of the tomb. (I’m going off this). 

https://www.baike.com/wikiid/448885325019645478?prd=mobile&view_id=449lm8pqzg8000
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But the young boy wouldn’t give up so easily. When he saw that the gun 
wasn’t working well, he immediately pulled his arm back and threw the gun 
at the blood corpse with all of his strength. Regardless of whether he missed 
or not, he turned his head and ran away. This time, he didn’t even dare to 
look back. He saw a big tree in front of him and immediately started running 
towards it, thinking that the blood-red thing wouldn’t be able to climb trees. 
But at this time, he suddenly tripped and fell. His whole face smashed up 
against a stump and his nose and mouth were filled with blood. 

The young boy slapped the ground hard, feeling fierce anger in his heart. 
Why the fuck was he so unlucky?! 

At this time, he heard the sound of the wind behind him and knew that King 
Yama(5) had come to collect him. I’m going to die, so be it, he thought 
harshly. He remained lying on the ground, not bothering to get up. 

But in an unexpected turn of events, the blood corpse stepped on him as if it 
hadn’t seen him at all, its bloody footprints immediately leaving marks on 
his back. The blood corpse was surprisingly heavy, and as soon as it put its 
weight down, the young boy felt a tickle in his throat, as though all of the 
bile in his stomach was about to come up. Moreover, the place on his back 
that was stepped on immediately became itchy and his eyes became hazy. 
He quickly realized that he might have been poisoned, and the toxicity was 
very high. In a daze, he saw that his brother’s severed hand, which was lying 
not too far away, actually seemed to be holding something. 

He blinked hard, took a closer look, and discovered that it was an ancient 
piece of silk. Whatever brother was so desperate to bring out definitely isn’t 
ordinary, he thought to himself. And now I don’t even know what happened 
to them. In any case, I have to take good care of this so that even if I really 
die, they can find it whenever they find my body. That way, brother’s hand 
won’t have been severed for nothing and I won’t have died in vain. 

 
(5) King Yama is the king of hell (think along the lines of Hades). 
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As he thought this, he struggled to crawl over to his brother’s severed hand. 
When he finally reached it, he forcibly opened his brother’s clenched fist, 
took the piece of silk out, and then stuffed it into his sleeve. 

At this time, there was a buzzing sound in his ears, it felt like his eyes were 
covered in a layer of gauze, and his hands and feet began to feel cold. Based 
on his previous experiences, the crotch of his pants must be covered in urine 
and feces right now. After all, people who died from corpse poisoning 
suffered very ugly deaths. What he hoped for the most right now was that 
the girl in the next village over wouldn’t see him like this. 

His muddled thoughts were running wild and his brain had stopped listening 
to him, but at this time, he began to vaguely hear the strange gege sound he 
had heard in the grave robbers’ tunnel earlier. 

He vaguely felt that something was wrong. After fighting with the blood 
corpse for so long, he hadn’t heard it make that noise, so why was it making 
it again now? Could it be…that thing he saw just now wasn’t a blood corpse? 
But then what did he see? 

It was a pity that he could hardly think at this time. He raised his head out of 
reflex and saw a huge, strange face leaning down and looking at him. Those 
two pupilless eyes were completely empty and didn’t have a spark of life in 
them at all. 
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Chapter 2 Fifty Years Later 

Fifty years later, at Xiling Printing House in Hangzhou, my thoughts were 
suddenly interrupted by an old man. I closed my grandfather’s journal and 
looked up at him. 

“Do you accept rubbings here?” He asked me. 

It seemed that he was just asking casually and I was very talented in this line 
of work, so I gave him a perfunctory answer, “Yes, but the price isn’t high.” 
This basically meant: if you don’t have anything good, get out and stop 
delaying my reading. 

In this line of work, I could close for three years and then open back up and 
quickly make enough money to close for another three years. I was used to 
being idle and hated dealing with customers who were half-knowledgeable. 
Later, whenever I saw those kinds of people, I would just act like I had 
nothing to offer them and would drive them away. But I recently had too 
much free time on my hands, and seeing that the peak season was almost 
over without anything good coming in, I was feeling a little uneasy. 

“Then I’d like to ask if you have any silk book rubbings from the Warring 
States Period? There’s one in particular that a grave robber stole from a 
tomb in Changsha fifty years ago and then got swindled out of by an 
American.” The man asked this while looking at the collection of things on 
my counter. 

“If it was taken by the Americans, then why would I have it?” I became 
annoyed as soon as I heard his request. “Of course, if you’re looking for 
rubbings, then you can just go to the market to find them. But how can you 
expect to get hold of a certain book in particular?” 

He lowered his voice, “I heard you have contacts. Lao Yang recommended 
you.” 

Startled, I immediately became alert. Didn’t Lao Yang go to prison the year 
before last? What, did he sell me out? I became anxious and my back broke 
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out in a cold sweat. “Wha…Lao Yang who? I don’t know anyone by that 
name.” 

“I know, I know,” he chuckled and pulled a watch out of his shirt pocket. 
“Look, Lao Yang said you’d understand once you took a look at this.” 

That watch had been given to him by his first love when he was in the 
Northeast. He treated it like it was as valuable as his own life. When he was 
drunk, he would take it out and look at it while shouting, “Ah, my beautiful 
nightingale!”(1) But when I asked him what the girl’s name was, he thought 
about it for a long time before he broke down crying and said that he’d 
fucking forgot what it was. If Lao Yang was willing to give this watch to this 
person, then that showed that this old man really was someone of interest. 

But no matter how I looked at him, I felt that his face was really disgusting. 
But when someone comes to your door, it’s better to speak frankly, so I 
raised my hand and said to him, “Since you are a friend of Lao Yang’s, what 
can I do for you?” 

He grinned, revealing a large gold tooth, “A friend of mine brought 
something back from Shanxi. I wanted you to take a look at it and tell me if 
it’s real.” 

“I can tell from your accent that you’re from Beijing. A big player from 
Beijing coming to the south to seek my advice is awfully flattering, but why? 
Aren’t there many experts in Beijing? It seems the wine-lover’s heart is not 
in the cup!”(2)  

He laughed, “They all say that southerners are shrewd. It looks like they 
weren’t lying. Even though you’re so young, you can still see through things 
clearly. To be honest, I really didn’t come to see you this time. I want to 
meet your grandfather.” 

 
(1) The raw actually said “鹃” cuckoo, but that kind of sounds like an insult in English (in my opinion) so I 

switched it to nightingale 
(2) Idiom for someone having an ulterior motive 
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My expression immediately changed, “Looking for my grandfather…what are 
you up to?” 

“After your grandpa stole that Warring States silk book from Changsha Dart 
Summit, did he leave one or two rubbings behind? My friend just wants to 
know if it’s the same as the one we have.” 

Before he had finished speaking, I was already yelling at the man who was 
dozing off nearby, “Wang Meng, see our guest out!” 

The old man became anxious, “Why are you trying to chase me out when 
I’m still talking?” 

“What you’ve said is correct, but it’s a pity that you came too late. My 
grandpa died last year. If you want to find him, you’ll have to go back and kill 
yourself!” I said this while secretly thinking to myself, that incident back 
then was so big that it even alarmed the central authorities. How can I 
possibly let you flip through the old accounts? My family won’t have any 
peace if I let you do this. 

“I say, little grandson, why are you saying something so unpleasant?” The 
old man showed an evil smile, revealing his big gold tooth once more. “It 
doesn’t matter if your grandpa is gone. But in any case, I’m not asking a lot, 
just please take a look at what I brought. That way, Lao Yang won’t lose face, 
yeah?” 

I glanced at him and his fake smile. It seemed he really would refuse to leave 
if I didn’t look at what he had brought. I told myself that I would take a quick 
look just to save Lao Yang some face. That way, he wouldn’t have any right 
to complain once he got out of prison. So, I nodded and said, “I’ll take a 
quick look and see, but I can’t guarantee its authenticity.” 

Actually, there were more than twenty volumes of silk books from the 
Warring States Period, and each volume was different. The one my 
grandfather had taken at that time was only a short part of one, but it was 
extremely important. I currently had a few rubbings hidden away in the 
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bottom of boxes. They were my dearest treasures, and there wasn’t enough 
money in the world to buy them from me. 

I saw the old gold-toothed man take out a white sheet of paper from his 
shirt pocket, and I immediately became angry. Damn, it’s a photocopy. 

“Ah, it’s only natural that this treasure would break apart with a single shake 
if I ran around with it,” he said in a lowered voice, pretending to seem 
mysterious. “If it weren’t for my connections, this thing would have gone 
overseas long ago. I guess this could be considered my act of patriotism.” 

I laughed, “You look like a grave robber yourself, no? I bet you’re just too 
afraid to sell it because it’s a national treasure and you don’t want to lose 
your head!” 

It appeared I had exposed the truth, for the old man’s face turned green. 
But he had to endure it because he wanted my help. 

“That’s not entirely true,” he said to me. “Every businessman has his own 
methods. I believe that when your grandfather was a grave robber in 
Changsha, he was also famous….” 

Now my expression must have looked ugly. “If you mention my grandpa 
again, I won’t look at what you’ve brought!” I said through clenched teeth. 

“Ok, ok, let’s stop. Just take a quick look so that I can quickly get out of your 
hair.” 

I unfolded the white paper and knew at a glance that it was a well-preserved 
silk book of the Warring States Period, but it wasn’t the one my grandpa had 
stolen at that time. Although this one was quite old, it looked to be a 
counterfeit from later dynasties. In other words, this was an antique 
counterfeit, which meant that it wasn’t easy to determine its value. I smiled, 
“This should be a forgery from the Han Dynasty. How can I put it…it’s fake 
but not fake. It’s real but not real. No one can tell if it’s a copy of the original 
or just something someone made up. So basically, I don’t know what to tell 
you.” 
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“Then is this the one your grandfather stole?” 

“To tell you the truth, an American swindled my grandpa out of the one he 
stole before he even had a chance to look at it. I really can’t answer your 
question.” I continued to maintain my fake sincerity while thinking to 
myself, it’s not easy to fool you. 

But the old gold-toothed man really seemed to believe me and sighed, 
“That’s really unfortunate. I’m afraid it’s really hopeless unless I can find 
that American.” 

“Why do you care so much about this volume?” I asked him. This whole 
thing was just too strange. The collection of ancient books depended on 
fate. You would be considered too greedy for wanting to find a set of twenty 
volumes from the Warring States Period. 

“Young man, to tell you the truth, I’m really not a grave robber. Look at my 
bony old body, it can’t endure such hard work. But my friend is indeed an 
expert. I don’t know what kind of game he’s playing, but in short, everyone 
has their own reasons for doing things.” He smiled and shook his head. 
“We’re better off not asking too many questions, right? Well, I’ll see myself 
out.” After he finished speaking, he left without looking back. 

I looked down and saw that I still had his photocopy in my hand. At this 
time, I suddenly noticed a pattern on the paper. It was a human face that 
looked like a fox. The two pupilless eyes appeared three-dimensional, as if 
they were coming out of the paper. I took a deep breath. I had never seen a 
silk book like this before; it should definitely be a treasure. I figured I could 
use this photocopy to make a few fake rubbings while I waited for Lao Yang 
to get out of prison. It would at least be an amusing way to pass the time. 

I hurried to the door and took a look, only to see that the old gold-toothed 
man was rushing back. 

He must be coming back to retrieve this thing, I thought to myself. So, I ran 
back inside, picked up my digital camera, and took a picture of the 
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photocopy. Then, I picked it up and walked out the door, almost running 
headlong into the old man’s nose. 

“You forgot something,” I said to him. 

** 

My grandfather was a Changsha “soil master”, also known as a “grave 
robber”. 

The reason why my grandfather entered this business really isn’t all that 
surprising. In today’s terms, it’s a family business. When my great-
grandfather’s great-grandfather was thirteen years old, there was a drought 
in Central China. In those days, when there was a drought, it was quickly 
followed by famine. You couldn’t buy anything to eat even if you had 
money. At that time, there was nothing to make a living in any part of 
Changsha, but there were a lot of ancient tombs. There was a saying that 
those living close to the mountains survived off of the mountains; those 
living close to graves would rob the graves to survive. So, the people in the 
village banded together and robbed the tombs to make a living. In those 
years, there was no telling how many people starved to death in Changsha, 
but none of the people in that village died. In fact, every single one of them 
was well-fed and well-dressed, which was all made possible by exchanging 
the items they had dug up from the tombs for food from the foreigners. 

After a long time had passed, tomb raiding, like other professions, also 
developed its own culture. By my grandfather’s generation, there were 
already factions and rules set in place. At that time, the grave robbers were 
divided into two groups: the north and the south. My grandfather belonged 
to the southern faction, which was good at exploring the soil with Luoyang 
shovels. A true master could determine the depth of the tomb and the 
dynasty it belonged to with only his nose. 

Now, many novels described Luoyang shovels as a grave robber’s staple 
tool, but in fact, the northern faction didn’t use Luoyang shovels at all. They 
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were still good at accurately determining the location and structure of 
tombs, but their method was called “Xunlong Dianxue”.(3)  

But the people of the northern faction were a bit strange. How should I put 
it? In my grandpa’s words, their methods weren’t practical, and many of 
them engaged in cunning plots. When you robbed a tomb, you should just 
go in, take something, and leave. But they had lots of complicated rules 
when robbing a tomb, such as kowtowing once or twice in order to pay their 
respects. The whole process was very bureaucratic. 

The southern faction, on the other hand, didn’t have many rules and never 
worried about offending the dead. The northern faction condemned the 
southern faction as a bunch of dogs who destroyed cultural relics. They 
claimed that none of the tombs survived a visit from the southerners and 
even the dead were pulled out and sold. 

The southern faction called the northern faction a bunch of hypocrites. They 
were obviously thieves, but they were making themselves out to be 
something they weren’t. 

Later, the fight escalated until even a “battle for corpses” occurred. In the 
end, the two factions drew a dividing line at the Yangtze River. The northern 
faction referred to their work as “grave robbing” while the southern faction 
called it “digging up sand” or “digging up soil”. The Luoyang shovel was 
invented after the two factions had divided, but the northerners disdained 
the idea so much that they didn’t bother to use it. 

My grandfather didn’t know how to read, but then he took a few literacy 
classes. At that time, he only knew how to rob graves, so learning a new 
word almost felt like torture to him. But it was thanks to this education that 
he was able to record some of his experiences. That young boy at Changsha 
Dart Summit was my grandfather, and he recorded everything down word 
by word in his old notebook. My grandmother was an educated girl from a 

 
(3) Direct translation is something like “search for dragons, hit a pressure point”. It’s a feng shui term for 
finding dragon veins, which are basically terrain that looks like a dragon. 
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wealthy family who was attracted to his stories. In the end, my grandparents 
got married, moved to Hangzhou, and settled down here. 

My grandpa’s notebook was considered a family treasure. 

My grandpa’s sense of smell was completely destroyed after that incident, 
so he later trained a dog to smell the soil for him. That was how he earned 
the nickname “Dog King”. It’s true. Among all the grave robbers in Changsha 
now, those in the older generation were definitely familiar with this name. 

As for how my grandfather survived and what happened to his brother, 
father, and grandfather, I still don’t know. It was something he refused to 
tell me. But as far as I could remember, I had never seen a one-eyed great-
uncle with only one hand. I guess the whole ordeal really did end in disaster. 

Whenever this matter was brought up, my grandfather would cry and say, 
“That’s not a story for children to listen to.” No matter how I asked or how 
many tantrums I threw, he wouldn’t say a word. But as I grew older, I 
gradually lost my childhood curiosity. 

When the shop closed in the evening, another boring day had passed by and 
not a damn thing had come in. I went ahead and sent my shop assistant 
home for the day. At this time, a short text message appeared on my phone: 
“9 o’clock, Huangsha Chicken-Eye.” 

It was sent by my Uncle Three. This was a secret code stating that a new 
shipment of goods had arrived. Then, another message popped up: “Dragon 
back. Come quickly.” 

My eyes lit up with excitement. Uncle Three had surprisingly keen eyes. The 
phrase “dragon back” meant that it must be something good. If even he 
thought it was something good, then I really wanted to see it. 

I locked the shop door and then drove straight to my Uncle Three’s house in 
my worn-out Jinbei.(4) On the one hand, I wanted to see what these so-called 
“good” things were; on the other hand, I also wanted him to check out the 

 
(4) Jinbeis kind of look like a kidnapper van rather than a minivan. They’re also called “Gold Cup” cars. 
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pattern on the silk book I had photographed earlier today. After all, he was 
the only person in our generation who still had contact with grave robbers. 

As soon as I arrived downstairs at his place, I heard him shout from above, 
“You dumbass! I told you to hurry up but you took your sweet time getting 
here! What’s the use in showing up now?!” 

“Shit, are you serious? If you had any good items, you should’ve set them 
aside for me to look at first! You sold it too fast!” 

As I was talking, I saw a young man walk out of the front door with a long 
thing on his back that was tightly wrapped in cloth. I knew at first glance 
that it was an ancient weapon. This thing was indeed very valuable, and if it 
sold well, the price could go for more than ten times its worth. 

I pointed to the young man, and my Uncle Three nodded and made a what-
can-you-do gesture. I felt a burst of sadness in my heart and couldn’t help 
but wonder if my little shop would really go bankrupt this year. 

I went upstairs, made myself a cup of coffee, and told Uncle Three about the 
old gold-toothed man who came to spy on things today. I thought he would 
be just as angry as I was, but instead, he almost seemed like a different 
person. He remained silent as he printed out the contents of my digital 
camera. Once that was done, he held it under the lamp and took a look at it. 
I immediately saw his expression change. 

“What’s wrong?” I asked him. “Is there something strange about this thing?” 

He frowned before saying, “No, this looks like a map of an ancient tomb!” 
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Chapter 3 Temple of Seeds 

I look at the printed copy of the silk book full of words and then at the 
expression on Uncle Three’s face. It didn’t seem like he was joking. Was it 
possible that Uncle Three had reached such a transcendental level that he 
could see the image from the words? But no matter how you looked at it, it 
was impossible for this old and unscrupulous guy who ate, drank, gambled, 
and whored around to have any kind of immortal roots. 

Uncle Three trembled with excitement and said to himself, “Where did 
these people get such an amazing thing? How come I’ve never been able to 
find something like this? This time, I’m really fortunate. It seems like they 
still don’t know what this is. We can overtake them before they even start 
digging.” 

I was really confused, “Uncle Three, maybe I’m a little stupid but can you 
really see the map amidst such tiny words?” 

“What do you know? It’s called script mapping. In other words, the detailed 
geographical location of that place is written in these words. Most people 
wouldn’t understand this kind of thing, but fortunately, your Uncle Three 
here has some experience. In this world, I’m afraid there are no more than 
ten people besides me who can understand this thing.” 

My Uncle Three didn’t have many skills, but ever since he was a child, he 
had studied a lot of strange and unorthodox ancient texts and code words. 
To put it simply, he studied anything that was uncommon. Take, for 
example, Xixia’s Five Illustrations of the Wooden Text and the earliest 
Jurchen Ya characters.(1) Uncle Three could understand them and talk about 
them in great detail so it came as no surprise that he knew this thing was 
script mapping. 

 
(1) Xixia= Western Xia dynasty 1038-1227 of Tangut people occupying modern Ningxia and parts of Gansu 
and Shaanxi. They were overthrown by Mongols. The Jurchens were a Tungus ethnic group, predecessor 
of the Manchu ethnic group who founded the Later Jin Dynasty and Qing Dynasty. The Ya in “Ya 
characters” can mean something like “ivory or tooth”. 
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But he was the kind of person who liked to take advantage of others, so you 
had to play dumb in front of him. Otherwise, he’d dismiss you with a single 
word. So, I put on a naïve expression and asked him, “Oh, does it say go left 
and then go right and when you see a big tree in front of you, turn right and 
you’ll see a well, at which point you start digging? Is it something like this?” 

Uncle Three sighed, “You’re such a lousy student. Your comprehension is so 
bad that it seems our family will be finished with your generation.” 

I looked at him sighing like that as if he were regretting it from the bottom 
of his heart and couldn’t help but think that it was a little funny. “What are 
you saying? My dad didn’t teach me any of this stuff and it wasn’t like I was 
born knowing it.” 

He had a smug expression on his face as he started explaining, “This kind of 
script mapping is actually a kind of secret code. It has a strict format, so as 
long as you draw what the written text describes according to the format, 
you’ll end up with a complete map. So don’t underestimate this silk book 
even though it only has a few words. You don’t know how complicated the 
information it contains is. For all we know, it might even tell us how many 
bricks were used in a certain location.” 

As soon as I heard this, I immediately became interested. Ever since I was a 
child, my family wouldn’t let me go out on any grave robbing expeditions. 
But this time, I had to get Uncle Three to take me to have a look and snag 
some treasures so that I could survive my current economic crisis. As I was 
thinking this, I asked him, “Then can you see whose tomb it's written about, 
or whether the person was an influential lord?” 

Uncle Three wore a pleased smile on his face, “I can’t fully understand it 
now, but this tomb should belong to a nobleman from the State of Lu during 
the Warring States Period. The fact that his tomb was recorded in this silk 
book using this secret script mapping technique shows that this person’s 
position should be quite high. Moreover, this tomb is so heavily concealed 
that it must be worth a visit.” 
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I looked into his eyes shining with excitement and found it a bit strange. This 
old guy was so lazy that he normally wouldn’t even bother to step out of the 
door of his own house. Did this mean that he wanted to go out and see the 
tomb for himself this time? It sounded like it would really be a fantastic 
story for the ages, so I hurriedly asked him, “What? Uncle Three, are you 
really going to dig this tomb up yourself?” 

He patted me on the shoulder, “You don’t understand this, so let me tell you 
something. In the Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming, and Qing Dynasty tombs, there 
are certainly treasures, but they can only be described as wonderful 
workmanship at best. When it comes to the ancient royal tombs during the 
Warring States Period, however, you’ll never be able to guess what’s in 
them. The tombs of that time period are the places where magical artifacts 
can be found. They’re all things that can’t be found in the world! Do you 
really think I’d want to miss out on this?” 

“Are you so sure? Maybe there’s nothing in it.” 

“Impossible, didn’t you see this pattern?” He pointed to the strange fox 
face, “This is the mask worn by the earliest people in the State of Lu when 
they were offered up as sacrifices. There must be someone with a very 
special identity buried in this tomb. They may have even been more 
respected than the emperor at that time.” 

“Maybe it was the emperor’s father,” I blurted out. 

Uncle Three glared at me and tried to put the pictures away, but I pressed 
my hands down on them and smiled at him, “Uncle Three, don’t be in such a 
rush to put them away. I was the one who brought them here, so take me 
with you so that I can get some first-hand experience this time.” 

“That’s out of the question!” He shouted. “Digging up this tomb isn’t as easy 
as you think. There’s no air-conditioning in that place and it will be full of 
traps. You may die at any time. You are your father’s only child. If anything 
happens to you, he’ll skin me alive.” 
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I also started shouting, “Then screw it! Just pretend I never came!” I jerked 
the papers out of his hand, turned my head, and started walking away. 

I knew Uncle Three. Once he came across something he liked—whether it be 
antiques or women—all of his principles went out the window. I was certain 
I had him at this point, and sure enough, I had only taken a few steps when 
he immediately surrendered. He caught up with me and grabbed the papers 
in my hand, “Ok, ok, ok. You’ve got me. But you have to agree to stay 
outside of the grave robbers’ tunnel when we go down. How about it?” 

I immediately became elated and thought to myself, will you really be able 
to stop me when I want to go down? But I just quickly nodded and said, “You 
got it! When we head out, I’ll listen to everything you say and do whatever 
you want me to do!” 

Uncle Three sighed helplessly and said, “The two of us can’t do it alone, so 
I’ll call in some experienced guys tomorrow. I’ll solve this script mapping in 
the next few days, but you have to help me buy some things.” As he spoke, 
he quickly wrote out a list and handed it to me while adding, “Don’t buy any 
knock-offs. And be sure to prepare some equipment and clothes that we can 
use to pretend to be ordinary travelers. Otherwise, we’ll be arrested before 
we even reach the place.” 

I nodded to show my understanding and then got to work. 

The things Uncle Three wanted were a bit tricky to find. I figured he was 
deliberately trying to make things difficult because the things on this list 
generally weren’t available in stores. They included things like waterproof 
miner’s lamps that could be taken apart, threaded steel pipes, shovel heads 
that could collect soil, pocketknives, folding shovels, short-handled 
hammers, bandages, nylon ropes, and so on. I had only bought half of the 
things on the list and ended up spending nearly ten thousand yuan. Feeling 
distressed in my heart, I cursed the old fox for being stingy despite being so 
rich. 

Three days later, I met up with my Uncle Three, two of his old grave-robbing 
buddies, and the young man who had bought my uncle’s “dragon back” 
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good that day. The five of us traveled more than a hundred kilometers west 
towards the Temple of Seeds in Shandong. 

Speaking of this place, how should I describe it? The best I can say is that it 
was in the middle of nowhere. We first had to take a long-distance coach, 
then a long-distance minibus, then long-distance motorcycles, and then an 
oxcart. When we finally got off the oxcart, we looked all around but didn’t 
see anything. Then, a dog came running towards us. My Uncle Three patted 
the guide he had hired and said, “Old man, are we supposed to ride this dog 
next? I’m afraid it might be too much for him to handle!” 

“No,” the old man laughed. “This dog is a messenger. There aren’t any cars 
on this last leg of the trip, so we have to make do with a boat. The dog will 
bring the boat to us.” 

“Can this dog swim?” 

“He can swim well, he can swim well.” The old man looked at the dog, “Lu 
Dandan, go and take a swim.”(2)  

The dog was really intelligent and actually jumped into the river and started 
swimming around. When he came back up, he shook his fur out and then lay 
on the ground with his tongue hanging out. 

“It’s still too early. The boatman definitely hasn’t started work yet. Let’s take 
a break and have a smoke.” 

I glanced at my watch, “If he hasn’t started work by 2:00 p.m., then what’s 
your boatman’s schedule like?” 

“He’s the only boatman here, but he’s also the best. He starts working 
whenever he gets up, and sometimes, he doesn’t work at all. It really makes 
people anxious.” The old man smiled. “But there’s nothing you can do about 
it. The river god here really favors him. If anyone else enters the cave, they 
definitely won’t make it out, but he’s always fine. If you can ride mules, we 

 
(2) Lu Dandan= Donkey balls 
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can climb over the mountain and get there in a day. But you guys have so 
many things that the mules in our village won’t be enough for you.” 

“Oh,” Uncle Three immediately became excited when he heard about the 
cave and took out the decoded map. He kept treating it like some kind of 
treasure and wouldn’t let me see it. As soon as he took it out, we 
immediately leaned over to look at it, all except for the young man who just 
sat off to the side without saying a word. 

To tell you the truth, my uncle’s two buddies were easy to get along with. 
They were both real people. But this guy was like a tightly sealed oil bottle.(3) 
He didn’t even say a single word the whole way through our journey. He just 
looked straight up at the blue sky, as if it would suddenly fall down. It was so 
annoying! I spoke a few words with him at first, but then I got bored and 
simply ignored him after that. I really didn’t understand why Uncle Three 
had brought him here. 

“There’s a cave—it’s really a river cave—just behind this mountain,” Uncle 
Three said. “How about it, old man? Does this cave eat people?” 

The old man smiled, “That’s a story left over from previous generations. I 
can’t remember it clearly. The villagers used to say that there was a snake 
spirit in the river channel, and none of the people who went into that cave 
ever came out. Then, one day, the boatman’s great-grandfather came out of 
the cave on a boat, saying that he was a peddler from outside. But how 
could a peddler run around carrying a boat? Everyone said that he was the 
transformed snake spirit, but he just laughed and said that he had bought 
the boat in the next village over. If they didn’t believe him, they could go to 
the next village and ask. They ran to the village and asked, and sure enough, 
it turned out to be true. They believed that the monster in the cave was 
finally gone, but several brave young people who went to explore the cave 
never came out. Since then, only the boatman’s family could go in and out. 

 
(3) There it is guys, our first “Menyouping” (闷油瓶) reference. Direct translation is “stuffy oil bottle” but 

that sounds stupid in English so any future “Menyouping” references will be “Poker-Face”. Fun fact, the 
“ping” in Menyouping forms part of the PingXie ship name fans came up with (that’s Poker-Face x Wu 
Xie if you somehow didn’t know). 
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Do you think it’s strange? As time passed by, their family continued doing 
this business and have done so up until now.” 

“Then is the dog the same?” I was a little curious. “Didn’t you say it’s a 
messenger?” 

“This dog was also raised by the boatman’s family. But other people’s dogs 
and cows can’t leave that place once they go in.” 

“With such a strange thing occurring, no one from the government has 
come to investigate it?” 

“That would require them to believe us.” The old man knocked his old 
tobacco out onto the ground. 

Uncle Three frowned and then clapped his hands, “Lu Dandan, come here.” 

The dog was really obedient and eagerly came running over. When Uncle 
Three picked him up and smelled him, his face immediately changed, “No 
way, is such a thing really in that cave?” 

I also picked him up and smelled him, but the terrible odor made me choke 
and start coughing. This dog’s owner was really lazy. I had no idea how long 
it had been since he had given this dog a bath. 

One of Uncle Three’s buddies, Pan Zi, started laughing loudly, “You want to 
be like your Uncle Three but you’re still too young.” 

“This damned dog, why is it so smelly?!” I gagged while trying to hold back 
my nausea. 

“This dog grew up eating corpse flesh when he was a pup,” Uncle Three said. 
“That place is a corpse cave. It’s not surprising that we have to wait a certain 
amount of time before entering it. But that boatman, I’m afraid when he 
was a child, he was also…” 

“No way!” I was so scared that my hair was standing on end. Even the silent 
Poker-Face’s expression changed when he heard this sentence. 
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My Uncle Three’s other buddy, whom we called Ah Kui, was a big guy who 
was almost as big as the ox pulling the cart, but he was very timid. “What 
the hell is a corpse cave?” He asked softly. “Will something happen when we 
go in?” 

“I don’t know. A few years ago, I also found a cave like this in Taiyuan, 
Shanxi. It was a place where the Japanese put the corpses of those they 
slaughtered. Wherever there’s a corpse cave, there must have been a 
massacre—that’s for sure. At that time, it was fun to do experiments there. 
I’d put dogs and ducks on a bamboo raft, set up a camera on it, and then 
push the raft into the cave. The cave went on for a little over a kilometer. I 
prepared a long enough rope, but when I tried to pull it back out, the 
bamboo raft wouldn’t budge. The inside of the cave was pitch black, so I 
didn’t know where it had drifted to. Later, I tried to pull the bamboo raft out 
again, but I had only tugged on the rope a few times when the bamboo raft 
suddenly turned over. And then…” Uncle Three spread his hands out. “In the 
end, I only saw half of a face. But it was too close to the screen to see 
whether it was a dog or something else. 

“In ancient times, if you wanted to go through this kind of cave, then a 
group of dead and living people would need to pass through together. If it 
was just a living thing by itself, it definitely wouldn’t be able to get out once 
it went in! But I heard that there’s a place in Shanxi where people feed 
corpse flesh to children at an early age. That way, the corpse scent 
accumulates in their bodies. By the time they grow up, their bodies smell no 
different from dead people. Even ghosts won’t be able to see them. Old 
man, is your boatman from Shanxi?” 

The old man’s expression changed slightly and he shook his head, “I don’t 
know, that was his great-grandfather’s time. It was long before my time.” He 
suddenly looked up at the sky and then shouted at the dog, “Lu Dandan, go 
and bring your boat over!” 

The dog whimpered and then jumped into the water and swam to the back 
of the mountain. 
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At this time, I saw Uncle Three give Pan Zi a meaningful look. Pan Zi secretly 
took out a backpack from the luggage pile and put it on his back. The young 
man sitting off to the side also stood up and pulled his bag out of the 
luggage pile. Pan Zi walked behind me and whispered in the Hangzhou 
dialect, “There’s something off with this old man. Be careful.” 
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Chapter 4 Corpse Cave 

These guys had encountered many dangerous things over the years and 
were very skilled so I had full trust in them. So, when Pan Zi said this, I was 
well aware of the situation. Big Ah Kui also gave me a look, which meant 
that I should stay back and keep my nose out of trouble. 

I couldn’t help but smile. Why would I go looking for trouble? Ah Kui could 
knock a cow out with just one punch and Pan Zi was a war veteran with 
scars all over his body. And ever since he was a child, Uncle Three was the 
type to go all out in a fight. There was also that mute bastard, who didn’t 
look like he’d show any sort of kindness at all. As for me… ever since ancient 
times, scholars had always been the most useless in a fight. 

Uncle Three came up and shoved an army knife into my hand, but it felt too 
heavy and awkward. How was I supposed to use this? 

Just as I was thinking about what else I could use to defend myself, Lu 
Dandan came swimming back with a loud splash. The old man knocked his 
pipe against his pants leg and said, “Let’s go! The boat’s coming.” 

Sure enough, two flat boats emerged from behind the mountain in tandem. 
On the boat in front of us stood a middle-aged man, who was shouting at us 
while he punted the boat.(1) These boats were quite large and seemed more 
than able to hold both us and all of our equipment. The old man patted the 
ox on the neck. “You guys don’t need to unload all of your equipment. I’ll 
pull the ox and the cart onto the second boat and we’ll all sit together on 
the first boat. It’s better to save your strength while you can.” 

Pan Zi smiled, “Some of our things shouldn’t be exposed to water; it’s better 
to carry them with us. What if the ox happens to dive into the water? Then 
we’ll really be screwed.” 

The old man smiled and nodded, “What you’ve said is reasonable, but this 
ox isn’t a buffalo. It’ll never jump into the water. If it does happen to jump, 

 
(1) Punting is steering a boat by pushing a pole against the river bed. 
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then this old man will help you fish your stuff out of the water until every 
single item is retrieved.” 

As he spoke, he led the ox towards the approaching boats. We each slung 
our bags over our shoulders and followed behind him. The middle-aged man 
steered the boats very quickly and soon landed with a few skilled strokes of 
his pole. 

While the old man was pulling the ox and cart onto the second boat, I 
looked at the middle-aged man who was punting the boat. His skin was dark 
and suntanned and he looked extremely ordinary, but for some reason—
maybe it was a psychological effect or something else—I couldn’t help but 
think that this man looked sketchy. I remembered Uncle Three’s story about 
eating corpse flesh and suddenly felt that the more I looked at this guy, the 
more horrifying he seemed. 

“When we get to the cave, please speak quietly and don’t disturb the river 
god,” the man said. “And especially don’t speak ill of the river god.” 

“How long will it take to get through the cave?” Uncle Three asked him. 

“If it’s fast, it’ll only take five minutes to pass through. The current inside is 
very swift—at least, it was moving swiftly yesterday.” 

“Are there times when it’s slow?” 

“Yes, sometimes the water flows upstream. When you saw me coming over, 
I was coming downstream. But now we must go upstream, so it’ll take a long 
time. I estimate that it’ll take fifteen minutes. There are some turns in the 
cave that are quite dangerous to maneuver around.” 

“Is it bright in there?” 

The man laughed, “It’s pitch black in there, how can you expect it to be 
bright? You might even say it’s as dark as night.” But then he pointed to his 
ears, “I’ve been a boatman for more than ten years. I just need this pole and 
my ears.” 
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“Then can we use a flashlight?” Pan Zi raised the miner’s lamp in his hand. 
“It’s ok, right?” 

“It doesn’t matter,” the man said. “But don’t let it shine on the water. 
Otherwise, you’ll be scared to death!” 

Uncle Three smiled. “What, is there a water ghost or something?” 

“That thing can’t compare to a water ghost, but I don’t even dare to guess 
what it is. If you’re brave, you can take a look for yourself later. Remember, 
just take a look. If you’re lucky, the only thing you’ll see will be black water. 
If you’re unlucky, what you see will scare you out of your wits.” 

Having said that, we could already see the mouth of the cave, which was 
hidden behind the mountain cliff. When we were on the shore, we couldn’t 
see it at all and just imagined that it was a big hole in the mountain. But 
when I actually saw it, I couldn’t help but cry out in dismay. I didn’t expect 
the cave entrance to be so small. It was only ten centimeters wider than the 
boat, but the most terrifying thing was its height. People wouldn’t be able to 
fit even if they were sitting down, which meant that they could barely 
manage to get in by hunching over. If anyone were waiting to ambush us 
inside, there would be no room for us to defend ourselves in such a small 
space. 

“Shit,” Pan Zi suddenly cried out in amazement, “isn’t this cave a little 
small?” 

“It’s actually pretty big. There’s a section further inside that’s even more 
narrow,” the old man said from behind. 

Uncle Three glanced at Pan Zi, who put on a fake smile, “Ah, with such a 
small cave, if someone wanted to rob us, wouldn’t it be impossible for them 
to escape?” 

As soon as he said this, I saw the middle-aged boatman make a very 
inconspicuous gesture, and the old man’s expression changed. There really is 
something wrong here, I thought to myself. At this time, we heard a roar and 
then the boat entered the cave entrance. 
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Pan Zi turned on the miner’s lamp. The mouth of the cave was still bright 
when we first entered, but soon, the only light left was the miner’s lamp. 

“Master Three, this cave isn’t so simple,” Ah Kui said. “This is a robbers’ 
tunnel!” 

“A water robbers’ tunnel to be more precise. Do you see how these 
markings are circular instead of square? That means that this cave is 
ancient. It seems that this cave may be the entrance to another universe.” 

“Oh, this one seems to have a bit of background. He’s right,” the middle-
aged man said from the bow of the boat, where he was kneeling down on 
one knee. He held his pole in one hand while he steered the boat, but the 
strange thing was, his pole didn’t touch the water at all and he didn’t seem 
out of breath. Then he said, “I heard that this whole mountain is an ancient 
tomb, and there are quite a lot of water robbers’ tunnels of varying sizes 
around here. But as you can see, this one is the biggest and the deepest. I 
don’t think the water was that high back then, so this must have been a dry 
cave at that time.” 

“Oh, it seems that you’re also an expert.” Uncle Three politely handed over 
a cigarette. 

The boatman shook his head, “What expert? I just heard it from those 
people who came here before you. If you listen enough, you’ll also be able 
to say a few words. I don’t know much, so you can’t call me an expert.” 

Pan Zi and Da Kui had both placed their hands on their knives while talking 
and laughing with those people. The atmosphere seemed very harmonious, 
but in fact, everyone was tense. I kept telling myself that there were five of 
us and only two of them. If they really wanted to start something, we 
wouldn’t necessarily lose. But since they dared to target us, they must have 
been thoroughly prepared. 

As I was thinking this, the poker-faced guy suddenly waved his hand, “Shh, 
listen! Someone is talking!” 
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We immediately held our breath, and sure enough, we heard a disturbing 
rustling sound coming from the depths of the cave. I carefully tried to 
determine what was being said, but it was like I could hear it but not 
understand it. After listening for a while, I turned around in order to ask the 
middle-aged boatman if this sound was often heard in this cave, but I found 
that he had unexpectedly disappeared! I looked back at the other boat and 
cursed. Shit, the old man is gone as well. 

“Pan Zi, where did they go?!” Uncle Three shouted anxiously. 

“I don’t know, I didn’t hear the sound of them diving into the water,” Pan Zi 
also panicked. “I got distracted as soon as I heard that noise just now.” 

Uncle Three became annoyed, “Shit! We don’t smell like corpses, either. I 
don’t know what’s going to happen! Pan Zi, you fought in Vietnam. Have you 
ever eaten dead people?” 

“You’re kidding, right? I was washing dishes in the mess hall every day!” Pan 
Zi pointed to Ah Kui, “Fat Kui, didn’t you say that your family used to sell 
human meat buns? You must have eaten a lot when you were a child.” 

“Bullshit, I was making that up! Besides, the human meat buns would be 
sold to others. What kind of human meat bun vendor is desperate enough 
to eat their own product?” 

I hurriedly made a time-out gesture, “The three of you together are more 
than a hundred and fifty years old! This is embarrassing!” 

As soon as I finished speaking, the boat suddenly shook. Pan Zi hurriedly 
picked up the miner’s lamp and looked into the water, where we saw a huge 
shadow swimming under the boat. 

Ah Kui’s face turned white with fear and he pointed to the water, his mouth 
opening and closing without a sound. Uncle Three, afraid that he would pass 
out from lack of oxygen, slapped him before he started scolding him, 
“Useless! What’s wrong with you?! These two brats haven’t said a word, yet 
you’re freaking out even though you’ve been with me for so many fucking 
years?! Eat shit!” 
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“Ma—Master Three, this thing is too big! I’m afraid all of us combined won’t 
be enough for its dinner.” Ah Kui gave the water another fearful look. He 
had originally been sitting on the side of the boat, but now his butt had 
moved to the middle of the boat as if he were afraid that something in the 
water would suddenly jump out and take him away. 

“Bah!” Uncle Three directed a fierce glare at him. “We have all the 
equipment we need and we have people who are skilled! I’m the third son 
of the Wu family and I’ve been robbing tombs for ages. What monsters and 
ghosts haven’t I seen? Stop talking nonsense!” 

Pan Zi was also very frightened, but for him, it wasn’t so much fear as it was 
shock. With such a huge thing swimming under the water in such a narrow 
space, it wasn’t surprising that everyone was struggling to think. Pan Zi 
looked around and said, “Master Three, this cave is very strange. I’m so 
terrified that I feel like my heart is about to explode and I can’t think. Let’s 
talk about this after we get out of here, ok?” 

Ah Kui immediately agreed and even I was eager to leave this place, but I 
was Uncle Three’s family after all, so I had to wait for him to give his opinion 
before I could speak. 

Uncle Three actually looked at Poker-Face at this time, as if he were seeking 
his advice. With Uncle Three’s personality, he wouldn’t even pay attention 
to the most noble and authoritative person around, but now he seemed to 
be deferring to this young guy. Wondering what was going on, I turned my 
head to see what this guy had to say, only to find that he wasn’t listening to 
us at all. His expression, which was originally as stiff as a stone statue, had 
disappeared and both eyes were staring intently into the water like he was 
looking for something. 

I wanted to ask Uncle Three who this guy really was, but now wasn’t the 
time for it so I secretly asked Pan Zi instead. Pan Zi just shook his head and 
said that he also didn’t know. He only knew that this man was really skilled. 
He jutted his chin at the guy’s hand and said, “Look, how many years do you 
think it takes to get a hand like that?” 
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I really hadn’t paid attention to that guy’s hand before, but when I looked at 
it now, I found that it was really unusual. 

His middle and index fingers were particularly long, and I immediately 
thought of the ancient Faqiu Zhonglang Jiang’s(2) two-finger probing 
technique, which I had read about in my grandfather’s notes. The experts in 
Faqiu Zhonglang Jian used these two fingers, which were as firm and 
powerful as Mount Tai, to easily disable the small traps in tombs. But if you 
wanted to practice this skill, you had to start from a young age and the 
process was bound to be miserable. 

I was still wondering what he was capable of doing with those fingers when I 
saw him raise his right hand up and then thrust it into the water as quick as 
lightning. The movement was so fast that it was almost like there was a flash 
of white light before his hand had already returned, a black bug tightly held 
between his two strangely long fingers. He threw the bug onto the boat 
deck and said, “It was this thing just now.” 

I looked down and couldn’t help but breathe a sigh of relief, “Isn’t this a 
diving beetle? So that big shadow just now was just a lot of diving beetles 
swimming past?” 

“Yes.” The young man wiped his hands on his clothes. 

Although we weren’t fully convinced, we were already feeling relieved. At 
this time, Ah Kui suddenly stepped on the bug and squashed it. “Shit, that 
scared me to death.” 

 
(2) I left the pinyin. Characters are 发丘中郎将. It’s basically like an official tomb robbing position in the 

dynastic governments. I think this is more along the lines of “Ghost Blows Out the Light” stuff because 
what I’m finding is that Chinese Warlord Cao Cao took his subordinates around looting graves. In order 
to raise the efficiency of the tomb robbery, two posts were specially set up: Faqiu Zhonglang Jiang and 
Mojin Xiaowei (none of this is actually proven. People just kind of believe it anyways).  Fa means 
“excavation”, Qiu means “mound” or “tomb” or “grave”. Zhonglang Jiang and Xiaowei were the two 
military commander positions at the time. The position of Zhonglang Jiang is second only to the general, 
which is a bit similar to the reserve of high-level generals. Here’s someone’s essay (take it with a grain of 
salt) 

https://daydaynews.cc/en/history/494914.html
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But after thinking about it, I felt that that couldn’t be right. How could there 
be so many diving beetles moving at the same time? And this beetle in 
particular was way too big! Poker-Face didn’t seem to be very relieved 
either and also seemed to be thinking about the issue. 

Ah Kui was still stomping on the bug’s body, which had already been 
smashed to a pulp. I figured he wanted to save some of the face he had lost 
just now. Uncle Three picked up one of the bug’s broken legs, put it under 
his nose to sniff it, and then said in amazement, “This isn’t a diving beetle, 
it’s a corpse eater.” 

We all stared at him blankly. This tidbit of information really wasn’t 
reassuring seeing as how the name sounded so ominous. 

“Shit, this thing eats carrion. There’s a large number of these bugs wherever 
there are dead things, and if they eat well, they’ll grow bigger. It seems like 
there’s a place further upstream with a lot of corpses. And it’s a big site 
too.” Uncle Three looked at the dark cave up ahead. 

“Does this kind of thing bite the living?” Da Kui asked timidly. 

“If it’s a normal size, it definitely won’t bite, but look at the size of this one. 
I’m really not sure whether it’ll bite or not.” Uncle Three looked at it, 
obviously puzzled. “This thing usually stays in places where there are many 
dead bodies and doesn’t often swim around. Why was such a large group 
moving together just now?” 

At this time, Poker-Face suddenly turned his head towards the depths of the 
cave. “I’m afraid they were running for their lives.” 

“What? Running for their lives?” Da Kui asked. “Then in this cave…” 

Poker-Face nodded, “I keep feeling like something is coming towards us 
from further inside. And whatever it is, it’s not small.” 
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Chapter 5 Shadow in the Water 

“Hey, young master, don’t scare me like that. I may be big but I’m most 
afraid of things that can’t be explained,” Da Kui said. “If you say it’s a bunch 
of horse thieves, then that’s no problem. But you can’t even say what this 
thing is. Look, my legs have gone soft.” 

There’s no way we can stay here, I thought to myself. Plus, an 
uncomfortable premonition kept popping into my head from time to time. I 
didn’t know if it was the psychological effect of this depressing cave or what, 
but I said to the group, “It doesn’t matter what it is. The most important 
thing right now is to get out quickly. We’re going against the current now, 
but since we have to go back, it should definitely be faster than when we 
came in. I think we’ve only been in this place less than ten minutes so 
getting out definitely shouldn’t be a problem.” 

“Yes, yes, Little Master Three is right,” Da Kui hurriedly agreed. “Master 
Three, just say the word. If worst comes to worst and we have to go over the 
mountain when we get out, I’ll carry everything. I’m definitely strong 
enough. It won’t make much of a difference if we delay the work a day or 
two, right? We can dig our grave robbers’ tunnel faster and make up for the 
lost time, yeah?” 

Uncle Three looked at Poker-Face again and asked, “Little Brother(1), what 
do you think?” 

“I’m afraid it’s too late to go out now,” Poker-Face said indifferently. “Since 
those two people took us in here, they must be quite certain that we can’t 
get out.” 

“If we can’t get out, then are we supposed to wait here until we die of old 
age?” Pan Zi looked at him, but Poker-Face just glanced at him before 
turning his head and closing his eyes to rest. Pan Zi saw that he was being 

 
(1) Characters are 小哥 (pinyin: Xiaoge), which can be literally translated into “little older brother.” It’s 
actually used to address a young man informally when you don’t know his name. There’s probably not 
an equivalent word in English, but I’m not fixing it after almost 1,560-ish posts so “Little Brother” it is. 
It’s also why you’ll see a lot of fans refer to Poker-Face as “Xiaoge” or “Xiao Ge”.  
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ignored and said to Uncle Three, “I think we can’t go forward. Look at Ah 
Kui, he must be scared to death. We should go back. The way in here wasn’t 
that complicated, so maybe we can find our way out. If we really meet 
something strange, we’ll think of something!” 

Uncle Three nodded, “It’s the only way.” Then he started issuing orders to 
Pan Zi, “Put a miner’s lamp in both the front and the back of the boats and 
take out those shotguns. Ah Kui and I will use the pole to steer the boats, 
Pan Zi and Wu Xie will keep an eye on the back, and Little Brother will be up 
front giving me directions.” 

We all agreed. Pan Zi took out another miner’s lamp, lit it, and then hung it 
up behind us. The ox on the second boat suddenly cried out when the light 
hit it, which caused Pan Zi to start cursing, “Master Three, we have to drive 
this cow into the water. Otherwise, the poles won’t be able to steer the 
boat.” 

Since the miner’s lamp had been illuminating the front just now, we didn’t 
pay any attention to what was behind us and ended up forgetting all about 
the boat we were pulling. Now, we couldn’t help but feel dumbstruck. It 
seemed that these two old thieves had really considered everything 
thoroughly. The height of this cave prevented the ox from standing up, let 
alone driving it into the water. Plus, the weight of our equipment, the cart, 
and the ox meant that the other boat had already taken on a lot of water. If 
any of us climbed onto the second boat, not only would we be unable to 
steer it with the poles, but it may also sink. In this way, the towed boat 
behind us was like a plug, blocking the way out. 

At this time, I vaguely heard that strange sound coming from the depths of 
the cave again, but it was obviously much closer than before. The sound, like 
the whispering of countless little demons, made everyone feel extremely 
uncomfortable. We all fell silent, and the atmosphere became very strange 
for a while. Then, all of my attention was suddenly attracted by the sound. I 
tried to come to my senses several times, but I was immediately pulled back 
in again. Not good! My heart screamed. There’s something strange about 
this sound! 
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Although I knew it, I couldn’t seem to come back to my senses at all and my 
head was filled with the sound for a while. Then, someone kicked me hard 
and I lost my balance and fell into the water. 

The sound in my head immediately disappeared and then I saw Pan Zi fall 
down as well. Uncle Three and Da Kui quickly followed, with Poker-Face 
jumping down last with a miner’s lamp in his hand. In the water, the sound 
was distorted a lot and didn’t seem to have any effect on us. But everything 
underwater was very blurry when I opened my eyes and I could only see a 
rough picture even when I squinted. 

Poker-Face faced us and pointed at something underwater before using the 
lamp to illuminate our surroundings. The water wasn’t very deep and we 
could see a layer of white sand below. He swept the lamp around, but there 
weren’t any plants, fish, shrimp, or anything else. I really couldn’t hold my 
breath any longer, so I surfaced and took a deep breath. But just as I was 
wiping the water away from my eyes, I suddenly found a bloody face 
hanging upside down, its two eyes staring at me unwaveringly. 

He and I stared at each other like this for a while. 

I recognized him as the middle-aged man who had been punting the boat for 
us. When I looked up, I found that he only had his upper body and a big 
black bug on the cave ceiling was eating his intestines and shaking it from 
time to time. I immediately froze in shock. Isn’t this a corpse-eater? My God, 
how many dead people did it have to eat to grow so big?! 

At this time, Pan Zi’s head also emerged from the water on the other side. 
But unfortunately, he didn’t seem to have my luck. Before he could even 
understand what was going on, the insect screeched, threw the corpse 
aside, and pounced on his head. It then proceeded to lift up a pair of big 
pincer-like legs and stuck them in Pan Zi’s scalp with a swish. 

That Pan Zi was also considered quite a character. Despite the unfavorable 
circumstances he suddenly found himself in, I saw him flip his left hand over 
and stab his knife—I didn’t even know when he put it in his hand—into the 
base of the bug’s leg and dig out one of its pincers. The bug let out a piercing 
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screech. If I had been the one attacked by such a big bug, I would have 
already been reporting straight to King Yama. The bug’s other pincer 
couldn’t bear its weight, so it was easily pulled out when Pan Zi punched it 
away. 

This whole series of events happened as quick as lightning, so Pan Zi didn’t 
even have time to notice me. And because of this, he ended up throwing the 
bug directly on my face. 

I cursed in my heart, this Pan Zi is too unkind. He usually says how he’ll 
protect me, but now, when something happens, he directly throws this 
deadly thing on my face! You still have a knife but I only have a pair of 
hands. I’m done for! 

That bug didn’t waste any time and immediately cut a chunk of skin off of 
my face with its sharp pincers. I gritted my teeth and tried to throw it off, 
but I didn’t expect it to have barbs on several of its legs. They were firmly 
hooked onto my clothes and some of them were even directly hooked into 
my flesh, which had me tearing up from the pain. 

At this time, Poker-Face also surfaced. When he saw that I was about to 
lose, he immediately rushed over, thrust two fingers into the insect’s back, 
and forcefully pulled out something that looked like shining white macaroni. 
The poor insect that had the upper hand just now was killed in less than a 
second. I threw its corpse onto the boat, feeling like I had just woken up 
from a dream. 

Da Kui gave Poker-Face a thumbs-up, “Little Brother, I’m impressed. It was 
such a big bug, yet you pulled out its intestines like it was nothing.” 

“Come on,” Pan Zi’s head had two bloody holes in it, but fortunately, the 
wounds didn’t look big. “You’re so uncultured,” he said through clenched 
teeth. “This is called the central nervous system, not the intestines. This guy 
directly paralyzed the bug!” 

“You mean the bug isn’t dead?” Da Kui already had one leg in the boat, but 
when he heard this, he immediately put it back into the water. 
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Poker-Face climbed onto the boat and kicked the bug aside. “We can’t kill it 
yet. We have to rely on it to get out of this corpse cave.” 

“Do you think that sound just now was made by this bug?” Uncle Three 
asked him. He heard the bug screech a few times just now but it didn’t 
sound like the whispering we had heard earlier. 

Poker-Face turned the bug over, and we saw that there was a fist-sized 
hexagonal copper bell fused to its tail. I didn’t know when it had been 
implanted into the bug, but the copper had turned green and was in terrible 
condition. All six sides of the bell were engraved with a dense cluster of 
incantations. 

Pan Zi kicked the bug as he tied a bandage around his head, but then the 
hexagonal bell suddenly moved by itself! 

The sound was exactly the same as the sound we had just heard, but the 
one before sounded more ethereal, like it was floating out of the darkness. 
This sound, however, seemed very real. It appeared this bell was the source 
of that sound, but it must have combined with the empty echo in the cave 
to bewitch us. There was probably a very delicate mechanism in this 
hexagonal bell that could survive for thousands of years without decay. I 
figured it was probably made of something like gold or silver, but how could 
it ring on its own? 

As I continued to ponder over it, the bell rang louder and louder, as if there 
was an aggrieved spirit inside who wanted to escape from this artifact that 
had trapped it. Unfortunately, this thing was so small that I just thought it 
was funny instead of scary. 

After Pan Zi bandaged his wound by himself—he was so skilled at it that it 
almost seemed like he hurt himself every day—he became so annoyed with 
the ringing sound that he went up to step on the bell. But the bronze shell 
had unexpectedly deteriorated so badly that the bell cracked as soon as he 
stepped on it and an extremely unpleasant green liquid burst out from the 
inside. 
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Uncle Three was so angry that he wanted to punch Pan Zi in the head, but 
he restrained himself when he remembered that Pan Zi had two fresh 
wounds on his head. If Uncle Three punched him, I was afraid Pan Zi would 
wind up in the same shape as this bell. In the end, Uncle Three resorted to 
cursing out Pan Zi instead, “Can you not control your fucking feet?! This 
thing is still an artifact, yet you ruined it with your stupid foot!” 

Pan Zi felt a little wronged, “Master Three, I didn’t know this thing was so 
weak.” 

Uncle Three shook his head angrily before taking out a knife to poke through 
the bronze fragments, among which were small bells of varying sizes and 
shapes that looked like honeycombs. These small bells were all attached to a 
delicate hollow sphere that was full of holes. Now that the sphere had been 
cracked, we could see that there was a big green centipede inside, whose 
head had been crushed. The green liquid was coming from its body, which 
was as thick as a finger. 

Uncle Three flipped the hollow sphere over with the tip of his knife and 
found that there was a tube leading from the sphere straight into the huge 
corpse-eater’s body. 

“It appears this centipede uses this tube to enter the corpse-eater’s belly to 
eat when it’s hungry,” he said. “How did they come up with such a symbiotic 
system?” 

The upper half of the boatman’s corpse bobbed in the water like a cork, 
periodically floating and sinking before floating back up again. 

Uncle Three sighed, “This is what they call ‘reaping what you sow’. They 
must have wanted to leave us alone in this corpse cave and were waiting for 
us to die before coming to get our things. I don’t know what happened 
today, but it looks like they ended up dying at the hands of this corpse-
eater. They really got what they deserved!” 

“This is called a curious coincidence. It seems we got lucky,” I said. 
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Pan Zi shook his head, “I’m afraid that thing’s pincers don’t have the 
strength to tear a person in half in such a short amount of time. If it had the 
strength, my brain would’ve been dug out in an instant. I think there’s more 
than one of these things. This particular one must have brought the corpse 
over here to eat after it was dismembered.” 

Da Kui was already very relaxed, but after hearing this, he couldn’t help but 
gulp loudly. 

“Don’t panic!” Uncle Three said. “Didn’t Little Brother just say that we have 
to rely on this thing to get out of this cave? Let’s put this big corpse-eater on 
the bow and let it clear the way for us. This thing has eaten corpses its 
whole life, so its yin energy is extremely heavy.(2) It should act as a deterrent 
if there are any zombies. I’d say that in this corpse cave, the corpse-eaters 
are the overlords here. With this one on our boat, we can definitely make it 
out of here. Now come on, we can’t go back anyways. I’d like to see what 
the place in front of us looks like if it can produce such a big bug.” 

After listening to what my Uncle Three said, I also thought that it sounded 
reasonable. It already felt like I had spent a lot of time in this cave. This place 
where I couldn’t even lift my head up was just too depressing. 

We all took out our folding shovels from the luggage in the back and used 
them as punting poles to push against the rock walls and drive the boats 
forward. 

While doing this, I studied the upper cave wall and suddenly had a question. 
“Do you see this solid rock?” I asked Uncle Three. “How did the ancient 
grave robbers dig through it? Even now, I think hundreds of people working 
together probably couldn’t dig such a deep cave.” 

“Notice how this cave is so round,” Uncle Three said. “It’s very ancient. I 
figure the ones who dug this hole back then were a group of officials, that is, 

 
(2) Yin is the negative principle of Yin and Yang (it’s the dark swirl in the Yin-Yang symbol). In simple 
terms, yin is characterized as negative, passive, and feminine, whereas yang is seen as positive, active, 
and masculine. 
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an army specializing in grave robbing. It seems like it won’t be as easy as we 
thought to find the tomb marked on the map.” 

“Master Three, how can you be so sure that this tomb is still there? If an 
army came and dug such a long tunnel, it’s impossible to guarantee that the 
tomb hasn’t been completely wiped clean already!” Da Kui said. “I bet we 
won’t even find a coffin lid when we go in.” 

Uncle Three snorted and said, “If this tomb was robbed thousands of years 
ago, then there’s nothing we can do about it. But you should know that this 
cave exists on that map, which shows that this grave robbers’ tunnel already 
existed when the tomb owner was buried. This grave robbers’ tunnel should 
be older than the ancient tomb we’re looking for and there’s probably more 
than one tomb in this area. Who knows when this tunnel was dug?” 

“In other words,” I had already felt the chilling meaning behind my Uncle 
Three’s words, “everything we’ve encountered until now, including the huge 
corpse-eater and the ancient hexagonal bronze bell, as well as their master, 
may be from a time period before the Warring States Period?” 

Uncle Three shook his head, “I’m more concerned about why our tomb 
owner wants to set up his own grave around a tomb that’s already been 
robbed. Isn’t this kind of thing a taboo in feng shui?” 

Poker-Face suddenly waved his hand to signal us to stop talking and then 
pointed up ahead. We saw a green phosphorescence coming from the 
depths of the cave where the light from the miner’s lamps couldn’t reach. 

Uncle Three sighed, “We’ve finally reached the corpse dumping ground!”  
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Chapter 6 Corpse Dumping Ground 

We stopped the boat. This should be the most dangerous part of the water 
cave, so we couldn’t just rush in if we weren’t prepared. Uncle Three looked 
at his watch and said, “This corpse cave is a place you can easily enter but 
can’t get out of. I’ve been a grave robber for a long time now but this is the 
first time I’ve ever come into a place like this. I think it’s possible that this 
cave contains something really strange!” 

Pan Zi interrupted in a low voice, “Shit, that goes without saying.” 

Uncle Three glared at him and then continued, “But this is just the old man’s 
side of the story. We have no way of knowing whether this cave can only be 
entered by the boatman or not. If this cave really is a corpse cave,” he 
stressed, “then there must be danger up ahead. As for what we’ll encounter, 
we have no way of knowing that either. Maybe it’ll be a ghost-hitting-a-
wall(1) kind of situation and we won’t know where the boat is going. Or 
maybe hundreds of water ghosts will come to overturn our boat.” 

Da Kui sucked in a breath, “No way.” 

“In short, anything can happen. It’s really bad luck for us to encounter so 
many dangers even before we’ve arrived at the tomb. But in any case, you 
can’t be afraid of ghosts when robbing tombs. If you are afraid of ghosts, 
then you don’t need to be a grave robber. Since we’re doing this kind of job, 
it doesn’t make much sense not to encounter some strange things.” Uncle 
Three motioned for Pan Zi to take out the double-barrel shotgun from his 
backpack. “But we now have high-tech weapons in hand, which is much 
more advantageous than what our predecessors had back in the old days. If 
there are really water ghosts here, it’s also their bad luck!” 

 
(1) “Ghost hitting a wall” is a Chinese folk phrase that describes a situation where you get lost and end up 
going in circles. The idea is that when traveling in remote areas, a person is obstructed by walls that 
ghosts have placed in front of them, thus forcing that person to wander in endless circles. People also 
use this term to describe problems with no real solution.  
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Seeing Da Kui still trembling in fear, I said to Uncle Three, “Why does your 
rallying speech sound more like a ghost story? It looks like it actually had the 
opposite effect.” 

Uncle Three loaded the shotgun, “This guy is really humiliating me this time. 
I didn’t expect him to be so useless. Before this fucker came here, he was 
bragging like he was Niō.”(2) He passed the gun over to Poker-Face and said 
to him, “You have two shots in total and then you’ll have to reload. These 
are all buckshot, so they have no power at a distance. Be sure to aim before 
you shoot.” 

I was very familiar with double-barreled shotguns and had even won awards 
for skeet shooting when I was a child so I picked one up. Uncle Three and Da 
Kui held knives in one hand while they continued to punt us forward with 
the folding shovels in their other hands. Pan Zi, Poker-Face, and I all held 
guns as we slowly moved towards the corpse dumping ground that was 
bathed in that glowing green light. 

Under the faint light from the miner’s lamps, I found that the cave was 
getting bigger and bigger and the green light was getting closer and closer. I 
heard Poker-Face on the side say something in a foreign language and then I 
heard Pan Zi start cursing up a storm. Then I saw a scene that I will never be 
able to forget. 

When we reached the part of the cave with the green light, it suddenly 
became a huge natural cavern and the waterway became a river. The 
shallows on both sides of the waterway were full of rotting green corpses, 
but there was no way to tell whether they were human or animal. We could 
also see that the rows of skeletons closest to the innermost part of the cave 
were stacked very neatly, which seemed to indicate that someone had piled 
them up there. The ones further out, however, were messy. This was 
especially so for the ones on the edge of the river. They were lying in various 
positions and many of the corpses hadn’t completely decomposed. 

 
(2) Per Tiffany: Niō are two wrathful and muscular guardians of the Buddha standing today at the 
entrance of many Buddhist temples in East Asian Buddhism in the form of frightening wrestler-like 
statues. Link here. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nio
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Without exception, all of these corpses were covered in something like a 
gray film, which was tightly wrapped around them like plastic wrap. From 
time to time, a few huge corpse-eaters would burst out of a few corpses. 
They were much smaller than the one on our boat, but they were still four 
or five times larger than ordinary ones. Some small corpse-eaters wanted a 
piece of the pie, but as soon as they climbed onto the bodies, the big 
corpse-eaters would eat them. 

“Most of these bodies floated down from upstream and then ran aground 
here. Be careful, everyone. Look around and see if there’s something 
strange!” 

“Look!” The sharp-eyed Da Kui pointed to one side of the cave wall. We all 
turned to look and saw a green crystal coffin set vertically in the cave wall. It 
looked like it was floating in midair and there seemed to be a white-clothed 
female corpse inside of it, but it was too far away for us to see clearly. 

“There’s another one there!” Pan Zi pointed to the other side, and we saw 
that, sure enough, there was a crystal coffin in the same position on the 
other side of the cave wall. But this one was empty! 

Uncle Three sucked in a breath. “Where’s the body?” 

“Is it a zombie?” Da Kui asked. “Master Three, there shouldn’t be any 
zombies in this place, right?” 

“Pay attention, all of you. If you see anything moving, don’t ask questions 
and just shoot first,” Uncle Three said while looking around warily. 

At this time, we went around a bend in the river and bypassed a pile of 
bones. Da Kui suddenly cried out in fright and fell down in the boat. The rest 
of us took a closer look and saw a woman in a dress made of white feathers. 
She had her back to us and her long black hair fell all the way down to her 
waist. After seeing the adornments on her outfit, I concluded that it was 
from the Western Zhou Dynasty. 

I swallowed past the lump in my throat and said, “Here’s the corpse—” 
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“Stop—stop—” Uncle Three wiped the sweat from his forehead. “Da Kui, get 
the black donkey hoof from the bag! This is probably a thousand-year-old 
zombie, so grab the 1923 hoof. I’m afraid she won’t accept a newer one.”(3)  

He repeated this twice, but Da Kui still didn’t move. When we looked back at 
him, we found that he was foaming at the mouth and twitching convulsively. 
Had it not been for the tense atmosphere, I would have laughed. 

“Pan Zi, go get it. I deserve to get eaten by a zombie if I ever bring him with 
me again in the future.” Uncle Three took the black donkey hoof and spat on 
both hands before saying, “Get a good look at Master Three’s skills, dear 
nephew. This thousand-year-old zombie is a rare sight. If I don’t succeed, 
you can just shoot me in the head so that I can die quickly and without any 
pain!” 

I pulled him back, “Are you sure you can handle this?” 

In fact, I wasn’t particularly afraid. I had never encountered this kind of thing 
before, but I couldn’t shake the feeling that this slender woman in plain 
clothes seemed a little sad. But in horror movies, things normally weren’t as 
terrifying once the woman with long hair and white clothes turned around. 
That psychological effect was definitely at play here, so my heart was still 
beating very fast. 

At this time, Poker-Face also pressed down on Uncle Three’s shoulder and 
said, “Black donkey’s hooves are for zombies. I’m afraid this thing isn’t a 
zombie. Let me do it.” He took out a long object from his bag, which I knew 
was the dragon back thing he had bought from my Uncle Three before. After 
he loosened the cloth on the thing, I found that it was an ancient jet-black 
sword that appeared to be made from black iron. 

He slid the ancient blade across the back of his hand and then stood at the 
bow of the boat and let his blood drip into the water. Just after the first few 
drops fell, there was a loud “crash” and then all of the corpse-eaters came 
crawling out of the bodies and frantically retreated from our boat like they 

 
(3) Black donkey hooves are said to ward off zombies and vampires (aka jiangshi or Chinese hopping 
vampires). It’s said that if you stick the hoof into their mouth, it takes away their powers. 
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had seen a ghost. In just a few seconds, all of the corpse-eaters in the water 
and in the corpses had run away from our boat. 

It didn’t take long before Poker-Face’s hand was covered in blood. He 
pointed his bloody hand at the woman in white, who actually knelt down, 
much to our surprise. Poker-Face then said to Uncle Three, “Go, don’t look 
back!” 

Although I really wanted to see what the woman looked like, I decided not 
to take the risk at the thought that I might look back and end up seeing a 
mummy’s face. Uncle Three and Pan Zi rowed desperately until we finally 
saw a smaller cave in front of us, which was similar to the cave we had 
initially entered through. It seemed that this cavern was in the center of the 
mountain, and the waterway had only been created after both sides had 
been dug through. It eventually became a capillary-like structure with 
narrow entrances and exits on both sides. But even if the caves on both 
sides disappeared, the inside would still remain dry. 

As we gradually moved into the grave robbers’ tunnel, we had to lower our 
heads again. But before entering the tunnel, I couldn’t help but think that he 
had only said I couldn’t look back, right? I could still look at the reflection in 
the water to see if she was following us since that technically wasn’t looking 
back. But after looking, I felt as if all of the air had been knocked out of my 
chest. 

In the water’s reflection, I saw something lying on my back. 

I almost shouted and reflexively turned to look back, only to feel something 
hit me hard in the back of the head. Before I knew it, my vision went dark 
and I lost consciousness. 
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Chapter 7 Hundreds of Heads 

It took me a while to come back to my senses, but during that time, I had a 
lot of messy dreams one right after another. In the dim light, I saw a woman 
in white who was standing with her back to me. I ran in front of her, wanting 
to see her face, but all I could see was her back. I repeatedly tried to run in 
front of her, but all I could see was her back, no matter how many times I 
tried. Just as I was wondering what was going on, I suddenly realized that 
she had a back on both sides. I woke up with a loud shout and saw that the 
sky was painted a bloody red and the sun was setting. 

“Are you awake?” Pan Zi smiled at me, his face close to mine. 

I squinted my eyes to adapt to the light and saw Pan Zi point to the sky, “You 
see that? We’re finally fucking out!” 

I felt the back of my head, “You jerk, did you hit me?!” 

“So what if I did? He told you not to look back. You almost got us killed, you 
brat.” 

My memory suddenly recovered and I immediately panicked and felt my 
back to see if that thing was still behind me. Pan Zi laughed, “Don’t worry, 
it’s gone.” 

“What was it?” I couldn’t seem to shake off the lingering fear. 

“Little Brother said that thing is a puppet, but it’s actually the soul of that 
zombie woman in white. She just wanted to borrow your yang energy to get 
out of the corpse cave. But Little Brother didn’t tell us the specifics because 
he passed out after saying a few words,” Uncle Three said as he rowed. “But 
it seems that Little Brother has quite the background. That thousand-year-
old zombie just knelt down in front of him like it was nothing. I’ve never 
seen anything like it!” 
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I sat up and looked at Poker-Face and Da Kui, who were leaning against each 
other and both sleeping soundly. I smiled. I didn’t feel great when we first 
came here, but now that I could see the sky again, I felt much better. 

“Who exactly is this guy?” I asked. 

Uncle Three shook his head, “I don’t really know. I asked my friend in 
Changsha to introduce me to an experienced helper, and they came up with 
him. I only know that his surname is Zhang. I tried talking to him many times 
along the way, but he’s either sleeping or staring off in a daze. I don’t know 
his background, but the person who introduced me to him is very 
prestigious in the industry. Anyone this person recommends can be 
considered trustworthy.” 

As soon as I heard this, I felt that this guy was even more mysterious, but I 
knew that it was pointless to ask any additional questions since Uncle Three 
had already told us everything he knew. I glanced towards the front of the 
boat and asked Pan Zi, “Can you see the village?” 

“It seems to be just up ahead.” 

Uncle Three pointed to the dots of light in front of us, “It appears this village 
isn’t as shabby as we thought. It even looks like they have electricity.” 

When I thought of the village, images of a hot bath, stir-fried meat, and 
village girls with thick braids immediately popped into my head. I couldn’t 
help but get more and more excited. At this time, in the sun’s dying rays, I 
saw the shadow of a group of people riding mules over the hills to the left 
and right of us. They also seemed to be entering the village. Since the hills 
weren’t that tall, I could vaguely see that these people didn’t look like locals. 

When we got to the ferry crossing point, a little village girl saw us and 
suddenly shouted, “There are ghosts!” 

We were puzzled, but the kid ran away so fast that we didn’t have time to 
ask what she meant. The ox had been well-behaved and stayed on the boat 
behind us the whole time without causing any problems. Pan Zi took on the 
role of leading it off the boat since he used to deal with cattle in his 
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hometown. Da Kui woke up once he was finally ashore and thought that he 
had been dreaming just now. Uncle Three beat him first and then Pan Zi 
came over to give him a few kicks. 

Poker-Face seemed to have lost a lot of blood and didn’t wake up, so I 
helped put him on the oxcart. This guy’s body was really as soft as a 
woman’s, and it seemed as if he didn’t have any bones at all. As I got him 
settled, Uncle Three grabbed a passer-by and asked where a hotel was. 

The passer-by looked at us like we were a bunch of lunatics, “What do you 
think this place is? There are less than forty families in our village so why 
would we need a hotel? If you’re looking for a place to stay, you can go to 
the village guesthouse.” 

When we finally located the guesthouse, we found that it looked like a 
haunted house, but it turned out to be fine. At least, it was a concrete house 
with a telephone and electricity. And the most important thing was that it 
had hot water and clean sheets. In this village, it could be considered a five-
star hotel. 

We each took a bath, which felt great now that we could wash the stench of 
those corpses away. Then we went to the dining room to eat. Poker-Face 
had finally woken up by this point, but he didn’t seem very energetic. We 
ordered him a plate of pork liver to replenish his blood and didn’t bother 
asking him anything. He had saved our lives, after all, so any questions could 
wait until after he had recovered. 

We ordered beer, but since we were planning on starting work tomorrow, 
we couldn’t drink too much. As I ate, I teased the waitress, “I say, Big Sis, 
this place is pretty nice. It’s all cement floors inside and paved roads outside. 
Was the cement transported over the hills by mule?” 

“Ha, how can that be? Do you know how long that would take? A highway 
was built through here a long time ago; even those Liberation trucks came 
through. But the year before last, a landslide buried the road and we ended 
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up finding a big cauldron(1) buried among the rubble. Many people came 
from all over to get a look at it. When they saw it, they said that it was 
something from the Warring States Period and a national treasure so they 
took it away. They didn’t even bother dealing with the road. Isn’t that 
annoying? Later, the village said that we should repair it ourselves, but there 
wasn’t any money to do the repairs so everything came to a halt. It’s been a 
year and they’re still repairing it.” 

“What about the waterway? Don’t you have a ferry crossing point here?” 

“That thing’s been there since before Liberation. It’s been many years since 
anyone has run a ferry around here. Nowadays, if someone wants you to go 
by water, they must be planning to kill you and take your money. You 
outsiders need to be careful. The water in these parts is very dangerous. A 
lot of people have drowned over the years and none of the bodies have ever 
been recovered. The old people in the village secretly say that they were 
swallowed up by the mountain god.” 

I glanced at Uncle Three while thinking to myself, what kind of fucking guide 
were you looking for? It looks like you found a thief! 

Uncle Three was also feeling embarrassed at the fact that he had lost some 
face and hurriedly took a sip of beer before asking, “By the way, are there 
many outsiders who come here?” 

“Don’t be fooled by the fact that my guesthouse is small. I can tell you that 
any outsiders who come to this village end up staying here. Ever since that 
cauldron was dug up, more and more outsiders have been flocking here. 
There are even some people planning to build a villa on the other side of the 
mountain.” 

Uncle Three suddenly stood up and shouted, “Fuck, surely they’re not willing 
to go that far?!” It was obvious that anyone wanting to build a villa in this 

 
(1) Pinyin is “ding” (鼎). It’s an ancient cooking cauldron with two looped handles and three or four legs. 
Pics and info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ding_(vessel)
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wild, mountainous country was either an overseas Chinese or a grave 
robber. 

Seeing that the waitress was startled by this sudden outburst, Pan Zi 
hurriedly pulled Uncle Three back to his seat, “Master Three, you’re not 
young anymore. There’s no need to get so riled up.” Then he turned to the 
woman and said, “Don’t mind him. Master Three probably just thought that 
it was ridiculous.” 

I heard Uncle Three cursing in a low voice before he suddenly put on an 
embarrassed smile and asked, “Hey, do you have any historical sites or 
scenic spots around here? Anything to do for fun?” 

The waitress smiled and suddenly lowered her voice, “You guys don’t look 
like you’re here to have fun. Why, you’re probably here for grave robbing, 
correct?” 

Seeing that we didn’t say anything, she sat down next to us, “To tell you the 
truth, what outsider hasn’t come here to rob graves? If you really came for 
sightseeing, wouldn’t all that equipment in the cart be too cumbersome?” 

Uncle Three looked at me and then poured the girl a glass of beer. “If you 
put it like that, does that mean you’re also an expert?” 

“Ha! How could I possibly be? I just heard my grandfather and the others 
talking about how many grave robbers have come here over the years and 
taken a lot of good things out. But my grandfather said that the most 
amazing thing is still further inside. It’s the tomb of an immortal. All the 
gold, silver, and jewels that can be found inside are nothing when compared 
to the immortal’s treasures.” 

“Oh,” Uncle Three became very interested. “So did your grandfather go in?” 

The girl pursed her lips and then smiled, “Take care with your words. My 
grandfather also heard it from his grandfather, but I don’t know when this 
legend first came about. I heard that this immortal was sent by the Jade 
Emperor, and he became a great general who fought in many battles for the 
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ruling emperor at that time.(2) After satisfactorily completing his meritorious 
service, he ascended back to the heavens and his physical body was buried 
with the precious treasures he had used during those battles. That tomb is 
supposedly better than the emperor’s, but that seems like a given. 
Otherwise, how could he be called an immortal?” 

“In that case, there must be a lot of people looking for this tomb, right?” 
Uncle Three asked nervously. “Has anyone found it?” 

“Ah, you must not know. That place is impossible to get to now. When the 
mountain collapsed the year before last, that place also collapsed. Can you 
guess what fell out of the mountain?” 

“What? Was it another one of those cauldrons or something?” Da Kui asked. 

“Seriously? If it was really another cauldron, it would’ve been taken away 
long ago. I’ll tell you but you can’t tell anyone else.” The girl took a sip of 
beer before continuing, “More than a hundred heads were dug out of that 
place!” 

  

 
(2) The Jade Emperor is one of Chinese mythology’s most important and popular deities. He is considered 
to be the ruler of heaven. So in this context, he sent the immortal dude down to earth to help the 
human/mortal emperor fight battles at the time. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jade_Emperor
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Chapter 8 Valley 

Uncle Three frowned, “Just the heads? No bodies?” 

“That’s right,” the waitress said. “Don’t you think it’s horrible? Ever since 
that place collapsed, there’s been no way to get there. Even the mules can’t 
make it. If you want to go there, the only thing you can do is climb over the 
rubble one foot at a time. But even if you do make it, I figure you’ll only be 
able to take a look. Several groups of people have tried going there before, 
but the old men shook their heads when they saw how the mountain had 
collapsed.” 

Uncle Three glanced at Poker-Face, who was sitting there lazily and didn’t 
react at all, before asking the waitress, “Before the mountain collapsed, 
people had gone in, right?” 

“Yes, but I saw that they didn’t bring anything out even though they had 
been in there for a few days. They all seemed happy before they went in, 
but their clothes were like those of beggars and they stunk to high heaven 
when they came out. My grandfather said that they probably didn’t even 
find the tomb in there. What, do you guys want to try it too?” 

“After hearing what you said, I really want to check it out now. Otherwise, 
we’ll have come here for nothing.” Uncle Three chuckled but didn’t say 
anything more. 

When the waitress went to the kitchen to get our food, Pan Zi said, “It 
seems that the big tomb we’re looking for should be right here. But based 
on what that girl was saying, I’m afraid it’ll be hard to use the oxcart to 
transport all of our equipment into the mountains.” 

“There are ways to do it with equipment and ways to do it without 
equipment. Warring States Period tombs are usually vertical pits that go 
straight up and down and don’t have burial chambers. I don’t know if this 
one will be the same, but we’ll find out when we get there. As to how big 
and how deep this tomb is, I’m afraid it’s really different from the ones 
we’ve robbed before. And those human heads appearing after the mountain 
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collapsed… our ancestors would’ve called that a “demon head pit”. It must 
have been a burial pit where humans were sacrificed and then buried with 
the dead.” 

Uncle Three took out the map and pointed to a circle on it. “Look, this is the 
place. It’s still far from the main tomb. Those people who came here before 
must have definitely stopped here if they were following the dragon veins 
and acupoints. This is the dragon’s head, so generally speaking, the tomb 
must be below this spot. But if you look here, the area is more like the 
mouth of a gourd the further you go in. You’d have no way of knowing this 
treasure exists unless you go inside. This is where the real dragon’s head 
lies. The person who designed this tomb must’ve had a good understanding 
of how to find dragons and acupoints and specially set up this spot for grave 
robbers to dig up. I wouldn’t be surprised if there was an empty tomb under 
this fake dragon head with a lot of traps in it!” Uncle Three saw that we 
were listening intently and looked pleased with himself as he continued, 
“I’m afraid that without this map, even our ancestors would be stuck in this 
place if they came here. Tomorrow, we’ll only take what we need, pack 
lightly, and see if we can make it into that place. If it really doesn’t work out, 
then we’ll come back and take more of the equipment with us.” 

We nodded in agreement and then had one last round of drinks before 
going back to our rooms. 

Now it was time to go through our equipment and pick out what we needed. 
We obviously didn’t need traditional Luoyang shovels this time, so Uncle 
Three pulled out an archaeological shovel instead. This shovel consisted of 
sections of steel pipe that were screwed together. You could put together as 
many of these steel pipes as you wanted, which was much easier to conceal 
than a Luoyang shovel’s wooden handle. 

Warring States Period tombs were always buried more than ten meters 
below ground, so we couldn’t be stingy with how many steel pipes we 
brought with us. As a result, when they were all packed up, each person was 
carrying ten steel pipes and a shovel head. 
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Pan Zi also had a short-barreled rifle. It was usually tightly wrapped in a 
sturdy leather case, but now it had been taken out. This gun was much 
shorter than those double-barreled guns bought on the black market, so it 
could easily be hidden under your clothes without anyone being the wiser. 
He stuffed this into his backpack, along with a few rounds of ammo. Uncle 
Three said that Pan Zi’s gun was much more practical compared to double-
barreled guns because there was no way to turn around with the longer 
ones when you were underground. 

When I thought about it, I realized that I didn’t have much to bring with me. 
In fact, all I had prepared was a digital camera and a trowel, which made 
sense because I was a grave robbing intern anyway. 

There was nothing to talk about that night and I was exhausted after all that 
traveling we did during the day, so I went to bed. I slept soundly, and when I 
woke up the next morning, I felt as if my joints were weak and limp. We had 
a quick breakfast, bought some dry food, and then set off. The waitress from 
last night was very enthusiastic and asked a kid in the village to take us to 
the place where the landslide had occurred. 

We walked for more than two hours on the mountain road before the kid 
pointed in front of us, “It’s right there!” 

Sure enough, as soon as I saw it, I could tell right away that the mountain 
valley in front of us had been washed out by a landslide. We were now 
standing between two mountain ranges, and the long valley stretching out 
before us looked as if it would turn into a river during the rainy season. But 
between the mud and stones that had been swept into the valley, along 
with the drought that had been going on over the past few months, only a 
shallow stream was left flowing in the middle. 

The mountains on both sides were so steep that people couldn’t walk up 
them at all and the river channel in front had been blocked by the rocks that 
had fallen from the mountain. 

I patted the kid on the head and said to him, “Go back and play. And thank 
your sister for us!” 
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Instead of leaving, the kid held his hand out and said, “Give me fifty!” 

I stared blankly at him, but the kid didn’t say anything else and just 
continued to hold his hand out while staring at me. “Fifty what?” I asked. 

Uncle Three burst out laughing and gave him a hundred yuan. The kid 
snatched it and then skipped away. 

I suddenly understood and also started laughing, “Boys in the mountains are 
so unscrupulous these days.” 

“Men die for birds—” Da Kui started to say, but Pan Zi suddenly kicked him, 
“Do you have any culture? Die for birds? You’re probably dying for cock.”(1)  

We started climbing without saying a word. The rocks here weren’t too 
loose, so we were able to climb up in a few minutes. Not only wasn’t it as 
terrifying as the waitress had said, but we didn’t see the heads she had 
mentioned either. There was a canyon behind the collapsed slope, along 
with a few trees that were growing behind it and a dense forest in the 
distance. I didn’t know how this kind of ecology came into being. 

At this time, we saw an old man fetching water in the canyon below the 
collapsed slope. I took a closer look and thought, shit, isn’t this that damned 
old man who led us into the cave?! 

When the old man suddenly saw us, he was so scared that he fell into the 
stream. Then he got up and started running. Pan Zi called out to him in a 
mocking manner, “You trying to run?” He took out his rifle and shot it in the 
sand right in front of the old man’s foot. The old man leaped back in fright 
and started running in the opposite direction. Pan Zi fired three more shots, 
each one landing in front of the old man’s feet. The old man was a clever 
one. When he saw that the other party was merely playing with him, he 
knew that he couldn’t run away and fell to his knees with a thud. 

As we ran downhill, the old man kowtowed to us, “Sirs, please have mercy! 
This old man really had no choice but to target you! I didn’t expect you guys 

 
(1) Da Kui misquoted the popular saying “People die for money; birds die for food.” 
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to be so immortal-like!(2) This time, I really failed to recognize your 
greatness!” 

He had snot and tears running down his face as he spoke, but Uncle Three 
ignored it all and said to him, “Why, I think you’re quite full of energy. Are 
you sure you really didn’t have any other choice?” 

“To tell you the truth, I’m really sick. You can’t tell by looking at me, but it’s 
been very tough. In fact, I have to take several doses of medicine every day. 
See? I’m drawing water to decoct my medicine.” He pointed to a water 
canister that was lying off to the side. 

“Let me ask you something, you old crook. Why did you disappear in that 
cave so suddenly?” 

“If I tell you, will you gentlemen promise not to kill me?” The old man looked 
at us with pleading eyes. 

“Don’t worry. We’re in a society ruled by law now,” Uncle Three said. “If 
you’re honest, we’ll be lenient. If you resist, we’ll be strict.” 

“Yes, yes, I’ll confess,” the old man said. “Actually, it’s not a big deal. You 
might think that the cave runs straight through, but in fact, there are a lot of 
alcoves above it. Those alcoves are very hidden, so if you don’t deliberately 
look for them, you can’t find them at all. When you all weren’t paying 
attention, I stood up and crawled into one of those alcoves. I only came out 
again when the boats left. Then I whistled for Lu Dandan to pull a wooden 
tub over and I went out like this. After everything was done, the boatman, 
Lu Laoer, was supposed to give me my share, but I don’t actually get much.” 

 
(2) FYI, most “immortal” references in DMBJ are talking about more than just someone who has a long 

life or is immortal. The concept of “immortal” or “xian” (仙) has different implications depending on the 
context. The term “xian” semantically developed from meaning spiritual “immortality; enlightenment”, 
to physical “immortality; longevity” involving methods such as alchemy, breath meditation, and tai chi 
chuan, and eventually to legendary and figurative “immortality”. In English terms, they’re like humans 
who become gods. I really like Victor H. Mair’s description: “They are immune to heat and cold, 
untouched by the elements, and can fly, mounting upward with a fluttering motion. They dwell apart 
from the chaotic world of man, subsist on air and dew, are not anxious like ordinary people, and have 
the smooth skin and innocent faces of children….” More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xian_(Taoism)
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He suddenly thought of something and asked, “By the way, where’s Lu 
Laoer? He must have fallen into your hands as well.” 

Pan Zi slid his hand across his throat, “He’s already been sent to report to 
King Yama.” 

The old man froze for a moment and then slapped his thigh, “It’s good that 
he’s dead. In fact, I didn’t want to do that either. But Lu Laoer said that if I 
didn’t do it, he would kill me. You see? There was nothing I could do. Please 
let me go.” 

“Save it,” Uncle Three said. “Where do you live and why are you fetching 
water here?” 

“I live over there,” the old man said as he pointed to a cave nearby. “Look at 
me. I’m just an old man. I have no land, my son died young, and I don’t even 
have a house to live in. Now I’m just waiting to die. Please take pity on me!” 

“Then you’re very familiar with this area. Excellent! It just so happens that 
we need a guide. If you want us to let you go, you have to take us to a 
place.” 

When Uncle Three pointed to the forest, the old man suddenly turned pale 
with fear. “Sir! Even if you came here to go grave robbing, you definitely 
can’t go into that tomb! There are monsters in there!” 

As soon as I heard this, I knew that we were on the right track. It seemed 
that the old man knew something. 

“What, have you seen them?” Uncle Three asked him. 

“Ah, a few years ago, I also took a group of people there. They said that they 
were archaeologists, but as soon as I saw them, I knew right away that they 
were grave robbers. But these guys were different from the others I had 
seen before, and to be honest, they definitely weren’t ordinary at first 
glance. Those petty thieves all went down into the tombs as soon as they 
saw them, but this group said that they wanted to go into the valley without 
even looking at the tombs next to them. At that time, I was the only one in 
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our village who had been to that place. Those people were so lavish that 
they gave me ten big bills at once. I couldn’t resist when I saw the money, so 
I took them into the woods and led them straight to the place where I had 
been before. They wanted to keep going forward, but I refused. I said that 
they couldn’t buy my life with ten big bills. They said that they’d give me ten 
more bills, but I told them that I wouldn’t do it even if they gave me a 
hundred more. Their leader suddenly became hostile and held his gun up 
against my head so I had no other choice but to take them further in.” 

He scratched his head and continued, “Sometime later, they said that we 
had reached the spot. They looked very happy and immediately started 
digging at that spot, saying that something was right below. That night, after 
we found a place to pitch our tents, I drank too much and passed out. But 
guess what? When I woke up, all those people were gone! Everything was 
still there and the fire hadn’t gone out yet, but no one was around. I was 
scared and started yelling, but no one responded even after I yelled for a 
long time. Feeling that something was wrong, I figured I could just slip away 
since nobody seemed to be around anyways. So, I ran.” 

The old man narrowed his eyes as if he were recalling some horrible 
memory and said, “I had only taken a few steps when I heard someone 
calling me. I turned around and saw a woman from their team waving at me. 
I was just about to ask, ‘Why did you all run away so early in the morning?’ 
when I suddenly saw a big tree behind her start moving its branches in a 
threatening manner. When I looked closer, I saw a horrifying sight—there 
was a dense cluster of dead bodies hanging from the tree! My eyes almost 
popped out of my head and I was so scared that I peed my pants. I ran all 
day and all night before I finally made it back to the village. I’m telling you, 
that thing is definitely a demon tree. If I hadn’t grown up eating human 
flesh, my soul would’ve definitely been taken by that monster.” 

Uncle Three sighed, “You really are someone who’s eaten human flesh!” 
Then he waved his hand and Pan Zi skillfully tied up the old man. With him 
leading the way, we could save a lot of trouble. 

The old man was unwilling to go and kept pleading with us, but couldn’t find 
a way out of it. According to him, it would take a day to get to the place he 
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had mentioned in his story. Da Kui cleared a path in front of us and we 
quickened our pace while looking at the map as we walked. We were hoping 
that with the map and the old man’s memory, we could get there before 
dark. We walked for half a day, talking a little amongst ourselves at first, but 
then we felt tired as our eyes were filled with nothing but green foliage all 
around. Everyone kept yawning and wanted to fall asleep, but then the old 
man suddenly stopped walking. 

Pan Zi cursed, “What trick are you trying to pull now?” 

The old man looked at the bushes on one side and asked in a trembling 
voice, “That… that…what is that thing?” 

We all turned around and saw that something was flashing in the bushes. 
Upon closer inspection, it turned out to be a cell phone. 
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Chapter 9 Ancient Tomb 

The cell phone must have recently been dropped. When I picked it up and 
saw that it was covered in blood, I immediately had a bad feeling. “It 
appears we’re not the only group here and some of them are injured. This 
phone certainly didn’t fall from the sky.” 

I opened the phone’s contact list and saw that there were only a few 
numbers in it, all of which were foreign. Other than that, there was nothing 
else to be found. 

“In any case,” Uncle Three said, “it’s impossible for us to find them. But it’s 
still better if we hurry.” 

I looked around and didn’t see any clues, so I had no other choice but to 
clear the way and continue walking. But seeing such a modern thing in this 
wilderness felt a little strange so I asked the old man, “Has anyone besides 
us been into this forest recently?” 

The old man chuckled, “There was a group of people two weeks ago—about 
a dozen of them—but they haven’t come out yet. This place is dangerous, 
gentlemen. It’s not too late to turn around.” 

“Isn’t it just a monster?” Da Kui said. “Let me tell you, even a thousand-year-
old zombie had to kowtow to our young master here. With him around, 
there won’t be any problems with monsters, right?” He directed this 
question to Poker-Face, who ignored him as if he were empty air. Da Kui was 
a little upset at being ignored, but there was nothing he could do about it. 

We walked steadily until the light in the sky began to dim and finally reached 
our destination before four in the afternoon. 

We saw more than a dozen military tents, which were mostly intact. The 
quality of these tents was very good, so although the area was covered in 
decaying leaves now, the insides were still very dry and clean and contained 
many daily necessities. After rifling through the tents, we also found a lot of 
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scattered equipment, but there weren’t any dead bodies. It appeared the 
old man didn’t lie to us. 

We even found a generator and a few barrels of gasoline. The engine was 
wrapped in tarpaulin, but most of the parts were in bad shape. There wasn’t 
a response when Da Kui tried to start the generator up, but the gasoline was 
fine. 

As I rifled through everything, I found that all of the labels had been torn off. 
There weren’t even trademark logos on the tents and backpacks. Strange, I 
thought to myself. It seems like these people don’t want others to know 
where they’re from. 

We made a fire in the camp and had a simple dinner. The old man looked 
around warily while eating, as if he was afraid that the monster would 
suddenly rush out and hang him. The compressed food tasted so bad that I 
barely ate anything and just took a few gulps of water instead. 

Poker-Face looked at the map while eating. He pointed to a place on the 
map where the fox’s strange face was drawn, “We must be here now.” 

We all gathered around as he continued talking, “This is the place where 
they offered sacrifices to the gods, so the sacrificial platform should be 
below. The sacrifices that were buried with the dead might also be right 
below us.” 

Uncle Three squatted on the ground, grabbed a handful of dirt, put it under 
his nose, and smelled it. He shook his head, took a few more steps, grabbed 
another handful, and said, “It’s buried too deep. We’ll need to dig a bit.” 

We connected the threaded steel pipes to the shovel heads as Uncle Three 
stamped out a few marks on the ground with his feet, indicating that this 
was the place where we should start shoveling. Da Kui first positioned the 
shovel head and then used a short-handled hammer to tap it into the 
ground. Uncle Three put a hand on the steel pipe in order to get a feel for 
the situation below ground. When a total of thirteen pipe sections had been 
knocked into the ground, Uncle Three suddenly said, “This is it!” 
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We pulled the shovel up section by section until we finally reached the 
shovel head that had a clump of dirt on it. Da Kui unscrewed the shovel head 
and walked over to the fire so that we could all take a look at it. When Uncle 
Three and I saw it, our faces turned white at the same time and even Poker-
Face let out an exclamation. The soil looked like it was soaked in blood, and 
a blood-like liquid was dripping from it. 

Uncle Three sniffed it and frowned. He and I had both read my grandfather’s 
notes about blood corpses, but we couldn’t accurately infer the specific 
situation based on that. Since there was blood in the mud, however, we 
knew that the tomb below would certainly be no small matter. 

I looked at Uncle Three to see what decision he would make. He thought it 
over for a while before lighting a cigarette and saying, “Regardless, let’s 
keep digging. We’ll take about it later.” 

Pan Zi and Da Kui hadn’t stopped digging. Da Kui shoveled a few more times 
and then took the shovel head to Uncle Three. Uncle Three smelled every 
shovel head that was brought over and soon began connecting the holes in 
the ground with a trowel. I watched as they busily positioned everything, 
and in a short amount of time, the general outline of the ancient tomb was 
drawn on the ground. 

Locating caves was a basic skill of grave robbers. Generally speaking, the 
outline of the tomb aboveground usually matched what the tomb looked 
like below. Few grave robbers would make a mistake. But when I looked at 
this outline, I couldn’t help feeling like something was wrong. Most tombs of 
the Warring States Period didn’t have underground palaces, but this one 
obviously did. Moreover, it had a brick ceiling, which was really unusual. 

Uncle Three did some calculations with his fingers and finally determined 
the general location of the coffin. “There’s a brick ceiling below,” he said, 
“which means we can’t dig down. I can only mark the general location based 
on my experience. But this underground palace is too strange. I don’t know 
how thick the bricks are, so all I can do is go off of my experience with Song 
Dynasty tombs and have us go in from the back wall and take a look. If it 
doesn’t work out, we’ll have to start all over again, so be quick about it.” 
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My Uncle Three and the others had dug grave robbers’ tunnels for more 
than ten years so they were extremely fast. Three shovels flew up and down 
like a whirlwind and they managed to dig seven or eight meters down in one 
fell swoop. Since we were out in the middle of nowhere, there was no need 
to worry about where to put the excavated dirt so we just dumped it directly 
outside. Soon, Da Kui shouted from below, “Done!” 

Da Kui had dug out a big area under the grave robbers’ tunnel and cleared 
away a lot of dirt to reveal a large section of brick wall. We turned on a 
miner’s lamp and went down inside. Poker-Face saw Da Kui knocking on the 
brick wall with his hand and hurriedly held him down, “Don’t touch 
anything.” The look in Poker-Face’s eyes was so sharp that Da Kui jumped 
back in shock. 

Poker-Face then stretched out his two long fingers, put them on the wall, 
and felt along the crack in the bricks for a long time before stopping and 
saying, “There’s an anti-theft device in the wall. All the bricks have to be 
taken out. They can’t be pushed in, let alone smashed!” 

Pan Zi touched the wall and asked, “How are we supposed to pull these 
bricks out when there’s not even a seam?” 

Poker-Face ignored him, already busy working on something. He touched a 
brick, suddenly exerted a lot of force, and then pulled it out of the wall. 
There was no telling how much strength it would take to pull a thick brick 
like this out of a wall with only two fingers, which meant that these two 
fingers definitely weren’t something to be trifled with. 

He carefully placed the brick on the ground and pointed to the back of it, 
where we saw that it was covered in a dark red wax. “This wall is covered in 
alum acid, which is used to concoct pills of immortality,” he said to us. “If 
the wax is broken, this strong organic acid will spray onto us and burn off 
our skin in an instant.” 

I gulped, suddenly feeling very shocked as I thought of the skinless monster 
Grandpa saw before. Was it not a blood corpse but his grandfather who had 
been doused in alum acid? Did Grandpa shoot his own grandfather? 
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Poker-Face asked Da Kui to dig another five-meter vertical well below and 
then took out a syringe needle and a plastic tube from his bag. He 
connected the tube to the needle and put the other end into the pit. Pan Zi 
lit a fire stick(1) and burned the needle until it was red-hot, at which point 
Poker-Face carefully inserted it into the wax wall. The red alum acid 
immediately flowed from the end of the tube straight into the well. 

Soon, the dark red wax on the wall turned white, which seemed to indicate 
that all the acid inside had flowed out. Poker-Face nodded and said, “Ok!” 
We immediately began moving the bricks away, and soon, a hole big enough 
for one person to pass through was created in the wall. Uncle Three threw a 
fire stick into the hole and used its light to observe the environment inside. 

We had come in from the north side of the tomb and could see that the 
ground was made up of solid pieces of slate, which had ancient characters 
carved on them. These pieces of slate were arranged in a way similar to the 
eight divinatory trigrams of the “Book of Changes”.(2) The bigger ones were 
on the outside while the smaller ones were placed inward. There were eight 
ever-burning lamps placed around the tomb—they had obviously gone 
out—and a four-legged square cauldron placed in the middle of the tomb. 
The top of the cauldron was engraved with the sun, the moon, and the stars. 
On the south side of the tomb was a stone coffin that was directly facing us. 
Behind the coffin was a passage that seemed to be going downwards, but I 
didn’t know where it led to. 

 
(1) Kind of like an ancient Chinese car cigarette lighter. It’s a tight paper roll made of very rough earthen 
paper that’s ignited and then blown out. Although there’s not a flame, you can see the red highlights 
burning faintly, just like in the ashes. There are phosphorus and some oxygen-prone substances in the 
fire stick. When the temp is high and you blow on it with your mouth or quickly shake it, it’ll come in 
contact with the oxygen and react violently and burn. Info here. 
(2) The Eight Trigrams are 8 symbols used in Taoist cosmology to represent the fundamental principles of 
reality, seen as a range of 8 interrelated concepts. The trigrams have correspondences in astronomy, 
astrology, geography, geomancy, anatomy, the family, martial arts, Chinese medicine, and elsewhere. 
Info here. The “Book of Changes” (or I Ching) is an ancient Chinese divination text and among the oldest 
of the Chinese Classics. It’s used in a type of divination called cleromancy (It’s like casting lots. Think 
along the lines of rolling dice), which uses apparently random numbers. Info here. The Eight Trigrams 
look like this. 

https://wuxiawanderings.com/flame-stick/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bagua
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_Ching
https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/image-3.png
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Uncle Three stuck his head into the tomb and sniffed before beckoning us in. 
We all climbed through the hole one by one. 

Uncle Three looked at the characters engraved on the ground and said to 
Poker-Face, “Little Brother, look at these words. Can you tell who’s buried 
here?” 

Poker-Face shook his head without saying anything. 

We lit a few matches and threw them into the ever-burning lamps so that 
the whole tomb was lit up. At this time, I suddenly remembered the 
monster I had read about in my grandpa’s notes. It seemed that Grandpa 
repeatedly mentioned hearing a strange “gege” noise, which was enough to 
make my hair stand on end. At this time, Pan Zi actually climbed up the 
cauldron to get a look at what was inside and suddenly gave a cheer, 
“Master Three, there’s treasure in here!” 

We all climbed up and saw that there was a headless mummy in the 
cauldron. The clothes had rotted away, but it was wearing some jade 
jewelry. Pan Zi reached in without an ounce of hesitation and took the 
jewelry from it. 

“This should be the torso of someone who was left here after they were 
sacrificed. The head was cut off as an offering to the heavens while the body 
was placed here as an offering to the tomb owner. This person must have 
been a prisoner of war. After all, slaves can’t wear jewelry on their hands.” 

After saying that, Pan Zi suddenly jumped into the cauldron in order to see 
what else was down there. Poker-Face, who didn’t have time to stop him, 
looked back at the stone coffin. Fortunately, there was no reaction. 

Uncle Three cursed, “You idiot! This cauldron is where sacrifices are placed. 
Do you want to be sacrificed?” 

Pan Zi chuckled, “Master Three, I’m not Da Kui. Don’t think you can scare 
me.” He felt around inside and pulled out a big jade bottle. “Look, there are 
quite a few good things here. Why don’t we turn this cauldron over and see 
what else is inside?” 
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“Stop fooling around and come out now!” Uncle Three ordered. He noticed 
that Poker-Face had gone white while staring at the stone coffin and knew 
that something had gone wrong. 

At this time, I heard a “gege” sound. I turned my head to listen and couldn’t 
help but feel a chill. The sound didn’t come from the coffin but from Poker-
Face! 
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Chapter 10 Shadow 

At first, I thought he was deliberately trying to scare us, but based on his 
expression and personality, he didn’t seem like that kind of person. Poker-
Face continued making those “gege” sounds but I didn’t see his mouth 
moving at all. The four of us looked at him and shivered in fright. Don’t tell 
me…I thought to myself. Is Poker-Face an undercover zombie? 

Uncle Three saw how terrifying Poker-Face’s expression was and 
immediately pulled Pan Zi out of the cauldron. Poker-Face suddenly went 
silent and the tomb became deathly quiet. I didn’t know how long it lasted, 
but I was becoming a little impatient. Just as I was about to ask him what 
was going on, the coffin lid suddenly shot up and began shaking violently. 
Then, a terrifyingly eerie sound that was very similar to the sound my 
grandfather had described in his notes started coming from the stone coffin. 
It really did sound like frogs croaking. 

When Da Kui saw this, he was so terrified that he fell flat on his butt. My legs 
also felt weak and I almost fell down as well. My Uncle Three had seen 
everything under the sun, so although his legs started trembling, he didn’t 
fall down. 

When Poker-Face heard that sound, his expression became very ugly and he 
suddenly fell to his knees, kowtowing deeply towards the coffin. As soon as 
we saw this, we immediately followed suit and all knelt down and kowtowed 
as well. Poker-Face raised his head up and made a series of strange noises 
like he was chanting a spell. Uncle Three, who was covered in a cold sweat, 
asked us softly, “Is he talking to it?” 

The sarcophagus finally stabilized and stopped shaking. Poker-Face 
kowtowed again and then stood up and said to us, “We must leave here 
before dawn.” 

Uncle Three wiped his sweat and asked, “Little Brother, were you bargaining 
with this old zombie just now?” 
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Poker-Face made a gesture as if to say “don’t ask” and then said to us, 
“Don’t touch anything in here again. The owner of this coffin is very 
powerful. If he’s released, not even God can get us out of here.” 

Pan Zi still didn’t seem to understand the seriousness of the situation and 
asked with a smile, “I say, Little Brother, what foreign language were you 
speaking just now?” 

Poker-Face ignored him and pointed to the passage behind the coffin before 
saying, “Move quietly. And don’t touch the coffin!” 

Uncle Three took a moment to compose himself. To be honest, we felt a lot 
braver with such a person by our side, so we sorted ourselves out and then 
got moving. Uncle Three took the lead while Poker-Face brought up the 
rear. We turned on our miner’s lamps and went straight to the tunnel 
behind the coffin. When Da Kui walked past the coffin, he pressed his back 
firmly against the wall, staying as far away from the coffin as possible. It 
looked comical, but I had no interest in laughing at him at this time. 

The tomb passage sloped downward. We could see that inscriptions had 
been carved on both sides of the passage and there were also some stone 
carvings. I took a look at them but couldn’t figure out what they meant. 
Actually, I could understand a few words since I had to research these kinds 
of things for my antique business and when I did rubbings.(1)  

But I should say that even if I could read all of these words, it would still be 
very difficult to understand their meaning because there wasn’t any 
punctuation at all. The ancients spoke very succinctly and skillfully. Take, for 
example, the word “right”. I remembered that there was a Qi State monarch 
who had asked his military adviser a question, to which the adviser nodded 
and said with a smile, “Right.” The monarch went back and pondered over it 
for a long time. Did this “right” mean that he was for or against it?(2) As a 

 
(1) A rubbing is a reproduction of the texture of a surface created by placing a piece of paper or similar 
material over the subject and then rubbing the paper with something to deposit marks, most commonly 
charcoal or pencil but also various forms of blotted and rolled ink, chalk, wax, and many other 
substances. Example pics here. 
(2) Wu Xie is talking about the character “然” (pinyin= rán), which can mean “correct/right”. 
 

https://www.google.com/search?q=%E6%8B%93%E6%9C%AC&client=firefox-b-1-d&sxsrf=AOaemvJvhVri8dfZ9aXfykQxQ7CdMM3DMA:1640789024774&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjA6uO3n4n1AhWgk2oFHYaCC7sQ_AUoAXoECAIQAw&biw=1536&bih=711&dpr=1.25
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result, the monarch overworked himself and became ill. On his deathbed, he 
told the military adviser about the answer he had considered and asked the 
adviser what he had meant at that time. The military adviser chuckled and 
said, “Right.” The emperor died immediately. 

Uncle Three was walking very cautiously, so every step forward took a long 
time. The miner’s lamps weren’t strong enough to penetrate deep into the 
darkness, so the areas in front and behind us were pitch black. This kind of 
feeling was the same as when we were in the water cave so I was feeling 
very uneasy. After walking for about half an hour, the tunnel started to 
slope upwards so we knew that we should be about halfway through. But at 
this time, we saw a grave robbers’ tunnel. Uncle Three was shocked—his 
biggest fear was that others would beat him to it—and hurried over to check 
it out. 

This grave robbers’ tunnel must have been dug not too long ago since even 
the soil seemed relatively fresh. “The old man said that some people 
entered this valley two weeks ago. Could it have been dug by them?” I asked 
Uncle Three. 

“I can’t tell, but this tunnel was dug in a hurry. It doesn’t appear to be a 
tunnel made for entering this place but rather for getting out! I’m afraid 
they really did beat us here.” 

“Don’t be discouraged, Master Three. If they really were skilled grave 
robbers, they would’ve gone out the same way they came in. It seems that 
something must have happened. I think the treasure should still be there,” 
Pan Zi comforted him. 

Uncle Three nodded and we continued walking. Since someone had already 
gone through the danger for us, we didn’t need to be so cautious now. 

We sped up the pace and walked for another fifteen minutes, eventually 
arriving in a wide corridor. This section was more than twice as wide as the 
one we had just come through and the decorations were more exquisite. It 
appeared we had finally reached the main tomb area. At the end of this 
corridor was a huge, translucent jade door that was already wide open. 
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Someone must have opened it from the inside. There were two carved 
statues of hungry ghosts on either side of the jade door. One had a ghost 
claw in its hand while the other was holding an imperial seal. Both were 
pitch black from head to toe. 

Uncle Three checked the jade door and found that the mechanism above 
had been destroyed. We entered through the gap made by the opened door 
and saw that there was a lot of space inside and it was dark. The miner’s 
lamps didn’t have enough power to illuminate the whole area but we could 
still make out a vague outline of the room. 

This should be the main tomb. 

Pan Zi swept his miner’s lamp around the area and cried out, “Why are there 
so many coffins?!” 

In the absence of a strong light source, it was really difficult to get a clear 
picture of what was in this tomb. I swept my eyes around the area and saw 
that, sure enough, there were many sarcophagi in the middle of the tomb 
chamber. I could tell at a glance that they seemed to be arranged in a 
certain order but it wasn’t a very formal or neat arrangement like you would 
normally see. Above the tomb chamber was a grand ceiling full of murals. 
The ceiling was surrounded by solid stone slabs, which were covered in a 
dense cluster of words. I put my miner’s lamp down on the ground while 
Pan Zi put his across from me. After looking around and getting a rough idea 
of the layout, we saw that there were two ear chambers on either side of 
the room. 

Uncle Three and I walked up to the closest sarcophagus and lit a fire stick. 
This sarcophagus was completely different from the one we saw when we 
first came out of the grave robbers’ tunnel. The top of it was covered in 
engraved inscriptions, and when I looked at it, I found that I could actually 
understand some of it. 

The inscriptions described the life of the coffin owner. It turned out that the 
owner of this tomb was a vassal of the State of Lu. This person was born 
with a ghost seal and could borrow ghost soldiers from the underworld, 
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which made him invincible in battle. He was bestowed the title “King Shang 
of Lu”(3) by the duke of the State of Lu. 

One day, he suddenly asked to see the duke, saying that there was a 
rebellion in the underworld and he needed to return there to pay back his 
debts since he had borrowed soldiers from the underworld for many years 
(of course, the original text wasn’t written like this). He hoped that the duke 
would give him permission to return to the underworld. When the duke 
gave his permission, King Shang of Lu kowtowed deeply in thanks and then 
died in a seated position. 

The duke of the State of Lu believed that the other man would come back, 
so he built this underground palace for him and kept his body safe in the 
hope that he would continue to serve him when he came back, and so on 
and so forth. The whole thing was very long-winded. It also gave detailed 
descriptions of the battles King Shang of Lu had fought in. Almost all of these 
descriptions mentioned that when the ghost seal was revealed, a large 
number of ghost soldiers would shoot up from the ground, kill the enemy, 
and take their souls. 

Pan Zi listened to my explanation and sighed, “So amazing. It’s a good thing 
he died early; otherwise, the State of Lu would’ve been the one to unify the 
six states.”(4)  

I laughed, “That’s not necessarily true. The ancients were very good at 
exaggerating. If this King Shang of Lu can borrow ghost soldiers, then so-
and-so from the State of Qi can borrow heavenly soldiers. As I recall, there’s 

 
(3) “King Shang” (殇王) is called “The Ruler of Dead Soldiers” in the licensed version. Shang here can 

mean someone who has died young, or someone who has died at war. FYI: A vassal state is any state 
that has a mutual obligation to a superior state or empire. So the State of Lu (c. 1042 BC–249 BC) was a 
vassal state of the ruling Zhou Dynasty (1046–256 BCE) and paid tributes to them. This “Duke” that’s 
mentioned could be considered the emperor of the State of Lu but he’s a “duke” in the overall scheme 
of the Zhou Dynasty since he’s just the leader of a vassal state. 
(4) He’s referring to the seven states that were having a battle royale during the Warring States Period 

(~481 BC to 403 BC):  Yan (燕), Zhao (趙), Han (韩), Wei (魏), Qi ( 齐), Chu (楚), Qin (秦). The State of Qin 

won in the end. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lu_(state)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhou_dynasty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warring_States_period
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even a general who can fly. You’ve read the ‘Classic of Mountains and Seas’ 
right?”(5)  

“Anyway, we finally know whose tomb we’re robbing. But with so many 
coffins here, how do we tell which one is his?” Pan Zi asked. 

I looked at the inscriptions on several of the other coffins but most of them 
just had the same contents. We counted them all and found that there was 
a total of seven coffins, which matched the number of stars in the Big 
Dipper. I also didn’t see any hints on any of the seven coffins to indicate who 
was inside them. While I was studying some of the other inscriptions that I 
couldn’t understand, Da Kui suddenly shouted, “Look, this coffin has been 
opened!” 

I walked over and took a look. Sure enough, the coffin lid wasn’t completely 
sealed and there were a lot of pry marks on various places, indicating that 
someone had used a crowbar to open it. Uncle Three took out a crowbar 
from his bag and pried the coffin lid open bit by bit before grabbing a lamp 
and shining it inside. Pan Zi made a strange noise and looked at us with a 
puzzled expression on his face, “Why is there a foreigner inside?” 

We all crowded in to take a look and saw that there really was a foreigner 
inside the coffin. Not only was it a foreigner, but this foreigner’s corpse was 
also very fresh. It had definitely been less than a week since he had died. 
Pan Zi wanted to reach in and grab something, but Poker-Face suddenly 
grabbed his shoulder—he must have used a lot of strength because Pan Zi 
winced in pain—and said, “Don’t move! The coffin owner is right below 
him!” 

We took a closer look and saw that, sure enough, there was a corpse under 
the foreigner. But we couldn’t see what it looked like, so Uncle Three took 
out a black donkey hoof and said, “It should be a heixiong. He who strikes 
first gains the upper hand.” 

 
(5) “Classic of Mountains and Seas”, also known as Shan Hai Jing, was probably compiled c. 500 BC-200 
BC and contains wide range of geography, mythology, witchcraft, popular customs etc. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classic_of_Mountains_and_Seas
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At this time, Da Kui tugged the back of my shirt and pulled me aside. 

He was normally very frank and straightforward so I found his behavior a 
little odd. When I asked him what was wrong, he pointed to our shadows 
that were projected onto the opposite wall by the miner’s lamps and said 
softly, “Look! This is your shadow, right?” 

Feeling annoyed, I said, “What, are you afraid of shadows now?” 

His complexion didn’t look good, and after hearing what I said, his mouth 
started to tremble. No way, I thought to myself, are you really that afraid? 

He waved his hand in a silent gesture for me not to speak and then pointed 
to our shadows again, “This is mine, this is Pan Zi’s, this is Master Three’s, 
and this is Little Brother’s. Do you see them all? Add in yours and that’s a 
total of five, right?” 

I nodded, suddenly starting to realize something. Near tears, Da Kui 
swallowed and pointed to another lonely shadow that wasn’t with us. “Then 
whose shadow is that?” He asked.  
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Chapter 11 Seven Star Room 

I took a closer look at the shadow, just in time to see it lower its head. When 
it lifted it up again, the head had become very huge, almost wider than its 
shoulders. This kind of fear can’t be expressed in words. I felt my scalp tingle 
and I started shouting uncontrollably, “There’s a ghost!” 

Everyone immediately turned to look at me. I couldn’t stop shouting as I 
pointed at the shadow and turned my head to look at it. Almost at the same 
time, I saw the owner of the shadow—it was a monster with a huge head 
that was holding a strange weapon in its hand! In the semi-darkness, that 
giant, deformed head was much more terrifying than any monster you can 
imagine. Then, Poker-Face picked up his miner’s lamp and held it up high so 
that we could get a clear view of the monster’s true face. It was like…it was 
like a person had put a big crock over his head… Shit, this fucker. 

My extreme fear immediately turned into extreme anger. As it turned out, 
this monster was just a person with a big crock over his head! He had a 
flashlight in his hand and was striking a pose like an Egyptian. There were 
also two holes in the crock through which two shifty eyes were glaring at us. 

The scene was very awkward for a while. It was unclear whether this guy 
was an enemy or a friend, but at the same time, we were so shocked by his 
appearance that our brains didn’t even have time to react. Finally, Pan Zi 
started cursing and reached for his gun, “Shit, I’ll fucking shoot you!” 

The guy saw that we were angry and cried out, “Oh my God!” as he rushed 
straight to the passage we had just come through. Pan Zi didn’t hesitate at 
all and raised his gun and pulled the trigger. With a single shot, the crock 
covering the man’s head shattered, leaving only a broken ring around his 
neck. 

The man cursed as he ran, “You’re fucking courting death! Just wait and see 
how I’ll deal with you when I come back, you fuckers!” As if the soles of his 
feet were covered in oil, he quickly disappeared down the passage. 
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Poker-Face watched him go and said, “Not good. We can’t let him reach our 
grave robbers’ tunnel. If he touches that coffin, we’re all done for!” After he 
said this, he took the black-gold ancient sword(1) from his bag and rushed 
into the darkness, not even bothering to take a miner’s lamp with him. 

Pan Zi wanted to chase after him to help, but Uncle Three pulled him back 
and said, “There’s not a damn thing you can do to help him. Go and check 
out those two ear chambers and see where that guy came from.” 

I hurriedly walked over to the ear chamber on the right and saw that a grave 
robbers’ tunnel had been dug in the stone wall. There was a candle burning 
in the corner that was emitting a faint green light. Oh, I thought to myself, it 
turns out that guy is a mojin.(2) I saw a bag laying on the ground, which 
seemed to belong to him. I opened it and found some tools, a few batteries, 
and a sketch of this ancient tomb. Although it looked like a bunch of 
scribbles, I could tell at a glance that the squares drawn on the paper 
represented the seven coffins in the other room. A lot of words were 
scribbled in the margins, all in different handwriting. It seemed as if several 
people had written them while discussing something here. There was a big 
question mark beside the sketch, along with the words: Seven Star 
Deceptive Coffins. 

I couldn’t help but tense up. I felt as if I had seen the phrase “Seven Star 
Deceptive Coffins” somewhere before. I thought about it and remembered 
that it was mentioned in my grandfather’s notebook. Out of these “Seven 
Star Deceptive Coffins”, only one was real. The other coffins all had 
mechanisms or extremely strange tricks inside of them, which must be 
extremely dangerous. In short, if you opened the wrong one, the mechanism 
or spell inside the deceptive coffin would be triggered. Based on what 
happened to that foreigner we found earlier, he was probably unaware of 
this and thought that there was treasure inside every coffin. As a result, he 

 
(1) Chapter 6 mentioned it was pure black but it’s actually black and gold (it’s the author’s debut work so 
expect some inconsistencies). 
(2) Mojin is another term for grave robber. I believe it’s more for the northern school of grave robbing 
(the superstitious ones). Fun fact: this series started out as a fanfiction for “Ghost Blows Out the Light” 
(aka “Candle in the Tomb”). When mojin go in a tomb, they have to put a candle in the southwest corner 
with the understanding that if a ghost blows out the candle, they have to put everything back and leave. 
The fact that the candle is green means that shit is probably going to hit the fan. 
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opened the wrong one and was dragged into the coffin before he even knew 
what happened. His partner probably saw him get killed and escaped the 
tomb chamber in a panic. He then dug another grave robbers’ tunnel in the 
passage and fled in terror. 

When I reached the end of my analysis, I felt that it made a lot of sense. I 
gripped the map in my hand and went to talk with my Uncle Three, but 
when I came out, I found that only a single miner’s lamp was left in the tomb 
chamber. This particular lamp had been in the water with us in the corpse 
cave so its light kept flickering on and off. It wasn’t very useful now, but I 
could tell right away that my Uncle Three, Da Kui, and Pan Zi were gone. 

I went to the other ear chamber to take a look but didn’t see any sign of 
them. I picked up the miner’s lamp and shouted, “Uncle Three!!” 

It stood to reason that they wouldn’t ditch me here and leave me all alone. I 
initially suspected that something might have happened to them, but I 
didn’t hear any sounds of fighting just now. Plus, with Pan Zi and the others’ 
skills, no matter what monsters they encountered, they would still be able 
to yell out a warning! 

Other than the echo of my own shouts, no reply came at all. The dark tomb 
chamber, seven cold coffins, and unfamiliar corpse of a foreigner 
immediately forced me back to reality. I suddenly remembered that I was 
not, in fact, a professional grave robber. I couldn’t stay in this tomb chamber 
alone. Even if there wasn’t a monster, my imagination was enough to scare 
me to death! 

I shouted again, hoping that someone would answer me soon, but 
everything around me remained silent. At this time, the miner’s lamp in my 
hand suddenly flickered like it was about to go out. I broke out in a cold 
sweat and my thoughts became chaotic. 

If it had been quiet the whole time, then I might have been able to gradually 
calm myself down, but unfortunately, I suddenly heard the click of a stone 
coffin lid at this time. I didn’t know which of the seven coffin lids it came 
from, but I suddenly felt dizzy and my heart felt like it was going to beat out 
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of my throat. I retreated to the wall. At this time, something suddenly 
flashed in my peripheral vision. I turned my head to look and saw that the 
candle in the right ear chamber had gone out. 

I sighed while thinking to myself, I didn’t take anything from you. Why did 
you blow out the candle? 

Then I glanced back at the coffins and saw that the ancient corpse in the 
previously opened coffin had actually sat up. The foreigner’s body was also 
brought up with it, making it look like the two bodies had sat up together. 
On the bright side, they didn’t turn their heads to look back at me. 

Not daring to look anymore, I closed my eyes and moved cautiously against 
the wall with trembling legs. Then I fled to the ear chamber and leaped 
inside like a cat. 

My grandfather wrote various techniques in his notes on how to bolster 
courage. For example, if you couldn’t see it, then it didn’t happen. I also 
thought this way. Otherwise, I wouldn’t be able to think when I saw that 
thousand-year-old corpse sitting up like that. 

I put my miner’s lamp in the corner in an attempt to keep the light from 
reaching outside the room and then desperately rummaged through the bag 
left by that fat guy to see what else was inside. After feeling around for a 
long time, I pulled out a few compressed biscuits and some other pieces of 
paper that were densely covered in drawings and text. It seemed that he 
was carrying all the important things with him. 

Since the only light was in the ear chamber with me, the tomb chamber 
outside was pitch black. I didn’t know what the corpse was doing, but if it 
was just sitting up and lying back down, exercising its abdominal muscles, 
then I wasn’t afraid. But the problem was that the corpse could be coming 
over here right now for all I knew, which was a terrifying thought. 

At this time, a gust of wind blew in from the grave robbers’ tunnel and I 
immediately had a flash of inspiration. That’s right, I thought to myself, this 
tunnel must lead to the outside. Or it will lead to other places. No matter 
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where it leads, it’s better than here! I carved a mark beside the tunnel 
opening so that Uncle Three would know that I went this way if he came 
back and saw it. Then I picked up the miner’s lamp, packed up that fatty’s 
bag, put it on my back, and crawled into the tunnel. 

As I crawled, I recalled the knowledge my grandfather had instilled in me 
when I was a child: ancient tunnels were circular while modern ones were 
square; Qin Dynasty tombs were buried in the mountains while Han Dynasty 
ones were in the slopes; when it came to sex, nine strokes shallow and one 
deep was better—wait, none of this was fucking helpful right now. I shook 
my head, realizing that most of my knowledge was useless in my current 
situation. I looked at the grave robbers’ tunnel, which looked both round 
and square at the same time. I didn’t know when exactly it had been dug. 

As I was pondering over everything, I wondered if that guy with the crock 
over his head had dug this tunnel himself. But if he had, then he would’ve 
triggered the mechanism when he hit the tomb bricks. And even if he was a 
master, he would’ve at least made some noise. But we had hardly noticed 
when he came in so this tunnel must have been here for a long time. In 
other words, this tunnel was either dug by another group or had been dug a 
long time ago. I figured this guy either came down using someone else’s 
tunnel or his tunnel intersected with this one. 

Sure enough, after crawling for a while, a fork in the tunnel appeared. I 
could see that the two tunnels had been made using completely different 
techniques, which meant that two different groups must have dug them. I 
figured that either one would lead to the outside so it didn’t matter which 
one I picked. I drew another mark next to the tunnel I chose so that Uncle 
Three could find me and then continued crawling. 

At this point, I was already looking forward to a breath of fresh air and the 
sight of bright moonlight. It would be even better if I came out of the tunnel 
and saw a fire burning. People would see me and come over to help, pulling 
me up out of the tunnel and putting me in a tent. I would then eat some dry 
food, have a good night’s sleep, and then Uncle Three and the others would 
find me and we would go home together. 
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I was really fed up right now. Grave robbing? Who gives a shit? Others might 
encounter a single baixiong or heixiong throughout their whole lives, yet the 
first time I go grave robbing, there are zombies everywhere I go! I felt like I 
couldn’t even catch my breath. This was way too hard. Now that I thought 
about it, it would be best if the person aboveground was a woman who 
would give me a shoulder massage or something. 

I was so motivated by this thought that I sped up my crawling and soon saw 
firelight in front of me. Feeling overjoyed—this was the dark before the 
dawn—I used all my limbs to rush forward and thrust my head out. I really 
wanted to take a deep breath, but when I looked, my face immediately went 
blank. 

The greater the hope, the greater the disappointment. It was just another 
tomb passage in front of me, which was very similar to the one we had 
passed when we first came here. It appeared this tomb was more 
complicated than we originally thought. 

I couldn’t help but curse as I swept my miner’s lamp around the area. But 
when I took a closer look at this passage, I was a little dumbfounded. Huh? 
Isn’t this the same tomb passage I walked through before? As it turned out, 
this grave robbers’ tunnel was connected to the one on the other side. 

We had originally thought that someone had dug this tunnel in order to 
escape, but now I was at a total loss. I just couldn’t seem to figure out why 
someone had dug this tunnel. 
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Chapter 12 Door 

I remembered that there were some map-like sketches on many of the 
papers in the bag which belonged to the guy who had scared us. Maybe 
there would be some clues on them. At this time, I was willing to try 
anything. There were Seven Star Deceptive Coffins in front of me and a 
monster behind me that even had Poker-Face kowtowing to it. I couldn’t go 
either way so this place was the safest. 

I sat on the ground, spread out the papers, and looked through them. I could 
see that one of the pictures was a design drawing of the tomb before the 
grave robbers’ tunnel had been dug. A lot of ideas were written below—in 
particular, there was speculation about the design of the blood corpse 
tomb—but I couldn’t really understand any of it because the handwriting 
was so messy. All I could make out were a few words like “ceramic glazed 
ceiling” and so on. They seemed to have put in a lot of effort thinking about 
how to destroy the mechanisms in the blood corpse’s tomb, but I didn’t 
know if they had implemented any of them in the end. Then there was 
another paper with a picture of something that either looked like a tree 
waving its branches around in a threatening manner or a ghostly claw. 

I flipped through the papers again and finally saw something substantial—a 
map with a bird’s-eye view of the tomb. There was a tomb passage below 
the lake and the room where the Seven Star Deceptive Coffins had been 
placed. The map was very clear, but I didn’t see a drawing of the tomb 
chamber where we had first entered. It seemed they hadn’t been there yet. 
I also saw the grave robbers’ tunnel that I just crawled through, along with 
the fork in the tunnel that was clearly marked. The word “collapsed” was 
written next to the other tunnel, indicating that I would have reached a 
dead end if I had chosen to take it earlier. 

I was very clear on what this meant and my hope of returning to the surface 
through the grave robbers’ tunnel was completely dashed. I examined the 
map again and saw the strangest thing. There was a tomb chamber drawn to 
the left of the place where I was currently standing, but I didn’t see a 
passage connecting it at all. Instead, a dotted line had been drawn 
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connecting this tomb passage with the tomb chamber. It almost seemed like 
the tomb chamber was in another area. I couldn’t help but touch the wall 
behind me. Was there a secret passage behind this wall? 

I carefully observed the wall and recalled the structure of those stone 
trapdoors my grandpa had written about in his notes. Generally speaking, if 
this kind of mechanism was to last for thousands of years without decaying, 
then the device used for opening it had to use stone and mercury. And the 
trigger of this opening device was probably a flat plate. The walls were 
covered in inscriptions and carvings, so if there was a hidden door, then one 
of them must be able to move. But this movable piece would be located in a 
place that was very difficult to notice. 

Following this train of thought, I leaned down and looked at where the 
stone wall met the floor. Sure enough, there was a square slab connected to 
the floor that seemed very suspicious. I pressed on it but nothing happened. 
It definitely felt loose, though, so I pressed on it again. Still, nothing 
happened. Feeling a little annoyed, I stood up and kicked it, only to hear a 
rumbling sound. 

At that time, I was thinking that it would be like a typical foreign movie 
where the wall would rotate open and take me to the other room or it 
would open like a door. As a result, I wasn’t prepared when the floor under 
my feet suddenly went out and I started falling. This kind of design wasn’t a 
hidden door but a trap!  

Not good, I thought to myself. This might really be the end! I didn’t know 
what was waiting down below, but an image of steel knives sharp enough to 
cut bone suddenly popped into my head. 

Everything happened as quick as a flash, and my butt hit the floor before I 
even finished thinking. But before I could rejoice in the fact that I didn’t fall 
to my death, the miner’s lamp I had been holding slammed into the ground. 
The battery flew out and the lamp shut off, suddenly plunging me into 
complete darkness. 
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Under the current circumstances, the miner’s lamp was as important as my 
own life. In this ancient tomb where there weren’t any light sources at all, 
no light was tantamount to death. I rushed over to grab the miner’s lamp—I 
remembered where it had fallen very clearly—and quickly found it. I knew 
that the battery should be somewhere to the left of it, so I started feeling 
around. But at this time, I suddenly touched a cold hand.  
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Chapter 13 02200059 

I cried out and reflexively drew my hand back. Touching some unknown 
thing in the dark was the most terrifying feeling. But the moment I touched 
that hand, I knew that its owner must have died because the chilly and 
bloated skin didn’t have a hint of vitality at all. 

I suddenly remembered that I was still carrying a few fire sticks on me so I 
quickly lit one. By the light of its flame, I could see a corpse lying there with 
a big stomach wound. There were a lot of corpse-eaters hanging around the 
wound, each one the size of my palm and all a bluish-green color. From time 
to time, some smaller corpse-eaters would crawl out of the corpse’s mouth 
and empty eye sockets. 

I felt sick to my stomach. This man appeared to have been dead for about a 
week or so and was probably a victim from the previous grave-robbing 
team. Could he have died here after finding that trap like I did? When I 
thought of this, I immediately began searching for the battery using the 
small flame that was about to go out. I finally found the battery, put it in the 
miner’s lamp, and turned it on again, breathing a sigh of relief when the 
lamp actually came on. The guy who sold it to me said that the lamp could 
withstand a drop of more than three meters. It seemed that he really didn’t 
lie to me! 

With the lamp working now, I was finally able to take a look around. This 
place was empty and built in a very crude manner. It was a square cellar 
surrounded by walls made of irregular-shaped stones. There were a lot of 
vent-like holes in the walls, but they were dark so I couldn’t see where they 
led to. From time to time, a cool breeze would flow through these holes. 

I immediately turned and checked the body. It belonged to a middle-aged 
man who was about forty years old. His abdomen had been torn open in 
what appeared to be a fatal wound and he was wearing camouflage clothes. 
I could also see that his pockets were bulging. I pulled a wallet out of one of 
the pockets and found some money in it, along with a ticket stub from a 
train station. I continued to search him and found an embossed stamp on 
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his belt buckle with the following line of numbers on it: 02200059. Other 
than that, there was nothing else that could prove his identity. 

I put his wallet in my pocket, planning on researching it later when I got out 
of this place. 

The architectural style here was very similar to ancient tombs of the 
Western Zhou Dynasty, and this room in particular looked a bit like a 
temporary escape route. I thought it unlikely that someone would build a 
tomb on top of someone else’s grave, so maybe this was the escape route 
the craftsmen who built the tomb had left for themselves! 

In ancient times, especially during the Warring States Period, taking part in a 
project to build a noble’s tomb was tantamount to death. You would either 
be poisoned or buried alive with the corpses. But the wisdom of the working 
people couldn’t be ignored. Most craftsmen would make a secret passage 
for themselves so that they could escape. I swept my miner’s lamp around 
the area and saw that there was indeed a very narrow door on one side of 
the wall, but the door was set pretty high up from the ground. There was a 
wooden ladder below it, but it was completely rotten. I estimated the height 
but knew that it was impossible for me to jump that high. As I stared at it, I 
suddenly saw a face poke out of the passage. 

When I saw this face, I couldn’t help feeling overjoyed and shouted, “Pan Zi! 
It’s me!” 

Pan Zi was startled when he saw me, but instead of showing a happy 
expression, it almost seemed like he saw something horrible because he 
almost fell out of the passage. 

Just as I was wondering what his strange behavior was about, Pan Zi 
suddenly pulled out his gun and pointed the muzzle straight at me. I looked 
at him and knew that it wasn’t good. Don’t tell me… is Pan Zi mistaking me 
for a zombie?! I really am going to suffer an unjust death this time! 

I immediately shouted at him, “It’s me, Pan Zi! What the fuck are you 
doing?!” 
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Pan Zi acted like he didn’t hear me at all and pulled the trigger. There was a 
loud noise—the gunshot was strangely loud in this room—and then the 
bullet whizzed past my ear, hitting something behind me. A bubbly, fishy-
smelling substance splashed the back of my head. I quickly turned around 
and saw several big bluish-green corpse-eaters clinging to the wall, many of 
which were leaning towards me in a threatening manner. A few had even 
climbed to the ceiling and were only a dozen centimeters away from my 
head. 

I was just about to take a few steps back in order to increase the distance 
between me and those bugs, but two on the wall suddenly launched 
themselves at me as though they had used springboards. They were in front 
of my face in an instant, but at that time, there were two loud sounds and 
two bullets flew over my head. The two bugs exploded in the air—really 
exploded—and then my face was covered in their bodily fluids. At this time, 
I heard Pan Zi shout, “I’m running out of bullets! Why the fuck are you 
standing there like an idiot? Hurry up and run over here!” 

I felt much more at ease with Pan Zi backing me up and immediately turned 
and ran. I heard him fire another shot and figured that another bug had 
exploded in the air, but I had already reached the base of the wall at this 
time. Pan Zi stretched out his hand for me to grab, which I was able to do 
after I jumped up. Fortunately, the rock wall here was very rough so my feet 
had purchase. As Pan Zi pulled me up, I was able to reach the top in one 
attempt, but before I could steady myself, he suddenly stuck his gun 
between my legs and fired another shot. The shell casing flew out and hit 
my crotch, causing me to scream and almost faint from the pain. “You 
fucker!” I cursed at him. “Are you trying to castrate me?!” 

Pan Zi also started cursing, “Shit, if it’s a choice between your dick and your 
life, your life is obviously more important!” 

At this time, I suddenly realized that the miner’s lamp was no longer in my 
hand. I looked back and found that it had fallen below. The source of light 
was now completely surrounded by corpse-eaters of all sizes, which caused 
the nearby area to be painted a faint green color. I had no idea where they 
had all come from. 
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“How many bullets do you have left?” I asked Pan Zi. 

He felt his pockets and pulled out a single bullet with a bitter smile on his 
face, “The Glory Bullet.”(1) The words were barely out of his mouth before a 
corpse-eater jumped into the stone passage and made a clicking sound at 
us. 

Pan Zi was definitely a soldier to the end and had no problem adapting to 
any sudden changes. He immediately adjusted his grip on the gun so that he 
was holding the barrel and then used the wooden butt as a hammer to 
knock the bug flat and then kick it down. But this wasn’t a long-term 
solution at all. More bugs were climbing up, and even though we kicked and 
knocked as many of them down as we could, a few of them still managed to 
climb onto us and ripped our flesh with their barbed claws. 

“Let’s run,” I said to Pan Zi. “There’s nothing we can do to stop so many of 
them.” 

“Where are we supposed to go?” Pan Zi asked. 

I pointed to the passage behind us and said, “There must be an exit at the 
end of this tunnel. Just look at it. It was definitely used by ancient tomb 
builders to escape. As long as we run along this, we can definitely get out.” 

Pan Zi cursed, “Bullshit! I swear, you nerds always think that everything 
written in books is right. Let me tell you something. I’ve been all over this 
tunnel and it’s basically a maze. The fact that I finally got to this place is 
nothing short of a miracle. If we go back in there, there’s no telling how long 
we’ll be wandering around!” 

 
(1) Term used by Chinese soldiers in the Vietnam War for mini grenades they would use at the last 
moment to kill as many enemies as possible. To them, committing suicide was better than surrendering 
in shame because they would be tortured/suffer horrible deaths at the hands of the enemy. In this case, 
it’s basically leaving a bullet for yourself so you don’t have to suffer a horrible death at the hands of 
corpse-eaters. Here’s an excerpt from a book and here’s the baidu link with a pic. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=svBt-hzD53AC&pg=PT279&lpg=PT279&dq=china+glory+bombs&source=bl&ots=SUwpXRQyr4&sig=ACfU3U1N9SPgSvDohBFhoJdPNu2fOF6YCQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjYz-D0rZn1AhU5lIkEHZR2BiUQ6AF6BAgMEAM#v=onepage&q=china%20glory%20bombs&f=false
https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%85%89%E8%8D%A3%E5%BC%B9/129084
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I was surprised and wondered if I had guessed wrong, but there was no time 
to think about it in this situation. Seeing that there were more and more 
bugs closing in, I shouted at him, “It’s better than feeding the bugs here!” 

At this time, there was a sudden rumbling sound and someone else fell from 
the trapdoor above. The man squished some of the bugs upon landing, the 
sudden impact enough to scare the rest away for a bit. He stood up and 
started cursing, “Damn, my ass hurts. What kind of door is this? Why would 
it open from below?” He took out a flashlight and swept it around the room 
before shouting, “Shit! What the hell?! Why are there so many bugs?!” 

Pan Zi and I looked at him and realized that it was the mojin who had scared 
us in the main tomb chamber before. Indeed, for enemies, the road was 
narrow.(2)  

Those corpse-eaters were quickly starting to swarm again but this guy was 
also quite tough. He used his flashlight like a hammer and knocked the bugs 
away one at a time, but it was useless. In seconds, his back was covered in 
bugs and he screamed like a pig at the slaughter. He immediately reached 
behind him to try and tear them off. 

At this time, Pan Zi suddenly took out all the fire sticks in his breast pocket, 
lit them, and jumped down before I could stop him. 

He rolled across the ground and sprang to his feet right next to the guy. The 
corpse-eaters were afraid of fire and leaped away from the two of them, but 
fire sticks weren’t long-term ignition tools. Moreover, his series of 
movements just now had diminished the flames. 

“Do you have any more?!” Pan Zi shouted at me. 

I felt my breast pocket and found that I still had a few left so I decided to 
take action. Shit, I thought to myself, let’s go for broke. I jumped down like 
Pan Zi, but unfortunately, I wasn’t skilled enough and just ended up falling 

 
(2) It’s an idiom meaning that rivals will inevitably cross paths. 
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flat on my face. The fire sticks flew out of my hand and landed in a pile of 
corpse-eaters. 

“God damn it,” Pan Zi cursed, “you’re killing me here!” 

I quickly got up and ran over to them. The corpse-eaters were afraid of 
catching fire and didn’t dare pounce on us at the moment, but as the flames 
became darker and darker, their encirclement became smaller and smaller. I 
couldn’t help but gulp and think to myself, it looks like we’re done for. 
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Chapter 14 Poker-Face 

The fat guy coughed, “Comrades, it seems I’ve gotten you involved in this 
mess and now it looks like we’re all going to die. I, Fatty, have never been 
afraid of anything, but I really didn’t expect to die like this.” 

He was covered in black from head to toe so I couldn’t see his figure clearly 
in the dark, but when I took a closer look, I found that he was a fairly chubby 
man. I honestly didn’t think such a fat person could be a grave robber. 

Pan Zi cursed, “Where the fuck did you come from, you damned fatty? I 
really want to fucking beat you to death right now!” 

I felt close to tears when I saw that the fire sticks were going out and said to 
the two of them, “Hurry up and do something! Otherwise, it won’t matter 
who beats up whom! The bugs will have the advantage!” 

Pan Zi looked around before handing his gun to the fat guy and then 
handing me a fire stick. “Initially, we could have lasted a while if we had 
burned our clothes,” he said to us. “But the flames from the fire sticks are 
too small now so we might die before they can even be lit. On the count of 
three, I’ll distract these bugs while you two run to the wall and climb up. 
You’ll have to make a human ladder if you want to reach that door, but it 
should be enough time for you guys to get up there. I move fast, so as soon 
as you’re up there, I’ll run over. Not a second can be wasted!” 

Before I could refuse, Pan Zi suddenly jumped and threw himself into the 
pile of corpse-eaters. They immediately surged up like a tidal wave, but a 
path really did appear in front of us. I shouted and tried to save him, but the 
fat guy held me back and said, “Up!” 

He dragged me along as he ran the short distance to the wall, and with his 
support, I was able to climb up to that door. Then I stretched out my hand 
and pulled him up too. 
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After that was done, I looked down, only to see that Pan Zi was covered in 
corpse-eaters. He was rolling around on the ground in pain, a sight that 
nearly had me in tears. 

“Get up!” The fat guy shouted at him. “Quickly now! It’s just a few steps! 
Hurry!” But it was impossible for Pan Zi to get up. The corpse-eaters were 
already starting to crawl into his mouth and he tried to stand up several 
times, only to be thrown back to the ground. I really didn’t expect these 
bugs to be so aggressive. Pan Zi curled up in the fetal position, looked at us 
shouting at him, and then shook his head miserably. 

In just a few seconds, his face was completely covered in corpse-eaters. I 
saw him stretch his hand out—it was covered in wounds—and make a gun 
gesture with his fingers. I knew right away that he wanted us to kill him. 

That fat guy couldn’t bear to watch it any longer and clenched his teeth 
before shouting, “Brother, please forgive me!” 

But at this time, there was the sudden sound of the trapdoor being triggered 
again and another person jumped down from above. I should note that this 
person jumped down instead of falling down so his landing was very stable. 
But he landed so heavily that he exhaled sharply and had to put one hand on 
the ground to steady himself. The corpse-eaters were all stunned for a 
moment before they suddenly began scurrying around like crazy, 
desperately trying to stay away from this person. The big bugs that had 
initially come in like a tidal wave were now receding like a tidal wave and 
quickly disappeared into several holes in the wall. 

I took a closer look at this new arrival and couldn’t help but feel overjoyed. 
Wasn’t this Poker-Face? 

“My God!” The fat guy suddenly cried out. “This guy actually survived!” 

I took a closer look at Poker-Face, but I didn’t feel as overjoyed now. All the 
clothes on his upper body had been torn to shreds and his body was covered 
in blood. It looked like he had suffered a relatively serious injury. 
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Poker-Face caught a glimpse of the dying Pan Zi on the ground and hurriedly 
went over and slung him on his back. As soon as we saw that he was saved, 
we quickly reached down to pull them up. One person grabbed Pan Zi while 
the other grabbed Poker-Face. 

Indeed, the blue sea may turn into mulberry fields.(1) We were in dire straits 
just now and thought that we were definitely going to die, but now the 
situation had suddenly been reversed. We wanted to check on Pan Zi’s 
injuries, but Poker-Face waved his hand and said, “We need to go. Quickly. 
It’s coming.” 

I didn’t understand what he meant, but that fatty had already jumped up 
like he knew exactly what he was talking about and put Pan Zi on his back. I 
picked up Pan Zi’s lamp and led the way, the four of us rushing deep into the 
stone passage. 

I didn’t know how long we had been running nor could I tell how many turns 
we had made before Poker-Face suddenly grabbed the fat guy and said, 
“Okay. The design of this stone passage is a bit odd so that thing shouldn’t 
be able to catch up in a short amount of time.” 

We finally stopped and I found that I sweating all over. I quickly asked what 
they were talking about, but Poker-Face sighed and didn’t answer me. 
Instead, he helped lay Pan Zi flat on the ground. That’s right, I thought to 
myself, the most important thing right now is to check on Pan Zi’s injuries. 

Pan Zi was badly injured and I could see that his whole body was practically 
covered in wounds. If he was wrapped in bandages—if we even had 
enough—then he would definitely look like a mummy. I checked his wounds 
over, but fortunately, most of them weren’t deep. There were several places 
on his neck and abdomen, however, that were almost fatal. These bugs 
appeared to be very good at attacking the soft, vulnerable spots on people’s 

 
(1) It’s an idiom that can be interpreted as “time will bring a great change into the world” or “everything 
will change in time”. It’s also half of a proverb: “The blue sea may turn into mulberry fields and mulberry 
fields may turn into the sea”. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mulberry_fields_(idiom)
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bodies. I thought of the corpse I had touched before and recalled that its 
abdomen seemed to have the most bite wounds. 

Poker-Face pressed on Pan Zi’s abdomen with his hand, pulled out that 
black-gold blade from where it was hanging on his waist, and said to the two 
of us, “Help me hold him down.” 

I was shocked and suddenly had a bad premonition. “What are you planning 
on doing?” I asked him. 

He stared at Pan Zi’s stomach, just like a butcher looking at his victim, and 
then slid his two oddly long fingers around the wound. “He’s got one in his 
stomach,” he said to me. 

“No way…” I looked at him suspiciously and then glanced at the fat guy, who 
was already holding Pan Zi’s legs down. 

“Based on your all’s performance so far, I believe him a little more,” the fat 
guy said. 

Left with no other choice, I moved to hold Pan Zi’s arms down. Poker-Face 
then lifted his sword up, made a cut in Pan Zi’s stomach, and inserted his 
fingers into the wound at lightning speed. He probed around and hooked 
something in an instant, quickly pulling out a bluish-green corpse-eater. 
These movements were all done very fast, but Pan Zi’s whole body arched 
up from the pain. He was so strong, in fact, that I could hardly hold him 
down. 

“This one suffocated in his stomach,” Poker-Face threw the dead corpse-
eater away, “but the wound is too deep. If it’s not sterilized, it may become 
infected, which will be very troublesome.” 

The fat guy took the Glory Bullet out of the gun and said, “Why don’t we 
learn from the Americans’ vast experience and use this Glory Bullet where 
it’s really needed? We can take it apart and use the gunpowder to cauterize 
his wound.” 
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Pan Zi grabbed the fat guy’s foot and clenched his teeth in pain before 
cursing at him, “I wasn’t shot! Do you want to fucking…burn my 
intestines?!” He then pulled a bundle of blood-stained bandages from his 
pants pocket. They appeared to be the same bandages he had used to treat 
his head wound from before. “Fortunately, I didn’t throw these away,” he 
said. “Use these to bandage me up. And wrap them tightly! This wound is 
nothing!” 

“Heroism is out of fashion these days, comrade,” the fat guy said to him. 
“I’ve already seen your intestines so you don’t have to put on a brave face.” 

After he said this, he was about to start taking the bullet apart, but Poker-
Face and I immediately stopped him. “Don’t mess around,” I said. “The 
bullet will burn his internal organs and kill him. It’s better if we just wrap the 
wound up first.” 

The fat guy agreed and we scrambled to help Pan Zi wrap the wound. Once 
we used up all the bandages, I tore off a few pieces of my clothing and 
wrapped them around the wound to act as another layer of protection. Pan 
Zi almost fainted from the pain, and I couldn’t help but feel very emotional 
when I saw him leaning against the wall, gasping for breath. If I hadn’t 
dropped the fire sticks at that time, he might not have ended up like this. 

But at this time, I suddenly remembered something and asked the fat guy, 
“By the way, who the hell are you?” 

He was just about to speak when Poker-Face suddenly made a gesture for us 
to be quiet. We all fell silent and I immediately heard a creepy “gege” sound 
coming from one side of the passage. 
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Chapter 15 Fart 

The fat guy held up the gun with its lone Glory Bullet and motioned to 
Poker-Face as if to say, “Or, we could fight it?” But Poker-Face waved his 
hand in a clear sign of disagreement and then motioned for us to copy him 
as he covered his nose. He then covered Pan Zi’s nose with one hand and 
turned off the miner’s lamp with the other. 

We immediately fell into absolute darkness, my own rapid heartbeat the 
only other sound besides that terrifying “gege” noise coming from all around 
us. During this period of time, all my attention was focused on that sound. 
Not only could I hear it getting closer and closer, but I could also smell a 
strange stench in the air. 

I was so terrified that I thought I might suffocate to death. I almost felt like a 
death row inmate awaiting execution as I listened to that sound becoming 
clearer and clearer. But as I stood there in a trance, the noise suddenly 
disappeared! My heart trembled and I thought to myself, did it find us? 

After a full five or six minutes had passed, an extremely sinister but clear 
“gege” sound suddenly appeared beside us. It was so clear and distinct…my 
God, it was practically right next to my ear! My scalp suddenly tingled and I 
desperately gripped my mouth to try and keep myself from crying out as my 
cold sweat practically soaked through my clothes. 

The next few minutes were extreme torture. My mind went blank and I had 
no idea whether I would make it out of this alive or not. But after another 
thirty seconds had passed, the sound finally started to move further away. I 
sighed in my heart. Shit, maybe we finally have a chance of surviving this. 
But at this time, a sudden “pu” sound came out of nowhere and I couldn’t 
help but wonder which bastard farted at such a critical time. 

The “gege” sound immediately disappeared, and at the same time, the 
miner’s lamp was turned back on. The first thing I saw was a huge, strange 
face right at the tip of my nose and two pupilless eyes staring straight into 
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my own. I was so scared that I staggered back a few steps right as Poker-
Face shouted, “Run!” 

The fat guy looked clumsy, but he was actually very agile. He rolled on the 
ground, put Pan Zi on his back, and then got up and ran away. I cursed as I 
followed behind him, “You damned fatty! Are you the one who farted?!” 

The fat guy’s face turned red, “Shit! With what eyes did you see this fat 
master fart?!” 

I became even more annoyed. “God, you’re a fucking disaster!” 

But at this time, I suddenly heard the fat guy shout something in front of 
me, “Ah…!” 

Startled, I was just about to ask him what was wrong, but the ground under 
my feet suddenly gave way and I also let out a shout. I didn’t grab the 
miner’s lamp just now and we had taken several turns through the passage 
so we basically couldn’t see anything at all. The path under my feet had 
suddenly disappeared and I couldn’t see below me at all. I didn’t know how 
deep it went, but I felt as if I was falling into a bottomless abyss. 

But that feeling was quickly replaced by a searing pain in my butt. I was still 
feeling dizzy when I saw a sudden flash of light. The fat guy had turned on 
his Wolf-Eye flashlight.(1)  

I looked around and saw that we were in another room made of crude 
stone. It was very similar to the one where we had been fighting with the 
corpse-eaters before, but I knew that it definitely wasn’t the same because 
it was a different size. But the fat guy was very nervous at this time and said 
to me, “Indeed, for enemies the road is narrow. You don’t think the bugs will 
come here again, do you?” 

With Poker-Face here, at least we don’t have to be afraid of these bugs, I 
thought to myself. But when I looked back, I saw that he was gone. Shit! Did 
he get separated from us when we were running? I quickly recalled the past 

 
(1) It’s a brand. 
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few minutes and found that I didn’t pay any attention to whether he had 
followed us in the chaos or not. But on second thought, we didn’t know 
what that monster was so how could we possibly escape from it like we did? 
It must have been because Poker-Face stayed behind to block it from 
chasing us. I wondered if he had survived. 

The more I thought about it, the worse I felt. If things went on like this, 
sooner or later, we would all be dead. 

The fat guy checked our surroundings and then set Pan Zi down in the 
corner. He then sat down, rubbed his butt, and said, “Oh, by the way, I have 
something to ask you. Are you guys also looking for the ghost seal?” 

I was completely baffled when I heard this. “Is there really such a thing?” 

The fat guy listened to our surroundings carefully to make sure nothing was 
chasing us and then whispered to me, “What? You guys don’t know anything 
yet you dare come down to this tomb? Don’t you know what this King Shang 
of Lu did?” 

As soon as I heard this, I realized that I might be able to get some 
information from him, so I asked, “Isn’t he just a vassal king of a small state? 
All I heard was that he could use ghost soldiers to fight battles.” 

The fat guy gave me a contemptuous look, “Bullshit. Let me tell you, the so-
called King Shang of Lu and his borrowed ghost soldiers are actually a big lie. 
The mystery hidden in this ancient tomb…you won’t be able to guess it if I 
don’t tell you.” 
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Chapter 16 Small Hand 

While working in the antique and rubbings business over the past few years, 
I had accumulated a lot of experience in reading people. After all, the most 
important aspect of this business was having a good eye for things. You had 
to be able to read both items and people in order to be successful, so when I 
looked at this fat guy, I knew right away that he wasn’t an honest man. If I 
wanted to get any information from him, it was better to provoke him 
instead of playing nice so I pretended not to believe him at all, “If it’s as you 
say and you really know, then why are you running around here like a 
headless fly?” 

Sure enough, the fat guy really gave in. He shined his flashlight in my face 
and said, “You still don’t believe me, kid? Before I came here, I actually 
spent more than a month preparing for this. Do you know what this King 
Shang of Lu did? Do you know what borrowing those ghost soldiers from the 
underworld was really about? Do you know what the ghost seal is used for?” 
Seeing that I didn’t speak, he smiled smugly. “Let me tell you. This King 
Shang of Lu, to put it nicely, was a general. But in more blunt terms, he was 
a grave robber just like us.” 

I suddenly remembered that Uncle Three had said something similar, but I 
didn’t quite understand how they came to this conclusion. The fat guy 
continued explaining, “But this guy was much better than us, as evidenced 
by the title he was bestowed for his grave-robbing achievements. It was 
recorded in silk books that most of King Shang’s troops rested during the 
day and marched at night. Oftentimes, the whole army would suddenly 
disappear and then reappear in another place. Moreover, the places they 
had been to were often filled with numerous decrepit graves. When asked 
about it, they would say that the ghost soldiers had come out to help with 
the battles. But how can we, the materialist revolutionary workers of the 
proletariat, believe that there are such things as ghost soldiers in the world? 
They must have been digging up graves and robbing tombs everywhere they 
went. If anyone noticed that the soil over the graves had been disturbed, 
they would say that King Shang of Lu borrowed the souls of these tomb 
owners. As a result, word of these ghost soldiers spread all around. But 
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people at that time were very superstitious about these kinds of things so 
the story later became more like a tall tale.” 

Still not very convinced, I said to him, “It doesn’t make sense for you guys to 
come to this conclusion based on this information alone.” 

The fat guy glared at me like he was mad I had interrupted and then said, 
“Of course there’s more evidence. In fact, the most direct piece of evidence 
can be found in the historical records, which state that these Seven Star 
Deceptive Coffins were first used by grave robbers. They were well aware 
that they had dug up countless graves when they were alive and they feared 
that they would suffer the same fate after their own deaths so they 
designed these decoy coffins based on their experiences. They believed that 
no matter how sophisticated a mechanism was, it couldn’t stop grave 
robbers for long, so the only way was to make them hesitant to even 
attempt it! Of these seven coffins, only one was the real main coffin. The 
other six contained either hidden crossbows or some kind of sorcery. If any 
of the six decoy coffins were opened by mistake, death was almost certain. 
After the Song Dynasty, these Seven Star Deceptive Coffins were gradually 
developed and improved by some very talented people. But this kind of 
design came from a disgraceful profession so ordinary people thought that it 
was unlucky to use it. Plus, it cost too much to put seven coffins in a tomb.” 

Even though this fat guy looked very rough and careless, he was 
unexpectedly very knowledgeable. I couldn’t help but feel that he was 
worthy of respect now. But I didn’t think that he was finished yet, so I asked, 
“Based on what you said, is there any way to tell which one is the main 
coffin?” 

He patted me—probably seeing my change in attitude—and looked very 
pleased with himself as he continued, “I see that you’re quite studious, 
young comrade. In that case, I’ll follow Kong Lao Er’s teachings and 
enlighten you.(1) Listen closely. It’s not impossible to tell the Seven Star 

 
(1) Kong Lao Er is another name for Confucius (since he was the 2nd son of the family). He was a Chinese 
philosopher, poet, and politician of the Spring and Autumn Period who was traditionally considered the 
paragon of Chinese sages. Info here. After googling around, it seems that “Kong Lao Er” kind of became 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confucius
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Deceptive Coffins apart! But those in our line of work have rules they have 
to follow. Most ordinary grave robbers would kowtow a few times and 
voluntarily give up when they encountered the seven star coffins so as not 
to anger our ancestors. But during those war-torn years, some grave robbers 
had no food, clothing, or shelter so they eventually had no choice but to 
break the rules. At that time, an expert came up with a way to bypass the 
trick surrounding the seven star coffins. Two crowbars would be used to tilt 
the corner of a coffin up and then a small hole would be cut into the bottom 
of the coffin. After that, an iron hook would be placed inside the small hole 
to probe around and see what would get caught on it. In this way, you could 
determine what was inside the coffin.” 

I couldn’t help but sigh with feeling. The battle of wits between grave 
robbers and tomb designers was enough to write a book about. The fat guy 
suddenly leaned closer and said mysteriously, “But the seven coffins here 
are probably all fake. I’m afraid this King Shang’s tomb is also fake.” 

He used his flashlight to look at the stone opening we had fallen through to 
make sure that nothing was crawling towards us and then continued, “I 
couldn’t figure it out at first, but when I fell into this stone maze, I suddenly 
realized that this was actually a tomb of the Western Zhou Dynasty.” 

I was shocked. “Aren’t these just escape tunnels dug by the craftsmen who 
built this tomb?” 

At this time, Pan Zi suddenly cursed from the corner, “I told you earlier, how 
could this be an escape route? Have you ever seen anyone dig an escape 
route like a maze? Who would be interested in doing such a thing?” 

Even though I was feeling really confused, an idea seemed to be forming in 
my head but it slipped away before I could fully grasp it. “How could 

 
a derogatory way to refer to Confucius during the Cultural Revolution (Lao Er is also a Beijing slang term 
for dick according to this). 

http://people.reed.edu/~brashiek/syllabi/Poster/Title%20Page.html
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someone build their own tomb on top of someone else’s grave? Aren’t they 
just asking to be the last of their family line?”(2)  

The fat guy touched his mouth and said, “You’re also a grave robber so it’s 
only natural that you know feng shui, but most grave robbers don’t really 
think it’s useful. Other than guiding us to the graves, I really don’t see any 
uses for it. Feng shui is a kind of knowledge, but it’s the knowledge of the 
ancients. The knowledge of the dead has nothing to do with us young 
socialists.” He especially patted his chest after saying this. “Moreover, 
there’s a special feng shui term for someone who buries himself in someone 
else’s tomb. It’s called…called…what was it called again? I think it’s Hidden 
Dragon Point or something like that. Anyway, we don’t need to worry about 
these superficial names. But burying yourself in someone else’s tomb is very 
possible as long as the numerology is harmonious and you arrange it 
properly. So, King Shang of Lu’s coffin is bound to be hidden somewhere in 
this Western Zhou Dynasty tomb. I can’t be wrong!” 

When Pan Zi heard this, he burst out laughing and said, “What, you think an 
idiot like you actually understands feng shui?” 

The fat guy immediately became furious, “What do you mean? If I didn’t 
understand it… how do you think I know so much?” 

Pan Zi laughed again, but the movement ended up aggravating his wound. 
He placed a protective hand over his stomach and said, “I don’t know where 
you heard this nonsense, but if you really know feng shui, can you get us out 
of this maze? I tried seven or eight times but couldn’t find my way out.” 

When I heard Pan Zi say this, I suddenly remembered something and asked, 
“By the way, why did you guys ditch me and run away? I was almost scared 
to death! And what about Uncle Three and Da Kui?” 

Pan Zi straightened his body with difficulty and said, “I don’t really know. 
Even though your Uncle Three told me not to chase after Little Brother 
when he went to chase after this damned fatty, I figured it must be a big 

 
(2) According to feng shui, it’s bad juju to do that so your family line would essentially die out with you 
(you’d either have no kids or they’d all die). 
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deal since that guy got so nervous. Also, there’s something I didn’t tell you. I 
can’t shake the feeling that this guy came with us for a different purpose 
and one that’s not so simple. I don’t really trust him and I wanted to see 
what he was up to, so I followed him.” He frowned and seemed puzzled as 
he continued talking, “I ran for a few minutes when I suddenly saw 
something in the tomb passage in front of me. But as soon as I shined my 
light towards it, it suddenly disappeared with a swish. Feeling a little 
nervous, I continued walking forward, only to see a human hand lying in the 
small cracks between the stones. Each of the five fingers on this hand were 
all the same length.” 

The fat guy was surprised and opened his mouth like he wanted to say 
something, but he didn’t make a sound in the end. 

Pan Zi took a moment to recall the details before continuing, “So I leaned 
over to get a look at it. You know I just can’t control my curiosity. Hell, I 
would even eat shit if I wanted to know what it tasted like. Even just 
thinking about that hand-like thing right now has me feeling a little spooked. 
I honestly didn’t expect it to suddenly rush out and grab my neck! Its grip 
was so powerful that it almost choked me to death. I didn’t know what to do 
at that time, but fortunately, I still had my knife on me. I was flailing around 
like crazy while also trying to cut that hand off when I suddenly found that 
its wrist was frighteningly slender. It was barely thicker than a finger so I had 
no idea where all this strength was coming from. I quickly slashed my knife 
down and made a long cut on the hand. It immediately released me and 
retreated back into the crack in the wall.” Pan Zi rubbed his neck. “I thought, 
‘damn, there must be something strange behind this wall’, so I went to 
check it out. I have no idea what I pressed, but after knocking on the left 
side of the wall and then kicking the right side, my whole fucking body 
suddenly fell!” He patted the wall. “You guys know what happened after 
that. I fell into a stone room like this one and then noticed the stone passage 
set high up on the wall. Fortunately, I’m very skilled. After jumping for a long 
time, I finally managed to reach the opening to the stone passage. 
Otherwise, I really don’t know when I would’ve been able to meet up with 
you, Little Master Three.” 
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I sighed, “So you don’t know where Uncle Three and Da Kui are?” Pan Zi had 
a very worried expression on his face, obviously just now realizing that Uncle 
Three and Da Kui were missing. I turned to the fat guy and asked him, “You 
damned fatty, how did you get down here? Tell me the truth. Did you 
provoke that damned thing?” 

“Hey, if you keep talking like that, I’m going to feel more wronged than Su 
San,”(3) the fat guy said. “By the time I ran to that place, an old man who 
appeared out of nowhere had already released the monster. That guy 
chasing after me saw it, cried out ‘not good’, and then turned around and 
ran. I looked at the situation and figured that if the monster and I duked it 
out, there was still a possibility that I could defeat it. But the fire of 
revolution had to be preserved and I hadn’t yet finished the task given to me 
by the organization that hired me so I also turned and ran. After running for 
a while, I saw that that guy had stopped further up ahead. He told me to 
stand where I was, but before I could figure out what was going on, he 
kicked the wall and I suddenly fell down. I thought he was going to save me, 
but who would have thought there would be so many fucking bugs below?” 
After he said this, he started looking around like he was afraid those bugs 
would start crawling out to bite him. 

Pan Zi glanced at me and said, “Do you see? That guy seems to know a lot 
about this ancient tomb, which means things might not be as simple as we 
thought. There’s definitely something suspicious about him.” 

I always thought that Poker-Face was a good guy because as long as he was 
around, I felt very safe. But when Pan Zi said this, I also felt that this guy 
seemed to know too much about this place. It was almost like he could 
predict everything that was going to happen, and in the end, I couldn’t help 
but have some doubts. 

 
(3) Su San is a character from the Peking Opera play, “The Woman Prisoner Su San”. In the story, Su San is 
framed by Lady Pi and imprisoned (Lady Pi had an affair with her neighbor and conspired with him to 
poison her husband and frame Su San for it). The corrupt county magistrate tries to torture Su San into 
giving a false confession and eventually sentences her to death. While being escorted to Taiyuan (I think 
for her trial), she vents her grievances to Chong Gongdao, the man escorting her. The injustices against 
her are later made clear, she’s freed, marries the love of her life, and lives happily ever after, yada yada. 
Info on baidu. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peking_opera
https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E8%8B%8F%E4%B8%89/8213
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At this time, I suddenly remembered that I hadn’t eaten for a long time now. 
I knew I still had some compressed biscuits in the fat guy’s bag I had found 
earlier so I took them out and handed some to the others. Pan Zi hardly ate 
anything at all. He said that if his intestines had been perforated and he ate 
too much, it would just leak out, so it was better to leave the rest for us to 
eat, especially because he didn’t know when we could leave this place. 
When he said this, the fat guy clearly felt embarrassed to eat too much even 
though I could tell that he wanted to. 

As I told them everything that had happened to me again, we all gradually 
relaxed. When I was done with my story, we remained silent for a while and 
then switched to another topic. The fat guy said that sitting here and doing 
nothing wasn’t the way to go; we would be better off trying our luck in the 
stone passage. Pan Zi also agreed with him, so we decided to rest a bit 
before setting off. 

I was sitting there in a daze, dozing in a half-awake and half-asleep state, 
when I suddenly saw the fat guy start wiggling his eyebrows and rolling his 
eyes at me. I originally thought that he was just an unreliable guy, but now it 
seemed that he was also a little schizophrenic too. How else could you 
explain his reasoning for putting a crock on his head to scare people in an 
ancient tomb? This kind of person was either really brave or just plain 
stupid. Right now, one of us was seriously injured and we had no idea where 
to go, yet in this environment, he was interested in making faces at me? If I 
still had the strength, I’d definitely go over there and beat him. 

But at this time, I found that even Pan Zi was making faces at me. Shit, I 
thought to myself, are mental disorders contagious? 

Then I saw the two of them repeatedly patting their left shoulders and 
mouthing what looked like, “Hand, hand!” as sweat dripped down their 
foreheads. 

Finding it a little strange, I immediately looked down at my hands but there 
was nothing unusual about them. Were they talking about my shoulder? I 
slowly turned my head and suddenly found a small green hand resting on 
my shoulder. 
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Chapter 17 Hole 

That small hand matched Pan Zi’s description perfectly—it had five fingers 
that were all the same length and its wrist was extremely thin. It looked 
absolutely terrifying. 

The fat guy kept gesturing at me not to move but I actually wasn’t feeling 
afraid. After all, if a person encountered too many emergencies back to 
back, he would remain calm instead of panicking. In fact, it almost felt like I 
was being pranked at this time. I suddenly felt really annoyed and wanted to 
grab that hand and bite it hard, but I still had my sense of reason, which was 
telling me to stay put and keep from moving. 

The fat guy used Pan Zi’s gun to poke at the hand in an attempt to try and 
get it off my shoulder, but as soon as the gun got close to it, the hand moved 
like a snake and wrapped around the gun, pulling it back. The fat guy 
refused to let go and actually started a tug-of-war with that hand, his big 
butt shaking as he fought to stand his ground. 

I quickly moved to help him. The fat guy was very strong by himself, but 
even with my help, we could only reach a deadlock with that small hand. 
Pan Zi saw that we couldn’t hold on anymore and suddenly drew his arm 
back and threw his knife to the fat guy. The fat guy cursed, but he quickly 
took the knife and used all of his strength to slash down at the hand, 
scraping off a chunk of flesh with one move. The hand immediately let go 
and flung itself wildly into the darkness, its movements reminding me of a 
snake. Its hasty retreat meant that there was no longer resistance on the 
other end of the gun so the fat guy and I ended up falling flat on our backs 
with our feet in the air. 

The fat guy might have been as round as a pig, but he immediately jumped 
up and chased after the hand. As it turned out, there was a very deep 
crevice in the wall where the hand had retreated to. The fat guy tried to 
squeeze himself into it, but the entrance was too small for him to fit through 
even though it looked quite spacious on the inside. Frustrated, he waved his 
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hands around before punching at the stone wall in anger. To our surprise, 
that strong-looking stone wall actually broke apart very easily. 

“Look!” He cried out. “There’s a big passage in this hole!” 

We gathered around as the fat guy used his flashlight to take a look. There 
really was another passage inside this crevice, but it was dark and we didn’t 
know where it led to. Who would have thought there would be such a small 
passage hidden in the shadows of this wall? No wonder those corpse-eaters 
were so elusive before. 

Pan Zi touched the entrance to the passage and said, “It looks like it was dug 
out by hand. Could it be a passage for those corpse-eaters to move 
through?” 

“You’re saying those corpse-eaters are inside?” The fat guy had originally 
wanted to plunge into the hole to take a look, but he hesitated as soon as he 
heard Pan Zi say this. 

“Don’t worry,” Pan Zi said softly. “When Little Brother was treating my 
wound just now, I smeared some of his blood onto my hand. Look,” he 
pointed to a small bloodstain on his hand. “You guys can use a bit of spit to 
smear some of it on your faces. It’ll definitely work!” 

I couldn’t help but laugh, “You’re so fucking immoral. He saved your life!” 

Pan Zi revealed an embarrassed smile as he said, “I don’t know why, but 
when I saw his blood dripping on the ground at that time, I couldn’t help but 
think that it shouldn’t be wasted.” 

The fat guy didn’t understand what we were talking about and asked, 
“What? Is that young guy’s blood that powerful?” 

We both nodded and told him about what happened in the corpse cave. The 
fat guy immediately became very interested in the bloodstain on Pan Zi’s 
hand and said with admiration, “That’s amazing! If I have that when I go 
grave-robbing in the future, I’ll definitely be more awesome. Hell, if any 
ghost dares blow out my candle, I’ll make him kneel on the coffin lid.” As he 
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spoke, he looked like he was itching to gouge out that small bloodstain from 
Pan Zi’s hand. 

Pan Zi ignored him and said to me, “I don’t know what the purpose of this 
small opening is, but since we can’t get out of the stone maze, I think it’s our 
only hope. Why don’t we go in and take a look?” 

I looked at this small opening, which seemed to have an ominous air about 
it. I didn’t think it was a good idea to go in considering how it could only 
accommodate one person at a time and it was giving me the creeps, but if 
we didn’t take some sort of action, the only thing left to do was to wait here 
to die. So, I nodded in agreement. The fat guy took off his belt, tied it to his 
leg, and said to Pan Zi, “Just hold onto this belt. I’ll take the lead.” 

Without saying another word, he bent over and went into the hole first. 
Then, Pan Zi grabbed the belt and went in as well. I swallowed past the lump 
in my throat as I watched them disappear into the darkness. Then, I sent up 
a quick prayer to the gods, bolstered my courage, and also went in. 

The fat guy crawled very slowly in front of us. There were some places he 
almost couldn’t get through, but he eventually managed by holding his 
breath and wiggling his butt until he was free. Pan Zi not only had to suffer 
from being dragged along behind him, but his face was directly in line with 
the fat guy’s ass. “You better not fart again,” he warned him. 

The fat guy was panting for breath and didn’t have the strength to answer. 
He was the type of person who was very talkative, so when I saw that he 
was unable to say anything, I knew right away that he must’ve been 
exhausted. 

In this way, the three of us continued crawling through the passage like 
worms. I didn’t know how long we had been crawling before the fat guy 
suddenly whispered, “There’s light!” He immediately sped up, but the fast 
pace pulled at Pan Zi’s wounds. It hurt so much that Pan Zi shouted at him, 
“Take it easy!” But the fat guy continued to speed up, a feat that was almost 
a miracle considering his body size. 
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I also saw that the light was getting stronger and stronger and thought to 
myself, have we finally had a stroke of good luck? Does this small hole 
actually lead to the surface? 

After a few more minutes, the fat guy finally crawled out of the hole, but as 
soon as he went out, I heard him shout, “Shit!!! Where the hell are we?” 
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Chapter 18 Big Tree 

I carefully climbed out of the hole and saw that there was only a small ledge 
to stand on. It was protruding out from a cliff that was at least fifteen 
meters tall. A strong wind was blowing all around so I had to cling to the cliff 
as I observed this place. 

I really don’t know how to describe what I saw. In front of my eyes was a 
huge natural cave that was roughly the size of a soccer field, with a huge 
crack in the ceiling. The moonlight was shining down through this crack, just 
bright enough to outline the whole cave. I was currently clinging to the cliff 
wall on the western side of the cave. I couldn’t see any way to climb up or 
down, but as I glanced at our surroundings, I found that the cave walls all 
around us were densely packed with holes. There seemed to be thousands 
of them, as if many high-caliber machine guns had swept across the cave 
walls more than a dozen times. 

But the most shocking thing was the big tree in the middle of this cave. It 
was almost ten stories high and so wide that even ten people holding hands 
wouldn’t be able to encircle it. And on that big tree were countless vines as 
thick as telephone poles. These vines crisscrossed each other and became 
entangled with almost everything they touched. Their tendrils hung down 
from the tree like willow branches. Some were hanging in midair, some 
were touching the ground, and some even stretched into the holes in the 
cave walls. These vines spread across the cave as far as the eye could see, 
and I even saw one or two of them creeping along the edge of our hole. 

I looked more carefully at the tree and found that there appeared to be 
many things hanging on its innermost branches. I thought it was fruit at first, 
but based on the outlines of these things, that didn’t seem to be the case. 
These strange objects were hidden behind the dense vines, but they could 
occasionally be seen swaying in the wind that blew. 

At the bottom of this natural cave was a round stone veranda, which started 
from a small structure that looked like a sacrificial altar and went all the way 
to the area below the tree canopy. I could vaguely see a stone platform at 
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the other end of the veranda, along with more than a dozen steps leading 
up to a jade bed that had been placed on top of this platform. There seemed 
to be a person lying on the jade bed, but I didn’t dare jump to conclusions 
because it was so far away that I couldn’t see anything besides a vague 
outline. 

The fat guy was very excited and shouted, “Shit, I really found it! This must 
be the main tomb chamber of that Western Zhou Dynasty tomb. I bet King 
Shang of Lu’s body is lying on that jade platform. But that old man is really 
evil for robbing somebody’s tomb and taking it for himself. He’s like a 
sparrow stealing a dove’s nest. Today, I, Fat Master, will take action on 
behalf of the heavens and punish this unprofessional. He’ll know what fate 
awaits those dishonest grave robbers!” He was so excited that he didn’t 
even think about what he was saying or the fact that he was also a grave 
robber. 

At this time, Pan Zi suddenly said, “You guys better not act rashly. This 
whole King Shang of Lu thing is very strange. I think there must be another 
mystery here. We should first try to find a way to get aboveground from 
that crack in the ceiling.” 

I looked up at the top of the cave and couldn’t help but feel stunned. Not 
only wasn’t it going to be easy to climb to the top, but we’d have to hang 
upside down over a long distance in order to get to the crack. We weren’t 
Spiderman. How could we possibly do that? 

I turned my head to ask the fat guy for his opinion, only to see that half his 
body was already leaning away from the cliff. He obviously didn’t take Pan 
Zi’s words to heart at all. I didn’t bother stopping him, though, because I 
could see that he was very agile. In just a few quick moves, he had already 
climbed down more than two meters and reached another hole. But just as 
he was about to continue climbing down, a hand suddenly stretched out 
from the hole and grabbed his leg. 

Frightened, the fat guy started kicking his leg in an attempt to shake the 
hand off, but then a man’s voice came from inside the hole, “Don’t move! 
One more step and you’re dead.” 
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As soon as I heard this voice, I knew right away that it belonged to my Uncle 
Three. I couldn’t help shouting, “Uncle Three, is that you?” 

The man below sounded surprised as he said, “Nephew, where the hell did 
you go? I’ve been fucking worried to death! Are you alright?” 

Sure enough, this was my Uncle Three. I immediately felt relieved and 
shouted back to him, “I’m fine but Pan Zi is hurt! It’s all this fatty’s fault!” I 
stuck my head out to take a look, but the hole below was in the protruding 
ledge’s blind spot so all I could see was half of the fat guy’s leg. In the end, I 
had no choice but to give up. 

“Comrade, can I ask you to please release my leg?” I heard the fat guy yell. 

Uncle Three cursed, “Where the hell did you come from, you fatty? Don’t 
give me any fucking bullshit either. Come down quickly and be careful where 
you put your feet. Don’t touch the vine.” 

“Which one, this one?” While saying this, the fat guy pointed at a nearby 
vine with his toes. 

“Don’t!” Uncle Three quickly shouted, but before the words had left his 
mouth, the vine that originally looked very ordinary suddenly rose up like a 
snake, its tip unfurling like a flower in bloom. At first glance, it looked like a 
ghostly hand as it swayed in the air. It even seemed to be able to sense 
where the fat guy’s position was. As long as he moved, the vine moved with 
him, just like an Indian snake charmer teasing a snake. I suddenly realized 
that the ghostly hands Pan Zi and I had seen were actually these vines. 

But the fat guy was really amazing. Despite the strange situation, he was 
even moving his foot in a circle and teasing the vine. This guy is so 
unreliable, I thought to myself. No wonder he’s grave robbing alone. If he 
keeps following us, he’ll definitely get us all killed. 

Just as I was thinking this, Uncle Three became enraged and shouted at him, 
“Are you fucking finished?! Do you know what this thing is? Come down 
quickly!” 
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The words had just barely left his mouth when the fat guy finally suffered a 
mishap. The vine suddenly wrapped around his leg and almost dragged him 
off the cliff. When we were in that stone chamber before, he and I working 
together couldn’t win in a tug-of-war against a single vine. And now, there 
wasn’t a single place on this cliff that we could use as leverage to counteract 
that force. 

Seeing that the fat guy was going to die, I anxiously looked for a rock that I 
could use to throw at that vine, but the ledge was too fucking bare. I 
couldn’t even find a pebble. I was groping around randomly when I suddenly 
felt something tighten around my leg. I looked down and immediately 
thought, this is bad! One of those ghost-hand vines had come out of 
nowhere and wrapped around my leg. I hurriedly looked for something to 
grab onto, but it was too late. Before I knew it, a powerful force pulled me 
away from the cliff and flung me through the air. 

There was a moment of weightlessness where my hands and feet couldn’t 
catch hold of anything and then I was slammed into the cliff wall. The harsh 
impact felt worse than being hit by a rock and I almost vomited blood. Then, 
I felt the vine tighten around my leg even more before it pulled me down 
with all of its strength. My hands scrabbled to grab onto anything at all but 
they came up empty in the end. They were even bleeding from all the 
fumbling around I did. Then, I was free-falling down that fifteen-meter high 
cliff. I immediately closed my eyes and thought, I’m done for! This time I’m 
really screwed! 

But at this time, three or four other vines suddenly noticed me and started 
moving towards me from the cliff. One of them was particularly thick and 
wrapped around my waist without making a sound. As I hung there in the 
air, those vines wrapped around my whole body several times, making me 
feel like a fried dough twist.(1) Then, that particularly thick ghost-hand vine 
slammed me into the stone wall again, earning me a scratch on the back of 
my head. My mind buzzed and I suddenly felt dizzy, but I didn’t have time to 
recover as those vines dragged me down the cliff. I hit various rocks and 

 
(1) Also called mahua. It’s like a braided doughnut that can be either spicy or sweet. Info here. Looks like 
this. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahua_(snack)
https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2022/01/image-2.png
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branches along the way, not a single part of my body spared from the 
painful ordeal. The blows were so intense that I saw stars and almost lost 
consciousness. 

By the time I dazedly realized that I was no longer moving, a wave of 
dizziness hit me and I suddenly felt extremely nauseous. I tried to open my 
eyes, but my vision was blurred as if a layer of gauze was covering them. I 
took a few deep breaths to calm down and found that my vision gradually 
became clearer. 

At this time, I found that I was hanging upside down on a branch of that 
giant tree. Below my head was the stone platform on which a mysterious 
corpse had been placed. I took a closer look and couldn’t help feeling 
surprised. As it turned out, there wasn’t just one corpse lying on the stone 
platform. I could also see the corpse of a young woman lying beside this 
mysterious corpse. The female corpse was covered with a white shroud, her 
eyes were closed, and her face was very serene. She looked pretty and 
charming. There weren’t any signs of decay on her body, either. If I wasn’t 
looking carefully, I almost would’ve thought that she was just sleeping.  

The male corpse lying beside her was wearing a bronze mask that was 
shaped to look like a fox face. His whole body was covered in armor, his 
hands were on his chest, and a purple-and-gold box was encased in his 
hands. 

I kept feeling uneasy as I swept my eyes over this armored corpse several 
times but I couldn’t seem to figure out why. After taking a closer look at the 
bronze mask, however, I found that the corpse’s eyes were actually open 
and two green eyes were staring at me coldly through the mask’s eyeholes.  
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Chapter 19 Female Corpse 

That cold stare was enough to make my hair stand on end but I found myself 
unable to look away. For a while, I didn’t even really know how to react. I 
was now hanging there like a sausage with no way to escape. The only thing 
I could do was pray and try my best to break free. But after hanging there 
for fifteen minutes without seeing the armored corpse or its eyeballs move, 
I couldn’t help but wonder if it was all an illusion. But even immortals would 
feel uncomfortable with those strange eyes staring at them like this. I finally 
looked away, telling myself that I had to find a way to get down quickly. 
With my head hanging upside down like this and all the blood flowing 
downward, my brain felt like it was about to burst. 

I used all of my strength to look up and found that my body was truly in a 
miserable state. Almost every inch of my skin was covered in bruises and 
vines were wrapped around my legs. I turned around and couldn’t help but 
gasp. There were all kinds of corpses hanging all over the place as far as the 
eye could see. Rather than saying there were dozens or hundreds of them, it 
felt more accurate to say that there were tens of thousands of them. They 
were all swaying in the wind like a bunch of wind chimes made up of many 
bones, which made for an unsettling sight. 

I took a closer look and found that there were both human and animal 
corpses hanging from the branches. Most of them had completely dried up 
but a few were still rotting, their stench filling the air from time to time. 
Corpse-eaters of various sizes crowded on these corpses like flies and 
gnawed on their flesh. It made me grateful that I had gotten some of Poker-
Face’s blood from Pan Zi before and wiped it on my body since it seemed 
like it was really working. Even though it was a bit immoral to do such a 
thing, it was still better than losing my arms or legs. 

At this time, I suddenly remembered that the fat guy had also been caught 
by the ghost-hand vines and I couldn’t help worrying about him. But when I 
looked around, I couldn’t see anything besides the vines. I felt around in my 
pockets but only ended up finding my digital camera, which wasn’t useful at 
all. 
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Just as I was starting to feel annoyed, the vines around my legs suddenly 
loosened and my whole body sank down. Thinking that I was about to fall, I 
hurriedly wrapped my arms around my head, but it turned out that the vine 
had only loosened its hold a little bit. 

I opened my eyes and found that my face was mere inches away from the 
female corpse’s face. If I had fallen just a little further down, our lips 
would’ve been touching. I was so terrified that I hurriedly closed my mouth 
and tried my best to shrink my neck back, but at this time, I suddenly saw a 
small dagger attached to the waist of the armored corpse lying beside her. I 
couldn’t help feeling overjoyed and said to myself, beautiful fairy, due to my 
current situation, I must ask your friend to borrow his knife. He won’t mind, 
will he? 

I then twisted my waist and used all of my strength to reach for the dagger. 
After swaying back and forth two or three times, I suddenly exerted my 
strength, grabbed the dagger’s hilt, and yanked hard. But the dagger fit so 
snugly inside its scabbard that I not only didn’t pull it out, but I actually 
managed to pull the whole belt off of the armored corpse. 

When I saw what I had done, I immediately thought to myself, shit! Now 
that I’ve ripped his belt off, he’s bound to become hostile! 

I quickly clamped onto the scabbard with my legs and used all of my 
strength to yank the knife out. I could tell by the flash of cold light across the 
blade’s edge that it was a good knife. This is a gift from the heavens, I 
thought to myself. Then I used all of my strength to lift my upper body and 
start cutting at the vine wrapped around my legs. At that time, I just wanted 
to cut the vine off and wasn’t thinking about what was below me, so when 
the vine broke and I fell, it was too late to regret it. Within a fraction of a 
second, I was lying on top of that female corpse. 

To be honest, it was fortunate that I was able to hold myself back a little bit 
so that my full body weight wasn’t pressing down the moment I landed. 
Otherwise, the female corpse’s feces would’ve definitely been pressed out. 
But the inertia was so great that it was impossible to keep my distance from 
the female corpse and my whole face ended up pressed against hers. The 
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sensation of her freezing cold lips was enough to make my hair stand on 
end. 

As I lay there stunned for a moment, I couldn’t help but wonder if her 
tongue would come out of her mouth, enter my throat, and suck out all my 
internal organs. When I thought of this, I felt a little grateful that she was a 
good-looking female corpse. If it had been a male corpse, I would’ve been 
disgusted to death. 

After I lay there for a long time without seeing any signs of a tongue sticking 
out, I thought to myself, I’m finally lucky. I came across a fair and reasonable 
person. I slowly raised my head and began to move it away from the female 
corpse’s face, but my head was only halfway up when there was a sudden 
burst of fragrance in the air and the female corpse’s arms suddenly wrapped 
around my shoulders. I immediately froze, my whole body scared stiff. At 
this time, the corpse beside me made a thud sound. I knew right away that it 
was bad and cried in my heart, Brother, don’t be mistaken! It’s your wife 
who won’t let me go! I’m not flirting with her! 

I turned my head to take a look and found that the noise had merely come 
from a piece of armor falling off from where I had torn the corpse’s belt off 
before. I couldn’t help but breathe a sigh of relief. The only thing I could be 
thankful for right now was that the female corpse was the one holding me 
instead of the monster beside her. Otherwise, I probably would’ve peed my 
pants. 

This deadlock lasted for more than ten seconds. When I saw that the female 
corpse wasn’t making any further moves, I sneakily tried to move my head 
out from under her arms. But as soon as I moved, her arms also moved with 
me. When I moved forward, she moved forward; when I moved backward, 
she also moved backward. 

I decided that the best way to break free from her was to lift my neck with a 
jerk and then roll away, but I didn’t expect her arms to be wrapped around 
me so tightly. When I jerked my head up, I actually ended up pulling her into 
a seated position. The shock of the sudden movement caused the female 
corpse’s mouth to open, revealing something inside her mouth. 
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Chapter 20 Key 

I looked down and saw that the object inside her mouth appeared to be a 
copper key inlaid with a pearl that was a dark green color. I figured it was 
extraordinary, but I couldn’t tell what the pearl was actually made of. I did 
know that the ancients sometimes put pearls inside corpses’ mouths to keep 
them from rotting, so if I took this key out, there was a chance this beautiful 
thousand-year-old corpse in front of me would instantly turn into a mummy. 
I would never risk doing such a terrifying thing, but I was currently in an 
awkward situation. It wasn’t like I could make my escape with this female 
corpse on my back. 

While I sat there hesitating, I suddenly heard someone shouting from above. 
I looked up and saw a man hanging upside down above my head, a vine 
wrapped tightly around his legs as he screamed and fought seven or eight of 
those branches at the same time. It was none other than that damned fatty! 
He looked like he had suffered through the same fate as me, although he 
seemed to be covered in more wounds than I was. Fortunately, his head 
didn’t appear to be injured as he hung there and spouted off a string of 
curses, “Shit, I can’t believe these tree branches are so powerful even 
though they’re barely as thick as a dick!” Then he caught sight of me and 
froze, “Little comrade, are you getting busy with that flower girl?”(1)  

I didn’t know whether to laugh or cry, but I didn’t dare speak too loudly as I 
gestured and said, “She’s dead! Quickly help me think of a way to get out of 
this!” 

The fat guy let out an exclamation, wiggled his butt in the air, and then said 
to me, “Then help me get down first!” 

I threw the dagger in my hand up to him, and he immediately caught it and 
leaned up to cut the vine off of his legs. I didn’t realize it at first, but by the 
time I remembered what had happened to me, it was already too late. I was 

 
(1) When the Japanese invaded China, they called Chinese women “flower girls”. This might go back to 
like WWII when they turned a lot of women they captured into sex slaves. If you couldn’t tell, Fatty is 
basically asking Wu Xie if he’s about to have sex with the female corpse.  
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about to tell him to wait a second, but he suddenly fell down with a strange 
cry and landed on top of the armored corpse, knocking its mask off in the 
process. I started to lean over and look at it but the fat guy suddenly turned 
around and shouted at me, “Don’t look! This is a green-eyed fox!” 

Unfortunately, his warning came too late; I had already seen the face under 
the mask. With that quick glance, my mind was buzzing and my whole body 
broke out in goosebumps. “How is this a person?!” I stammered. 

Under the mask was a pallid white face which, upon closer inspection, still 
vaguely had human facial features. There wasn’t any hair on this corpse’s 
head, he didn’t have any eyebrows, nor did he have a beard. His face was so 
pointed that it already looked a bit deformed and his eyes were basically 
just long slits, those two green eyes emitting a cold light from within them. 
His other facial features were practically indistinguishable, but I could say 
after just one glance that this face definitely looked like a human-faced fox 
that was grinning evilly. 

But his two green eyes looked even more bizarre. To be honest, I was able to 
deal with looking at ordinary corpses but I didn’t dare look this particular 
one directly in the eyes. It was too scary. In fact, seeing such a thing without 
being able to mentally prepare yourself was absolutely terrifying. Even the 
fat guy was scared to death. He immediately rolled off the jade platform and 
said in a shocked voice, “I can’t believe it! King Shang of Lu actually looks like 
this?” 

“Is this really King Shang of Lu?” I asked him. “Why does he look like… like a 
fox?” 

The fat guy glanced at the armored corpse before saying, “A friend of mine 
told me that this is called a ‘green-eyed fox corpse’. A long time ago, a man 
robbed an ancient tomb of an unknown dynasty. After opening the coffin, 
he found that there was a green-eyed fox lying on top of the corpse. The fox 
was a demon-like thing, and the fact that it was lying on top of the corpse 
was a very bad omen. That mojin should have put everything back the way it 
was but he was inexperienced and unwilling to leave empty-handed so he 
secretly stole a jade turtle. A few years later, he washed his hands of the 
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business and went back to his hometown where he married his wife. Later, 
his wife became pregnant and gave birth to a child. But when the midwife 
delivered the baby, she suddenly screamed and fainted. The man rushed in 
and saw that the baby had green eyes. At first, he didn’t realize that the fox 
was to blame; he just thought that the child had a strange disease. He went 
around seeking medical advice everywhere, but not only did the child’s 
illness remain uncured, his hair gradually started falling out and his face 
looked more and more like that of a fox. It was only at this time that the 
mojin discovered the true cause of his child’s illness. So, he made the long 
and difficult trek back to the ancient tomb and put the jade turtle back. 
Since then, the child’s illness didn’t worsen, but that strange, fox-like face 
never changed back.” 

He clicked his tongue and added, “But this green-eyed fox corpse is very 
strange. I heard that if you look at him, he’ll infect you and your face will 
gradually become like his. Did you look at him just now?” 

Although I didn’t quite believe it, I couldn’t help but shiver when I heard that 
my face might become like this monster’s. “Don’t talk nonsense,” I scolded 
him. “Whether my face will change or not is a matter for the future. Just 
help me get out of this situation first!” 

The fat guy also seemed to agree that he shouldn’t be yapping on like this 
given the current situation and quickly rushed over to help me break free 
from the female corpse’s grip. But even though he made several attempts 
using his full strength, the female corpse’s arms were like immovable iron 
bands. He gave two hard tugs but only ended up panting from exhaustion in 
the end. When he saw the nervous look in my eyes, he quickly tried to 
comfort me, “Don’t worry. This Fat Master has plenty of tricks. If none of 
them work, I can just cut off her hand.” 

“No!” I hurriedly shouted. “Absolutely not! What if there’s corpse poison in 
her body? And I don’t feel any hatred towards her. It’s too mean to cut off 
her hand at our first meeting.” 

The fat guy scratched his head, but there was nothing else he could do. 
“Generally speaking,” he said to me, “when a corpse is dead but its body 
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isn’t stiff, that means it must have an unfulfilled wish. If you make her wish 
come true, she should let go of you naturally. Why don’t you think about it? 
Did anything special happen when she hooked her arms around you just 
now?” 

I thought back on it and suddenly remembered that when I got up just now, 
her mouth had suddenly opened and there seemed to be something inside 
that looked like a key. Was that it? After thinking of this, I carefully 
straightened the female corpse’s head and whispered to her, “Please forgive 
me.” Then I pressed her cheeks until those apricot-colored lips parted 
slightly. I immediately saw that there really was a key inlaid with a green 
pearl under her tongue. 

The fat guy cried out in amazement, “Shit, this is a good thing! She must 
want you to take that key out. Just think, she has such a small mouth so it 
must be uncomfortable with that key in there.” 

“What if she bites my hand?” I asked nervously. 

The fat guy became impatient and said, “Look at you. Your whole body is full 
of vulnerable spots. She could bite you anywhere so why would she want to 
bite your hand?” 

I knew that he was right, so I steeled my heart while telling myself that it 
wouldn’t be a big deal to lose a finger or two. I then took a deep breath and 
stretched two trembling fingers towards the female corpse’s mouth. But just 
as I was about to touch her lips, I suddenly heard a voice in my ear say, 
“Stop.”  
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Chapter 21 Green-Eyed Fox Corpse 

Stunned, I thought to myself, this voice sounds so familiar. Is it Uncle Three? 
But isn’t he still on the cliff? Why does his voice sound like it’s coming from 
nearby? I quickly turned my head to look for him, only to find that there was 
no one else around except for that fatty. But just as I was wondering what 
was going on, I suddenly heard Uncle Three say, “Don’t be so reckless. You 
have blood on your hands. As soon as you put your fingers in that corpse’s 
mouth, it’ll turn into a zombie.” 

I looked around everywhere for the source of that voice and finally realized 
that it was actually coming from below the jade platform. But the platform’s 
color was so opaque that I couldn’t see what was underneath. “Uncle 
Three,” I hurriedly asked him, “are you under the jade platform?” 

“I’ll explain everything later,” Uncle Three said. “Just follow my instructions 
for now—lower that female corpse’s head, press your thumb against her 
throat, and then hit her on the back of the head. Remember to keep your 
thumb pressed against her throat; otherwise, she’ll swallow the key!” 

I agreed and then did as he said, pressing my thumb against the female 
corpse’s throat and then hitting her lightly on the back of the head. The key 
immediately fell out of her mouth and landed on the jade platform. I felt the 
weight on my shoulders suddenly loosen as the female corpse’s arms fell 
away and her body fell back on the jade platform. 

I heaved a big sigh of relief as I realized that I was finally free, but then I 
heard Uncle Three say from below, “Nephew, is that fat guy beside you?” 

I looked up at the fat guy—he had picked up the fallen key and was studying 
it very carefully—before nodding and saying, “Yes.” 

“See if he has a shadow,” Uncle Three suddenly said in the Hangzhou 
dialect. 

When I heard this, I couldn’t help but feel confused. I didn’t understand 
what he meant but I still reflexively glanced at the fat guy’s feet anyways. As 
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it turned out, his shadow was covered by the jade platform’s shadow so I 
wouldn’t be able to see whether it was there or not unless I stuck my head 
out. Still feeling a little puzzled, I said, “I can’t see it clearly right now.” 

Uncle Three sounded very anxious as he said to me, “Listen, I need to tell 
you something. Don’t be afraid, but I saw that fat guy’s body when I came 
over here just now and I don’t think he’s human. You need to be careful.” 

I glanced at the fat guy and saw that his cheeks were ruddy and his 
demeanor and movements didn’t look like that of a ghost at all. I couldn’t 
help but feel confused, “Uncle Three, are you sure you didn’t see wrong? 
Maybe it was someone else.” 

“I’m positive. It must be him,” Uncle Three said. “I definitely didn’t see 
wrong. He’s probably one of the last survivors of that group of grave robbers 
who came in here before us. He must have encouraged you to put your 
hand in that female corpse’s mouth just now, right? He’s definitely trying to 
harm you!” 

I suddenly felt scared and asked, “So you’re saying this fatty in front of me is 
a ghost?” 

“Yes. No matter what he says, don’t believe him,” Uncle Three warned me. 
“Now, quickly look around you and see if there’s something you can use to 
ward off evil spirits.” 

At this time, the fat guy suddenly raised his head and looked at me. His eyes 
seemed very strange and were so full of resentment that I couldn’t help but 
believe half of what my uncle was saying. I hurriedly felt around and 
touched upon that armored corpse’s belt, which still had the dagger’s 
scabbard attached to it. I immediately picked it up, assuming that the 
ancients would have engraved their belts with spells to protect against 
ghosts. 

Although the characters on the belt were badly faded, I was still able to 
recognize at a glance that this was definitely the script used by the State of 
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Lu. Did that mean that this person was really King Shang of Lu? But who was 
this female corpse? Was she his wife? 

As I was thinking, my eyes didn’t remain idle and were giving the belt a quick 
once-over. Although I didn’t understand what most of the words meant, the 
phrase “Ruler of Yinxi” inscribed in gold powder was very recognizable. 
Indeed, this was a spell to ward off evil spirits.(1)  

I was starting to feel elated, but then I suddenly thought of something and 
said to Uncle Three, “That’s odd. This jade platform isn’t transparent so how 
can you see us?” 

“I don’t know,” Uncle Three said, “but I can see you guys clearly from below. 
It’s almost like I’m looking through a transparent piece of glass. When I 
came over here just now, I saw that you were about to take that key out of 
the female corpse’s mouth so I stopped you. It’s a good thing that you could 
hear me; otherwise, you would’ve put your hand inside her mouth and 
things would’ve taken a bad turn.” 

As I listened to him, I became more and more confused and couldn’t shake 
the feeling that something was wrong. The jade bed isn’t all that wide and 
these two corpses are lying so close together on it, I thought to myself. Plus, 
the moonlight here isn’t particularly bright. It should be impossible to see so 
clearly through two bodies lying close together in such dim light. 

I glanced at the fat guy again and saw that he was still studying the key. That 
was when I knew that something was wrong. 

With his character, he would definitely interrupt us even if he didn’t 
understand the Hangzhou dialect. There was absolutely no way he would 
just continue to stare blankly at a key for so long. 

I rolled off of the jade platform and patted him on the shoulder to see how 
he would respond, but I was surprised to find that this ordinary pat 

 
(1) The licensed version said the Ruler of Yinxi is the king of the western underworld but I honestly wasn’t 
finding anything saying that. All I was getting when I googled Yinxi was some Taoist philosopher known 
as the “Guardian of the Pass”. Some info here and here.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yinxi
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1179/073776997805307011?journalCode=yjch20
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unexpectedly caused an explosive reaction. The fat guy suddenly glared at 
me and shouted, “You fucking brat! You’ve been lying to me this whole 
time!” Then he raised the dagger in his hand and tried to stab me. 

I was completely shocked and took a few steps back while shouting at him, 
“What are you doing?!” 

His eyes were very red and it seemed like he couldn’t hear me at all. He 
immediately rushed towards me and slashed at me with the knife again, his 
movements very precise. I knew that I’d definitely end up stabbed if I didn’t 
run away so I quickly turned and ran down the stone steps. 

“You think you can run from me?!” The fat guy shouted as he chased after 
me, angrily gnashing his teeth like I had killed his father. 

I desperately ran along the stone path—that fat guy looked bloated but he 
actually ran very fast—and soon saw that the stone veranda was coming to 
an end and I was about to reach the sacrificial altar. I immediately grew 
anxious when I saw that there were vines lying all over the ground. I knew 
that if I stepped on them, I would soon be hanging upside down like a 
sausage again. Is this fatty really an evil spirit that’s trying to make me suffer 
the same fate as him? I wondered. But what kind of evil spirit stabs people 
with a knife? 

As I was thinking, the path in front of me had already come to an end. I 
immediately stopped and swung the belt in my hand like a whip. The fat guy 
dodged it but I quickly rushed in and bit his hand, telling myself that I was 
probably the first person in the world who dared to bite a ghost’s hand. He 
screamed in pain and lost his grip on the knife. When it fell to the ground, I 
kicked it far away from the stone veranda. 

But this move left me vulnerable for a split second, which the fat guy 
immediately took advantage of. He slammed me to the ground, wrapped his 
hands around my neck, and said, “I’ll strangle you, motherfucker!” 

Desperate, I wrapped the belt around his neck while thinking to myself, 
you’re not the only one who can be fucking ruthless. Two can play this game! 
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I strangled him and he strangled me. The key to winning was to strangle the 
other party before you suffocated to death. But the fat guy wasn’t holding 
back at all and used so much strength to strangle me that I almost spit my 
tongue out. I was also using all of my strength against him but then the belt 
unexpectedly broke with a snap. Although it was well preserved, it was weak 
with age and couldn’t handle the stress. 

The belt was made of leather that was covered in small scales that looked 
like copper armor plating. When the belt split, those copper scales fell on my 
face like scattered flower petals and the scale engraved with the words 
“Ruler of Yinxi” fell into my open mouth. I suddenly felt a bitter liquid flow 
down my throat and choked in disgust when I remembered that the scale 
had recently been on a dead body. Then, I suddenly felt a haze appear in 
front of my eyes as if I had fallen into a cloud of black mist. 

I was very confused and couldn’t help but wonder if that fatty had really 
strangled me to death so quickly. But the bitter taste in my mouth was 
getting stronger and stronger and the things in front of my eyes were 
becoming clearer and clearer. Then, I suddenly came back to my senses and 
found myself being pressed down on the jade bed by that fat guy. His eyes 
were green and his hands were wrapped tightly around my neck. I also saw 
that the key was still in the female corpse’s mouth and her arms were still 
tightly wrapped around my shoulders. The scene was extremely chaotic. 

Now that I had come back to my senses, I realized that everything just now 
had all been an illusion!! 

I turned to look at the green-eyed fox corpse next to me and saw that his 
mask was still on the ground and the eyes in those two thin slits had turned 
towards us and were staring straight at us. 

Not good, I thought to myself. No wonder this fatty told me not to look at it 
just now. This green-eyed fox corpse’s eyes have some kind of strange 
power! 

The fat guy was still using all of his strength to strangle me, so even if I was 
awake now, I would soon be choked to death. I hurriedly touched my mouth 
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but found that the copper scale had already melted. I was just starting to 
panic when, out of the corner of my eye, I suddenly caught sight of the 
purple-and-gold box in the fox corpse’s hands. Without giving it too much 
thought, I desperately stretched my hand out, picked it up, and slammed it 
against the fat guy’s head. 

But that fatty was very fierce and just cursed at me while clenching his 
hands even tighter around my neck. It certainly doesn’t feel like you’re trying 
to strangle me to death, I thought to myself. It’s more like you’re trying to rip 
my head off! 

I quickly made up my mind and told myself that the only way to beat such a 
terrifying person was to come at him with the same murderous intent. As a 
result, the strength in my hand was completely different when I swung the 
box at his head again. There was a loud bang and then the fat guy’s eyes 
rolled into the back of his head, his whole body practically trembling from 
the force of my hit. He then fell down on top of me, his grip on my neck 
finally loosened. 

As I coughed up a mouthful of blood, I saw that the fox corpse’s green eyes 
had suddenly widened and a strange force was compelling me to look at 
them. I could feel my mind suddenly starting to become chaotic again so I 
hurriedly pushed the fat guy onto the corpse. I didn’t have the time or the 
inclination to care about him right now and his burly body was the perfect 
size to block that corpse’s gaze. With this barrier between us, that strange 
feeling immediately disappeared. 

My whole body hurt like hell as I sat there rubbing my neck, which was now 
covered in finger-shaped bruises and felt like it was deformed from all that 
strangling. This green-eyed fox corpse definitely had powerful eyes. If I 
hadn’t happened to swallow that copper scale that was on the belt just now, 
either me or that fat guy would’ve definitely died. 

I glanced at the purple-and-gold box that I had just used as a lethal weapon 
and suddenly found that it had a small keyhole. I made a surprised noise and 
then looked at the female corpse’s mouth while thinking to myself, is that 
the key that will open this box? 
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Chapter 22 The Eightfold Treasure Box 

The purple-and-gold box felt heavy to the touch and looked a bit like the 
largest silver box in the Eightfold Treasure Box (the eight boxes containing 
Buddhist relics) but it was much smaller.(1)  Buddhism had not yet been 
introduced to China at that time so this box certainly couldn’t contain any 
Buddhist relics. I shook it to see if I could hear anything but whatever was 
inside didn’t make a sound. Could this box contain the ghost seal that fat guy 
was talking about earlier? I wondered. 

The key was still in the female corpse’s mouth, so after taking a moment to 
calm myself, I took a deep breath, put two of my fingers under her tongue, 
grabbed the key, and then carefully pulled it out. But before the key was 
fully out of her mouth, I noticed that a very thin silk thread was tied around 
the key and went all the way down into her throat. I suddenly realized that 
something was wrong—there seemed to be something tied to the other end 
of this thread. 

My grandpa had told me that during the Shang Dynasty, some skilled 
Chinese craftsmen could put crossbows inside human corpses that would 
fire when a golden thread was pulled. As soon as the grave robbers removed 
the jade plug or precious pearl from inside the corpse’s mouth or anus, the 
mechanism would immediately be triggered and the crossbow bolt would 
burst out of the body. Since the grave robbers were usually standing very 
close to the body, it was impossible to avoid this kind of attack. There was 
no telling how many grave robbers had died at the hands of such 
mechanisms. 

I pressed down on the female corpse’s stomach and found that, sure 
enough, there was something hard inside. It’s a good thing my hand was 
moving so slow, I thought to myself. If it had been that fatty or Pan Zi, I’m 
afraid they would’ve already been caught in the trap! I couldn’t help but feel 

 
(1) The Eightfold Treasure Box is a cultural relic of the Tang Dynasty and a national first-class cultural relic 
of China. It’s a set of 8 layered boxes (like a Matryoshka doll) which are used to enshrine the shadow 
bone (aka an imitation relic using material like jade) of the Buddha’s finger. The best source I was finding 
was on the Chinese wiki page. 

https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E5%85%AB%E9%87%8D%E5%AE%9D%E5%87%BD
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a chill when I thought of all these mechanisms that appeared to have been 
specially designed for grave robbers like us. 

The silk thread tied to the key was made of gold, which meant that it could 
be pulled out but not twisted. I pinched it with my fingernails until it broke 
and then took the key out and checked to see if it fit into the purple-and-
gold box’s keyhole. Sure enough, it was a perfect match. But I didn’t know if 
there was something dangerous inside the box. For all I knew, it could be 
hiding another mechanism. I thought about it for a while and decided that it 
would be better not to open it for the time being. 

At this time, I was horrified to find that the female corpse still clinging to me 
suddenly emitted a sinister aura. Then, her face began to shrivel up and cave 
in like a rotten orange and an indescribable noise emerged from her throat. 
In just a few seconds, that living beauty transformed into a mummified 
corpse right before my eyes. As I sat there trembling, her withered and 
rotten arms broke and her dried-up body fell back to the jade platform, still 
shriveling in on itself. 

I was scared to death. It seemed that the pearls on this key really did keep 
the female corpse from rotting but I didn’t dare think about it anymore. I 
quickly put everything in my bag while telling myself that it wouldn’t be 
good to say in this place for long. Once that was done, I went to help the fat 
guy up. 

He had been badly beaten by me and didn’t move even after I made several 
attempts to pull him to his feet. No way, surely I didn’t kill him, I thought to 
myself. But I was past the point of caring and just grabbed his arm and 
shouted, “Up!” Then I stood up straight and slung him over my back. The fat 
guy was so heavy that I almost vomited blood, but I just shook my head and 
secretly cursed his ancestors as I started walking. 

Fortunately, the stone corridor wasn’t long at all and I soon reached the 
middle section. Once I was out of the vine-covered area, I saw the cliff up 
ahead. Uncle Three and Pan Zi were nowhere to be seen so I figured they 
had gone in search of another way out of here. I walked back to the 
sacrificial altar at the end of the stone veranda and set the fat guy down on 
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it. But just as I was about to rest, I suddenly saw Uncle Three emerge from 
one of the holes in the cliff closest to the ground. 

He was very familiar with Qimen Dunjia(2) and the like, so with him around, 
the maze posed no problems at all. 

Afraid that he wouldn’t see me, I waved and shouted, “Uncle Three, I’m over 
here!!” 

He looked like he was about to smile when he saw me, but then the 
expression on his face suddenly changed and he pointed behind me. I 
looked back and saw that the fat guy had sat up at some point, but that 
green-eyed fox corpse was lying on his back and staring at me coldly.  

  

 
(2) Qimen Dunjia is an ancient form of divination from China that’s still in use today. It’s based on 
astronomical observations, and consists of various aspects of Chinese metaphysics, including the 
doctrines of yin and yang, 5 elements, the 8 trigrams, the 10 Heavenly Stems and the 12 Earthly 
Branches, as well as the 24 solar terms. People use it to predict things like relationships, traits, the 
future, or even choose auspicious times and places according to the specific time and date. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qimen_Dunjia
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Chapter 23 Inner and Outer Coffins 

My eyes were instantly transfixed and I couldn’t look away at all. But even 
though I couldn’t turn my head and it felt like I was in a trance, I didn’t start 
hallucinating. I wondered if my mind remained clear because I had 
swallowed that copper scale from the belt. 

At this time, I suddenly heard the sound of Uncle Three and the others 
rushing over and thought to myself, this is bad! They haven’t experienced 
this fox corpse’s sorcery and don’t know how powerful it is. If they recklessly 
rush over, something will definitely happen. I wanted to shout a warning to 
them but it felt like something was stuck in my throat. I opened my mouth 
and tried to speak but no words came out at all. I became so anxious that it 
felt as if my veins were going to burst. 

Then, I suddenly had a flash of inspiration as I realized that my hands could 
move a little bit. I immediately made a gun gesture with both hands and 
pointed them at the fox corpse’s head. I kept pointing while shouting in my 
heart, Pan Zi, you have to be smart this time! If you can’t even understand 
this gesture, then go eat shit and die! 

After I made the gesture a few times, a gunshot rang out from behind me 
and the green-eyed fox corpse’s head exploded right before my eyes. But 
my mouth had still been open at that time so the corpse fluid splashed right 
on my face and in my mouth. I immediately began to vomit; this stuff tasted 
even more disgusting than shit. After nearly puking my guts out, I looked 
back and saw Pan Zi in the distance. He was covering his wound with one 
hand and making an OK gesture at me with the other hand. I silently cursed 
at him as I used my sleeve to wipe the corpse fluid off of my face. 

Uncle Three was still quite far from the sacrificial altar and vines were 
covering the ground the whole way, which made the situation very 
dangerous. But he came up with a clever idea to get around those vines by 
using stones to lure them away. Once they were distracted, he and the 
others were able to safely make it over and were soon climbing up the 
sacrificial altar. 
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He was very worried something had happened to me and immediately came 
over to see if I was ok, but he frowned and started gagging as soon as he got 
a whiff of me. I was annoyed with him at first, but when I saw him acting like 
that, I immediately jumped on him and gave him a big hug. He was so 
disgusted that he nearly fell off the sacrificial altar. 

Seeing that they were all safe and sound, I suddenly remembered what had 
happened before and asked, “Uncle Three, why did you guys ditch me in the 
main tomb chamber and run away? You scared the shit out of me! How 
could you expect me to stay alone in that damned place?” 

Uncle Three listened to me complaining and then smacked Da Kui on the 
back of the head, “I told this fucking guy not to touch anything but he 
wouldn’t listen.” Then he told me what had happened to them in more 
detail. 

As it turned out, they saw a recessed wall in that other ear chamber. 
Generally, when there was a recessed wall in an ancient tomb, it meant that 
there must be a hidden room behind it. They obviously didn’t expect all of 
the trapdoors in this ancient tomb to open downwards, but Uncle Three was 
a shrewd man. He was able to find the mechanism at a glance, but 
unfortunately, Da Kui moved before Uncle Three had time to figure out how 
it worked. As soon as Da Kui triggered the mechanism, they all fell down into 
the Western Zhou Dynasty tomb on the floor below, just like us. After that, 
the plot seemed to become very convoluted and bizarre. The more Uncle 
Three talked, the more outrageous it became and I wound up so confused 
that I begged him to stop. 

“If you don’t believe me, just take a look at this,” Uncle Three said before 
taking a black box out of his bag. There was a snapping sound and then the 
box magically turned into a gun. I was shocked when I saw it because I had 
done a little research on guns before and knew that this gun was very 
famous. 
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It was a 9 mm Ares folding submachine gun, which used bullets the size of 
Chunghwa cigarettes.(1) It weighed less than three kilograms so it was easy 
to use, but of course, this gun’s small size also meant that it wasn’t very 
accurate. 

Uncle Three said that they had also found several corpses in the tomb 
passage, which was where they had gotten the gun and some explosives 
from. Moreover, the place was absolutely covered in bullet holes, as if a 
fierce battle had taken place there. 

I carefully inspected the gun, feeling very confused. It seemed like the grave 
robbers who had come in before us were very well equipped, or at least 
much more equipped than we were. So what was their background? These 
people didn’t go out after they came in so did that mean they had all died 
here? If not, where were they now? 

I went to lean against the sacrificial altar as I thought about it, but I didn’t 
expect that this seemingly solid stone platform wouldn’t be able to support 
my weight. Before I could even put all of my weight down on it, the 
sacrificial altar suddenly sank halfway into the ground. We were all shocked 
and immediately ducked down, thinking that another trap had been 
triggered. Then we heard a series of sounds like a mechanism being 
activated. They started from below our feet and went all the way to the 
stone platform in the distance, ending with a loud crash. When we stuck our 
heads out to take a look, we saw that there was a gaping hole in the giant 
tree behind the stone platform. And in this hole was a huge bronze coffin 
affixed to the tree with iron chains. Those chains were embedded in the tree 
and were wrapped around the bronze coffin several times. 

Uncle Three stood there stunned before saying, “Ah, so this is where the 
real coffin is.” 

“My God, such a big coffin must be worth a lot of money, right?!” Da Kui 
shouted happily. “It looks like our trip wasn’t in vain!” 

 
(1) Premium brand of Chinese cigarettes. Info here. I don’t think they’re a different size from American 
cigarettes but I honestly don’t know. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chunghwa_(cigarette)
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Uncle Three smacked him on the back of the head and said, “Money, 
money. Stop thinking about fucking money all the time! Even if this thing is 
valuable, it’s not like you can take it out of here. And how many times have I 
told you—this kind of thing is called an inner and outer coffin, it’s not just a 
regular coffin! Stop fucking embarrassing me all the time!” 

Da Kui touched his head but didn’t dare speak anymore. I took a closer look 
at the coffin but couldn’t shake the feeling that something was wrong, so I 
said to Uncle Three, “This is odd. Most people’s coffins are usually nailed 
shut because they’re not meant to be opened again. But look at this 
situation. It almost seems as if this stone platform’s mechanism was 
originally designed to let others find these inner and outer coffins. Did this 
tomb owner originally plan for others to open his coffin one day? And you 
see how these iron chains are wrapped so tightly around the coffin? It’s 
almost like they weren’t meant to keep the coffin in place but to keep 
whatever was inside the coffin from coming out.” 

After Uncle Three took a closer look and found that it was indeed the case, 
we couldn’t help but give each other a questioning look. We had already 
come across countless unbelievable things along the way so could there be 
some kind of monster in there? Was it better to open it or leave it alone? 

Uncle Three clenched his teeth and said, “I figure that if there are any 
valuable treasures in this tomb, then they must be inside. But if we don’t 
open it, won’t this trip have all been for nothing? So what if there’s a fucking 
zombie inside? We have guns and explosives now. If there really is a zombie 
inside, we’ll just get our equipment and fight it!” 

I nodded, and Uncle Three continued, “Besides, now it’s impossible for us to 
go back the same way we came. Almost every hole on this cliff leads to that 
maze of stone passages. I don’t know how long it’ll take us to get out from 
there so our best bet is to climb out from above.” 

We looked up and saw the gap in the cave ceiling. The moonlight was 
streaming down from above, looking very bleak and desolate. Uncle Three 
then pointed to the giant tree, “You guys see that? The top of this giant tree 
is very close to the cave ceiling. Moreover, there are many vines extending 
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out from the tree to the area outside of the cave, creating a natural ladder. 
Plus, this tree has so many branches that it’ll be easy to climb up. It’s just 
perfect for us to get out of this place.” 

“Master Three, what kind of nonsense is that?” Pan Zi asked. “That’s a man-
eating tree. Isn’t climbing it tantamount to suicide?” 

Uncle Three laughed, “This tree is called a Nine-Headed Snake Cypress. I’ve 
already been thinking about it for a long time. Haven’t you noticed how 
those vines refuse to touch the stone here? This stone is called Tianxin rock 
and it’s special because it repels the Nine-Headed Snake Cypress. If we put 
some of that rock dust on our bodies, I guarantee that things will go 
smoothly.” 

“Will it really work?” Da Kui asked worriedly. 

Uncle Three glared at him. I knew that he was going to scold him again so I 
hurriedly said, “Come on, we’ll know once we try it out.” 

We all sprang into action without another word. Da Kui picked up the fat guy 
and slung him on his back while Uncle Three helped support Pan Zi. I packed 
up my equipment and looked back at the cave, thinking about how we were 
all safe now but there was still no news on what had happened to Poker-
Face. Uncle Three saw how worried I was and said, “He definitely has the 
skills to protect himself. You don’t need to worry.” 

I nodded. In all honesty, I really didn’t have the qualifications to worry about 
Poker-Face. Not only were his skills leagues above mine, but it also seemed 
like he had strange abilities. If anything, he should be worried about me. 

I slowly led the way towards that high stone platform, a gun in my hand and 
everyone else following behind me. I had been so focused on running before 
that I didn’t look carefully at my surroundings, but as it turned out, this 
stone platform had been built from large slabs of that Tianxin rock. They 
were so big that I didn’t know how they had been transported down here. I 
could see that some cranes with deer antlers had also been carved on the 
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steps.(2) This kind of relief sculpture was very rare so I couldn’t help but 
wonder what kind of vassal this King Shang of Lu was and why this tomb was 
so bizarre. 

By this point, we had finally reached the hole in the tree and it became clear 
that the hole hadn’t split by itself but was pulled apart from the inside by a 
dozen iron chains. The huge bronze coffin was just in front of us. It looked to 
be about two and a half meters long and was densely covered in 
inscriptions. 

The characters used in Warring States Period texts were quite complicated 
while the characters used in texts from the Qi and Lu states were commonly 
used by scholars at that time. After the State of Chu conquered the State of 
Lu, it absorbed a lot of the State of Lu’s culture. Even the characters used in 
their writing system were similar to those of the State of Lu. Most of the 
rubbings from the Warring States Period that I had in my shop were from 
that period so I had a rough idea of what these inscriptions were saying. 

For some reason, everyone remained silent at this time, almost as if they 
were afraid of waking the tomb owner. Uncle Three then took out a crowbar 
and tapped it against the coffin. There was a dull echo inside, indicating that 
it was definitely full of things. Uncle Three knew that I was interested in 
things like inscriptions and asked me softly, “Can you understand what’s 
written here?” 

I shook my head and said, “I don’t understand the specifics, but I’m positive 
that the owner of this coffin is King Shang of Lu, the one we’ve been looking 
for. The text on this coffin probably details his life. It seems that he died 
before he reached the age of fifty and he didn’t have any children. According 
to this, the way he died is the same as what I had read before—he suddenly 
died in a seated position in front of the duke of the State of Lu. The rest of 
the text should be details about his life.” 

 
(2) Not finding many English results. Here’s the Chinese wiki page with a pic (it’s basically a mythical 
animal having the body of a crane and the antlers of a deer). 

https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E9%B9%BF%E8%A7%92%E7%AB%8B%E9%B9%A4
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I wasn’t interested in the State of Lu’s culture so I just skimmed over it 
without bothering to read it in detail. 

“What do these words mean?” Da Kui asked me. I looked at where he was 
pointing and saw the character for “open” in the middle of the coffin. It was 
followed by a long list of characters starting with the first four Earthly 
Branches.(3) These characters were a little bigger and more conspicuous than 
the others and I knew that they indicated a date. But during the Spring and 
Autumn Period and the Warring States Period, the Zhou Dynasty declined 
and their vassals went their own separate ways. As a result, the calendar 
system became messed up so I couldn’t figure out what specific day it was 
talking about. “This should be the date the coffin was placed here but I don’t 
know what day it is,” I said to him. 

As I was busy studying the inscriptions, Uncle Three was trying to figure out 
a way to open the coffin. He shook the chains, each of which was as thick as 
a thumb. At that time, China had just entered the Iron Age so this kind of 
thing should have been a luxury. But after so many years, most of them had 
aged beyond recognition and could only really be used for decoration. I told 
everyone to get out of the way, pulled the bolt back on my gun, and then 
fired a few shots. All of the chains broke in an instant, leaving only a few left 
to hold the coffin in place. 

Uncle Three motioned for me to back off and said, “Stop studying those 
inscriptions. We’ll look at them after we open this coffin.” 

No sooner had he spoken than the coffin suddenly began to shake and a 
muffled noise came from inside. I thought I had heard wrong at first, but just 
as I was about to ask the others if they had also heard it, the coffin suddenly 
started shaking and I clearly heard the noise again. My whole body felt cold 

 
(3) The Twelve Earthly Branches are a Chinese ordering system used throughout East Asia in various 
contexts, including its ancient dating system, astrological traditions, zodiac and ordinals. The Earthly 
Branches are today used with the Heavenly Stems in the current version of the “traditional Chinese 
calendar”. An Earthly Branch can refer to a lunar month or a whole two-hour period (or the exact time 

at the center of this two-hour period). Ex: 子 (zi) is the first earthly branch and can mean the 11th lunar 
month (December 7th to January 5th) and also the two-hour period from 11 pm to 1 am (or midnight). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earthly_Branches
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavenly_Stems
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all over as I thought to myself, oh no! There really is something wrong with 
this fucking coffin! 
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Chapter 24 Living Corpse 

Frightened, we all immediately took a few steps back. Although we had 
anticipated that there might be something wrong with this coffin, now that 
we had actually encountered it, we couldn’t help but feel surprised. This 
shaking clearly indicated that the coffin owner was moving inside, and 
anything moving in a coffin definitely couldn’t be good. 

Da Kui’s face turned pale and he started trembling as he said, “There seems 
to be something alive in there. Master Three, I don’t think we should open 
this coffin.” 

Uncle Three carefully looked at the coffin seams and shook his head before 
saying, “That’s impossible. This coffin is so tightly sealed that no air can get 
in there at all. No matter what living thing might have been in there, it 
definitely would have suffocated to death after three thousand years. 
Besides, this is a coffin set, which means that there are several more layers 
inside. Let’s break through one or two layers first and then see if we can 
hear more clearly.” 

I roughly estimated this thing’s weight. As far as I could recall, the heaviest 
bronze coffin ever found was the giant outer coffin from the Marquis Yi of 
Zeng’s tomb in Leigudun, which had weighed about nine tons.(1) This one 
was about the same size, but the Marquis Yi of Zeng’s outer coffin was a 
large wooden box with a bronze framework. The coffin in front of us, 
however, was all bronze. It probably weighed far more than nine tons but I 
couldn’t guess its exact weight at all. 

Da Kui and Uncle Three used their knives to scrape away the wax in the 
seams and then stuck their crowbars in and pressed down hard, grunting 
from the effort. There was a loud bang and then the bronze coffin lid tilted 
up. I rushed over to help them push it out of the way and found that the 

 
(1) Marquis Yi of Zeng lived during the Spring and Autumn Period. The tomb was built around 433 BC, 
either at the end of the Spring and Autumn period or the start of the Warring States period. Info on the 
tomb is on wiki and this historical site (the latter has more detail and pics of the coffins. Just scroll down 
to the “double coffins” section). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomb_of_Marquis_Yi_of_Zeng
https://smarthistory.org/tomb-of-marquis-yi-of-zeng-ambition/
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thing weighed at least eight hundred catty.(2) It took us a long time to move 
at least half of it out of the way, by which point we were completely 
exhausted and totally out of breath. But after we all pitched in and pushed, 
we finally managed to move the lid to one side, revealing the inner coffin at 
last. 

An exquisite, lacquer-coated jade cover had been placed over the coffin, 
along with embedded jade stones that were neatly arranged into shapes 
that looked like diamonds and circles. These two shapes basically 
represented the ancient Chinese theory that the sky was round and the 
earth was square.(3) Under the jade cover was a wooden lacquer coffin, the 
outside of which was covered in paintings. But I couldn’t see what these 
paintings were because the jade cover was blocking them from view. 

Pan Zi’s eyes practically popped out of his head when he saw the coffin, his 
face a blend of excitement and pain as he covered his wound with one hand, 
“Shit, with this much jade I’ll be able to do whatever I want from now on!” 

He started to move towards it but Uncle Three quickly shouted, “Don’t be 
absurd! This is jade from Manasi, Xinjiang. If you want to take it apart and 
sell it, you’ll only get a few hundred thousand yuan. That obviously won’t be 
enough to split between all of us. If we want this trip to be worth it, we have 
to take the jade cover as a whole!” 

Pan Zi knew that he had already caused enough trouble so he didn’t dare 
say anything when Uncle Three glared at him. Instead, he just scratched his 
head and backed away. 

Uncle Three tapped on the painted lacquered wooden coffin and said, 
“Generally speaking, kings in the Warring States period had two outer 
coffins and three inner coffins. If this tree counts as the first outer coffin and 
this bronze coffin is the second one, then this wooden coffin should be the 
most valuable item.” With that said, Uncle Three carefully used his knife to 
separate all of the gold threads connecting the jade cover to the lacquered 

 
(2) 800 catty=480 kg=1058.22 lbs 
(3) Taken from this article: Ancient Chinese believed that heaven was like a dome covering the square 
earth. See end of chapter for full version of the note. 

https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/life/2008-08/29/content_11569491.htm
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coffin. He moved very carefully so as not to damage the jade cover and 
finally managed to remove the whole thing after half an hour had passed. 

As soon as the jade cover was removed, I could finally see the colorful 
paintings on the wooden coffin. Thankfully, they were much easier to 
understand than the inscriptions were. I lit one of our miner’s lamps and 
looked at them carefully, finding that they consisted of several narrative 
paintings. The one on the coffin lid was probably the scene when the tomb 
owner had just been interred. I could see a huge tree with a hole in the 
middle, along with an open bronze coffin being carried by many skeletons. 
There were also many people next to them who were kneeling respectfully. 

Uncle Three carefully folded the jade cover and put it in his backpack. I tried 
to lift it but found that it was unbearably heavy—that thing looked like it 
would definitely be hard to carry. 

Encouraged by what we had found, Da Kui suddenly became excited and 
moved to continue opening the painted wooden coffin. But Uncle Three 
quickly grabbed him and started scolding him, “You fucking faint when you 
see ghosts but become willing to die as soon you see money. There’s one 
more layer below this so don’t be so careless. Just take it nice and slow.” 
After he said this, he squatted down, put his ear up against the coffin lid, 
and then made a gesture for us to keep quiet. 

We all held our breath for fear of disturbing him. After listening for a long 
time, he turned around and said with a pale face, “It sounds like something’s 
breathing inside this fucking thing.” 

We were all stunned. If we had heard a ghost crying inside the coffin, then 
we might have been able to accept it. But now that something was 
breathing inside this coffin, it was just too bizarre. 

Da Kui was so terrified that he started stammering, “It…it’s not a living 
corpse is it?!” 

“Don’t be ridiculous!” Uncle Three said. “Don’t start spouting any of your 
fucking bullshit here! We’ve already gotten to this point—what, do you 
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want to put the coffin lid back on?” He then took out a black donkey’s hoof, 
tucked it under his armpit, and motioned to me. I lifted my gun while Da Kui 
raised the crowbar in his hand, the two of us standing guard at the edge of 
the coffin, ready to put up a fight no matter what jumped out at us. 

Uncle Three then spat into his hands, stretched his arms to give himself a 
minute to boost his courage, and inserted the pry bar into the wooden 
coffin. But as soon as he did so, a voice behind him suddenly shouted, 
“Stop!” 

We looked back and saw that the fat guy had woken up at some point. He 
was rubbing his head and waving his hand at us while saying, “No, no. 
Something bad is going to happen if you open it like that. Are you guys really 
trying to rob a grave with so little fucking experience? It’s like turning on a 
flashlight in a fucking latrine to look for shit. You’re clearly asking for 
trouble.” 

Uncle Three snorted, “Then what do you suggest?” 

The fat guy motioned for Uncle Three to move out of the way before putting 
his hand into the gap between the wooden coffin and bronze coffin, closing 
his eyes, and groping around for a long time. Then, he suddenly gave a hard 
tug and we all heard a snapping sound. The coffin lid cracked neatly down 
the middle and we all seemed to hear an extremely anguished cry coming 
from inside the coffin. I was so scared that my hands went numb and I 
almost dropped my gun. 

The fat guy immediately jumped back and spread his hands while shouting, 
“Get back!” 

I subconsciously raised my gun and pointed it at the coffin while quickly 
taking a few steps back. The wooden coffin rose from the bronze outer 
coffin like a lotus flower in bloom, the split lid falling away on either side. 
This ingenious design was so amazing that we couldn’t help but stare at it in 
wonder, but at this time, we saw a man in black armor suddenly sit up from 
the coffin. 
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I lifted my gun, ready to shoot, but that fat guy grabbed my arm and said, 
“Don’t shoot! That armor he’s wearing is a precious treasure! You can’t 
destroy it!” 

At this time, I finally saw what the mysterious King Shang of Lu looked like. 
He was a rare “moist corpse”, which was a corpse whose body hadn’t rotted 
away and whose skin was still moist and supple. I could see that his skin was 
white to the point of being transparent and both of his eyes were closed. It 
looked like he had suffered a very painful death since his facial features 
were contorted in agony. I was a little surprised. Since he had a way to keep 
that female corpse’s body from decaying for thousands of years, why 
couldn’t he preserve his own body? 

Uncle Three walked over to the coffin and said, “I thought it was another 
fucking zombie but look, there’s a piece of wood behind him. No wonder he 
was able to sit up.” 

We all walked over and saw that, sure enough, it was a very delicate 
mechanism. It was set up in such a way that as soon as the coffin was 
opened, the body inside would be propped up by that piece of wood. If any 
ordinary grave robbers came across this, they would probably be scared to 
death. 

As we all breathed a sigh of relief, I couldn’t help but think that this King 
Shang of Lu was really calculating. But it was unfortunate that he didn’t take 
into account the fact that those who were afraid of ghosts weren’t grave 
robbers while those who robbed graves weren’t afraid of ghosts. After all, 
those who dared to open another person’s coffin at night were clearly 
desperadoes. He was obviously underestimating us by using such scare 
tactics. 

As we all gathered around, I finally got a good look at the armor he was 
wearing, which was actually the last coffin layer. Its scientific name was 
Gold-Threaded Jade Armor, but I didn’t know why all the jade pieces on it 
had turned black. I leaned in for a closer look and couldn’t help but freeze in 
shock when I saw that the corpse’s chest was still rising and falling as though 
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it was still breathing. The breathing sounds were so distinct now that I 
almost felt as if I could see a cloud of moisture coming out of his nose. 

Da Kui’s mouth dropped open in surprise, “This…this… this fucking thing 
seems to be alive!”  

**** 

Continuation of TN Note 3: This comes from traditional Chinese philosophy 

named 天圆地方(Tian Yuan Di Fang, literally meaning that the heaven is 

round and the earth is square). Derived from the Chinese Yin and Yang 
theory, the chaos of the universe was initially called Taiji, which refers to the 
origin of yin (negative, or female), yang (positive, or male), and universal 
changes. When the earth wasn’t separated from the heavens, the universe 
was a great mass like a huge egg. Then, Taiji evolved into Liang Yi (two 
phases) and the Yin and Yang theory came into being as well as the 
separation of heaven and earth. Celestial objects like the sun and moon are 
eternally moving in circles over the sky while the earth is serenely bearing 
the people on it like a stable square. So, as a result, the idea of a circular 
heaven and square earth came about.   

When looking at the physical world, circular objects are seen as unstable 
and active (just like the round sun and moon). Contrary to that, square 
objects possess characteristics of stability and inactiveness like the earth. 
Generally, activeness represents Yang and inactiveness represents Yin, so 

the round heaven (天圆Tian Yuan) is a symbol of Yang, while the square 

earth (地方Di Fang) is a sign of Yin. 
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Chapter 25 Jade Burial Armor 

I was so shocked that I took several steps back, my muscles tensing up for 
fear that the corpse would suddenly stand up and launch itself at me. “How 
can this corpse still be breathing?” I asked. “Have you ever encountered 
anything like this before?” 

“Of course not,” Da Kui said while trembling. “If this was a frequent thing, I’d 
rather clean toilets than go grave robbing.” 

I looked at Pan Zi, who was covering his wound and sweating all over. “It 
doesn’t matter what it is,” he said to us, “just empty a clip in it. If it’s not 
dead now, it certainly will be then! I’m afraid things will become 
problematic if we wait any longer and he stands up.” 

As soon as I heard this, I knew that it made a lot of sense—in this 
underground environment, it was better to act first and think later so that 
you could be one step ahead of everything—so I quickly raised my gun and 
took aim. But Uncle Three and that fatty started waving their hands and 
shouting, “Wait…wait, wait!” 

As he spoke, Uncle Three was already moving closer to the armored corpse. 
He waved his hand at me again and then looked at the armor in such 
surprise that his mouth couldn’t seem to close properly. He pointed to the 
black armor and said, “Isn’t…isn’t this jade burial armor?! My God, this thing 
really exists!” 

Feeling confused, I asked him what it was. Uncle Three was so excited that 
he nearly burst into tears as he stammered, “Holy…Holy Mother of God! I, 
Wu Sanxing, have been grave robbing for so long and have finally…finally 
found an amazing artifact—jade burial armor.” He grabbed me by my 
shoulders. “As long as you wear this thing, your body will continue to 
rejuvenate and become younger. Do you see this? It’s true! This corpse is 
living proof!” 

Forty or fifty was considered very old back in those days but even though 
this corpse’s muscles were a bit shriveled, his face really did look very 
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young. I couldn’t help but feel surprised as I wondered if such a thing as 
rejuvenation really existed in this world. 

The fat guy’s eyes were also glued to the armor as he said, “I can’t believe it. 
Even the first emperor Qin Shihuang couldn’t find this thing. But as it turned 
out, it was on this guy’s body the whole time. Master Three, do you know 
how to take this thing off?” 

Uncle Three shook his head. “I heard that this thing can’t be taken off from 
the outside. But that just gives rise to another problem—should we carry 
the corpse out while it’s wearing the armor?” 

The two of them walked back and forth as they examined it, even going so 
far as to pull at the corpse’s arms and legs while they did so. When I saw 
that the corpse didn’t show any signs of discontent and didn’t seem to be 
dangerous, I couldn’t help but gradually relax. “If you take this jade burial 
armor off, what will happen to the person wearing it?” I asked. 

The fat guy apparently hadn’t thought of this either and said, “I really don’t 
know. If worst comes to worst, he might scatter into ashes or go up in 
smoke.” 

“So if he’s been alive and well this whole time, wouldn’t doing that be the 
same as committing murder?” I asked. 

The fat guy laughed so hard that he almost fell over. “Young comrade,” he 
said, “if grave robbers had your ideals and conscience, then nothing would 
have ever been done. Which of these ancient aristocrats and nobles didn’t 
have blood on their hands? And even if this guy were to come out alive, he’d 
end up in front of a firing squad. Continuing to worry about this is just a 
waste of time.” 

I thought about it and knew that he was right. After seeing how busy they 
were with the armor, I knew that it wasn’t good to remain idle so I went to 
check the coffin to see if there was anything good among the funerary 
objects. There was a thick layer of scale-like things on the bottom of the 
coffin, along with some funerary objects that I couldn’t recognize at first 
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glance. I grabbed a handful of these scales and asked, “What are these 
things?” 

Uncle Three was still preoccupied with the armor, but when I asked this, he 
sniffed them and said, “This is the skin that fell off of that guy’s body.” 

I felt sick to my stomach and immediately threw them away with a curse, 
“Shit, was this King Shang of Lu suffering from a skin disease to be losing so 
much skin?” 

“Don’t be ridiculous,” Uncle Three said. “That’s the old skin he shed as his 
body rejuvenated. Every time he shed, he became younger. Based on the 
amount of skin, he probably shed five or six layers.” 

I had no interest in these disgusting things that reminded me of snakeskin, 
but my thoughts were interrupted when the fat guy cried out, “I found 
something!” 

We all looked over and saw that there was a thin gold thread on a piece of 
jade in the armpit area of that jade burial armor. Feeling impressed, I said to 
him, “I say, you damned fatty, your fucking eyes are way too sharp if you can 
pick out one thread among so many.” 

He rolled his eyes at me before muttering, “You southern comrades are so 
greedy for profit that you wipe out every tomb you’ve come across. But 
grave robbing is a meticulous art. Do you see now? If I hadn’t been here 
today, you guys would have already destroyed this corpse to get the jade 
burial armor off.” 

Uncle Three must have felt as though he was losing face because he started 
cursing, “Fuck you. We don’t even know if this is really the way. Maybe it’s 
just an extra thread.” 

The fat guy laughed and said, “You fuckers are so skeptical.” He went to pull 
the thread, but his hand was only halfway there when I suddenly heard a 
whooshing sound and felt something flash before my eyes like a bolt of 
lightning. 
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Uncle Three reacted very fast and immediately kicked the fat guy out of the 
way right as a black sword embedded itself deep in the tree with a bang. I 
stood there stunned as I realized that the sword would have pierced the fat 
guy’s head if it weren’t for Uncle Three’s kick just now. 

We all looked back and saw Poker-Face standing by the platform’s steps. He 
was covered in blood and a previously hidden bluish-green Qilin(1) tattoo had 
appeared on his body. His left hand was still poised in a throwing motion 
while his right hand was holding a strange object. When we got a closer look 
at it, we all gasped in shock. 

The thing he was carrying in his right hand turned out to be the head of a 
blood corpse. 

Poker-Face glanced at us and then staggered up the steps. He was breathing 
very heavily and his condition didn’t look too good. Judging from all the 
wounds covering his body, it must have been a fierce battle. He looked at 
the coffin first and then waved his hand at us before saying softly, “Get out 
of the way.” 

The veins on the fat guy’s forehead bulged—there was no way he would 
listen to Poker-Face—and then he jumped up and shouted, “What the hell 
were you trying to do just now?!” 

Poker-Face turned his head, stared at him coldly, and said, “Kill you.” 

Furious, the fat guy rolled up his sleeves and started to rush towards Poker-
Face but Da Kui quickly stopped him. Seeing that the atmosphere was 
strained and the fat guy didn’t seem like the type to easily let things go, 
Uncle Three hurriedly said, “Don’t panic. Little Brother must’ve had a reason 

 
(1) Qilin (sometimes called Kirin) is a legendary hooved chimerical creature that appears in Chinese 
mythology. Qilin generally have Chinese dragon-like features: dragon heads with antlers, eyes with thick 
eyelashes, manes that always flow upward, and beards. The body is fully or partially scaled and often 
shaped like an ox, deer, or horse. They are always shown with cloven hooves. Sometimes they’re 
depicted with parts of their bodies on fire. According to Taoist mythology, although they can look 
fearsome, they only punish the wicked. Way more info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qilin
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for doing such a thing. Let’s hear him out first. Hasn’t he saved your life a 
few times during this adventure? Just take it easy.” 

After thinking about it, the fat guy realized that he was right and that it 
wouldn’t be good to fight. He broke free from Da Kui’s grip and sat down on 
the ground angrily before saying, “You fuckers are all banding together. 
That’s it, I give up. There’s no way I can beat four of you by myself. You guys 
are the ones calling the shots now.” 

Poker-Face put the blood corpse’s head on the jade bed and then coughed 
before saying, “This blood corpse is the previous owner of this jade burial 
armor. When King Shang of Lu was robbing this tomb, he found him and 
removed the jade burial armor from his body. As a result, he became what 
he is now. When you put on this jade burial armor, you shed your skin every 
five hundred years. You can only remove the armor when your skin is in the 
process of shedding. Otherwise, you’ll turn into a blood corpse. The living 
corpse in front of you has been around for more than three thousand years. 
If you had pulled that thread just now, the corpse inside would have 
immediately transformed and we would have all died here.” 

He coughed a few more times after he finished speaking and I saw blood 
seeping out of the corner of his mouth. Not good, I thought to myself. He 
may have hurt his internal organs. 

Pan Zi, who had been leaning off the side in pain and remaining silent the 
whole time, suddenly spoke up, “Little Brother, I’m a blunt person so don’t 
take offense, but you seem to know too much. If it’s convenient, you might 
as well tell us what kind of immortal you are. You saved my life, so if I make 
it out of here alive, I’ll definitely visit your home and properly pay my 
respects.” 

Pan Zi’s words were spoken very skillfully so I didn’t think Poker-Face could 
ignore him, but I was surprised to find that he remained silent, as if he 
hadn’t heard anything at all. He walked up to King Shang of Lu’s corpse and 
gave him a once-over with eyes full of loathing. Then, a cold light suddenly 
flashed in his eyes and his hand moved to wrap around the corpse’s throat, 
lifting the body out of the coffin before I even realized what was happening. 
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A screech emerged from the corpse’s throat as tremors wracked its whole 
body. Everything happened so fast that I didn’t have time to react at all. 

“You’ve lived long enough,” Poker-Face said to the corpse in a tone that was 
as cold as ice. “Now die.” The veins in his hand were bulging and the sound 
of cracking bone could be heard as the corpse’s limbs kept twitching. Then, 
the corpse gave one final kick and its skin quickly turned black. 

As we all stared at him in stunned silence, he threw the body on the ground 
as if the jade burial armor was worthless garbage. I immediately grabbed 
him and asked, “Who the hell are you and why do you hate this King Shang 
of Lu so much?” 

Poker-Face looked at me for a few seconds before saying, “What’s it to 
you?” 

“Why did you do that?” The fat guy asked indignantly. “We worked so hard 
to get down to this tomb and finally opened this coffin only for you to 
strangle the corpse without saying a word. You should at least give us a 
fucking explanation!” 

Poker-Face turned his head and looked at the blood corpse’s head on the 
jade bed with a very somber expression. He then pointed to a purple jade 
box at the back of the painted lacquer coffin and said, “Everything you guys 
want to know is in that box.”  
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Chapter 26 Purple Jade Box 

Purple jade was the exact same as amethyst, which was generally used to 
make amulets and objects to ward off evil spirits. Few people would use it to 
make a box. Moreover, this box looked like it had been crafted from a single 
piece of purple jade, which was very rare. Purple jade wasn’t easy to carve 
and polish so there weren’t any designs on the box, only some gold trim set 
around the lid. Based on the box’s location in the coffin, it appeared to have 
been used as a pillow for the corpse. Jade pillows were generally considered 
to be very precious commodities, and purple jade was even more valuable. 
There was a chance that not even the emperors at that time received this 
kind of treatment. 

When we carefully took out the box and set it on the ground, we found that 
it didn’t have a lock. We opened it and saw that it contained a yellow silk 
scroll with gold trim around the edges. The golden threads had been woven 
into the silk, which was well preserved. We unfolded the scroll and saw that 
the words “The Book of King Shang of the Underworld” had been written on 
the left, followed by a dense cluster of small characters on the side. 

The fat guy was more interested in the jade burial armor than this silk scroll, 
especially when he looked at the scroll and realized that he couldn’t 
understand it. Mumbling to himself, he went over to study the jade burial 
armor. Poker-Face pulled his sword out of the tree and then lay down next 
to the jade bed, silently staring at King Shang of Lu’s corpse until his eyes 
became blurred. 

Uncle Three and I sat next to him and carefully studied the text on the silk 
scroll. At my current level, I could only understand some parts of it, but I 
could get a general idea of the overall text once I connected enough of these 
parts together. 

The things recorded were simply unbelievable. If it weren’t for the fact that I 
had already encountered so many weird things on this adventure, I really 
would have found it impossible to believe that such things could exist in this 
world. 
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On the edge of this text was a line of small characters that King Shang of Lu 
had written himself. These few introductory lines were then followed by all 
the major events that had occurred in his life, from his birth up until his 
death. If I took the time to translate them all, it would probably take me 
anywhere from ten days to half a month, but fortunately, I could understand 
the two most important things. 

The first was how King Shang of Lu got the ghost seal. Since it was a 
relatively brief excerpt in the silk book, I took a moment to skim through it 
before reading it aloud. 

King Shang of Lu had inherited his father’s official post when he was twenty-
five years old and robbed ancient tombs for the State of Lu, using the gold 
he had found to pay the army’s wages. On one such occasion, he entered a 
tomb from an unknown dynasty and found a giant snake lying motionless 
inside the coffin. King Shang of Lu was a very courageous man, so after 
coming to the conclusion that the snake must be a monster, he immediately 
chopped it in half with his sword. He then ordered that the snake be 
disemboweled. That was when the purple-and-gold box was found inside its 
stomach. 

When I read this part, I couldn’t help but feel stunned. Was the box I put in 
my bag earlier the same box that had been cut out of the snake’s stomach? 
Uncle Three saw that I had stopped talking and said impatiently, “Don’t 
stop, keep reading!” I didn’t have time to think about it right now so I pulled 
myself together and continued reading. 

King Shang of Lu didn’t care much about the box at that time, thinking that it 
had merely been something the snake happened to swallow. But later that 
night when he was sleeping, he dreamed of an old man with a white beard 
who asked him, “Why did you kill me?” 

King Shang of Lu was a very ruthless person who had killed a lot of people. 
He had killed so many, in fact, that he would forget about them as soon as 
he had slain them. As a result, he didn’t know who this old man was. 

“If I want to kill, then I kill!” He replied. 
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The old man suddenly turned into a giant snake and lunged forward to bite 
him, but King Shang of Lu was incredibly fierce even in his dreams. He swiftly 
cut the snake with another sword and then stepped on its body, preparing 
to cut its head off, but the snake suddenly opened its mouth and begged for 
mercy. It said that he had already destroyed its flesh, and if its soul was also 
destroyed by him, then it would never be able to reincarnate. If he let it go, 
it would pass on two treasures to him and make him a high-ranking official. 
At that time, officers who robbed tombs were under the direct management 
of the emperor but their status was very low. King Shang of Lu was a man 
who thought very highly of himself so this offer was very attractive to him. 
As a result, he readily agreed to the snake’s conditions. 

The snake not only told him how to open the purple-and-gold box that had 
been inside its stomach, but also taught him how to use the treasures that 
were inside of it. After King Shang of Lu heard everything and mastered the 
skills to use the treasures, he felt that these things should only be known by 
the heavens and not spread to the mortal world. As a result, he picked up 
his sword and chopped the snake’s head off. 

When I read up to this part, I couldn’t help but click my tongue in disgust. 
This King Shang of Lu was too cruel. 

At this time, the fat guy ran over and asked, “One of the treasures must be 
the ghost seal but what’s the other one? It’s never been mentioned in any 
ancient books. Could it be this jade burial armor?” 

I motioned for him not to rush me and then continued reading. 

After King Shang of Lu woke up, he tried using the method he learned in the 
dream and actually managed to open the box. But he didn’t write what 
treasures were inside, only that he had used them once “quite smoothly”. 
He felt that this matter couldn’t be known to others so he took his 
subordinates and attendants—together with their families—and 
slaughtered them one by one. Not even the one-month-old babies were 
spared. 
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When I read this, I had to stop and take a deep breath. I couldn’t help but 
think that there must have been something wrong with King Shang of Lu. 
Otherwise, how could he be so cruel? 

“How could he kill so many people by himself?” The fat guy asked. “He must 
have used those treasures. Hurry up and see if there’s anything written 
about them after that. I’m dying to know.” 

“What the fuck are you blabbering on about?” I scolded him. “Go and pack 
up your jade burial armor!” 

He grinned at me, “Alright, alright. I won’t interrupt anymore. But fucking 
read faster! I’m getting antsy!” 

I ignored him and kept reading. 

With the help of those two treasures, King Shang of Lu became invincible 
over the next few decades. It didn’t matter whether he was fighting on the 
battlefield or in the imperial court, he could never be beat. But in his later 
years, things took a turn for the worse when he started suffering from many 
chronic diseases as a result of frequent exposure to corpse gas over the 
years. In the end, the emperor believed that he was too old to carry out his 
duties and stripped him of his military power. Being left with the task of 
robbing graves instead of managing military affairs was basically a 
demotion. 

With his health deteriorating day by day, he began to fear death a little 
more. One day, he even dreamed of that snake he had dreamt of several 
decades ago. The giant snake told him that his time of death had come and 
that everyone was waiting for him in the underworld. When he looked 
around, he saw that nearly all of the people present were those he had 
killed before! 

When he woke up and remembered the contents of the dream, he felt so 
terrified that he went to his military adviser for advice. 
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His military advisor was a man named Tie Mian Xiansheng(1), who was 
proficient in both fortune-telling and feng shui. He thought about the 
problem and then told King Shang of Lu that there was a kind of jade burial 
armor in ancient times that could rejuvenate a person when worn and 
would also enable them to live forever. But unfortunately, it had long since 
disappeared. If one wanted to find it, they would have to go into ancient 
tombs and search for it. 

By that point, King Shang of Lu was desperate but Tie Mian Xiansheng’s 
words—whether they were true or not—gave him a glimmer of hope. Plus, 
grave robbing was his forte. He spent all night studying ancient books—at 
that time, the information was still abundant and many things had not yet 
been lost to the passage of time—until finally, he found reference to a large 
tomb that was purported to have jade burial armor. 

He then gathered more than three thousand people and spent more than 
half a year excavating the mountains where he thought the tomb might be 
located. Eventually, he found a huge imperial tomb of the Western Zhou 
Dynasty. Even though the various nations during that time period weren’t 
very wealthy, the scale of this imperial tomb was still quite amazing. 

It had been built in the mountain using the mountain’s natural cave system, 
but the tomb passages inside were extremely complicated since they had 
been built using the principles of the eight divinatory trigrams of the “Book 
of Changes”. If it weren’t for King Shang of Lu’s proficiency in Qimen Dunjia, 
there would’ve been no way for them to enter. 

But the strangest thing was the giant tree in the cave where the main tomb 
chamber was located. King Shang of Lu called this tree the Nine-Headed 
Snake Cypress. On the jade bed under this giant tree was the emaciated 
corpse of a young man dressed in black jade burial armor, which was lined 
with golden thread. 

 
(1) Can mean “Iron-Masked Scholar” or “Mr. Iron-Face” as the licensed version likes to call it. I’m just 

sticking with the pinyin like I did in later volumes. Characters are 铁面先生if you’re curious. 
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Tie Mian Xiansheng examined the armor and said with absolute certainty 
that it was the jade burial armor they were looking for. 

This young male corpse seemed to be in a half-dead, half-alive state. Every 
once in a while, his dead skin would fall off and reveal the new layer of skin 
below it. Tie Mian Xiansheng estimated that this young man must have been 
a withered old man when he died. 

This Tie Mian Xiansheng was a very skilled man who actually knew how to 
restrain blood corpses. He used a special method to remove the male corpse 
from the jade armor and then sealed it in a sarcophagus in one of the 
tomb’s auxiliary chambers. 

King Shang of Lu followed the plan Tie Mian Xiansheng created and took a 
medicine that would leave his body in suspended animation so that he could 
fake his death in front of the emperor. The emperor believed that King 
Shang of Lu could really come and go freely between the mortal world and 
the underworld and felt terrified. In order to appease King Shang of Lu, the 
emperor gave him a grander funeral than that of ordinary vassal kings. 

King Shang of Lu had used the earlier excavation as a cover while his trusted 
aides secretly built a fan-like tomb on top of the Western Zhou Dynasty 
imperial tomb. Since he was familiar with all kinds of grave-robbing 
techniques, he also set traps everywhere, including those seven fake coffins. 
Then he hid himself in this thousand-year-old ancient tree in the Western 
Zhou Dynasty tomb. 

But before he entered the coffin himself, he killed everyone involved in the 
project and dumped them into the river. Then he poisoned all of his 
subordinates and attendants, leaving only two loyal aides—a man and a 
woman—to put his body in the coffin. After completing this task, the two of 
them also took poison and died. I figured that most of the ancient corpses 
we saw in that corpse cave before had died as a result of King Shang of Lu’s 
scheme. 
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At this time, a question popped into my head and I asked Uncle Three, 
“What eventually happened to that Tie Mian Xiansheng? There doesn’t 
seem to be any mention of him after that. Did he also die?” 

Uncle Three shook his head and said, “This kind of person is very clever so 
he should have anticipated that King Shang of Lu would kill everyone to 
silence them. I doubt he was foolish or loyal enough to be killed like the 
others.” 

“Of course he wasn’t,” Poker-Face said faintly, “because at the end of the 
day, the one lying in the jade burial armor isn’t King Shang of Lu but Tie 
Mian Xiansheng.” 
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Chapter 27 Lies 

As soon as I heard this, a thought seemed to flash through my mind as if I 
had suddenly figured out a hidden clue. “Did these two people actually 
switch at the last minute?” I asked in surprise. 

Poker-Face nodded and then looked at the corpse. “This man was 
deliberately deceiving King Shang of Lu the whole time. He wanted to use 
King Shang of Lu’s power to try and achieve immortality himself.” 

“How do you know all of this? It almost seems like you’ve experienced it 
yourself.” 

Poker-Face shook his head, “I haven’t experienced it myself. When I was 
robbing a Song Dynasty tomb a few years ago, I found a complete set of silk 
books from the Warring States Period. They actually turned out to be Tie 
Mian Xiansheng’s autobiography. After explaining all aspects of his plan to 
King Shang of Lu, he set fire to his own home and then threw a beggar’s 
body into the flames to make it look like he had burned to death alongside 
his family. After that, he pretended to be a beggar and escaped death. King 
Shang of Lu knew that something was off about the whole thing but there 
was nothing he could do about it. Tie Mian Xiansheng waited for King Shang 
of Lu to be buried and then easily snuck into the tomb, dragged King Shang 
of Lu’s unresisting body out of the jade burial armor, and put it on himself. 
King Shang of Lu had gone through such painstaking efforts to get this far, 
but it all went to Tie Mian Xiansheng in the end. He probably never expected 
such a thing to happen.” 

“So if King Shang of Lu’s corpse was dragged out of the armor, doesn’t that 
mean another blood corpse was created?” I wondered. “So is there another 
one somewhere in this place?” 

“He didn’t write about it in his autobiography but it’s possible that King 
Shang of Lu wasn’t in the armor long enough to become a blood corpse.” 
There was an uneasy look in his eyes. “He only mentioned it briefly. There 
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aren’t too many details about it since the incident is only a part of the 
biography.” 

I looked at Poker-Face. I didn’t know why but I suddenly felt like this last 
sentence was a lie. I glanced at Uncle Three and saw that he also didn’t 
seem to believe him either. He must not have wanted to tell us something 
and came up with a lie, but exposing him now wouldn’t do anything. 

After Poker-Face finished speaking, he quickly regained his expressionless 
face as if he had finished a task. Then he stood up and said, “It’s almost 
dawn. We should leave this place.” 

“No, we haven’t found the ghost seal yet,” the fat guy said. “Do you see all 
this good stuff? It would be pointless for us to leave now without taking any 
of it with us.” 

Poker-Face gave him a cold look, apparently still feeling a little hostile 
towards him. The fat guy shrugged it off and said, “Ok, ok. But how about 
taking this jade burial armor with us? It may be the only one of its kind in 
the world. I only have everyone’s best interests at heart.” 

He actually had a good point. Uncle Three smacked him on the butt and 
said, “Then why are you dawdling? Hurry up and get it done quickly so that 
we can get the hell out of here.” 

I suddenly lost interest in the whole thing and didn’t want to help them so I 
closed my eyes and decided to rest for a bit. But at this time, a few drops of 
water suddenly fell on my face. I thought it was raining at first, but when I 
looked up, I saw the blood corpse’s strange face peeking over the edge of 
the jade bed, those two pupilless eyes mere inches away from my forehead. 

I leaped up in fright right as the blood corpse’s head continued rolling to the 
edge of the jade bed and fell to the ground. It almost seemed like something 
was inside of it. The fat guy wanted to go over and take a look but Poker-
Face grabbed him and said, “Don’t move. Just observe it from here first.” 
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The fat guy nodded, but at this time, a very small red corpse-eater chewed 
its way through the blood corpse’s scalp and crawled out. Da Kui looked at it 
and cursed, “Shit! Such a small one dares to show its face in front of me?!” 

He raised the crowbar in his hand to swing at it but Uncle Three immediately 
grabbed him and shouted, “Fool! This fucking thing is a corpse-eater king. 
You’ll be in trouble if you kill it.” 

Da Kui was stunned and said in a disbelieving tone, “Is such a small one 
really a king? Are those big ones not depressed at the fact that they have to 
follow such a small king?” 

Poker-Face was also very surprised by this thing’s sudden appearance. He 
tapped me on the shoulder and said, “Let’s get out of here quickly. If the 
king is here, I won’t be able to repel the other corpse-eaters. This is a very 
tricky situation!” 

At this time, the little red corpse-eater suddenly made a “zizi” sound and 
shook its wings out. Then, it seemed to catch sight of us and suddenly 
spread its wings and flew right towards us. 

“It’s poisonous!” Poker-Face shouted. “If you touch it, you die! Get out of 
the way!” 

Uncle Three immediately turned and ran over to us, but Da Kui, who was 
behind him, was already a little dimwitted. Instead of rushing over as well, 
he stood there for a minute and then actually reached his hand out and 
reflexively grabbed the bug. He stood there frozen for a moment before 
suddenly letting out a blood-curdling scream. Then, the hand holding the 
bug instantly turned a bloodred color that quickly spread up to his arm. 

“He’s been poisoned!” The fat guy shouted. “Cut off his hand—quickly!” As 
he spoke, he immediately moved to grab Poker-Face’s sword. Poker-Face 
was still very weak from his earlier battle, so when the fat guy hit him, the 
black sword fell from his hand. The fat guy lunged to catch it but his whole 
body suddenly sank to the ground as soon as he wrapped his hand around 
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the hilt. “Damn, why is it so heavy?!” He cursed and tried to lift the blade 
several times but failed to do it. 

But by this time, it was already too late. Da Kui’s whole body was contorted 
in pain and in just a few seconds, all of his skin had turned a bloodred color 
as if it had suddenly melted off. 

He looked at his hand with a terrified expression on his face and opened his 
mouth like he wanted to scream, but no sound came out. When Poker-Face 
saw that I wanted to go over and help him, he quickly grabbed me. “You 
can’t touch him,” he said through clenched teeth. “You’ll die if you touch 
him!” 

Da Kui became even more terrified when he saw that we were all backing 
away like he was some kind of monster. He immediately rushed towards me 
with his mouth wide open as if he were shouting, “Help me!” I was so 
frightened that I couldn’t move a single step and Uncle Three had to rush 
over and pull me out of the way. Da Kui ended up pouncing on empty air, 
looking much like a crazy person, but then he quickly turned and leaped 
towards Pan Zi. But Pan Zi was already in bad shape and couldn’t react at all. 

“Not good!” The fat guy shouted before suddenly making a grab for my gun. 
Even though I was shocked, I knew that he was planning to shoot Da Kui so I 
quickly grabbed it back from him. But during the ensuing struggle, the gun 
suddenly went off with a loud bang and the bullet pierced Da Kui’s head. His 
whole body trembled and then fell to the ground with a thud. 

My ears filled with a buzzing sound and I dropped to my knees. Everything 
had happened so fast. A person who had been fine just moments ago had 
suddenly become like this. My mind went blank and I didn’t know what to 
do. 

The little red corpse-eater made that “zizi” sound again, crawled out of Da 
Kui’s hand, and shook its wings out. The fat guy cursed and started running 
towards it right as Poker-Face shouted, “Don’t!” But it was too late. The fat 
guy had already reached the purple jade box, picked it up, and smashed the 
bug. 
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For a brief moment, the cave was deadly silent and not a single sound could 
be heard. Poker-Face immediately grabbed a handful of stone dust from the 
ground and sprinkled it on himself while shouting, “Hurry up and run or it’ll 
be too late!” 

The fat guy looked around, saw that nothing was happening, and asked in a 
baffled voice, “Why do we need to run?” 

The words had barely left his mouth when the originally quiet cave suddenly 
became noisy as countless “zizi” sounds rang out all around us. Then, from 
the depths of those large and small openings on the cliff, we saw one, two, 
three, ten, one hundred…countless bluish-green corpse-eaters rushed out 
like a tide. The sheer scale of their numbers was so immense that it couldn’t 
be described in any human language. I saw wave after countless wave come 
pouring out, the ones in the back crawling over top of the ones in front. 
Their numbers were so overwhelming that it was like they were blotting out 
the sky and covering the earth. 

I stood there frozen at the sight of them but Uncle Three smacked me on 
the back of the head and yelled, “Run!” 

He then put Pan Zi on his back and started shouting at the fat guy when he 
saw him make a move to pick up the purple jade box, “Do you not care 
about your fucking life?!” 

The fat guy saw that he wouldn’t be able to reach the box and immediately 
grabbed the gold-trimmed silk scroll instead, stuffing it into his pocket as he 
ran. 

We all started scrambling up the tree, which was actually very easy to climb 
since it was covered in an abundance of messy vines and protrusions. Even 
someone like me with my limited skills was able to make it more than ten 
meters in one go. 

By this point, all of those corpse-eaters had already swarmed around the 
base of the tree. When I looked down and saw that the whole area below 
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me was a bluish-green color, I couldn’t help but think, shit, oh my God. If I 
fall down here, not a single bone will be left. 

Then, the corpse-eaters gathered together as if they had conscious thought 
and suddenly began jumping up. They climbed the tree much quicker than 
us and were soon at our feet. 

The fat guy, who was climbing above me, suddenly looked down and asked, 
“Didn’t you say that this Little Brother’s blood is more powerful than 
mosquito repellent? Why is it useless now?” 

My mind was still filled with the image of Da Kui falling down just now so I 
didn’t want to listen to anything the fat guy had to say. Seeing that I had no 
interest in answering him, the fat guy started cursing at me under his 
breath. But at this time, I suddenly felt a pain on my lower leg—a corpse-
eater was biting my calf. I immediately kicked it off and looked down. The 
corpse-eaters that were madly scrambling to climb up the tree looked 
similar to a boiling pot that was overflowing. 

At this time, Uncle Three shouted from above, “Explosives! There are still 
explosives in the bag beside the jade bed!” 

“Where is it?!” I asked. 

Uncle Three cursed, “You don’t even know when you were the one fucking 
sitting beside it?! It’s on the left!!” 

I looked down but couldn’t see the bag of explosives amid the sea of corpse-
eaters at all. I fired a few shots but only ended up sending a few bugs flying. 
At this time, Poker-Face suddenly took out a few fire sticks from his pocket, 
lit them, and threw them onto the jade bed. Although the bugs were no 
longer afraid of his blood, they were still afraid of fire. When they saw the 
fire coming down, they quickly got out of the way with a swoosh, forming a 
large circle around a backpack that was suddenly revealed. 

The fat guy had several insects clinging to his butt and shouted, “Shit, hurry 
up and shoot! I can’t take it anymore!” 
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“Fuck no!” Pan Zi shouted from above. “There are too many explosives in 
there! We’ll all die if you blow them up!” 

I saw more and more corpse-eaters crawling up and knew that hesitating 
any longer would definitely be hazardous. “There’s no time to think about 
it!” I shouted. “If we die, so be it!” Then I gritted my teeth and fired at the 
backpack. 

The ensuing explosion went off in an instant. I heard a loud noise, my body 
rocked back and forth, and it felt as if my chin, butt, and thighs had been hit 
by a pile driver all at once. Then, my whole body was swept up by the 
shockwave and I slammed into something. My thoughts were muddled, 
there was a coppery taste in my throat, and then I spat out a mouthful of 
blood. My vision was dark, there was a faint buzzing in my brain, and my 
ears couldn’t hear anything at all. 

It took me a long time to recover, and when I could see again, I found that a 
lot of the corpse-eaters below had been swept away by the shockwave. I 
looked around but didn’t see anyone else so I hurriedly used my arms and 
legs to keep climbing up. Earlier, I had coated myself in a layer of that 
powder from the stone platform below so those ghost-hand vines moved 
out of the way as soon as they saw me. 

But at this time, a loud noise suddenly came from below. I looked down and 
saw that those corpse-eaters had once again gathered like the tide. When I 
saw how fast they were crawling, I knew that it wasn’t good—I would have 
to keep climbing no matter how much pain my body was in. I hurriedly 
closed my eyes and put all of my efforts into climbing. 

It wasn’t long before I saw that I was almost to the gap in the cave ceiling, 
but then I suddenly felt a sharp pain on my back. I turned my head and saw 
that a corpse-eater had leaped up and was savagely biting my back. I turn 
around and shot it to pieces but then another bigger one latched onto my 
thigh. I clenched my teeth and beat it off with my gun, but it quickly grabbed 
a nearby branch and tried to jump up again. I shot it to smithereens but then 
a third and a fourth one immediately jumped up. 
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I saw that I was only a few steps away from freedom and thought to myself, 
go ahead and bite. You can’t kill me in such a short amount of time. When I 
reach the surface, you guys are going to suffer. 

As I moved to keep climbing, I felt a sudden pain in my hand that was 
holding onto a nearby branch. I turned my head and saw a bloody face 
suddenly peeking out from behind the tree trunk. Its two eyeballs, which 
looked like they were about to burst out of their sockets, were staring 
straight at me. 
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Chapter 28 Fire 

The face was badly mangled. I didn’t know whether the skin had melted to 
reveal the muscles underneath or whether the blood was oozing from its 
body to cover its face, but I suddenly felt as if this face looked very familiar. 
When I took a closer look, I was horrified to find that it was Da Kui. How 
could such a good person turn into something like this? 

The bullet from earlier had sliced away a layer of skin from the left side of 
his head and exposed his skull, but it appeared his brain hadn’t been injured. 
I couldn’t help feeling overjoyed when I saw that although he was seriously 
injured, it didn’t look like he would die. “Come up here quickly,” I said to 
him. “We might still be able to save you!” 

But he didn’t move at all. Instead, he glared at me with hate-filled eyes as if 
he resented us for abandoning him and making our escape without him. I 
immediately felt terrified, but before I could do anything, he had already 
grabbed my hand. That horrible bloodred color covering his body swiftly 
started to spread to my hand and was quickly followed by a burning 
itchiness. I’m done for! 

Da Kui made an indistinct noise in his throat and then suddenly started 
pulling me down. I thought of the terrifying sight of his skin melting from his 
body and couldn’t help but become frantic. I managed to throw his hand off 
but he just grabbed my foot and opened his big mouth as if he wanted to 
say that we should be buried together. 

“Da Kui, just let me go!” I shouted. “This is how life works! If you want to 
live, then follow me up! There’s a chance you can still be cured! Otherwise, 
it’s useless for you to drag me down with you!” 

I didn’t know which part got him riled up, but after hearing this, he suddenly 
leaped towards me like a madman, his eyes full of a fierce light like he had 
completely lost his mind. Then, he suddenly grabbed my neck and tried to 
strangle me. 
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Immediately realizing that only one of us was going to make it out of this 
alive, I suddenly felt a rush of killing intent surge up in my heart and gave 
him a fierce kick. When his hand loosened from around my neck, I aimed my 
gun at his chest and pulled the trigger. The bullets, which were all flat-nosed 
pistol rounds, had such a powerful impact that he flew into the air in a 
shower of blood.(1) His hands scrabbled for purchase but came up empty as 
he fell heavily into the pile of corpse-eaters below. 

At this time, the hand he had grabbed was so numb that I couldn’t feel it at 
all. I couldn’t even tell if I was still holding onto the branch or not. I felt my 
body start to fall and hurriedly reached out with my other hand to grab a 
ghost-hand vine that was hanging nearby, but I still had that Tianxin rock 
powder on my hand so the vine immediately shrank away from me. I cursed 
as my whole body slipped down and landed on a big branch below. 

The branch was covered with corpse-eaters, many of which fell off when I 
landed. I used my remaining strength to clamp my legs around the branch, 
barely managing to stop myself from sliding down any further, but a large 
group of corpse-eaters surrounded me again. I couldn’t help but laugh 
bitterly. I had so many ways to die now: either fall to my death, get bitten by 
insects, or be poisoned to death. God truly was very kind to me. 

But just as I was feeling depressed, the fat guy suddenly climbed up from 
below and kicked a few corpse-eaters away. As it turned out, this guy had 
been climbing a lot slower than me. He immediately started cursing as soon 
as he saw me, “You still have the fucking mind to lie down here?! Look at all 
these holes that have been bitten on my ass!” 

He started to come over and help me up but I hurriedly shouted, “Don’t 
touch me! I’ve been poisoned! You go first! You can’t help me!” 

 
(1) Fun fact from a few gun blogs: round nose bullets slide through tissue and push organs out of the way 
so they’re generally a poor choice for anything but shooting through barriers. A flat nose or meplat 
crushes and tears tissue and creates a larger non-sealing hole through the target. So basically, more 
damage, bigger hole, greater blood loss, and quicker end to the fight. 
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The fat guy ignored my warning and lifted me up, “Take a look in the mirror. 
Your fucking complexion is better than mine. It’s as rosy and shiny as a girl’s. 
How could you possibly be poisoned?” 

Surprised, I looked down and saw that there were a bunch of red rashes all 
over my hand and arm, as if I had been bitten by thousands of mosquitoes. 
But the red color stopped at my shoulder and was now slowly fading away. I 
wondered why the poison didn’t affect me. 

The fat guy put me on his back, gritted his teeth, and started climbing up. 
With me now acting as his human shield, all of those corpse-eaters jumped 
on my butt and started biting me instead. It hurt so much that I immediately 
started cursing him, “You damned fatty! I thought you were kind but you 
just wanted to use me as a fucking shield!” 

“What are you talking about?” The fat guy said indignantly. “If you’re not 
satisfied, then you can carry me instead! Didn’t you see that my ass barely 
had any flesh left on it?!” 

I didn’t want to argue with him. There was a dense cluster of corpses 
hanging in a circle around the Nine-Headed Snake Cypress’s trunk that the 
fat guy would bump into from time to time. Fortunately for us, those corpse-
eaters did the same thing. Since they couldn’t distinguish between all the 
moving objects, many of them ended up attacking the mummified corpses 
that we bumped into instead of us. 

The fat guy noticed this and thought that it would help us so he told me to 
hit the corpses and make them swing back and forth. Although I didn’t want 
to, I knew that there was no other way considering how my life was at stake. 

As we continued climbing, I kicked every single corpse that I saw until every 
area that we passed by was full of spinning corpses. These bugs definitely 
didn’t have a comparable IQ to humans because they immediately became 
confused by the chaos—it was obvious they didn’t know whether to chase 
after us or bite those spinning corpses instead. Fortunately, this brought 
their onslaught to a halt and they started turning in confused circles. The fat 
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guy took the opportunity to speed up and suddenly increased our distance 
until we could finally catch our breath. 

After that workout just now, feeling had finally returned to my hands and 
feet. I couldn’t help thinking that what I had felt when I was poisoned just 
now seemed to be the exact same feeling Grandpa had described in his 
notes when he was poisoned. Grandpa didn’t die in the end so did that 
mean that I had immunity? I couldn’t figure it out even after thinking about 
it. 

I saw that I could move my hands and feet so I asked the fat guy to put me 
down. When he did, I saw that his face was covered in sweat and he was 
panting heavily. When we were on the stone platform earlier, I said to 
myself, I nearly puked up blood trying to carry you. Now we’re even. 

At this time, I suddenly saw someone sitting on a branch behind the fat guy, 
beckoning to me. 

I shivered and rubbed my eyes, but the person suddenly disappeared. I 
thought he was hiding behind the tree, so I hurriedly stuck my head out to 
look. 

“Stop dawdling!” The fat guy shouted. “Let’s go!” 

“Wait a minute!” I grabbed him. “Go left, left! I just saw someone waving at 
me.” 

He sighed and followed me over, but as it turned out, no one was there at 
all. All we could see was a hole in the tree that was barely big enough to 
accommodate one person. The inside was pitch black so I had no idea what 
might be in there. 

The fat guy pulled out his flashlight and shined it in the hole but leaped back 
in fright at the sight of a highly decomposed corpse tightly wrapped in a 
dense cluster of vines. The corpse’s two blue eyes were too murky to see 
where the pupils were and its mouth was wide open as if it wanted to tell us 
something. The fat guy looked at me and said, “It’s just a dead man. You 
must’ve seen a ghost!” 
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I had encountered too many strange things along the way so I couldn’t 
discount the possibility that there were ghosts here. And since he had 
beckoned us over, I figured there must have been some reason for it. When 
I thought of this, I habitually looked at his mouth but his chin had 
decomposed so much that most of it had basically fallen off. I kept looking 
and noticed that he seemed to be clutching something in his hand. When I 
pried his fingers apart, I found that the object turned out to be a pendant. 

The corpse-eaters below began to climb up again while making that “zizi” 
sound so I didn’t even bother going through the rest of his stuff. I just gave 
him a salute when I saw that he was wearing camouflage clothes and then 
continued climbing. The fat guy had climbed so fast before that we actually 
weren’t that far from the gap in the cave ceiling so we quickly and easily 
climbed up. 

As soon as we made it out, we looked down and saw that the corpse-eaters 
didn’t seem to be stopping at all. In fact, almost all of them had reached the 
edge of the crevice. 

“There’s no time to rest. Run!” The fat guy shouted. 

I had spent so long underground that I couldn’t figure out which direction 
was which, but at this time, I suddenly saw a man run out of the grass in 
front of me, carrying something. I couldn’t help but feel overjoyed when I 
realized that it was Uncle Three. 

Uncle Three saw me and shouted, “Run back to camp and bring all the 
gasoline!” 

I ran over to take a look and saw that there was only a short cliff less than 
ten meters high that was separating the crevice from the place where we 
had dug our grave robbers’ tunnel before. All of our equipment was still 
there, and when I saw those barrels of gasoline, I felt as if a fire had been 
ignited in my heart. Alright, I thought to myself. This time, you guys will be 
the ones to suffer! 
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The fat guy and I each grabbed a barrel and ran back to Uncle Three, who 
had already poured his barrel down into the crevice. The corpse-eaters had 
almost reached the surface by this point so Uncle Three flicked on his lighter 
and threw it down. Flames immediately rushed up and a scorching stench 
filled the air. The tidal wave of insects receded in an instant as the gasoline 
formed a wall of fire at the crevice. Seeing those bugs screaming and 
writhing in agony as their insides burned was really satisfying. 

When we poured the second and third barrels down to add more fuel to the 
fire, the flames that suddenly shot out of the crevice were almost taller than 
two men put together. The ensuing heatwave was so intense that it burned 
my eyebrows off. 

I took a few steps back and looked at the pendant in my hand, which turned 
out to be a name tag. According to it, that corpse’s name was James. I wiped 
it off and then put it in my coat pocket while thinking to myself, I’ll return 
this to your family when I get the chance. You can rest in peace now. 

The fat guy, who was sweating from the heat, suddenly turned and asked 
Uncle Three, “Where are the other two?” 

Uncle Three pointed behind him, “Pan Zi isn’t doing too well. He seems to 
have a fever. As for Little Brother, I haven’t seen him. I thought he was with 
you guys.” 

When I looked at the fat guy, he sighed, “I didn’t see him at all after the 
explosion. I’m afraid something bad might’ve happened to him.” 

Uncle Three shook his head and said, “Not likely. This man comes and goes 
unpredictably like a ghost. Besides, he was climbing above us the whole 
time. Even if he got swept away by the shockwave, he probably would’ve 
continued rushing to the top.” 

I saw Uncle Three’s expression and knew that he wasn’t convinced by his 
own words. Although Poker-Face was powerful, he was just like the rest of 
us when it came to facing explosions. If he had been thrown out of the tree 
by the shockwave, he would have most definitely died. 
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We looked around the area but found nothing. We didn’t even see any signs 
of anyone leaving. Uncle Three sighed and then gave me a wry smile. 

We went back to the camp, packed up our things, lit a campfire, and heated 
up the canned food we’d left in our bags. I was so hungry that I was willing 
to eat anything at this point. As we ate, Uncle Three pointed to the low cliff 
behind us, “You see that? This camp is right next to the crevice. It seems 
that the demon tree the old man saw is actually the snake cypress. They 
must have made too much noise when they were celebrating that night, 
which lured the snake cypress out of the crevice. Fortunately, we didn’t 
spend the night here and went straight down into the grave robbers’ tunnel. 
Otherwise, we probably would’ve been dragged away by this snake cypress 
as well.” 

“There’s no telling how long the fire will last,” the fat guy said. “Things will 
definitely be troublesome if it goes out and those bugs come out again. Now 
that it’s almost dawn, I say we get out of this forest quickly. We can talk 
about things later.” 

I hurriedly took a few bites and nodded. Then, we set off into the woods, 
Uncle Three and the fat guy taking turns to carry Pan Zi. 

We stayed quiet the whole way. When we first came here, we were talking 
and singing without a care in the world. But now that we were on our way 
back, we were staying quiet and keeping our heads down as we hurried 
along, almost like we were running for our lives. 

I hadn’t rested all night, my nerves were strained to the max, and now my 
physical strength had reached its limit. By the time we were nearing the end 
of our journey, the only thing keeping me going was sheer willpower. If a 
bed suddenly appeared right in front of me, I knew that I would fall asleep 
within two seconds of lying down on it. 

We walked all that day and into the next morning before finally making it 
out of the forest. Then we climbed over the small rock slope formed by the 
mudslide and finally saw the familiar little village. 
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But we didn’t dare relax just yet. We sent Pan Zi to the village clinic first. 
When the barefoot doctor(2) came over to check him out, he frowned and 
then hurriedly called the nurse to come over and help. I sat down on a 
nearby stool and fell asleep after listening to them say a few words. 

It was the kind of sleep caused by pure exhaustion. I didn’t have any dreams 
nor did I know how long I slept, but when I woke up, I heard a lot of noise 
outside. I wasn’t sure what exactly was going on.  

 
(2) The term “barefoot doctor” has some interesting history. They’re healthcare providers who 
underwent basic medical training and worked in rural villages in China. They included farmers, folk 
healers, rural healthcare providers, and recent middle or secondary school graduates who received 
minimal basic medical and paramedical education. The name comes from southern farmers who would 
often work barefoot in the rice paddies while simultaneously working as medical practitioners. More 
info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barefoot_doctor
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Chapter 29 Purple-and-Gold Box 

Still half-asleep, I turned to ask Uncle Three what was going on outside but I 
found that he was also dozing on the stool next to me, sleeping even more 
heavily than I had been. I ran outside the clinic and saw the villagers rushing 
to pull their carts and mules up the hill behind the village. 

“Not good, not good!” A young boy shouted as he ran past. “There’s a fire 
on the mountain!” 

I was completely shocked and couldn’t help wondering if the fire we had set 
before ended up setting the forest ablaze. But now that I thought about it, 
we really didn’t take any precautionary measures when we set the crevice 
on fire. If the flames had spread and burned the forest, there was no doubt 
that we were the ones to blame. 

I started to panic a little. If this forest fire got any bigger, it wouldn’t be a 
matter of killing one or two people. Those of us who lived in the city clearly 
didn’t have any type of awareness when it came to forest fire prevention. 
This was a huge disaster. 

I ran back into the clinic and hurriedly woke Uncle Three up. Then, the two 
of us grabbed two urinal bottles from under the hospital bed—we had to 
make do since we couldn’t find anything else—and started running up the 
mountain with the large crowd. At this time, the fat guy rode up on a cart 
pulled by a donkey. He was holding a washbasin in his hand and shouting at 
us, “This is a huge problem! Come on, get up quickly! Let’s go and put out 
the fire!” 

Uncle Three and I jumped up, and then the donkey cart wobbled its way out 
of the village. We could see a large black plume of smoke hovering over the 
mountains in the distance, indicating that the fire was burning strong. Uncle 
Three was struck dumb at the sight of it and said softly, “Based on the 
direction, it really does look like our fire.” 
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I quickly covered his mouth right as a person who looked like a village official 
came running towards us. “Hurry up and call the troops!” He shouted. “The 
mountain up ahead has collapsed!” 

I knew right away that the cave must have collapsed due to the fire and I 
started to worry that the corpse-eaters would rush out of the cave and 
cause trouble. The fat guy immediately whipped the donkey into a run until 
its butt was swollen. As a result, it didn’t take us long to reach the mound 
that had been washed out by the mudslide. 

The villagers usually underwent forest fire prevention training so they 
already knew what to do. Some were clearing paths in the woods while 
others began to fetch water with their washbasins and transport it further 
inside the forest. When I saw all those pots and pans, I knew right away that 
it would take at least two hours for the water to make it all the way to the 
scene of the fire. It simply wouldn’t be enough to put the fire out. 

“Fellow villagers, stop fetching water,” I hurriedly shouted. “This small 
amount won’t be enough to put the fire out at all. Don’t make unnecessary 
sacrifices. Let’s just wait for the troops to come!” 

They all looked at me like I was crazy, and then an older person said, “Young 
man, this water is for drinking. If there’s no water to drink, those fighting the 
fire will get dehydrated and die. We need to cut a firebreak on the outskirts 
of the blaze. That way, the fire will go out on its own when there’s nothing 
left to burn. If you guys don’t understand these things, then stop messing 
around and get out of our way.” As he spoke, he looked at the urinals in our 
hands and shook his head. 

My face turned bright red as they all continued to stare at us. This is so 
embarrassing, I thought to myself. I won’t dare express my opinions so 
recklessly in the future. I hurriedly lowered my head and followed the large 
crowd into the woods. All the trees blocking the path had been cut down so 
the walk was much faster. After about an hour, we could already tell that 
the surrounding temperature had risen significantly and the whole sky in 
front of us was filled with black smoke. 
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The villagers took out masks, dipped them in the water, and then put them 
over their faces. I glanced at the fat guy, whose clothes didn’t look like they 
had any extra cloth to spare for a mask. It seemed that he came to a silent 
decision, for he took out the gold-trimmed silk scroll, dipped it in the water, 
and tied it to his face. Then, he picked up a shovel and started helping the 
villagers dig a ditch for the firebreak. 

Forest fires spread very quickly and were extremely harmful so large-scale 
forest fires could only be contained by dispatching helicopters. “Contained” 
in this sense meant that you would let the fire go out on its own since it 
would be impossible to put it out like a fire in the city. It took more than 
twenty years for trees to grow into useful timber but forest fires could burn 
them to ashes in just ten minutes. It was extremely destructive. Moreover, 
forest fires spread across a wide area so if you only put out the fire in one 
location, the flames in another area would quickly spread behind you until 
you were surrounded. By the time you realized it, you would already be in 
the middle of the fire zone, unable to do anything besides wait for death. 

I remembered an American film about a group of firefighters who were 
surrounded by fire and had no way to call for help. It was a story about the 
last moments of their lives. Of course, such a situation wouldn’t happen to 
us. The fire hadn’t spread to a large area yet and the ditch for the firebreak 
was quickly being dug. 

We worked until after two in the afternoon, when helicopters belonging to 
the forest rangers finally appeared in the sky. Not long after that, many 
troops gathered in the woods to replace us. I was particularly worried that 
someone would die because of the fire, but fortunately, only a few people 
were slightly injured when the final count was made. 

When we returned to the village, we were all completely exhausted. I was so 
hungry that I asked a kid to make me two sesame seed cakes and ate both in 
one bite. I could feel the tears running down my face as I told myself that I 
had never tasted anything so delicious. Someone who looked like the village 
secretary started praising us and saying that it was really rare for city people 
to be so conscientious. 
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Please stop praising us, I thought to myself. I’ll feel even more guilty if you 
do. If you knew that we were the arsonists, you’d start strangling us. 

The nurse changed Pan Zi’s bandages and cleaned his wounds. He was 
breathing a lot easier now but he hadn’t woken up yet. The doctor told me 
not to worry and assured me that he wasn’t in any danger right now. If 
anyone was wounded fighting the fire, they would be sent to the big 
hospital in the city so they could take Pan Zi with them when they went. I 
felt a little relieved when I heard him say that. 

I went back to the guesthouse with Uncle Three and then took a nice bath. I 
didn’t realize until I took my clothes off that there wasn’t a single place on 
my body that wasn’t injured. As I looked myself over from head to toe, I 
found that my whole body was practically covered in bruises or cuts. I hadn’t 
felt any pain when I was running for my life but now every single bruise and 
scratch seemed to be throbbing as if they wanted to remind me that they 
were there. It was so painful that I could barely move my legs when I came 
out of the bathroom. 

I made my way to the bed and fell asleep in seconds, sleeping so soundly 
that I didn’t wake up until noon the next day. When I finally got up, I saw the 
fat guy and Uncle Three lying in their beds, snoring as loud as thunder. 

I went down to eat breakfast and asked the waitress what the status of the 
forest fire was. She said that the fire had been put out and the troops had 
already withdrawn since it was only a small-scale forest fire. I felt a little 
more at ease after hearing this and then went to the clinic to ask about Pan 
Zi. The staff told me that he had been sent to Qianfoshan Hospital in Jinan. I 
thanked them and then headed back to the guesthouse. I knew that we 
couldn’t stay here for long and that it was time to prepare ourselves to head 
back. 

There’s not much more to say. When we returned to Jinan a few days later, 
Uncle Three and I went to the hospital where Pan Zi had been admitted so 
that we could complete his paperwork. He wasn’t out of danger just yet and 
was still in a coma so Uncle Three and I decided to stay there for a few days. 
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The fat guy parted ways with us as soon as we left the mountains, leaving 
only a phone number we could use to contact him later. He also handed the 
gold-trimmed silk scroll to my Uncle Three to deal with. 

A few days later, I called the hospital to check on Pan Zi but found that he 
still hadn’t woken up yet. I couldn’t help but sigh, but at this time, Uncle 
Three gloomily walked in and started cursing, “I’m so fucking pissed! I can’t 
believe I was tricked!” 

I was shocked, thinking that someone in the antique market had tricked him, 
and said, “Uncle Three, if someone with your qualifications was deceived, 
then that means that the counterfeit is very good. You’ll definitely be able to 
sell it to someone else.” 

Uncle Three took out the gold-trimmed silk scroll and said to me, “Resell, my 
ass! I’m not talking about antiques, I’m talking about this thing!!” 

I nearly fell out of the bed and shouted, “What?! That’s impossible!” 

“It’s absolutely possible,” Uncle Three said. “I sent this thing to have the 
gold content inspected. As it turns out, the purity is too high. It couldn’t 
have been refined during that era. This is an almost perfect counterfeit!” 

I couldn’t believe it, but Uncle Three just sighed and said, “I’ve had my 
suspicions for a while now. That young man could obviously beat the blood 
corpse so why did he run away in such a panic at first and then get rid of it 
towards the end? He must have wanted to get rid of us so that he could go 
do something by himself.” 

I was surprised, “So when he got separated from us, did he go to that cave, 
open King Shang of Lu’s coffin, and put this fake gold silk scroll inside? But 
how is that possible? How can one person do all that on their own? 
Moreover, the hole in the tree was opened by those chains. As long as it was 
opened, we would’ve definitely been able to see traces of it.” 

“Did you see the back of the coffin?” Uncle Three asked. “He’s a grave 
robber so he probably dug a grave robbers’ tunnel behind the tree, took the 
real gold silk scroll out from the back of the coffin, and then replaced it with 
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this fake one!” He sighed again. “It’s a pity that I didn’t see it despite my 
decades’ worth of experience in this business. This man is way too 
mysterious and impossible to predict. I had originally thought that he was a 
descendant of Faqiu Zhonglang Jiang but it seems that his origins are far 
more complicated than that.” 

I didn’t really understand what he was talking about so I shifted the topic 
back to the scroll, “So is everything recorded in that scroll fake?” 

Uncle Three nodded, “It’s just like the stories in the ‘Classic of Mountains 
and Seas’. It doesn’t sound credible at first, but we were influenced by the 
mysterious atmosphere of the ancient tomb at that time and readily 
believed it. But looking back on it now, there were too many flaws. And if 
you think about it, with your current level of knowledge, why could you only 
understand the two most important paragraphs? Since you didn’t 
understand the other sections, this shows that he put a lot of effort into 
these two paragraphs.” 

I was so shocked that my mouth fell open. Uncle Three sighed heavily and 
added, “It seems that he’s the only one who knows the secret of the Lu 
Palace now. Since the tomb has collapsed, it’s impossible for us to go back in 
and check it out.” 

At this time, I suddenly remembered something and said, “Oh, that’s right! I 
almost forgot. This trip wasn’t a complete waste of time. I did manage to 
bring something out of that cave!” I rummaged through my backpack as I 
spoke, praying that I hadn’t lost it along the way. Fortunately, the purple-
and-gold box was still there. I took it out and said, “This is it. I took it from 
the fox corpse.” 

Uncle Three looked at it and said, “This is a puzzle box. The main 
compartment is where the locks are housed so it can’t hold many objects. 
These kinds of boxes are very difficult to open. You see?” He twisted the 
box’s lid and the four corners on the bottom of the box suddenly opened at 
the same time, revealing a turntable with eight holes on it. Each of these 
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holes had a number in them, much like the dial of an old rotary telephone.(1) 
“This type of box is one of the oldest puzzle boxes. You need to know the 
password to open it. Wait here while I go borrow a gas cutter from the 
nearby auto shop. We’ll cut it open and take a look.” 

Uncle Three ran out the door before I could stop him. If it’s an eight-digit 
password, then is it that 02200059 number I saw before? I wondered. But 
how can an ancient password possibly appear as an embossed stamp on an 
American’s belt? As I was thinking this, I tentatively dialed in the following 
numbers: 0-2-2-0-0-0-5-9. When I put them all in, I was stunned to hear a 
click, which was immediately followed by a sound similar to a coil spring in a 
clock. Then, the lid on the box automatically flipped open. 

  

 
(1) I would think of it like a Da Vinci codex (on the left) but the one on the right is what it looked like in 
episode 8 of the drama. 
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Chapter 30 Snake-Eyebrow Copper Fish 

As the box lid opened slowly, I could see that the space inside was only as 
big as the size of my little finger. There was a small copper fish inside, which 
I took out and examined. It looked very ordinary but the workmanship was 
quite exquisite, especially the fish’s eyebrows which were made to look like 
snakes. Surprised, I couldn’t help but wonder what was so valuable about 
this thing and why it had been placed in such a protected place. 

At this time, Uncle Three suddenly dragged a gas cutter cylinder into the 
room but he was surprised to find that the box had already been opened. 
“How did you open it, how did you open it?” He asked. 

When I told him about the number, he frowned and said, “Things are getting 
more and more confusing. It seems that this group of Americans aren’t 
simple grave robbers.” He picked up the copper fish, but then his expression 
suddenly changed and he said, “Isn’t this a snake-eyebrow copper fish?” 

I could tell with just one glance that he seemed to know something so I 
hurriedly asked him what it was. He pulled something out of his breast 
pocket and handed it to me. When I looked at it, I found that it was also an 
exquisite copper fish. It was about the size of my little finger and its 
eyebrows were also shaped like two sea snakes. The workmanship was 
excellent, and every scale had been crafted very delicately. It must have 
come from the same source as the one in the box. But there was one small 
defect that the other one didn’t have—a lot of fine, white lime-like dirt was 
stuck in the grooves of the scales. I could tell what it was right away and 
asked, “Is this a marine treasure?” 

I was surprised to see Uncle Three nod. Marine treasures were antiques that 
were picked up from the sea, usually blue-and-white porcelain wares. It was 
more convenient to find antiques in the sea than on land since many things 
lay exposed on top of the seabed. But there were too many microorganisms 
in the sea so most of the things salvaged from the ocean were covered in a 
whitish-gray dirt that was hard to wash off and which diminished their 
value. 
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I couldn’t help but feel confused because, in my memory, Uncle Three 
wasn’t interested in such low-value goods. “Have you ever robbed an 
undersea tomb?” I asked him. 

Uncle Three nodded and said, “Only once, and I really regret it. If I hadn’t 
taken on that job at that time, I probably would’ve had a lot of children by 
now.” 

I was a little familiar with Uncle Three’s past. He used to have a lover named 
Chen Wen-Jin who was considered an outstanding woman among women. I 
heard that they met while robbing a tomb. She was said to be such a gentle 
and quiet woman that no one would ever believe that she was from the 
northern school of grave robbers. Uncle Three had been with her for five 
years. She would search for dragon acupoints while he would search the 
surrounding soil for the tomb’s location. This teamwork earned them the 
nickname “The Condor Heroes” among those in the grave-robbing circle.(1)  

Later, I heard that she suddenly disappeared. All I knew was that there had 
been an accident when they were robbing a tomb and she had gone missing. 
It wasn’t suitable for girls to do this kind of work and my family felt regretful 
that such a horrible thing had happened, but I was only a few years old at 
the time and didn’t understand much of what was going on. I only saw Uncle 
Three sitting like a piece of wood for a week, always with a sad and broken-
hearted expression on his face, before he gradually returned to normal. I 
couldn’t remember clearly what had happened when I was a child but now 
that Uncle Three seemed like he wanted to talk about it, I knew that I 
couldn’t seem too eager even though I really wanted to know. “What 
happened at that time, was it in an undersea tomb?” I asked him. 

Uncle Three sighed and said “She and I were both still young back then. 
Several of her classmates were part of an archaeological team and vaguely 
knew what I did for a living. I didn’t bother trying to hide it from them, 

 
(1) “The Return of the Condor Heroes”, also called “The Giant Eagle and Its Companion”, is a wuxia novel 
by Jin Yong (Louis Cha). It is the second part of the “Condor Trilogy”. The story revolves around the 
protagonist, Yang Guo, and his lover and martial arts master, Xiaolongnü, in their adventures in the 
jianghu (also called the wulin, the community of martial artists), where love between master and 
apprentice is seen as taboo. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wuxia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condor_Trilogy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jianghu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Return_of_the_Condor_Heroes
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either. Everyone was very close with each other. Later, they went to Xisha to 
do some archaeological work on a shipwreck and I followed along. But I 
didn’t expect,” he paused, as if he didn’t want to remember the incident, “I 
didn’t expect that the sunken thing would be so big.” 

It must have happened more than ten years ago now. Uncle Three actually 
had little experience when it came to undersea tombs but he was head-
over-heels in love at the time and ended up boasting about how skilled he 
was in front of Chen Wen-Jin. As a result, he was allowed to follow the 
archaeological team out to sea. They chartered a local fisherman’s boat and 
took two days to reach the western side of the Bowl Reef. This was one of 
the most dangerous sections of the ancient Maritime Silk Road so there 
were a lot of shipwrecks there. Uncle Three dove down to take a look and 
was stunned at the sight of all the broken blue-and-white porcelain lying on 
the seabed. The scale was absolutely breathtaking. 

Chen Wen-Jin told him that these things had fallen from a sunken ship and 
were carried away by the ocean currents. In the past, fishermen would pull 
up four or five porcelain wares as soon as they dropped their nets into the 
water, but they thought that the porcelain belonged to the Dragon King of 
the sea so they usually threw it back. 

Unfortunately, almost all of these things were broken and few could be 
found in good condition. Even if they were found, most of them had been 
parasitized by marine life, which made them difficult to clean. Chen Wen-
Jin’s classmates looked at these things’ value from an archaeological 
perspective so they were all very excited. Uncle Three, on the other hand, 
felt upset just looking at them. He regretted the fact that he hadn’t been 
alive when the fucking ship sank but he didn’t seem to realize that the blue-
and-white porcelain wouldn’t have been considered an antique at that time. 

They dove underwater for two or three days and brought up numerous 
baskets of porcelain. Uncle Three was good at appraising porcelain and 
knew all about it like the back of his hand. He could pick up a single piece 
and talk about it for half a day. That was how he suddenly became the 
archaeological team’s unofficial leader. Since his surname was Wu and his 
first name was Sanxing, the younger ones in the group started calling him 
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Brother Sanxing. Uncle Three was floating on cloud nine and really started to 
think of himself as their leader. 

But on the fourth day, something happened. One of the archaeological team 
members went out on a kayak and didn’t return by dusk. The others 
immediately became anxious and hoisted the ship’s anchor up so that they 
could go and look for their missing team member. Later, they found the 
kayak stranded on a reef two kilometers away from Bowl Reef, but the 
person was nowhere to be found. 

Not good, Uncle Three thought. Maybe they went into the water to explore 
but something happened to them. He hurriedly put on his diving equipment 
and searched the water all night. After groping around for half the night, he 
finally managed to find the person’s body. Their foot had gotten stuck in the 
coral reef and their body was already bloated from being in the water for so 
long. When Uncle Three and the others dragged the body up to the surface, 
Uncle Three saw that something was clutched in the corpse’s left hand. 
When he pried the fingers apart, he saw that the object was a snake-
eyebrow copper fish. 

Even though everyone was feeling very sad at the death of their friend, 
Uncle Three realized that there might be something under the water. 
Otherwise, this person wouldn’t have come here to salvage overnight. 

Uncle Three guessed that this person saw something when they were 
towing (exploring by having a boat tow you around) during the day but they 
didn’t say anything to the others. This person probably wanted to go back 
and take a look at night when no one was around but something ended up 
happening. Of course, Uncle Three didn’t say what he was thinking because 
there was no point in mentioning it now that the person was dead. But the 
snake-eyebrow copper fish in his hand had to be a clue. 

The next day, Uncle Three mentioned this matter to the other team 
members. Of course, what he said was something like this: “Comrade so-
and-so worked overtime for the archaeology cause but had an unfortunate 
accident in the end. But based on the fruits of their labor, this comrade 
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obviously found something on the seabed. They traded their own life for this 
snake-eyebrow copper fish so we can’t let them down.” 

Everyone’s mood recovered a little after this motivating speech so they 
went back to the area where the accident occurred and started doing a grid-
like search of the sea. 

That was when they found something. 

As it turned out, there were more than forty huge stone anchors (they were 
ancient ship anchors that differed from modern anchors) under the water 
nearby.(2) Not only were their shapes and sizes all the same, but they were 
also carved with an ancient text that was basically illegible. Uncle Three 
theorized that these forty stone anchors either came from forty ships that 
were all the same size, or they were all from the same ship. But after 
thinking about it, it was obvious how unlikely it was for forty ships to sink in 
one place at the same time. This meant that there must be a very large ship 
underneath the seabed. It was so big, in fact, that it took forty anchors to 
hold it in place. 

Uncle Three was very familiar with history, so once he saw this, he was 
already prepared to make a very bold conjecture. When he finally surfaced, 
he turned to Chen Wen-Jin and said, “It looks like a shipwreck tomb is buried 
under the sea here.” 

  

 
(2) The stone anchors are just round stones probably with a hole in them. Fun fact, the character for 

these anchors is “碇” while the character for modern (metal) anchors is “锚”. Some random pics and 

info here. 

http://www.cawreckdivers.org/Chinese%20Anchors.htm
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Chapter 31 Double-Layered Tomb Wall 

Chen Wen-Jin and Uncle Three had completely different backgrounds. Uncle 
Three was a rough character who would’ve definitely been a bandit if he 
hadn’t been born into a grave-robbing family. He always considered profit 
before anything else and would judge a person’s worth based on what kind 
of benefit they could bring him. Chen Wen-Jin, on the other hand, was 
completely different. She came back from studying abroad and was very 
open-minded. Grave robbing was mainly a hobby for her, and one which 
enabled her to further her studies while doing so. As a result, when Uncle 
Three said this, her first thought was to consider the archaeological value of 
this ancient tomb and share the theory with her classmates. 

Shipwreck tombs buried below the seabed were very rare—in fact, legend 
had it that Shen Wansan’s son was the only one to use this type of burial 
method(1)—so Chen Wen-Jin’s idea could be considered very conscientious. 
Uncle Three, however, was a bit embarrassed because he felt 
uncomfortable at the thought of those things being confiscated by the 
government as soon as they were fished out of the sea. But it didn’t take 
much for Chen Wen-Jin to convince him otherwise. With just a smile and a 
kiss, she turned Uncle Three from a true hero of Greenwood(2) into an 
archaeologist of the Republic, and one who volunteered at that. 

That night, Uncle Three lay awake pondering over the problem. He had 
never robbed an undersea tomb before but had boasted that he had in front 
of the others. It wouldn’t be good if he slipped up and gave it away 
tomorrow. He thought about it for a while but realized that he wouldn’t be 
able to dig in the sea like he could on land. First, it was impossible to dig up 
the seabed since it was difficult to find purchase. Second, even if he was 
able to dig the seabed up, the mud in the sea was completely different from 
that on land, which rendered his little bit of knowledge totally useless. He 

 
(1) Shen Wansan (1330-1379) was a wealthy businessman during the beginning of Ming Dynasty. I wasn’t 
finding anything about his son but here’s some info on his underwater tomb, which is located at the 
bottom of Yinzibang in the north of Zhenbei. 
(2) “True hero of Greenwood” refers to a popular hero in the Robin Hood style. Robin Hood is a legendary 
heroic outlaw originally depicted in English folklore. According to legend, he was a highly skilled archer 
and swordsman who stole from the rich and gave to the poor. 

https://www.trip.com/travel-guide/attraction/zhouzhuang/shen-wansan-s-tomb-88256/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robin_Hood
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thought of the stories in my grandpa’s notebook and recalled that my 
grandpa did actually rob several undersea tombs, but there was no special 
method to it. The main thing was to look at the terrain. 

A shipwreck tomb buried at the bottom of the sea essentially involved 
building a tomb on a ship, finding a valley or trench in the sea, smashing a 
hole through the ship’s hull so that the tomb would sink, and then sealing 
the whole thing with a layer of soil on top. The whole process actually 
wasn’t all that different from what was done on land, it was just that the 
location was in the sea. 

Uncle Three estimated that the place where they were currently anchored 
must have been a small sea valley, which was later filled in. When the ship 
was sunk, a lot of anchors would have been needed to keep it in place so he 
could use the focal point at which they were dropped—or a spot near it—to 
figure out where the burial site was. 

The more Uncle Three thought about it, the more reasonable it sounded and 
he suddenly became more confident. The weather the next day also turned 
out well so he took everyone into the water, had them connect all the stone 
anchors with ropes, and then marked the point in the middle. After digging 
up several places in the surrounding area, they found that there really was 
wood beneath the seabed to the east of the center marker. 

Next, they used the traditional positioning method to determine that the 
layout of the underground palace was actually in the shape of the Chinese 

character “土”.(3) It consisted of two ear chambers, two rooms that were of 
identical shape and size, a corridor, and a back hall. The structure covered 
an area of about one thousand square meters, of which the back hall was 
the largest. With a length of more than thirty meters and a width of more 
than ten meters, this back hall seemed to be the place where the coffin 
would be located. 

 
(3) Fun fact: “土” can mean soil/earth/dust/clay. 
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Uncle Three was completely stunned when he saw this and thought to 
himself, my God, whose tomb is this? It seems that it’s really not that simple. 
This scale is comparable to an imperial tomb! 

That night, everyone was so excited that they couldn’t sleep. Instead, they 
gathered around and ate fish head hotpot while discussing how to get into 
the tomb. Uncle Three analyzed the structure of the shipwreck tomb and 
told them that their main concern was the water. At present, they didn’t 
know if the back hall had been flooded with water or not. If it was flooded, 
then they could just make a hole and enter it that way. They all had diving 
suits, after all, so it shouldn’t be a problem. But if the tomb chamber below 
was still sealed, then that made things more difficult because once it was 
breached, the water rushing in may cause catastrophic damage to the things 
inside. Based on the pieces of wood they had seen when digging up the 
seabed earlier, there should still be air in the tomb below. The whole tomb 
was very large so it was easy to create a capillary structure, which meant 
that there may be a lot of air in several of the rooms inside. 

Uncle Three’s theory was based on his years of experience robbing tombs so 
those nerds couldn’t help but feel awed by him. 

But when it came down to it, he decided to focus all of his attention on the 
problem of making a grave robbers’ tunnel. The seabed was nothing but 
sand, which couldn’t be dug into a fixed shape and would easily collapse. It 
wasn’t something you could take lightly, especially because being pinned 
down in the water was basically tantamount to death. In the end, after 
numerous discussions, they finally decided on what method to use to make 
their way under the seabed. 

The fishing boat had explosives for blast fishing(4) so they would first use 
some of the explosives to blow a pit in the seabed so that the easily 
collapsible sand on top would be blown away. Then, they would dig a 
slanted tunnel in the sturdier sea mud below. This was going to be a big 
project, but everyone was full of fighting spirit. Uncle Three estimated that it 

 
(4) Blast fishing or dynamite fishing is an often illegal practice used by some nations’ fishermen to 
increase their catch. Shock waves from the explosions rupture the fishes’ swim bladders, immobilizing 
the fish and causing some to float to the surface. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blast_fishing
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would take them about a week to complete everything, but the body of 
their dead team member was still on the boat and would start to stink if it 
wasn’t sent back. 

After thinking about it, they came up with a compromise. They would have 
the big boat send the body back first while they used the smaller boats to do 
their work. Since the weather had been great over the past few days, 
nobody worried at all. They simply tied three kayaks together and then 
moved all of the equipment they needed to the nearby reef. 

When the big boat sailed away the next day, Uncle Three couldn’t help but 
feel a little uneasy since they wouldn’t have any backup at sea once the boat 
was gone. But he was quickly distracted from these thoughts by everyone’s 
excitement over the big tomb. He only spent a few minutes thinking about it 
before getting back to work. The grave robbers’ tunnel actually went very 
smoothly and they dug much faster than Uncle Three had originally 
predicted. They ended up reaching the tomb wall four days later, but the 
ship still hadn’t returned yet so everyone was starting to worry. Uncle Three 
knew that the only way to maintain order and prevent the others from 
panicking was to continue working, so he kept comforting them and offering 
them words of encouragement from time to time. 

When they eventually cleared out a hole in the tomb wall, Uncle Three 
tapped on the bricks and found that they were hollow, presumably to 
reduce the weight of the entire tomb. Otherwise, no matter how big the 
boat was, the bottom wouldn’t have been able to support the overall 
structure. 

He could also see that small holes the diameter of a pen had been placed in 
the wall every five meters or so. It seemed that the tomb was designed to be 
sealed with water, which meant that the inside was probably filled with 
water as well. They all settled down and began to dismantle the bricks. 

Actually, Uncle Three had already thought about what kind of traps might be 
awaiting them when they entered the tomb. In this water, any hidden 
weapons from a mechanism would be useless because the water resistance 
was too great. For example, even if there was a hidden crossbow that hadn’t 
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decayed with the passage of time, the arrow that would be shot out of it 
would move in slow motion through the water. Even a pitfall trap would be 
useless. Not only would you not fall into it, but even if you did somehow 
manage to fall into it, you could just swim your way out of it. Various other 
rock-falling mechanisms—which were triggered with mercury—would also 
be completely ineffective in the water since mercury flowed very slowly in 
water and spread very easily. In fact, the water was a deadly mechanism in 
and of itself. In ancient times, there wasn’t any oxygen equipment so it was 
completely impossible to rob an underwater tomb. As a result, the 
possibility of there being any traps in this tomb was very small. 

They finished dismantling the tomb wall and found that it was empty and 
dark inside. Uncle Three knew that he couldn’t rely on these people from 
this point on so he told them not to move, turned on his flashlight, and then 
went into the hole. But he had only gone one meter when he found that 
there was another wall right in front of him. The bricks that made up this 
wall were much larger than the ones that made up the outer wall and the 
seams had been sealed with white plaster. 

As Uncle Three floated between these two walls, he looked in front of him, 
behind him, and then to the left and the right. He found that on the inner 
wall above his head, there was a square opening about half a meter long 
and wide that led to a tomb passage. Uncle Three understood what this 
meant with just one glance—it appeared that it was impossible for them to 
dig their way into this tomb. 

After returning to the surface, they climbed up the reef and held a meeting. 
“This tomb has two layers of tomb walls,” Uncle Three said. “The area 
between the outer and inner walls is filled with seawater. There’s also a 
passage running through the inner wall where the water spirals inward. 
Based on this design, there must be a space inside that’s free of water. And 
due to the principle of air pressure, some oxygen must have been left in the 
tomb chamber.(5) I don’t know how long the tomb passage is so three of us 

 
(5) Think of it like that air bubble you get when you turn a glass or bowl upside down in water. 
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will go down tomorrow—each with four oxygen tanks—and see if we can 
get to the end.” 

They continued discussing the plan in further detail. Uncle Three was 
definitely going down, but the other two people needed to be chosen with 
care. This was because if there was no water in the tomb, then the situation 
would be more complicated and may even be dangerous. 

At this time, everyone was startled out of their discussion by Chen Wen-Jin’s 
frightened shout. They all looked around and found that the reef they were 
sitting on had actually risen into the air at some point. Uncle Three looked 
down and saw that the sea, which had been less than half a meter away 
before, was now more than five meters away. 

Realizing that something was wrong, he immediately looked up at the sky 
and saw a black line approaching on the far horizon. One of the 
archeological team members was a male student named Li Sidi, whose 
parents were fishermen. When he saw this scene, his lips turned pale with 
fright and he said, “A big storm is coming!”  
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Chapter 32 The Great Storm 

This Li Sidi was a very good swimmer, and he was in charge of all their work 
in the water. “There must be a huge storm coming. It’ll probably be here 
within the hour,” he said to them. “The fact that the seawater has receded 
so much is proof of that. In a few minutes, the water that’s been sucked 
away by the low pressure will rush back over all at once, just like a small 
tsunami. We only have three small kayaks here so I’m afraid things aren’t 
looking too good for us.” 

He had said all of this in a very tactful manner but Uncle Three could tell by 
his expression that he thought they were as good as dead. These people had 
never been out in the real world before, so when they heard what Li Sidi 
said, they all turned pale with fear and several of the girls began to cry. 

Uncle Three took Chen Wen-Jin’s hand and found that it was sweaty. She 
was obviously just as frightened as the others even though she wasn’t 
showing it. Uncle Three had never dealt with this kind of thing before but he 
was a professional grave robber, as well as someone with a strong mental 
fortitude. He immediately warned himself not to fall into a panic because if 
he did, things would really be hopeless! 

He counted the number of people. When they first came to this place, there 
were ten people in total, but now one person was dead and another had 
gone back with the big boat in order to report the accident and their 
undersea discovery. Now, there were only eight people left in their group. 

Uncle Three turned to Li Sidi and asked, “How long will this storm last?” 

“This kind of summer storm is very short so it’ll pass after about ten 
minutes,” Li Sidi said. “But during that time, the seawater will rise at least 
five or six meters and completely submerge this reef.” He shook his head. 
“These ten minutes are no joke. If you get hit by the wave, you’ll either be 
smashed up against the reef and die or you’ll get swept out into deeper 
waters and drown. I’m not trying to scare you guys. We really are in big 
trouble right now.” 
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Uncle Three’s mind was racing as he tried to come up with a solution. 
Several ideas popped into his head in an instant but were rejected just as 
quickly. Attempting to row back to land in their kayaks was just asking for 
death because no matter how fast they rowed, they wouldn’t be able to 
outrun the storm. They also couldn’t use their diving equipment to hide in 
the water because the sea around the Bowl Reef was only seven meters 
deep, which wouldn’t work at all. 

Uncle Three could see that the seabed was almost visible to the naked eye 
now, and like a flash of lightning in the dark night, a very risky plan suddenly 
emerged in his mind. There was no more time to discuss the feasibility of 
this plan, so he simply turned to the others and said, “Let’s stop thinking 
about it and focus on gathering our oxygen tanks and seeing how much air is 
left in them. We’ll go down into the ancient tomb and take shelter!” 

Uncle Three was very familiar with going down into ancient tombs so he 
didn’t think too much about it, but the others were nerds. In their eyes, this 
proposal was simply too outrageous. In fact, everyone immediately went 
into an uproar as soon as they heard this sentence. Uncle Three saw how 
opposed they were to the idea and hurriedly explained what was at stake. 

He pointed to the horizon and said, “Everyone, look at this storm. We 
haven’t felt its effects yet but we’ve all seen documentaries about tsunamis. 
This kind of thing is no joke. If we wait here for the storm to come, we’ll all 
die and they won’t even be able to find our bodies. But under this sea, 
there’s a ready-made shelter. We already know that there must be air inside 
this ancient tomb and that it’s fresh air. Since it’s connected to moving 
water, the air quality inside should be fine. Plus, there aren’t many of us. We 
can stay inside the tomb for an hour and then leave. It’s our only chance of 
survival!” 

Uncle Three was talented at persuading people—otherwise, he wouldn’t 
have been able to run such a big business in the future—so everyone felt a 
glimmer of hope after listening to what he said. They quickly gathered all 
the diving equipment together and then deflated and folded the three 
kayaks up. Now that everything was ready, Uncle Three taught the others a 
few sign language gestures to use when they were underwater. Then, he led 
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them into the water, turned on a waterproof flashlight, and swam into the 
tomb passage. 

Diving equipment at that time consisted of a large helmet worn over the 
head, which looked very bulky but was actually very sturdy. If any large sea 
creatures suddenly appeared in front of you, they wouldn’t be able to 
swallow you as long as you were wearing this helmet. At least, that was 
what Uncle Three told himself as he tried to relax. 

He continued swimming forward and saw that the tomb passage was getting 
narrower and narrower. This gave rise to another question on whether they 
would be able to fit through the passage and make it to the end or not. But 
fortunately, he had a full set of tools with him so if things took a turn for the 
worse, he could still make a path for them. 

There were a lot of faces carved onto the walls of the tomb passage but they 
were covered in a thick layer of things which made it impossible to identify 
which dynasty they were from. The archeological team members had never 
seen the real world before and obviously forgot about their current 
predicament as they all gathered around to study these faces. Uncle Three 
could feel a headache coming on as he frequently stopped and urged them 
to keep moving forward. 

They continued swimming forward for fifteen minutes and made several 
turns until they felt as if they had lost their sense of direction. Uncle Three 
realized that these people were becoming too disorganized and needed to 
be rectified, so he made a gesture to stop everyone behind him. He then 
asked Chen Wen-Jin to do a headcount to see if anyone had been left 
behind. 

It took a lot of energy to swim in this narrow tomb passage. Everyone was 
feeling so exhausted that when they saw Uncle Three make the gesture to 
stop, they all staggered and sat down as if they had been granted amnesty. 

Uncle Three looked at them all helplessly while thinking to himself, being the 
leader isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. He used his flashlight to look back at 
them before starting to turn back towards the front, but at this time, Chen 
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Wen-Jin suddenly tapped him on the leg. Uncle Three turned to look at her 
and saw that her expression looked very panicked. His heart clenched as he 
wondered if someone had really been left behind. 

Chen Wen-Jin was so flustered that she didn’t seem to know how to express 
herself. She held up a finger and kept waving it in front of Uncle Three’s face 
but he couldn’t figure out what she was trying to say. “Is one person 
missing?” He mouthed at her. 

Chen Wen-Jin shook her head and then held up one palm fully extended 
while the other hand held up four fingers. She then put the two hands 
together. Uncle Three was still very puzzled, but after carefully looking at 
the words Chen Wen-Jin was mouthing at him, he finally realized that what 
she was trying to say was, “There’s one more person!” 
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Chapter 33 Sea Ghost 

Uncle Three was taken aback. He could understand if one or two of the 
people behind him were missing—even everyone disappearing wouldn’t be 
too surprising—but the fact that there was one more person? It was just too 
unbelievable. He thought that maybe Chen Wen-Jin had counted wrong so 
he turned around and counted again. Going in order, he was first, Chen 
Wen-Jin was second, then there was the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and 
seventh person. Li Sidi was the eighth, but then… 

He suddenly gasped. There was definitely a ninth person hiding at the back 
of the group, but they were kind of blurry so he couldn’t see their figure 
clearly. 

Uncle Three immediately broke out in a cold sweat as he realized that 
something was wrong. He wasn’t afraid of any demons or ghosts, but he had 
no experience underwater and didn’t know what kind of thing might be 
lurking behind their group. He didn’t think zombies could swim, but then 
again, he didn’t know what zombies in an undersea tomb were called. Sea 
zombies? Wet zombies?(1)  

He shook his head while thinking to himself, that Li Sidi fucker is really slow. 
How could he not even notice such a thing following behind him? It seemed 
that no one could be counted on in this situation; he’d just have to go and 
take a look for himself. He secretly took out a knife, held it so that the blade 
was hidden behind his arm, and then swam towards the back of the group 
to where the ninth person was standing there motionless. 

When Li Sidi saw Uncle Three swimming straight towards him, he also 
realized that something was wrong and turned to look behind him. But 
when he moved, that person suddenly moved as well, as if they were 
imitating him. Li Sidi jerked back in fright and swam a few feet away, but the 

 
(1) Sorry, I know “wet zombie” sounds stupid but I had to wing it. There’s some wordplay here. Since 

zombies are sometimes called “zongzi” (粽子)—a traditional Chinese rice dish made of glutinous rice 
stuffed with different fillings and wrapped in bamboo leaves—he was wondering if it would be called 

“jiaozi” (饺子), which is a Chinese dumpling consisting of a ground meat and/or vegetable filling 

wrapped into a thinly rolled piece of dough, which is then sealed by pressing the edges together. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zongzi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiaozi
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person copied him and swam a few feet away. It seemed that this person 
was completely imitating Li Sidi’s movements, a situation which Uncle Three 
found not only strange but also a little funny. He moved his flashlight to get 
a look at the person’s face, but they startled at the bright light and hurriedly 
fled backwards. But as the person fled from view, Uncle Three still managed 
to get a look at their face—it was huge and covered in scales! He was so 
shocked that he almost dropped the knife in his hand. 

The terrified Li Sidi made a move like he was about to swim forward, no 
longer daring to stay here and rest, but Uncle Three quickly grabbed him. Li 
Sidi shouted something at Uncle Three, which looked like “good kid, good 
kid” based on how his lips were moving. He already had an accent that made 
it difficult to understand him at the best of times, but now the words 
formed by his mouth were even more incomprehensible. 

When Uncle Three saw that he was practically hysterical to the point that he 
wanted to take his helmet off, he quickly pressed Li Sidi up against the wall. 
The wall looked sturdy, but when Li Sidi’s body hit it, the seams in the bricks 
became loose at the same time and actually fell inward. Then, the water 
around them suddenly started flowing into the opening in a rapid torrent. 
Not good, Uncle Three thought to himself. But it was too late. In just a few 
seconds, they were swept into the hole in the wall like cockroaches in a 
toilet bowl. 

Uncle Three didn’t know how many times he had spun around but he felt as 
if all of his internal organs had been thrown to the side. Then, his head 
suddenly slammed into something hard—it was a good thing his helmet was 
so sturdy. He kicked his legs a few times and abruptly raised his head, only 
to find that he was out of the water. 

The others also surfaced at about the same time as him. Several of the girls 
were throwing up in their helmets, which made for a disgusting sight (how 
did that song go again? The most disgusting thing wasn’t seeing a rotting 
corpse but drowning in your own vomit…).(2) A few of the more resilient 

 
(2) I wasn’t finding anything. 
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team members quickly held them up to prevent them from sinking back into 
the water. 

Uncle Three also held Chen Wen-Jin in a tight embrace as he took a look 
around with his flashlight. It appeared they had already reached the tomb’s 
back hall. He pulled out a windproof lighter and flicked it on, the resulting 
flame proof that there was oxygen in the hall. He made an OK gesture to the 
others to indicate that the air was fine and then they all lifted their heavy 
helmets off and took a deep breath. “It’s so fragrant!” Several of them 
shouted at the same time. 

Sure enough, there was a very pleasant fragrance in the tomb chamber that 
was very light but refreshing. Uncle Three had encountered countless tomb 
chambers with very strange smells before but this was the first time he had 
smelled something like this. He didn’t know what it was but he couldn’t help 
wondering. 

As he swept his flashlight around the room, he realized that it wasn’t 
actually the main tomb chamber. Since it didn’t have a coffin in it, it was 
probably just an ear chamber. He could see rows of porcelain burial objects, 
which must have been used by the tomb owner before they died. There was 
also a circular pool of water in the middle of the ear chamber. 

Uncle Three looked at the decorations again, feeling more and more puzzled 
the longer he looked at them. The walls were covered in murals, which had 
been so badly corroded by the water vapor that he could only vaguely make 
out the shadowy human figures that had been painted on them. 

These shadow-like patterns were numerous and varied, from tall, short, and 
fat figures to those that were walking or dancing. But no matter how 
different they were, every single one of them was very lifelike, as if they 
were a photocopy of a real person. But all of the shadows had a very strange 
feature—their stomachs were very big as if they were pregnant. 

Chen Wen-Jin was very knowledgeable when it came to ancient murals but 
even she couldn’t figure out what this meant. Li Sidi, on the other hand, saw 
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these murals and turned blue with fright. “Sea ghosts!” He shouted. “There 
are sea ghosts here! This is a sea ghost tomb!” 

Uncle Three thought of the monster he saw just now and wondered if it was 
actually a sea ghost. He wasn’t entirely sure, and bringing it up right now 
might cause the others to panic, so he decided to keep it a secret for the 
time being. 

Li Sidi kept shouting, but because his accent was so heavy, all they kept 
hearing was “sea turtle” instead of “sea ghost”.(3) As the group burst into 
laughter, Li Sidi didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. 

Uncle Three glanced at his watch and then urged everyone to get out of the 
water. Some of the more daring people started to walk towards the door 
leading out of the ear chamber—it wasn’t very tall so it probably led to a 
corridor—but Uncle Three quickly stopped them. “We don’t have any of our 
archaeological equipment right now,” he said to them. “Moreover, we don’t 
have any first-aid equipment. You guys need to stay here and not wander 
around. I don’t know if there are any mechanisms in the tomb passage. 
We’re here to take refuge for an hour so everyone should be grateful and 
patient, understand?” 

Although not happy, the group had no other choice but to stay in the ear 
chamber and study the porcelain. Uncle Three could tell with just one glance 
that it was all from the early Ming Dynasty. Feeling shocked, he started to 
wonder if this really was the tomb of Shen Wansan’s clan. 

But he had seen too many antiques in his lifetime and had no interest in 
what was in front of him. Right now, he was more worried about whether 
there was enough air in this space to support them all. He did another 
headcount and was relieved to find that there were only eight people this 
time. 

 
(3) “Sea ghost” is “hǎiguǐ (海鬼) while “sea turtle” is “hǎiguī” (海龟). The latter is also a Chinese internet 

slang term for someone who has returned to China after a period of study or work overseas. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haigui
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He was feeling exhausted after everything that had happened over the past 
few days—as well as his inability to get a good night’s sleep—so he decided 
to take a nap. 

After he sat down with his back against the wall, Chen Wen-Jin leaned 
against his shoulder and gave him a kiss as a reward for his outstanding 
performance. Uncle Three’s mood immediately lifted. He had originally been 
fed up with the other team members but after seeing Chen Wen-Jin’s sweet 
smile, he couldn’t help but think that it was all worth it. Yeah, it was 
definitely fucking worth it. He was even willing to go through that whole 
ordeal again. 

They rested there for a while. Anyone who has ever gone diving knows that 
it’s physically exhausting unless you have long-term experience doing it. 
Although Uncle Three was physically fit, he couldn’t be compared to those 
people whose bodies had adapted to such an activity. And now that he 
finally had a chance to relax, he found himself starting to yawn. Moreover, 
the fragrance filling the air seemed to have a calming effect, which was 
suddenly making him feel very, very sleepy. In a daze, he turned to Chen 
Wen-Jin and said, “I’m going to sleep for a bit. Wake me up in about an 
hour.” 

That kind of sleepiness seemed abnormal but Uncle Three didn’t have time 
to think about it. He only dimly saw Chen Wen-Jin nod meekly. His nose was 
full of that faint fragrance and he briefly wondered whether it was coming 
from Chen Wen-Jin’s hair or if it was a smell unique to the ancient tomb. But 
before he could figure it out, he fell asleep almost instantly. 
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Chapter 34 Old Photo 

I was so engrossed in his story that it felt as if I was also in that ancient 
tomb, surrounded by Chen Wen-Jin's soft arms and warm fragrance. Uncle 
Three suddenly coughed and I found myself coming back to the present, a 
pillow clutched tightly in my arms. Embarrassed, I couldn’t help wondering 
how I could have fantasies about Uncle Three’s woman. My face turned red 
as I hurriedly asked him, “Why did you stop? What happened in the end?” 

Uncle Three gave a wry smile, “There’s nothing more to say; the story ends 
here. I still can’t figure out what happened in that ancient tomb while I was 
asleep.” His lips trembled. “I don’t know how long I slept, but when I woke 
up, I found that I was the only one left in the ear chamber. Everyone else 
was gone. My first thought was that they might have gone to the main tomb 
chamber while I was sleeping and I became furious. Chen Wen-Jin had 
always listened to me before, but this time, she was actually causing trouble 
along with the others. I immediately got up to go chase after them.” 

He grabbed the cigarette that was dangling between his lips and put it 
down, his expression a little ugly. “But when I got up, I found that the door 
in the wall had disappeared! I immediately turned around and discovered 
that this wasn’t the ear chamber I fell asleep in before but another strange 
place. And behind me, there was a golden nanmu coffin.”(1)  

I laughed. “Uncle Three, with your courage, I bet you must have thrown the 
coffin lid off without an ounce of hesitation and taken all the goods inside.” 

Uncle Three cursed, “Bullshit! Let me tell you, I was absolutely terrified at 
that time! I had seen many coffins before but there was water constantly 
coming out of that coffin in waves. It almost seemed like some fucking thing 
was taking a bath in there! I suddenly remembered Li Sidi saying that this 
was the tomb of a sea ghost. You know I’m not afraid of zombies but this 
was my first time dealing with something like a sea ghost. I was so scared 

 
(1) Nanmu is basically a Chinese cedar or Chinese giant redwood. It’s a precious wood that’s unique to 
China and South Asia, and was historically used for boat building, architectural woodworking, furniture, 
and sculptural carving in China. The highest grade of nanmu wood has a bright golden color so it’s called 
golden nanmu. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nanmu
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that I almost peed my pants. I was also worried about Chen Wen-Jin so I 
shouted a few times but no one responded. Then, the coffin lid suddenly 
flipped open.” 

As Uncle Three said this, he had a strange expression on his face. “I didn’t 
even stop to think at that time,” he continued. “When I saw that the helmet 
was still in my hand, I quickly put it on and jumped into the pool of water in 
the middle of the room. Then I made my escape.” 

As soon as I heard this, I quickly interrupted him, “That’s not right. Didn’t the 
room change? Why is the pool of water still there?” 

Uncle Three’s face turned green and he started stammering, “That—of 
course the pool was still there. Don’t fucking interrupt! I haven’t finished 
yet!” He took a moment to compose himself before continuing, “I didn’t 
care whether the tsunami had passed or not. When I found the grave 
robbers’ tunnel, I immediately swam out and saw the big, bright sun hanging 
in the sky. I didn’t know what time it was, but when I breached the water’s 
surface, I saw several big boats not far off in the distance. It seemed that 
they had come to rescue us. I swam towards the nearest boat and asked 
them what time it was. As it turned out, it was already fucking noon the next 
day! I only meant to take a short nap in the tomb so how could a whole day 
have passed?” 

I stared at Uncle Three. This last part sounded way too fake to be real. He 
definitely must have come across something towards the end that explained 
that strange situation but I didn’t know why he refused to tell me. What the 
hell did this old guy do in that tomb? Shit, it wasn’t like I could force the 
answer out of him either. But seeing the way he skirted around the details 
left me itching for more. 

When I saw that he had stopped talking, I remembered how worried I was 
about Chen Wen-Jin and asked him, “What about the others? Didn’t they 
come out as well?” 

Uncle Three slapped his thigh in frustration. “For some reason, after I got on 
the boat, I barely said a few words before I passed out. I was later sent to a 
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hospital in Hainan, where I was in a coma for a whole week. When I tried to 
go back to find the others, I couldn’t find the boatman who had taken us 
there. At sea, if you don’t know the exact coordinates of a place, you won’t 
be able to find it at all since the water looks the same in every direction.” He 
paused before continuing, “I later went to the Maritime Administration and 
the research institute to ask around and found that the whole group was 
reported missing, even Chen Wen-Jin who had gone with them. It’s been 
almost twenty years now and there still hasn’t been any news. I really don’t 
know what happened in that tomb at all. How could those people disappear 
without a trace?” His eyes were red-rimmed as he slapped the table hard. “I 
fucking regret it! Why did I have to show off at that time? If I didn’t try to 
rob that undersea tomb, this group of people might’ve had grandchildren by 
now! And Chen Wen-Jin…I really let her down.” 

I could only look on as snot and tears ran down Uncle Three’s face. I had 
never seen him like this before, and I didn’t know what to do. He picked up 
the snake-eyebrow copper fish and said, “I thought about it for a long time, 
wondering why I was the only one who was able to make it out while the 
others didn’t. The only difference between me and them was that I had this 
thing on me.” 

I looked at the fish and thought to myself, if King Shang of Lu also robbed an 
undersea tomb and carried a snake-eyebrow copper fish around with him, is 
it possible that the Lu Palace has something to do with the shipwreck tomb 
buried under the sea? But when I thought about it, I realized that it wasn’t 
quite right. The two tombs were built during vastly different time periods—
one was built during the Warring States period while the other was built 
during the early Ming Dynasty(2)—so it was impossible for them to be 
connected. I didn’t have any clues to explain what exactly was going on 
here. 

Uncle Three’s thoughts were a little muddled after he finished telling his 
story so he lay down for a while. I thought maybe he was trying to calm 
himself down after reliving that painful memory again, but then he suddenly 

 
(2) Warring States Period was from 475-221 BC. The early Ming Dynasty was from the second half of the 
14th century so around the 1350s. 
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sat up, turned his head, and said to me, “Nephew, I suddenly remembered 
something just now.” 

I saw how pale his face was and couldn’t help thinking to myself, you must 
have remembered something terrible again. But he simply scratched his 
head and said, “Among the group who entered the undersea tomb with me, 
there was a man who looked very similar to that silent Little Brother!” 

As soon as I heard this, I felt my scalp go numb. “You must have 
remembered wrong,” I said to him. “He would’ve only been a tiny baby at 
that time!” 

Uncle Three’s frown became more and more pronounced as he carefully 
tried to recall the memory. “It’s been so long that I’m not a hundred percent 
sure,” he finally said, “but I still have a group photo from that time. It was 
taken before we went out to sea. I’ll call home and have someone scan it for 
me and send it over.” 

It was better to do it quickly instead of sitting around talking so Uncle Three 
made the call and issued his instructions. Five minutes later, an email was 
sent over to us. As soon as Uncle Three opened it, I felt cold all over. The 
photo was black and white and showed a group of ten people separated into 
two rows. The ones in the front row were squatting while the ones in the 
back were standing. I saw a younger Uncle Three squatting in the middle of 
the first row and standing behind him was Poker-Face! 

I immediately broke out in a cold sweat and all of my hair stood on end. I 
thought that my eyes were playing tricks on me so I looked at the photo 
again, but sure enough, it was really him. That look in his eyes and the 
expression on his face were exactly the same as what I had seen not too 
long ago. 

My hands suddenly started to tremble a little. Uncle Three glanced at me, 
also very confused. He looked like he wanted to say something but the 
words seemed to be stuck in his throat for a long time. Eventually, he finally 
managed to ask, “Wh…why…why hasn’t he aged at all in twenty years?” But 
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as soon as he finished speaking, he suddenly seemed to realize something 
and shouted, “I see! I see!” 

I looked at him as if he had gone crazy, unsure what to do at the moment. 
Then, I saw him pick up his luggage and head towards the door. I tried to 
pull him to a stop but he threw my hand off and said, “You stay here and 
watch over Pan Zi. I’m going to Xisha right away!” Then he ran out the door 
without looking back. 
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Chapter 35 Hainan 

Uncle Three started working in the business as a teenager and had seen a lot 
of things go wrong on many occasions. As a result, he generally always 
planned things out before setting them in motion. Sometimes, I thought he 
was too cautious. Take the last tomb for example. He had prepared a lot of 
things but eighty percent of the equipment wasn’t even used. That was why 
I didn’t expect him to be so impatient this time that he simply grabbed his 
suitcase and ran out the door. Knowing that I couldn’t stop him, I shouted, 
“Be careful!” He made a noise of assent and then ran into the elevator. 

It just so happened that at this time, the attendant at the hotel’s foot-
washing center came up to settle the bill with me. When he saw this scene, 
he smiled and said, “Why is your uncle in more of a hurry than you, his 
nephew? It seems your roles are reversed. You even have to worry about 
him.” 

I couldn’t explain it either so I just smiled and took the bill, but my face 
immediately darkened when I saw that it was for more than four thousand 
yuan. I couldn’t help but secretly curse in my heart, damn it! That old geezer 
fucking went down again yesterday to do who knows what! 

As I looked at the bill, I couldn’t help feeling a little worried. I had spent a lot 
of money over the past few days. Uncle Three originally had very deep 
pockets when our adventure started, but after we made our escape from 
the Seven Star Lu Palace, he spent the money like running water. Some had 
even been donated to the village that suffered from the forest fire we had 
started. He’d practically used up all the cash on him and wasn’t in the habit 
of carrying around credit cards because he said the way he did things was 
“old-fashioned”. As a result, he had been shamelessly spending my money 
over the past few days, saying that he would pay me back once his company 
transferred some more money over to him. I only remembered this now as I 
watched him turn tail and run. Does he know that I’m about to run out of 
money and that’s why he ran away? I wondered. 
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I was already feeling very upset, but when I took out my wallet and looked 
at it, my heart froze. I had become way too accustomed to quickly handing 
over my money without paying much attention to how much was left. As a 
result, there were only a few bills left in my wallet. Pan Zi was in a deep 
coma now and I didn’t know when he would wake up. Although the doctor 
said that there was no hidden danger and that his body just needed some 
time to recover, I figured he wouldn’t be able to leave the hospital for 
another ten days or even half a month. Pan Zi was alone and helpless, and I 
knew that this small amount of money wasn’t enough to find someone to 
help me take care of him. 

But the most pressing thing right now was that four-digit bill in front of me, 
which was a problem that was a little difficult for me to solve. I gave the 
attendant an embarrassed smile and said that I didn’t have enough cash on 
me right now so I would have to get it and send it to him later. He knew that 
I had been paying for everything over the past few days without hesitation, 
so he just smiled and said, “It’s fine, it’s fine. It can wait until tomorrow. You 
can take care of your business first.” 

As soon as he left, I immediately started to panic as I thought of everything 
else I’d have to pay for. Fucking Pan Zi’s medical expenses in the hospital 
were four figures every day so where was I supposed to find the money to 
pay for all that now that Uncle Three had run off? I couldn’t call my old man. 
He’d more than likely just scold me to death. Business had been so dismal in 
recent years that he already had a lot of opinions about it. And now that I 
was copying my good-for-nothing Uncle Three to go grave robbing? Forget 
it. 

I went back into my room, still feeling anxious, when I suddenly saw the 
gold-threaded jade coffin cover still lying in my bag. Uncle Three treasured 
this thing so much that he even wrapped it in four or five layers of oil 
paper.(1) I looked at it and suddenly had a rather impulsive idea. I need to 
plan carefully for the next ten days, I said to myself. I can’t simply eat and 
sleep here every day like a fat pig and then write an IOU. I’ll need to find an 

 
(1) Oil paper (油纸) is a kind of processed paper made of tougher base paper and coated with tung oil or 

other drying oil to make it waterproof.   
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antique market to sell this thing. Then I’ll use the rest of the money to travel 
around Jinan. It definitely won’t be a waste of time.   

When I thought of this, I felt that it was very reasonable. I originally came 
here with the attitude of someone wanting to travel but now it had turned 
into something like investigating the X-files.(2) Why bother? I also had to take 
into account the fact that this matter couldn’t be done in a sloppy manner; 
otherwise, I’d be kicked out. It wouldn’t be a big deal for me but it would be 
a huge problem if they stopped Pan Zi’s treatment. 

When I looked out the window and saw that it was still light out, I knew that 
I would have to move quickly if I wanted to get rid of this thing. I went down 
to the lobby and asked the attendant if there were any places to sell 
antiques. The attendant was very enthusiastic and even escorted me 
downstairs to call a taxi for me. When I got in the car, I told the driver to 
take me to a place where there were a lot of antique dealers. He readily 
agreed and told me that he would take me to Yingxiongshan Market.(3) Once 
I arrived there, I realized that it was indeed an interesting place. 

On our way there, I listened to the taxi driver talking non-stop about how 
the Yingxiongshan Market had a relatively large collection of antiques and 
calligraphy products so there were a lot of people and it got quite noisy. 
Even though most of the goods were fakes, you could still talk to the bosses 
who were only too happy to boast and brag about their products. 

I got out of the car with the jade coffin cover sitting heavy on my back, 
thinking about finding a bigger shop since this wasn’t something that 
ordinary people could afford. Big shops usually had connections with 
relatively rich customers so I could give the boss a two percent commission 
if he acted as an intermediary between us. I was also an old expert in this 
regard so no one could fool me. 

 
(2) Super popular science-fiction American TV show from the ‘90s. The series revolves around Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) special agents Fox Mulder and Dana Scully who investigate X-Files: 
marginalized, unsolved cases involving paranormal phenomena. More info here. 
(3) It’s a real market in Jinan, China that sells books, antiques, calligraphy works and painting, root 
carvings, etc. Supposedly one of the four largest and most popular antique markets in China. 
Yingxiongshan can be translated as “Hero’s Mountain”. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_X-Files
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When we were coming back from the Seven Star Lu Palace, I discussed the 
value of this thing with my Uncle Three. He said that it was worth a million 
yuan but there wasn’t a market for it. First, it would be hard for anyone to 
buy such an expensive thing unless they were a foreigner. Second, it was too 
big. Big things were inherently harder to sell than small things. He said that 
if someone really wanted to buy it, then he would be willing to let it go for 
eight hundred thousand yuan. With those words, I now had a bottom line to 
keep in mind when haggling over the price. 

I started to look around, but I had barely taken a few steps when I suddenly 
saw a bronze incense burner sitting in a shop window. It had some figures 
carved on it that left me feeling shocked as soon as I saw them. All of the 
figures had big stomachs, which were very similar to the mural Uncle Three 
had mentioned seeing in the undersea tomb. I bowed my head to take a 
closer look when the shop owner suddenly came out and said, “Oh, you’re a 
man who knows his stuff. This is the most valuable piece in my shop.” 

As soon as I heard his accent, I could tell right away that he was from Beijing. 
“What is this engraved on it?” I asked him. “Why is it so strange? It’s from 
Hainan, right?” 

Upon hearing this, the man’s expression suddenly changed and he hurriedly 
ushered me into his shop. “Today, I’ve truly met an expert,” he said. “This 
thing has been here for years yet you’re the first one to notice it. You are 
correct, it is indeed from Hainan.” 

He was in the antique business so he was used to giving flattery. I looked at 
his expression but couldn’t tell if he was speaking the truth or just trying to 
sell this thing to me. I didn’t have much information on hand so I would 
definitely give myself away if I pretended to be knowledgeable. In the end, I 
had no choice but to say, “I’m no expert. I’ve just seen this kind of thing in 
Hainan before and thought it was strange. I don’t even know what it’s 
called.” 

The man asked me to sit down and then brought over a cup of tea before 
saying, “Then you’re being modest. But it doesn’t matter. If you really don’t 
know, I’ll tell you. The figures carved on this incense burner are a kind of 
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ghost called the ‘Forbidden Woman’, which has a long story. If you’re really 
interested, I can tell you all about it.” 

When I saw that I could gain some clues, I pretended that I wanted to buy it 
and quickly nodded. He motioned for me to wait and then took the incense 
burner out of the window. When he put it on the coffee table, I was 
surprised to find that I could suddenly smell a strange fragrance coming 
from it. He smiled, “It’s a very peculiar scent, isn’t it?” 

“What spices are in it?” I asked. 

He opened the incense burner’s lid and I saw a tiny black stone sitting inside. 
His smile turned a little smug when he saw my stunned expression, “This is 
the bone of a Forbidden Woman. That sweet smell is called ‘bone 
fragrance’. It’s good stuff. You can even put it beside your bed to have a 
comfortable night’s sleep.” 

I suddenly felt a little nauseated, “What the hell is a Forbidden Woman? It 
seems a little immoral to use the scent of her bones to fall asleep.” 

He smiled and said, “The Forbidden Woman is more of a big concept than an 
individual idea. It’s basically equivalent to a general term for any kind of bad 
thing that happens. For example, people who are sick or injured all say that 
it’s because of the Forbidden Woman. It’s really hard to describe her in 
concrete terms, but if you really want to call her something, you can say that 
she’s an evil spirit.” 

“Oh, so this is her bone?” I asked with a frown. “But where did it come 
from? Based on the sea gunk encrusted on the lid, it seems to be a marine 
treasure.” 

The man chuckled, “And you say you’re no expert? That’s correct, this thing 
was fished out of the sea by a fisherman’s net. But even though there’s 
some sea gunk on it, it’s rare and expensive so the price isn’t cheap.” 

I didn’t have enough money on me at all, so I just sighed and said, 
“Unfortunately, I prefer clean goods. I don’t want this marine treasure. If 
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you really want to sell something, why don’t you sell me the bone fragrance 
inside?” 

The man’s expression changed and he said with an apologetic smile, “How 
could I do that? If you buy the bone fragrance, then who’s going to want to 
buy this incense burner?” 

I took another look at it and saw a little bit of dust on top of it, which made 
it obvious that it had been on the market for a long time without being sold. 
This kind of thing was too unpopular so it would be difficult to resell it, 
especially because those who bought antiques for investment purposes 
generally didn’t like such things. As the saying went: collect gold in troubled 
times and antiques in prosperous times. It was only natural that the store 
owner wouldn’t bother to take care of things that couldn’t be sold. 

I shook my head. In any case, it was useless for me to buy this thing because 
once I showed him the coffin cover and he contacted a buyer, I was sure 
that he would hand it over to me willingly. After thinking about it, I said with 
a smile, “Well, let’s put this discussion aside for now. I want to show you 
something.” 

As I spoke, I unzipped my bag and showed him a corner of the jade coffin 
cover. I would be able to tell by his reaction whether he was an expert or 
not. Sure enough, his expression changed as soon as he saw it and he tucked 
the corner back into the bag without saying a word. Then he got up and 
pulled the shutters of the shop down, poured out the tea in my cup, and 
brought me another cup. My first thought as soon as I smelled it was, shit, 
this is first-class Tieguanyin tea.(4) It seems I’ve reached a higher level in his 
eyes. 

The shop owner wiped the sweat from his forehead and said, “May I ask 
what your name is, sir?” 

 
(4) Tieguanyin tea is a variety of oolong tea. The processing of the leaves is very complex and requires 
expertise. The top varieties of Tieguanyin rank among the most expensive tea in the world, with one 
variety reportedly sold at around $3,000 USD per kilogram. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tieguanyin
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I could tell from his response that this man definitely wasn’t a simple 
antique dealer. With just a quick glance, he could tell that the jade cover had 
been taken from a tomb. I couldn’t help but smile politely as I responded, 
“My surname is Wu. And what is your name, boss?” 

“You can just call me Lao Hai,” the man said. “Then, Master Wu, are you 
going to sell it or did you want me to appraise it?” 

“Of course I want to sell it,” I said to him. “It’s a little hot to keep around.” 

He paced around the room a few times before asking, “Is it all in one piece?” 

I nodded. “Not a single piece is missing. It’s just out of the pot. Still hot.” 

He sat down and said softly, “Master Wu, I’m a very frank person so I’ll be 
honest with you. Out of all the antique dealers in Yingxiongshan Market, I 
dare say that I’m the only one willing to accept this thing. But no matter how 
much I want it, it’s not necessary to haggle over such a priceless treasure. 
Just tell me what price you had in mind and I’ll give my friend a call to see if 
he’ll buy it.” 

I thought it over for a moment. No matter what happened, I needed to get a 
million yuan for it. Da Kui’s family would get three hundred thousand, Pan 
Zi’s hospital fees would at least be two hundred thousand, and that fat guy 
already left a message telling us to send his share to him once we sold it. 
With him included, there went another hundred thousand. 

When I remembered the life-and-death experiences we had all gone 
through, I couldn’t help but feel that it was too little. But Uncle Three had 
said that grave robbing was like that. Otherwise, why else would you rob 
one tomb after another? No matter how precious the things you brought 
out of a tomb were, they were all rubbish if nobody wanted to buy them. 
That was why he wouldn’t take anything too good because he knew he 
wouldn’t be able to sell it. 

I estimated that one million yuan would be a good enough price and made a 
gesture to Lao Hai to indicate that. He looked overjoyed, which had me 
feeling a little depressed. Was the price too low? He picked up the phone, 
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hid in the corner, and spoke softly to the party on the other end for a while. 
After the call ended, I saw that his face was flushed with joy. 

“It’s done! It’s done!” He said exuberantly. “Master Wu, you’re in luck. 
Someone’s actually been looking for something like this. One million isn’t 
high but two million isn’t low either so I asked for 1.2 million for you. What 
do you think?” 

When I heard this, my first thought was, only God knows how much you 
really asked for. You could’ve doubled it for all I know. But it was still two 
hundred thousand more than what I was expecting so I was happy with it. 

“Then your share is calculated using the standard method, yes?” I asked 
with a smile. 

He was grinning from ear to ear, “To tell you the truth, the other party has 
already prepared something for me so you can keep the 1.2 million. Looking 
at your injuries, this thing must not have been easy to take out of the tomb. 
You would do well to remember me. Next time you have this kind of thing, 
don’t bother going to someone else and just send it to me. I’ll give you an 
extra twenty percent on top of your asking price. You know, my client is very 
rich and willing to accept the things that others dare not accept.” Seeing 
that I was a little impatient, he hastily added, “Sit down for a while and rest. 
I’ll go prepare the money for you. Although my shop is small, it’s not short of 
cash. I’ll give you the 1.2 million up front.” 

I listened to this grandiose statement and thought to myself, that saying is 
right. Out of the thirty-six professions, antique dealers are king.(5) There was 
some truth to the saying. It seemed that this guy had a knack for running a 
business. “Wait, what about this Forbidden Woman incense burner?” I 
hurriedly asked him. “Would you be willing to give me a discount? I’ll take 
the whole thing off your hands.” 

 
(5) The 36 professions is the collective name of the main social industries in the Tang Dynasty in China, 
reflecting the division of labor in the social industries at that time. The 36 professions extended the 
industry classification of 72 professions (or 360 professions) commonly used by Chinese folk. Here’s the 
Chinese wiki with a list of the 36. 

https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E4%B8%89%E5%8D%81%E5%85%AD%E8%A1%8C
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The man snorted and waved his hand, “Take it if you like it. In fact, I’ll just 
give it to you. To tell you the truth, I only paid five yuan for it. All that talk 
just now was a trick to get you to buy it.” 

Three hours later, I had a huge sum of money in my arms and felt like I was 
on cloud nine. When I went back to the hotel, I was too happy to even spare 
the doorman a glance. I heard some people behind me make comments that 
I must have won five million yuan since you couldn’t even see my eyes 
behind my wide grin. After sorting out the money, I settled all the hotel bills 
first, went to the hospital and paid for a month’s worth of Pan Zi’s medical 
fees, and then sent the fat guy his share. Once that was done, I solemnly 
transferred my share—together with what Uncle Three owed me—to my 
own account. Now I finally felt at ease. 

Over the next few days, I found a beautiful local tour guide to take me all 
around Jinan. But I was from Hangzhou and was used to seeing a lot of 
cultural landscapes so the more I saw them, the less interested I became. 
Later, I simply went to a fish farm to go fishing.(6) These past few days were 
the most comfortable time of my life but human nature was really 
despicable. Despite all this comfort, I actually began to miss the excitement 
of grave robbing. 

Not much happened after that. This kind of idle life continued for about a 
week until I came back from the fish farm one day and heard the phone 
ringing as soon as I opened the door. Uncle Three was the only one who 
knew my hotel room’s phone number so I hurriedly picked up the phone, 
thinking that he had finally sorted out whatever he had rushed off to do. But 
when I picked it up, the person on the other end of the line turned out to be 
a stranger. “Do you know a man named Wu Sanxing?” He said without 
preamble. 

His tone sounded urgent so I responded quickly, “Yes, I know him. Is there a 
problem?” 

 
(6) A fish farm is a place where fish are artificially bred or cultivated, e.g., for food, to restock lakes for 
angling, or to supply aquariums. Some fish farms allow for recreational fishing. There are also parks 
where you can pay to fish in the ponds there. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fish_farming
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“He’s missing,” the man said. 

I froze as soon as I heard this, but then I came back to my senses and asked, 
“Wait, what do you mean missing?” 

“It’s been ten days since we lost contact with his ship,” the man said. 
“What’s your relationship with him?” 

“I’m his nephew,” I replied. 

“Then can you get to Hainan as soon as possible?” He asked.  
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Chapter 36 Woman 

As it turned out, the person on the other end of the line worked for a large-
scale international marine resources development company. This so-called 
“marine resources development” was basically just determining the location 
of certain shipwrecks based on the analysis of various existing route 
information and historical records and salvaging the shipwrecked goods. 

This kind of behavior was essentially undersea grave robbing, but it was 
more professional and legal since a considerable portion of the shipwrecked 
goods found on the high seas could legally be inherited by those who found 
them. Of course, this was because it was impossible to verify whether the 
goods were truly found on the high seas. 

There were two kinds of enterprises like this. The first salvaged modern 
shipwrecks, dismantled them, and auctioned off the hulls that hadn’t 
completely decayed. Or they sold the resources they found. The second 
salvaged ancient shipwrecks and sold the antiques found on them to 
collectors or museums. 

The company this man worked for belonged to the latter. In other words, 
their main target was ancient shipwrecks. They had many archaeological 
consultants, and every project required a large number of experts in both 
archaeology and oceanography who would spend two or three years 
working on the project in order to complete it. Their profits were also very 
high so they had a lot of high-tech instruments and ships at their disposal. 

In order to find the undersea tomb as soon as possible, Uncle Three 
borrowed equipment and personnel from this company in the form of a 
guarantee and used this company’s name to dispatch a five-person 
investigation team. It was supposed to be a good deal, but the company’s 
logistics department lost contact with the investigation team’s ship only five 
days after they had set sail. 

They waited for forty-eight hours before finally sending out a search party to 
comb the surrounding sea but nothing was found. The last confirmed 
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information they had was sent three hours before the investigation team 
disappeared—Uncle Three and two of the other investigators had already 
entered the undersea tomb. 

The reason why the company had contacted me was because Uncle Three 
had told them before leaving that if something happened to him, they could 
call me at this number for help. 

“Right now, we can’t confirm the situation inside the ancient tomb nor do 
we know whether the three of them are alive or dead,” the man on the 
phone said. “So, we’re going to organize another team to go in and take a 
look. But since most of us here only deal with philosophical and theoretical 
matters, we’re hoping to have an experienced guide. At the very least, we 
need someone who can help us find the exact location of the tomb.” 

When I heard him emphasize the word “guide”, as if to imply that he knew 
my true identity, I couldn’t help but have some reservations. But this matter 
was so important that I knew I had to go there myself. As a result, I had no 
choice but to set this issue aside for now. “I don’t know the exact situation 
on your end so how about we discuss it more when I get there?” I asked 
him. 

“That’s fine,” the other party said. “The sooner the better.” 

When I hung up the phone, I decided to leave immediately so I hurriedly 
packed up my things and asked the hotel clerk to help me book the earliest 
flight to Haikou. I had been to Xisha once before and knew that if I wanted 
to reach the real Xisha Islands, I needed at least three kinds of 
transportation: plane, car, and boat. 

For the next ten hours, I moved non-stop without even having time to think. 
I just kept praying that the worst wouldn’t come to pass. When my plane 
finally arrived in Haikou at noon the next day, I was met by a car their 
company had sent to pick me up. 

The person who came to pick me up was surnamed Liu. He told me that 
their company’s top management was taking the matter very seriously this 
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time because not only was one of the people who disappeared with Uncle 
Three a top executive’s son, but this project was being implemented in the 
South China Sea. It couldn’t be made public so it was necessary to look for 
people without any ties to the government.(1)  

I didn’t understand what he meant with that last sentence, but I was able to 
figure it out later. I tried to dig for more information but this Master Liu was 
just an ordinary driver and didn’t know any more details. I chatted with him 
for a while until I noticed that the car had actually driven to the docks. 

I was just starting to feel confused when a middle-aged man came up and 
asked, “Are you Mr. Wu?” 

I nodded, and he opened the door and said, “Please follow me. The boat is 
about to leave.” 

I was very confused now. “Boat? What boat? Aren’t you taking me to a 
hotel?” I asked. 

He shook his head and said, “Time is pressing. We must get to that place 
within seven hours and complete this operation within ten hours after that. 
Otherwise, we’ll be faced with a half-month period of typhoons. There 
won’t be any maritime support at that time, which will make the situation 
even more troublesome.” 

I felt a little upset when I heard them making their own decisions, but it was 
Uncle Three’s life at stake so I had no choice but to keep my grumbling to 
myself as I grabbed my luggage and followed after him. When we arrived at 
the dock, he pointed to a very old seven-ton galvanized iron fishing boat and 
said, “This is it—our boat this time.” 

I thought he was joking but he went on to explain a little helplessly, “There’s 
no other way. Our large-scale search in that area has already attracted the 
border patrol’s attention so we have to keep a low profile. But don’t worry, 

 
(1) The South China Sea is a highly contested body of water in the Western Pacific Ocean. China’s 
sweeping claims of sovereignty over the sea—and the sea’s estimated 11 billion barrels of untapped oil 
and 190 trillion cubic feet of natural gas—have antagonized competing claimants Brunei, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan, and Vietnam. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_China_Sea#Territorial_claims
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the equipment on board is state-of-the-art and there won’t be any problems 
setting sail.” 

After he said this, someone on the boat took my luggage for me. He then 
said a few words to the fishermen on the boat in the local dialect, shook 
hands with me, and said, “Miss Ning is in charge of things on the boat. She’s 
right there behind you. Good luck!” 

These people worked so efficiently that I still hadn’t caught up with 
everything that was going on before he had already left. I turned my head 
and saw a young, short-haired woman in a tight diving suit looking at me. 
When she saw me standing there looking flabbergasted, she couldn’t help 
laughing before beckoning me over and saying, “Come with me.”   
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Chapter 37 Weather Change 

I followed her into the ship’s cabin, which was filled with so many piles of 
things that there was hardly any room to place my feet. It seemed that they 
had prepared everything in a hurry since all of the equipment had been 
thrown by the entrance at random. I looked around as I walked, noting that 
it was mainly large-scale instruments, food, ropes, and diving equipment, 
most of which were oxygen tanks. 

We passed through the pile of goods and arrived at the rear of the cabin, 
which was connected to the engine room. There were several pallet beds 
scattered here and there that were covered with blankets that had been 
blackened with motor oil. On one of the beds sat a shiny-faced middle-aged 
man who was a little fat and balding. When he saw me come in, he stood up 
nervously and shook hands with me while saying, “Nice to meet you, nice to 
meet you. My surname is Zhang.” 

I didn’t have a good first impression of him but I still shook his hand out of 
courtesy. I was surprised to find that his grip was very powerful, which made 
me think that he had done manual labor before. 

Miss Ning introduced to us, “Mr. Zhang is a consultant specially invited by 
our company. He’s an expert who specializes in the study of underground 
palaces of the Ming Dynasty. This time, he’s mainly responsible for analyzing 
this undersea tomb.” 

I didn’t have much interest in the world of orthodox archaeology so I hadn’t 
heard of his name, but when I saw the pleased look on his face, I had no 
choice but to say, “I’ve been looking forward to meeting you.” 

The bald man waved his hand exaggeratedly and said, “I don’t deserve to be 
called an expert. I’m just doing research like everyone else. It’s just that I 
was lucky and happened to publish several papers. They’re just small 
achievements, nothing worth mentioning.” 

I had never seen anyone talk like this before and didn’t know how to 
respond so all I said was, “You’re too modest.” 
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He readily accepted this bit of flattery and shook my hand even more 
vigorously while asking me, “May I ask what role Mr. Wu was invited here 
for? With all due respect, it seems that your subject of study is relatively 
obscure. Or maybe I’m just ignorant. I don’t recall ever seeing Mr. Wu’s 
name in any archaeological magazines.” 

I didn’t know whether it was intentional or not, but these words came off 
sounding very condescending. I was the type of person who got irritated 
easily so I almost went off as soon as I heard them. But then I remembered 
that I had only just boarded the boat and the environment was still 
unfamiliar so I suppressed my anger and said curtly, “I specialize in 
excavating soil.” 

My tone was already bordering on rude but he didn’t seem to notice it at all 
and continued talking, “Oh, are you an architect? No wonder. As it turns out, 
we’re not in the same circle but we can still be considered half peers. You 
build houses for the living while I study houses for the dead. We still have 
something in common.” 

When I heard this, I didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. What he was 
saying was absolute nonsense, but he said it so seriously that I could tell he 
truly believed it. I quickly interrupted him, “I’m not an architect, I’m an 
excavator. If you want to study houses of the dead, I have to dig them up 
first.” 

I regretted saying this as soon as the words left my mouth. I still hadn’t told 
them whether I would go down into the tomb myself or not. Plus, we didn’t 
know what the current situation down there was like. There was no way I 
would come to a decision until I had actually seen what we were up against. 
After thinking about it, I added, “But whether we dig or not at that time will 
depend on the situation. If the situation doesn’t allow for it, you won’t be 
able to dig even if you want to.” 

He didn’t seem to notice the implication of my words and just kept trying to 
hand me his business card while saying that the more friends you had, the 
more paths were open to you. He also said that if I was ever in the north in 
the future, I could ask him for help. We had met less than two minutes ago 
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but he was already acting like we had been friends for more than ten years. I 
figured that if we continued to chat, we’d end up becoming sworn brothers 
so I quickly changed the subject and asked the woman about the area where 
the incident occurred. 

She was quite capable and experienced so I had a general idea of the 
situation after she laid it all out for me. 

As it turned out, Uncle Three wasn’t able to determine the specific location 
of the undersea tomb at that time. He was only able to find four possible 
areas and went to search them one by one. He must have found the location 
among them but the last report from the missing ship was relatively brief 
and didn’t mention which area they finally found it in. As a result, we had to 
search them one by one. 

Their plan was to start from Fairy Reef, which was the closest, and then go 
to Yongxing Island to resupply before heading to the other three areas near 
Qilianyu, with a stopover of less than half an hour at each one. As for the 
search itself, Xisha’s seawater was so clear that when the light was good, 
you could even see down to depths of thirty meters. Moreover, the sea 
currents were normal so the sand lying on top of the seabed didn’t move 
much. This meant that the grave robbers’ tunnel Uncle Three and his men 
made a few days ago should still be there. 

The boat captain was also very familiar with those waters. While everything 
below the water’s surface looked the same to us laymen, in his eyes, the 
seabed in each area had its own characteristics. As long as there were some 
topographic changes at the bottom of the sea, he would be able to notice it. 

While I was talking with that woman, I found that she had a great deal of 
confidence that Uncle Three and the others had survived. I didn’t know 
where this blind confidence came from, but I was also hoping that she was 
right and that Uncle Three was safe in the undersea tomb. 

That Bald Zhang looked at me and the woman having a pleasant 
conversation without him and returned to his bed to sleep, probably a little 
upset at being ignored. When I thought of this middle-aged man with a 
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temperament like that of a child, I couldn’t help but smile. Indeed, there was 
no fool like an old fool.(1) I didn’t know whether we would be able to get 
along with each other or not. 

Just as I was thinking this, the boat suddenly shuddered as the captain 
weighed anchor and set sail. The boat’s rocking became more violent, but 
since it was an old boat, it not only rocked from side to side but also in an 
irregular back-and-forth motion. It was just like being in a cradle. I was 
exhausted from traveling for more than ten hours and suddenly found 
myself yawning as the tiredness finally hit me. The woman was very sensible 
and told me to get some rest. I was so tired that I didn’t hesitate and just 
went to lie down on one of the beds, falling asleep as soon as my head hit 
the pillow. 

When I woke up, the boat was already out in the middle of the sea. I looked 
out through the window and found that the weather had changed while I 
was sleeping. The whole sea seemed to have turned a dark green color, the 
sun had disappeared behind large dark clouds, and the light shining through 
the gaps in the clouds had formed a huge golden print in the sky.(2) Golden 
flecks were also scattered across the sea’s surface, the two scenes above 
and below complementing each other to create a magnificent sight. 

But the beautiful picture didn’t last long. Those dark clouds soon merged 
together and blocked all of the sunlight, the sea below suddenly turned a 
terrifying black, and the waves rolled up and rocked the boat even worse 
than before. When we sank into the troughs of the waves, the seawater on 
both sides looked like it was going to swallow us whole. It was a terrifying 
sight. 

 
(1) Basically used to say that a foolish old person is especially foolish because they should’ve learned 
from experience and shouldn’t be acting or making mistakes like a young person would. 
(2) Print in this sense is printmaking, the process of creating artworks by printing on paper, fabric, wood, 
metal, or other surfaces. Prints are created by transferring ink from a matrix to a sheet of paper or other 
material using a variety of techniques. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Printmaking
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I saw the crew running around nervously on deck and tightening the rope 
nets that kept our supplies secured. Although everyone was rushing around, 
there was no fear on the captain’s face. 

I was used to living in the city so I only felt excited when I saw this scene. I 
wanted to go up on deck and help out, but after I went up, I realized that it 
wasn’t what I thought it would be like at all. In this situation, you needed to 
be able to stand firm on deck, not just be quick to react. You had to be very 
familiar with the waves and the boat and know when the boat would tilt or 
dip so that you could be prepared in advance. I obviously didn’t have such a 
high level of skill and ended up clinging to a protruding iron ring after 
attempting to take a few steps. 

At this time, a few crew members seemed to see something in the distance 
and began shouting. I couldn’t understand the Minnan dialect so I looked to 
where they were pointing and saw a vague shape behind the rising waves to 
the left of the boat. 

I couldn’t see clearly because of the distance but I thought that it might be a 
boat. The woman had come up behind me at this time so I asked her what 
the crew was shouting about. 

Her hair was wet and getting tossed around by the wind. After listening 
carefully for a moment, she said, “They seem to see a boat.” 

The captain came up to us and said in broken Mandarin, “There seems to be 
a boat over there that’s had an accident. According to the laws of the sea, 
we have to go and take a look.” 

Of course, there was nothing wrong with this so the woman nodded in 
agreement. The captain quickly issued a series of orders to his men in the 
local dialect and the boat immediately veered left. 

The sea in the middle of a storm was like rolling hills, and every wave was a 
mountain. Our boat rushed up the crest of the waves and then broke 
through them, the people on board getting soaked to the bone every time. I 
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didn’t know how many times we got soaked, but I had never felt so excited 
before and wanted to shout in exuberance. 

We broke through over a dozen waves in a row before finally seeing the 
outline of that thing more clearly. 

But as soon as we did, I heard the captain give a horrified shout and then 
several of the crew members started to panic. I hurriedly asked the woman 
what happened. After listening for a moment, her expression suddenly 
changed and she grabbed my hand before saying, “Whatever you do, don’t 
look back. It’s a ghost ship!”  
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Chapter 38 Ghost Ship 

Everyone immediately turned their heads in a panic, not daring to look back 
at the dilapidated ship. I didn’t know what was going on, but in that kind of 
situation, I didn’t dare make my own decisions and just hurriedly turned my 
back like the rest of them. The woman was trembling as she said to me, “No 
matter what happens, don’t turn around. Even if something touches you, 
just pretend you don’t notice it.” 

As soon as I heard this, I broke out in a cold sweat and said, “Don’t try to 
scare me. What could possibly touch me here?” 

She rolled her eyes before heatedly whispering, “It doesn’t matter if you 
don’t believe me; you’ll find out in a second. Now hurry up and turn your 
head!” 

Seeing how serious she was, along with the terrified expressions on the 
other crew members’ faces, I didn’t think that she was just trying to scare 
me. “Can’t you tell me what it is?” I whispered back. 

She motioned for me to stop talking and said, “Shut up! These are the 
ghosts of those who suffered an unjust death. They’re here to take our 
lives!” 

The more she talked, the more frightened I became. My neck involuntarily 
wanted to turn around and take look but I hurriedly pinched my thigh and 
tensed my neck muscles until they felt as if they were immobilized in a neck 
brace. 

The boat rocked wildly in the wind and the waves and the deck was creaking 
so badly that it almost sounded like it was going to fall apart at any second. I 
grabbed two iron rings on the side of the boat and braced my legs while 
trying to keep my neck from moving, but my upper body kept following the 
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rocking motion of the boat. I swayed back and forth like a roly-poly toy and 
nearly got thrown overboard several times.(1)  

At this point, I could already hear creaking sounds coming from the so-called 
ghost ship, as if someone were walking around on the deck. I was already 
soaking wet from the seawater but now I was covered in a cold sweat, which 
was even more uncomfortable. “Why does it sound like someone is walking 
on the deck?” I couldn’t help but ask the woman softly. “Did you see wrong 
just now?” 

The woman was so scared that she merely jutted her chin towards our 
boat’s cabin in response. I looked over at it and saw that the scene behind 
us was reflected in the cabin’s window—a fishing boat the same size as ours 
was getting battered by the waves.  As it got closer and closer to us, I could 
see it more and more clearly until I was finally able to make out a layer of 
white, powder-like rust covering it. Judging by the rust’s thickness, the boat 
must have been soaking in the sea for several decades. I couldn’t imagine 
how such a boat could still stay afloat on the sea, let alone how a light could 
be shining on it. 

The ghost ships that appeared in novels were all very dilapidated but could 
basically still sail. This one, however, looked like it had come up from the 
bottom of the sea and could be completely scrapped. My mind was spinning 
as I tried to recall everything I had read about ghost ships before but nothing 
seemed to mention anything like this. 

As the boat got closer and closer, I vaguely felt that something was wrong 
and said softly, “Miss, it seems like there’s no way out of this. That ghost 
ship looks like it’s going to crash into us. Why don’t you ask the captain to 
accelerate at full speed so that we can escape?” 

The woman was also a little scared. Her hair was sticking to her face, but I 
was surprised to find that she didn’t bother shoving it out of the way. “The 
captain will decide when it’s time to escape,” she said to me. “Our two ships 

 
(1) A roly-poly toy is also called a round-bottomed doll, tilting doll, tumbler, or wobbly man. It’s a round-
bottomed toy, usually egg-shaped, that tends to right itself when pushed at an angle. Info and pics here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roly-poly_toy
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weigh about the same so it won’t be a big deal if we hit each other. Just 
focus on not falling off.” 

I couldn’t tell from the tone of her voice whether she was warning me out of 
goodwill or just being sarcastic so I asked, “What if he jumps off the boat 
and escapes on his own? We won’t be able to do anything about it.” 

The woman immediately became angry, “Stop trying to stir up trouble! This 
fishing boat is his livelihood; he won’t abandon it even if he dies. If you keep 
talking nonsense, I’ll push you off!” 

I could tell by her angry tone that it wasn’t a good idea to keep talking so I 
focused on watching the ghost ship’s reflection in the glass instead. Based 
on its speed, I figured it wouldn’t cause much of an impact when it hit (I 
later learned that this was inaccurate thinking) and my heart gradually 
calmed down. 

As the boat got closer and closer, I could clearly see that there was nothing 
on board. I had been expecting to see some horrible sights so I couldn’t help 
but breathe a sigh of relief when I didn’t see anything at all. 

The boat was approaching so fast that it was almost touching our boat. I 
quickly closed my eyes and clenched my teeth, ready for the hard impact, 
but then all sound behind me suddenly disappeared. I waited for more than 
ten seconds but realized that we probably would’ve already been ten times 
over by that point. But there was still no movement behind us, which was a 
little surprising. 

Then, I suddenly heard the sound of a creaking deck coming from behind me 
again. Feeling a little anxious, I secretly opened my eyes and peeked at the 
reflection in the cabin window. The ghost ship was already side-by-side with 
our boat but there was nothing behind me. 

I breathed a sigh of relief and glanced sideways at where the woman next to 
me was also looking at the reflection in the cabin window. She looked frozen 
in shock, which made me think that something was wrong. When I took a 
closer look, I saw two withered hands resting on her shoulders.   
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Chapter 39 Withered Hands 

Those two withered—obviously human—hands were so shrunken and dried 
up that they looked like strips of firewood as they rested on that woman’s 
shoulders. I didn’t know what she was feeling, but even just looking at this 
scene had me feeling so creeped out that my back was covered in a cold 
sweat. 

Those two hands didn’t move any further and just hung there limply, almost 
like they were nothing more than decorations on her clothes. Wanting to 
see where these hands had come from, I tried to see the arms they 
should’ve been attached to, but the woman’s hair was too disheveled to see 
anything clearly. 

I could see that she was obviously terrified based on how much her body 
was trembling. If she were an ordinary woman, she probably would’ve 
passed out long ago, but I could tell that her body was already starting to go 
limp. She had probably reached her limit. 

The captain was kneeling with his back to us and kowtowing while muttering 
something in the local dialect. I couldn’t understand what he was saying but 
I could guess that he was performing some kind of ritual, presumably asking 
for Mazu’s blessing.(1) After reciting a few words, he took out two strange 
semicircular pieces of wood and threw them onto the deck as if he were 
asking for a sign from the gods. He then looked at the results, kowtowed a 
few more times, picked them up, and threw them again. When I saw his 
whole body start to tremble, I knew that the results weren’t good. 

I had never believed in this kind of thing before but I was a little worried 
when I saw the captain being so pious. After all, these kinds of people were 
very particular when it came to things like this. If the result of the divination 
said that I was an evil spirit, I had no doubt that he and the others would 
throw me into the sea without an ounce of hesitation. 

 
(1) Mazu or Ma-tsu is a sea goddess still widely worshipped on the southeastern China coast and in 
southeast Asia. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mazu
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At this time, the woman suddenly cried out and her whole body jerked 
backwards. I didn’t know whether she hadn’t been holding onto the boat 
properly or whether she was being dragged away by those ghost hands, but 
she suddenly ended up on the ghost ship. And the worst part was, that 
ghost shift immediately began to drift away! I knew things were bad 
whether I looked back or not so I turned around and moved to jump over 
and save her. But the captain rushed up and grabbed me from behind while 
saying, “There’s nothing we can do! Once you’ve set foot on a ghost ship, 
you can’t come back! Don’t throw your life away!” 

The captain was so strong that I couldn’t shake him off at all and the crew…I 
didn’t know whether they had been bewitched or not, but they still didn’t 
dare turn around. I started cursing them out in my heart, but at this time, 
Bald Zhang suddenly ran out of God knows where, grabbed our boat’s 
anchor, and threw it hard. It flew through the air before hooking onto the 
ghost ship’s railing. The ghost ship was moving so fast that the anchor’s rope 
pulled taut in an instant, and then our boat shook before it was abruptly 
pulled along after it. 

The captain was scared out of his mind and pulled out a knife to cut the rope 
but Bald Zhang knocked him to the deck with just one punch. The other 
crew members became angry and rushed at him one by one but he suddenly 
pulled out a pistol, pointed it at the captain, and shouted, “Don’t move or I’ll 
kill him!” 

The crew members had never been in such a situation before so no one 
dared approach after hearing that threat. Then, Bald Zhang said to me, 
“Young Wu, I’ve got them under control. Go and save her!” 

I opened my mouth, wondering if I had heard wrong. Was he expecting me 
to swim over there in such a stormy sea? He glared at me and then pointed 
to the rope as if it were a given before shouting, “Go! Young people should 
be brave!” 

I shook my head. This was ridiculous. I was weak when it came to sports so 
not only was swimming over there basically tantamount to death but 
climbing that rope wasn’t a solution either. Even if I did manage to climb 
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that rope and make it over, I figured I’d be lucky to have a single breath left 
in my body. How could I possibly save someone? 

But at this time, I heard the woman start screaming on the ghost ship. I 
looked over and saw her desperately trying to climb onto the rope, but it 
was as if something was dragging her back. She couldn’t move forward at all 
and had to grab onto the ship’s railing with both hands just to stay in place. 
“Mr. Wu!” She shouted. “Help me!” 

When I heard this, I began to have second thoughts. I cursed and gave 
myself a slap. Wu Xie, ah Wu Xie, are you still a fucking man or not?! 

I didn’t know whether this slap brought me back to my senses or turned me 
stupid but I suddenly felt a sense of bravery well up in my heart. I clenched 
my teeth and shouted, “If I die, so be it!” 

I took a deep breath, picked up a pair of swimming goggles that were lying 
off to the side, put them on, and then took off my shoes. Once that was 
done, I walked to the side of the boat, clumsily grabbed the taut rope, and 
looked at the stormy sea in front of me. I could see the rope getting 
submerged in the water from time to time. 

The rope was about twelve meters long and definitely strong enough to 
support my weight, so as long as I moved my hands and feet quickly enough, 
it shouldn’t be very dangerous. But the main problem was that the rope was 
constantly being swamped by the waves. When I thought of this, I almost 
changed my mind. 

I had never been in a situation that required so much determination before. 
I cautiously scooted my butt off of the ship’s railing before slowly crawling 
along the rope. I copied the method I had seen those special forces soldiers 
use on TV where they hung upside down on the rope and used all four limbs 
to move forward. I was praying as I crawled but before I could close my 
mouth properly, a wave suddenly surged up and almost drowned me. My 
face was green by the time I resurfaced, but thanks to this, I was able to 
understand just how strong the waves were. I figured I shouldn’t have any 
problems crawling the rest of the way to the ghost ship. 
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In this way, I stayed motionless when a wave hit me and then crawled a few 
steps when the water receded. I didn’t know how long it took, but I was 
finally close to the ghost ship when a huge wave slammed into me and 
pushed me more than a meter below the water’s surface. The impact was so 
strong that I nearly blacked out but I held my breath and forced my eyes 
open. That was when I saw a strange sight—there was a very long rust-
covered chain floating deep in the water beside the bottom of the ghost 
ship. And at the end of this chain was a strange thing which couldn’t be seen 
clearly. 

I exhaled and tried to take a closer look but the rope suddenly lifted and 
pulled me out of the water. This time, I was at the crest of the wave, and 
when I looked down, I saw that the woman was lying on her back but 
somehow moving towards the ship’s cabin. I froze in shock when I saw this 
because I knew that she wasn’t the one moving, it was those two withered 
ghost hands! 

I noticed that she wasn’t resisting at all, as if she had lost consciousness, so I 
had no other choice but to quickly crawl the rest of the way, climb over the 
railing, and fall onto the ghost ship’s deck.  
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Chapter 40 Deck 

After years of being corroded by seawater, the deck was no longer sturdy 
and creaked as if it was about to break when I rested all eighty kilograms of 
my body weight on it. But I didn’t have time to worry about it as I was busy 
checking on that woman’s condition. 

I became anxious when I saw that half of her body had already been 
dragged into the ship’s dark cabin. First, I didn’t have any kind of light on 
me. Second, I didn’t have any sharp weapons at hand. Once she was 
dragged in there, her life or death would be up in the air. 

I rolled over, grabbed her legs, and pulled with all of my might but found 
that she couldn’t be moved at all. Moreover, she was wearing a skintight 
diving suit so not only was it impossible to grab hold of, but it was also 
extremely slippery from the seawater. As a result, I could only use about 
eighty percent of my strength. 

When I saw this situation, I knew that this woman was definitely done for. 
Unable to come up with a good solution, I panicked and jumped on her, 
wrapping my arms tightly around her waist. I figured that with our combined 
weight of at least more than a hundred and thirty kilograms, those two 
stick-like hands wouldn’t be able to pull anymore. 

But as it turned out, the deck had reached its limit. As soon as I pressed my 
weight down, the whole deck collapsed with a loud bang. In a matter of 
seconds, we—along with a large number of damp, rotten wooden boards—
fell into the ship’s hold. Fortunately, the bottom of the ship was still sturdy; 
otherwise, we would’ve fallen directly into the sea. 

I landed with such a hard jolt that I was swaying as I sat up, and a bitter 
smile involuntarily appeared on my lips—I had tried so hard not to enter the 
bowels of the ship but had come in so easily just now. 

At this time, I heard the woman shouting from below, “Get off! You’re 
crushing me to death!” 
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I realized that I was sitting on her butt and hurriedly moved away while 
thinking to myself, this is great. When I watched idol dramas in the past, it 
was always the women landing on the men. But now it’s the other way 
around. 

As I watched the woman struggle to sit up while clutching her waist, I was 
surprised to find that those withered hands had disappeared from her 
shoulders. “Where are those two ghost hands?” I asked. 

She touched her shoulders and said in a surprised voice, “I don’t know 
either. As soon as I was pulled onto the boat, I fell into a daze. I don’t know 
when they disappeared. Didn’t you see anything?” 

I shook my head, “The situation was so chaotic when we fell just now that I 
wasn’t paying attention. But those two hands were able to drag a full-grown 
person around. They’re definitely not an illusion, which means they must be 
real. And if they’re real, they can’t just disappear into thin air. They must 
have gotten knocked off when we fell just now. See if there’s anything under 
you.” 

As soon as I said this, the woman’s face turned pale with fright and she 
hurriedly raised her butt to take a look. Unfortunately, there was nothing 
there except for some broken wooden boards. “Maybe they slipped off 
when we fell,” I said. “They were still holding onto the steps when you 
suddenly fell down so I bet they didn’t have time to let go of the steps and 
latch back onto you. They might still be up there.” 

She must have thought that it was a reasonable explanation because she 
nodded before saying, “I don’t know why it was trying to pull me over here 
but I think we should be careful.” 

The two of us looked around, using the faint light that was streaming 
through the giant hole in the deck to get a better idea of our surroundings. 
The inner walls were covered in that same thick coat of white rust, along 
with almost everything else inside the hold. We scraped away some of the 
layers and saw some general navigation equipment, but they were so rotten 
that they would basically fall apart with just one touch. 
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Looking at the scale and structure of this iron hull, I figured it must have 
been a medium-sized fishing boat from the 1970s or 1980s. The hull had a 
large space, which was divided into smaller areas by wooden boards. These 
areas seemed to consist of the crew’s lounge, the captain’s quarters, and 
the cargo hold, which was probably where we were right now. But looking at 
the area we had cleared of rust, this ship definitely didn’t sink while 
transporting cargo. 

The ship’s keel probably hadn’t completely corroded yet so it was still able 
to endure after all this time. Otherwise, it would have fallen apart long ago 
after being buffeted by such big waves. 

The woman shook her head after looking around, “I actually know a lot 
about ships but this one’s situation doesn’t make any sense—with such a 
thick layer of rust on it, it must’ve been lying at the bottom of the sea for at 
least ten years.” 

“Is it possible that a big storm brought it up from the bottom of the sea?” I 
asked. 

“It’s highly unlikely,” she replied. “A ship that sank a decade ago should’ve 
been buried deep in the sand a long time ago. Even if you used a crane to lift 
it up, it would still be hard to do. Moreover, the hull is very fragile and may 
fall apart if you’re not careful.” 

I had also thought of this but I still couldn’t figure it out. Since the ship sank 
a long time ago, how could it still float on the water now? Even if someone 
fished it up, there should still be a hole left in the hull from when it initially 
sank. Was it possible that this hole closed on its own? 

I couldn’t see anything that would give me an answer but I was relieved that 
the two hands had disappeared. I patted the wood fragments from my body, 
stood up, and motioned for the woman to join me in walking around the 
cargo hold. There were wooden boards separating us from the next 
compartment. When I saw that they were basically rotten and riddled with 
holes, I moved to kick them down but the woman stopped me, “These 
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boards are attached to the deck. If you kick them down, the whole deck will 
collapse.” 

It would be nice if the whole deck collapses, I thought to myself. At least that 
way, the light would come in and I wouldn’t feel so panicked. 

After my adventure in the Seven Star Lu Palace, I had a relatively deep 
understanding of many things, such as the fact that my ability to adapt had 
been strengthened a lot, especially after hovering on the edge of life and 
death several times. So, even though my nerves were stretched to the limit 
while I was on this ghost ship, I wasn’t so afraid that I couldn’t think. 

There was a door in the middle of this wooden partition board but I didn’t 
know whether to push or pull it. I tried pulling it at first, but the handle 
came off, along with half of the door panel. I looked at the woman and said, 
“Isn’t this basically the same as kicking the boards in?” 

She ignored me and looked into the dark opening. This woman seemed to 
be quite brave, but I figured she didn’t dare rush in after what happened 
just now. “There’s not enough light inside,” I said to her. “If you want to go 
in, you’d better make another hole in the deck so some light shines through. 
That way, you can avoid getting caught by something if you go in there.” 

I knew this sentence would definitely work on her, and sure enough, she 
hesitated. I chuckled to myself before moving forward to break a few more 
boards apart, the whole partition nearly collapsing as a result. Inside the 
compartment, we could see a big iron platform bedframe, which was still 
intact. The platform bed itself, however, had completely rotted away. I 
looked around at the furnishings and decided that this must’ve been the 
crew’s quarters. I also saw a metal cabinet in the corner, which looked like it 
was sealed shut. I walked up to it and pulled on the handle, only to find that 
it was actually loose enough to open. 

It was hard to find written records on this kind of ship. Nowadays, captains 
had to write in the ship’s log every day, but back then, there weren’t many 
people who were literate so I wasn’t expecting to find anything useful. 
When I opened the metal cabinet, however, I was surprised to find an old 
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waterproof bag inside. When I opened the bag, I saw that it contained a 
notebook that was practically falling apart. A few words had been written on 
the cover: “Archaeological Record of the Xisha Bowl Reef.” 

I carefully opened the notebook to the title page and saw the following 
words written in an elegant script: “July 1984—for Chen Wen-Jin, from Wu 
Sanxing.” 
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Chapter 41 Uncle Three’s Lies 

When I saw these words, I was so surprised that I almost fainted. Wu 
Sanxing and Chen Wen-Jin…wasn’t this Uncle Three and his girlfriend? Could 
they have left this notebook here back then? But how did such a thing end 
up on a ghost ship? 

Let’s assume that before this ghost ship sank, there happened to be two 
people on board who were also called Wu Sanxing and Chen Wen-Jin. And 
suppose these two people also happened to come to the Xisha Bowl Reef to 
do archaeological work. The chance of such a coincidence happening was so 
slim that I’d probably have better luck winning five million yuan at the 
lottery. 

I pondered over it for a while but decided that there wasn’t a need to think 
too much about it. There was no other explanation for this notebook—it 
was something Uncle Three and the others must have left behind. 
Moreover, based on the inscription on the title page, Uncle Three must have 
given this notebook to Chen Wen-Jin back then. Chen Wen-Jin probably 
used it as a log to record the daily progress of their Bowl Reef expedition, 
which meant that the owner of this notebook was Chen Wen-Jin. 

It appeared this ghost ship was related to Uncle Three and the others’ 
archaeological activities back then and may have even been the big fishing 
boat that didn’t come back on time. 

After thinking for a moment, countless questions popped into my head and I 
began to feel a splitting headache. 

It appeared that only the parties involved would know the truth behind 
these mysteries. Everything I knew only scratched the surface and seemed 
to lack a core theme to connect them all. If Uncle Three, that old fox, had 
honestly told me everything from the beginning, I probably would’ve had 
the key to figure out the whole mystery by now. 

Or maybe the contents of this notebook could give me some clues? I 
originally wanted to hide it and look at it when no one else was around, but I 
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couldn’t stand my burning curiosity any longer. Plus, I figured that woman 
would know about it sooner or later anyways so there was no need to be so 
mysterious. Instead of trying to hide it from her, I simply flipped the 
notebook to the next page and started reading. 

Chen Wen-Jin was a very meticulous person—each day’s notes were listed in 
the same clear and organized format. The first page recorded the first day of 
their departure, which was July fifteenth. A list of the team members was 
also included, and I saw that the leader was Wu Sanxing. What was that 
Poker-Face’s name again? I remembered Uncle Three mentioning that his 
surname was Zhang so I started reading down the list to see if it was there. 
As it turned out, there was a person named Zhang Qiling. Was it really 
him?(1)  

I flipped to the next page and found some key information regarding the 
process they used to find and determine the specific location of the 
undersea tomb, but it was way more detailed than what Uncle Three had 
told me before. Even the types of ropes used and the theories and 
conclusions about the course of the expedition had all been recorded. It was 
completely different from Uncle Three’s crude style of doing things, and I 
couldn’t figure out how the two of them got together in the first place. But I 
didn’t need to look at this information again since I had already heard it 
before so I flipped to the end and stared at it with a dumbfounded 
expression on my face. 

In fact, I didn’t have to read the last entries in detail; just looking at their 
titles was enough to leave me feeling shocked and angry enough to curse 
that bastard Uncle Three a hundred times over. 

This is what Chen Wen-Jin wrote: 

July 21st—Entered the undersea tomb for the first time. 

Personnel: Wu Sanxing 

 
(1) Qiling (起灵 Qǐlíng) sounds very similar to “Qilin” (麒麟 qílín), which is the tattoo that showed up on 
Poker-Face’s body. 
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Progress: Cleared the left and right ear chambers and corridor. Preparing to 
clear the rear chamber. 

Work: Used an air pump to ventilate the tomb chamber and prepared for 
long-term cleanup. 

Salvaged cultural relic: Golden yellow wood coffin engraved with two 
phoenixes (infant coffin). 

Remarks: Emergency situation, detailed records to be filled in later. 

Then there was only one record below it: 

July 23rd—Entered the undersea tomb for the second time. 

Personnel: All members 

Progress: None 

Work: Take shelter from summer storm        

Salvaged cultural relics: None 

Remarks: None 

As it turned out, Uncle Three had already entered the tomb once before 
taking the whole team in. And with his greedy nature, he must have already 
taken a lot of things out. Chen Wen-Jin only wrote down that he had cleared 
the two ear chambers and corridor, but who knew if he had actually entered 
the back room or not? Maybe he had already taken everything out of the 
coffin. What the hell did this old fox do when he went in the first time? 

I gnashed my teeth in anger before skimming through the rest of the 
contents. There were many useful bits of information, but they weren’t 
significant enough for me to carefully read them now. I put the notebook 
back in the waterproof bag and looked back to see what the woman’s 
reaction was. To my surprise, she didn’t seem to be paying any attention to 
me at all and was instead desperately scraping at the rust on the partition in 
the captain’s quarters. 
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She moved so quickly that it almost seemed like she was trying to smash it 
to pieces instead of scraping it off. She had already cleared off half of the 
partition, and I could see that it was actually steel under all those layers of 
sea rust. She had scraped it all the way down to where the partition joined 
the hull, and I could see that it was welded to the hull around it. Not only did 
it seem very strong, but the door on the partition was also made of steel, 
with a rotary security lock that looked similar to a car’s steering wheel.(2)  

The woman was talking to herself as she scraped away at the rust, and 
seemed to be saying, “Don’t be afraid, don’t be afraid. I’ll let you out now.” 

It was only when I heard these strange words that I realized something was 
wrong with her. I saw that she had neatly cleaned all the rust from around 
the steel door’s edges, revealing a layer of rubber between the door and the 
frame. It seemed the compartment behind the door was tightly sealed. After 
the woman had cleared away the rust, she frantically moved to turn the 
handwheel but her strength wasn’t enough. Not only was the lock itself very 
heavy, but the inside was probably covered in a layer of sea rust. It wasn’t 
like she was a strong sailor so there was no way she could open it. She tried 
several more times to forcefully turn it but it didn’t budge at all. 

I suddenly had a bad feeling and said to her, “The contents inside might be 
submerged in water so it’s best not to open it. And if there’s a monster 
inside, we don’t have any weapons, which means that we’ll definitely die 
here.” 

She continued to tug hard on the handwheel, completely ignoring me. I 
shook my head. This woman’s unreasonableness had me changing my initial 
favorable impression of her. 

For the next few minutes, as I stood there with my hands on my hips and 
watched her wasting her strength, I couldn’t help but wonder if this was just 
her way of venting her anger. But at this time, she suddenly turned around 
and looked at me. I thought she had finally seen how pointless it was and 
given up, but then she suddenly cried out and leaned backward. As I 

 
(2) It’s basically a handwheel but the author wouldn’t come out and say it. Pic here. 

https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2022/02/image-3.png
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watched, two withered hands stretched out from her hair like lightning, 
grabbed onto the handwheel, and began exerting their strength. The 
strange hands were so strong that I immediately heard the sounds of sea 
rust cracking coming from inside the locking mechanism. 

I was so terrified that my scalp felt numb and I almost fell to the ground. 
This kind of scene was the freakiest thing I had seen so far. No wonder the 
strange hands had disappeared. As it turned out, they were hiding in her 
hair! So who exactly had I been talking to just now? Was it a ghost or a 
human? 

At this time, the handwheel had finally loosened enough to move. Those 
hands turned it several times and were about to open the steel door, but a 
loud noise suddenly came from inside and a wave of water came gushing 
out. The door flew open from the impact and slammed into the woman’s 
back, which sent her flying straight into me. As the both of us fell to the 
ground, I knew that things had taken a bad turn, but just as I was trying to 
push her off and save myself, the seawater rushed over and pushed us back 
about twenty meters. I struggled to raise my head and saw a huge, scaly 
face peeking out from behind the door and staring straight at me.  
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Chapter 42 Sea Monkey 

This giant, sinister face was almost four or five times bigger than my head, 
but its body was still hiding behind the steel door so I couldn’t tell how big it 
truly was. The light streaming in from the hole in the deck wasn’t very bright 
so I couldn’t see its facial features clearly either. I didn’t know whether it 
was a ghost or an animal but this face was hauntingly eerie and 
indescribably strange. 

I stared at it blankly, my whole body going numb from my scalp all the way 
down to my ankles. I was so scared that I could hardly breathe and my 
damned legs started to go as soft as noodles. I struggled to take a few steps 
back and then remembered that the woman was still lying on the ground. 
Although I wasn’t necessarily fond of her, I couldn’t leave her here to die. 

I turned her over and found that the two withered hands had disappeared 
again, but I didn’t have time to worry about them right now. If the water 
level rose again, her head would be submerged and she’d end up drowning. 
I put my hands under her armpits and slowly started dragging her back to 
the other end of the cargo hold where I knew the stairs leading to the deck 
were. As long as I dragged her onto the deck, I could either jump into the 
sea or call for help—either one a better option than what we were currently 
facing. 

As I walked on trembling legs, I kept thinking to myself, calm down, calm 
down. When you encounter extreme situations, you need to be extremely 
calm. I continued moving back bit by bit, not daring to take my eyes off of 
that terrifying face. 

The monster looked at me indifferently while continuing to stay motionless. 
For a while, the only sound I heard was the rushing of water. If this thing had 
made some kind of movement, such as turning its head or opening its 
mouth, I might have felt more relaxed, but its two eyes continued to stare 
straight at me. As I looked at it, I became more and more terrified. This is 
too abnormal, I thought to myself, but since you’re not moving now, you 
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should stay like that. Don’t wait until I get near the top of the stairs to 
pounce on me. 

I figured I could stop looking at it so I bowed my head and sped up. But after 
dragging that woman to the bottom of the stairs, I glanced up and froze—
the stairs were so rotten that only the frame was left. I didn’t know if I could 
climb up by myself, let alone carry a half-dead woman up them. I saw that 
there were a few remnants of the metal stairs still attached to the frame so I 
grabbed one of the woman’s hands and tried to climb up. But the remnants 
broke as soon as I stepped on them, the metal dissolving like soft mud. 

This was a problem. I glanced back, but fortunately, the monster was very 
patient and still hadn’t moved. I was currently in the shadows with a light 
source (the hole in the deck) separating us so all I could make out was a 
vague outline. Feeling a lot more at ease, I leaned the woman up against the 
wall, clenched my teeth, and then jumped with all my might, telling myself 
that I should climb out first. 

It was a pity that my arms were long but I had no strength at all. I ended up 
failing twice. Not only did I fail to climb up but I also managed to fall flat on 
my face, the pain enough to bring tears to my eyes. Feeling very annoyed, I 
thought about it for a long time but couldn’t seem to come up with a way to 
get out of my current predicament. I habitually turned my head to see if the 
monster was still there but it would’ve been better if I hadn’t—as soon as I 
turned my head, I suddenly saw a huge thing standing behind me, its face so 
close that it was almost touching mine. I was so shocked that I gave a 
terrified shout. 

Suddenly looking back and seeing a person standing quietly behind you was 
scary enough, but seeing such a sinister face was an unspeakably horrifying 
experience. As soon as I shouted, I involuntarily took a step back and 
pressed myself up against the wall. 

By this time, I had finally seen what that thing looked like, and a brief 
thought flashed through my mind. When I was a child, I heard a classmate 
from the coast say that a fisherman in their village once caught a strange 
thing that looked like a person but was covered in scales. When he brought 
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it back to the village, no one knew what it was. Later, they called an old man 
in the village to come and look at it. When this old man saw it, he was so 
scared that he almost fell to the ground in fright. “Let it go!” He shouted at 
them. “Quickly! It’s a sea monkey! If we delay any longer, the other sea 
monkeys will come looking for it and something terrible will happen!” 

But as soon as the fisherman heard that this thing was so precious, he came 
up with the idea to raise it and sell it in the city. He told the villagers that he 
let it go but he actually hid it in his own home. As a result, the fisherman’s 
whole family disappeared the next day. The villagers realized that something 
was wrong and searched for two whole days before finally finding the 
fisherman’s wife’s body at the bottom of a cliff by the sea. Her stomach had 
been cut open and her internal organs had been eaten until there was 
nothing left. 

When the old man saw this, he said that the other sea monkeys had come to 
take revenge. He called for a feng shui master, set up an offering table on 
the beach, put a lot of pig heads and sheep heads on it, and then held rituals 
for several days before it was finally over. 

My classmate was very good at drawing so he drew a picture of the sea 
monkey to show me what it looked like. The image was so realistic that it 
left a huge impression on my young mind and I didn’t sleep well for several 
days. The impression was so deep, in fact, that it was the first thing I thought 
of when I saw what was standing right in front of me. I just didn’t expect this 
so-called sea monkey to be so big. 

As the memories flashed through my mind, the monster still didn’t make any 
movements. It just stared at the woman leaning against the wall with 
interest, saliva dripping from its mouth. Fortunately, the woman hadn’t 
woken up yet; otherwise, I was afraid she would’ve been scared to the point 
of incontinence. 

I forced myself to calm down as I pressed my back firmly up against the wall. 
It was made of wooden planks that were also very brittle and decayed, 
which gave me an idea. As long as I kept pushing back hard, I would 
definitely be able to make a hole in the wall. That way, if the sea monkey 
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tried to rush at me, I also had a place to retreat to. Moreover, the area 
behind the wall was the stern so there should be a lot of mechanical 
equipment there. I just didn’t know if I would be able to find anything that I 
could use as a weapon. 

As my thoughts were racing wildly, I suddenly heard a few creaking sounds 
coming from the deck. It seemed that another person had boarded the ship. 
But just as I was wondering who it could be, I saw Bald Zhang jump down 
from the hole in the deck. As soon as this idiot landed, he raised his pistol 
and glanced warily at the steel door. Then he turned around and suddenly 
gave a terrified shout, “Oh, my God!” 

The monster turned around when it heard the shout, saw him, and suddenly 
issued an extremely mournful cry before lowering its body and rushing 
straight towards him. That Bald Zhang’s reflexes were very good and he 
reacted almost instantaneously—he fell to the ground to dodge the first 
blow, pulled the gun bolt back with a click, and then fired. The monster let 
out a muffled groan as the bullet pierced its shoulder, the pain sending it 
reeling back against the wall. Bald Zhang fired several more shots at 
random, almost all of them hitting close to my head. I was so scared that I 
immediately ducked my head down. 

The sea monkey was very clever. As soon as it realized that this gun seemed 
to be very powerful, it didn’t dare try to rush over again. Instead, it 
pretended to attack but then suddenly made several lightning-quick jumps, 
soared over Bald Zhang’s head, and then scurried back through the steel 
door and slammed it shut. 

Bald Zhang’s gun followed it, leaving a sweeping row of bullet holes in the 
wall. Seawater immediately began to pour in, but the water level was rising 
much faster this time. Bald Zhang ignored this, his attention focused solely 
on killing that thing. He fired two more shots to smash the two door hinges 
and then went up and kicked the door open. I ran up behind him to take a 
look and saw a hole in the bottom of the ship where water was constantly 
pouring in. The monster was trying to push its body through it. As soon as I 
saw this hole, I knew that it must have been the breach that occurred when 
the accident happened back then. It was this hole that had caused the ship 
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to sink, but now it was only the size of a bowl after being blocked by a large 
amount of sea rust. 

The monster was extremely powerful, so by the time Bald Zhang raised his 
gun, it had already used its head to smash a hole big enough for its body to 
fit through and then disappeared into the sea below. 

Bald Zhang was still unwilling to give up and fired several more shots into 
the water. But at this time, the whole ship groaned as if it were about to 
break. I looked around and saw that the water had already reached my 
knees—we couldn’t stay here any longer; we had to leave now. Bald Zhang 
ran back and shook the woman several times while shouting, “Ning, Ning!” 
Seeing that she didn’t respond, he put her on his back, used my back as a 
stepping stone, and then nimbly jumped up onto the deck. I almost puked 
up blood when he stepped on me and my waist felt like it had been broken 
in half but I still managed to reach up when I saw him lean down, hold his 
hand out to me, and pull me up. 
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Chapter 43 Yongxing Island 

As soon as I was pulled up to the deck, the ghost ship made a distorted 
groaning sound as if something huge was crushing it. I looked around and 
saw that the front and back of the ship were on two different levels. Not 
good, I thought to myself as I quickly glanced at the ship’s hold. Sure 
enough, the keel was broken. 

If the keel broke, then that meant that the hull would inevitably crack. 
Moreover, this ship already had a very deadly crack, which seawater was 
rushing through in a mad torrent. I figured the ship would be completely 
flooded in less than five minutes. 

Bald Zhang’s face was pale from nervousness as he said, “Here comes our 
boat. Let’s get out of here quickly. The rest can wait for later.” 

I looked back and saw that the fishing boat we had originally been on was 
very close and the captain was waving at us while shouting, “Are you guys 
ok?” 

Bald Zhang put the woman on his back and waved to the fishing boat. The 
crew gave a loud cheer and then started the engine so that they could get 
closer to us. Several of the crew on deck shouted excitedly at us but I didn’t 
bother trying to understand what they were saying. They had been so 
terrified earlier that they were closer to lumps of mud than humans, yet 
now they were shouting excitedly. These simple fishermen truly were 
different from us. 

After taking on so much water, the ghost ship had slowed down enough for 
our boat to pull up next to it. Several crew members jumped over—still 
looking terrified—and scrambled to carry the woman back to our boat 
before quickly pulling the anchor back up. “Let’s go, let’s go!” The captain 
shouted. “Let’s get away from this damned place!” 

The captain asked us to set the woman down on the deck, motioned for me 
to hold her, and then pulled her hair aside. 
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I had already mentally prepared myself, but when I saw those things again, I 
couldn’t help but gasp in shock. Those two withered hands were curled up in 
her hair, and now that I could see them clearly, I found that they weren’t 
very long, the skin seemed to be hardened, and they were growing out of a 
lump that was similar to a sarcoma. But the most disgusting thing was that 
there was a small, indistinct human face growing on the sarcoma. I didn’t 
know how it was possible, but that face was somehow tightly stuck to the 
back of the woman’s head. 

When the captain saw this, his expression became very solemn. He then 
kowtowed to the thing a few times, pulled something out of his pocket, and 
scattered it on the little face, which suddenly let out a piercing scream and 
started twisting. He immediately pulled out a knife, carefully but quickly 
inserted it between the sarcoma and the woman’s scalp, lifted the sarcoma 
up, and then yanked it off. 

The thing fell to the deck and started wriggling around, causing everyone 
who was watching to take several frightened steps back. After a few 
moments, it melted into a paste-like lump that flowed down through the 
cracks in the deck planks. I had never seen anything like this before and 
started to ask, “This is—” 

“It’s a face demon,” the captain said softly as he rinsed the knife with 
seawater. “It’s the ghost of someone who died unjustly while on that ghost 
ship. If you sprinkle cow hair on it, everything should be fine.” 

I could tell from the expression on the captain’s face that he was already 
regretting taking on this job. He muttered something under his breath, 
checked to make sure there wasn’t anything else in the woman’s hair, and 
then issued orders to his men before walking to the stern. After a while, the 
boat started moving again. 

By this time, the sea had finally calmed down. Although the dark clouds 
were still in the sky, they were starting to break into smaller patches. The 
sun was shining through these breaks in the clouds, creating a very magical 
sight. It looked like this goddamn storm had finally passed. 
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As we got the woman settled, the captain climbed up to the ship’s upper 
deck and I knew that he was going to look at our surroundings. Sea monkeys 
were extremely vindictive after all, so there was no telling if it would follow 
us to get revenge. But Xisha’s waters were very clear, and when the light 
was good, you could even see down to depths of more than forty meters. If 
something was following us, we would definitely be able to see it at a glance 
so I wasn’t too worried that such a thing would happen. 

Once everyone got back to work, they were so busy running around that 
they completely ignored me. I had used up a lot of strength earlier, and now 
that I had calmed down, I started to feel sleepy. I found a relatively soft 
place to lay down and slept for a while. When I woke up, I found that the 
sun was already hanging low in the west and our boat was sailing along the 
coast of an island. I saw a very beautiful beach with white sand but it 
seemed like the sand was relatively coarse and probably wouldn’t be 
comfortable to step on. In front of us was a pier, which seemed to be our 
destination. 

I had thought that we would go directly to the next search area so I was 
surprised to find that we were pulling to shore so soon. “Where are we right 
now?” I casually asked. 

“This is Yongxing Island,” a person nearby replied. “We’re here to pick up 
some people.” 

I turned my head and saw that the woman was sitting next to me. Her face 
looked like it had more color now and it seemed that she had just woken up. 
I had no resistance when it came to women, so even though she still looked 
unwell, I couldn’t help but think that she was still a little sexy. I smiled and 
asked her, “Who are we going to pick up?” 

She pointed to the pier in the distance, where a group of people carrying 
travel bags could faintly be seen, “That’s them. There are a couple of divers 
and a consultant, like you. I’m sure you know each other.” 

I stared hard at the figures, feeling like there was a familiar fat one among 
them, but I couldn’t remember who it was. At this time, one of the crew 
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members who was standing on the bow suddenly shouted, “Ahoy! Get 
ready! We’re here!” 

The fat figure turned around and cursed, “Ahoy, my ass! I’ve been sitting 
here in the northwest wind for half an hour! Do you guys not have any 
fucking sense of time?” 
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Chapter 44 Fatty 

Although I was a little surprised, I had already guessed that this might be a 
possibility. Out of all the people who had gone to the Seven Star Lu Palace, 
Da Kui had died, Uncle Three had disappeared, Pan Zi was in a coma, and 
Poker-Face’s life and death were unknown. That left only me and the fat 
guy. This organization would definitely have a contingency plan prepared 
just in case, so I figured their first candidate was that fat guy and I was 
supposed to be his backup. 

The boat approached the pier without slowing down. That fat guy had 
gained some weight in the few days I hadn’t seen him but he was just as 
agile as before. Following the group of people, he jumped onto the boat and 
ran forward a few steps before coming to a stop. When he saw me, he gave 
a hearty laugh, “Young comrade, you’re here, too. It seems that our Miss A 
Ning is still quite popular.” 

The woman graced him with a reluctant smile; it seemed that they were well 
acquainted with each other. I had very mixed feelings when it came to this 
fat guy. I didn’t know whether to be happy or upset by his appearance, but 
when I recalled his actions in the Lu Palace and how he had almost gotten 
me killed several times, I felt my head suddenly start to ache. 

He threw his luggage onto the deck, sat opposite us, and rubbed his 
shoulders while saying, “I was in a rush to get here—you guys are in too 
much of a fucking hurry. By the way, have you found the place?” 

The woman named A Ning shook her head, “There’s only one more place 
left to look. If nothing unexpected happens, that should be the place.” 

“I told you guys already,” the fat guy said. “I’m not the kind of person who 
determines the exact location of a tomb by using dragon acupoints or 
digging around. You find the place, let me know, and I’ll go down. If you 
can’t find it, then don’t blame me. I’m still getting paid. Those are the rules 
in this business. You southern barbarians need to learn them if you’re going 
to stick around.” 
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A Ning sighed as if she had a headache and said, “I know. Everything’s 
already been arranged. Mr. Wu is responsible for finding the specific 
location.” 

I had been in a relatively relaxed mood since this conversation started, but 
when I heard this, I was completely blindsided. I’m responsible? What 
exactly am I responsible for? I’ve never located a tomb in my life! 

“What do you mean I’m responsible?” I hurriedly asked. “Don’t you guys 
know where the undersea tomb is?” 

“We only have a rough idea of the location,” she replied. “The best-case 
scenario would be for us to find the grave robbers’ tunnel your uncle made. 
If we can’t find it, then we’ll have to rely on you to find the exact location 
and determine the shape of the undersea tomb. We only have some 
information from a pile of old books, which can’t replace the experience of a 
skilled grave robber. Your Uncle Three was very shrewd and didn’t leave us 
any information at all.” 

My back was covered in a cold sweat. It looked like I wasn’t going to get any 
sleep tonight. I’d have to think hard about all the things my grandpa had 
taught me before. Otherwise, I’d immediately make a fool of myself as soon 
as we got to that place. 

I wouldn’t have any problems with the actual digging part of it. If I slipped 
up and made any mistakes at the bottom of the sea, then I could just blame 
it on the seawater. After all, grave robbing on land was completely different 
from grave robbing at sea, so this kind of work was far outside of my 
professional scope. But they also wanted me to take on the difficult task of 
drawing a floorplan of the undersea tomb. Although I hadn’t done it before, 
I was fortunate enough to have theoretical experience. 

After thinking about it, the nervousness I felt just now started to dissipate. 
It’ll all work out, I told myself. And if it doesn’t, I’ll just make something up 
by saying that the undersea tomb has a strange structure. 
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The fat guy glanced at me and said, “That’s good, everything is all set. But 
it’s rare to visit Xisha so let’s have a good meal tonight and build up our 
strength. We’ll need it since grave robbing is all about manual labor.” After 
saying that, he ran to find the captain and asked if there was any seafood on 
the boat. 

A Ning didn’t seem to have an appetite at all and just leaned to the side 
while remaining silent. But I was so hungry that when I heard the word 
seafood, my mouth immediately started watering and I ran over to join 
them. 

There were a lot of Spanish mackerel, cornetfish, and groupers in Xisha. 
Some people said that the sea in Xisha was half water and half fish so fishing 
boats seldom came back empty-handed. Fishing in Xisha was also a very 
interesting activity during the tourist season. The fat guy ran after the 
captain and kept shouting for fish until the captain reluctantly took out a 
huge mackerel from the fish hold and handed it to a subordinate while 
saying, “Cook it.” 

The fat guy didn’t know what had happened to us recently and started 
cursing when he saw how gloomy and upset the captain looked, “Shit, it’s 
not like you’re not getting paid for it! You’d think I was trying to rob you or 
something!” 

But when the fish head hotpot was served, it smelled so delicious that he 
and the captain both forgot about how upset they were. Even I was focused 
solely on filling my stomach. I never would have thought that a city boy like 
me would be dying to eat something like this. The fat guy was eyeing the pot 
greedily and swooped in with his chopsticks before it had even cooled down, 
swiping a piece of fish and putting it in his mouth even though it was hot 
enough to bring tears to his eyes. 

The power of this hotpot was so powerful that all the newcomers gathered 
around, although I didn’t know if it was because they were hungry or not. 
Even Bald Zhang, who had been sleeping somewhere in the cabin below, 
came over and sniffed it. “That’s what’s good about Xisha. Whatever dishes 
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you make with the fish here are so unique that you won’t be able to taste 
them anywhere else.” 

The fat guy pulled him away with a curse, “You can suck up as much as you 
want but don’t spray your fucking saliva in it. It’s disgusting.” 

Bald Zhang realized that he had never seen the fat guy before and hurriedly 
moved to shake hands with him while saying, “Ah, a new face! How may I 
address you?” 

The fat guy was a very frank person. He looked at Bald Zhang before asking 
A Ning, “Who’s this bald guy?” 

Bald Zhang’s face darkened when he heard this, and he said with forced 
politeness, “Please call me Mr. Zhang or Professor Zhang, ok?” 

But the fat guy ignored him. A Ning saw that the atmosphere wasn’t good 
and quickly intervened, “I forgot to introduce you guys. This is Professor 
Zhang. He’s one of our consultants this time.” 

The fat guy didn’t dare be too presumptuous when he heard that the other 
man was really a professor. He hurriedly shook hands with Bald Zhang and 
said, “Oh, I’m really sorry. I couldn’t tell that you were an intellectual and 
just said that without thinking. My name is Fatty Wang. I’m not an educated 
person so don’t take it to heart.” 

Bald Zhang forced a smile on his face and said, “Educated and uneducated 
people are both human beings. Educated people are simply uneducated 
people who have changed. It’s just a matter of division of labor. Yes, 
different divisions of labor.” 

Fatty didn’t understand what he was talking about, so he could only smile 
ingratiatingly. That Bald Zhang didn’t seem to know what topics were 
appropriate and ended up asking, “What kind of work does Mr. Wang do?” 

Fatty froze for a moment, clearly feeling a little awkward, but he couldn’t be 
too rude in front of an intellectual so he said, “Well, to put it in layman’s 
terms, I actually work underground.” 
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When Bald Zhang heard this, he couldn’t help but be awestruck, “So you’re a 
public security officer! I apologize for my disrespectful behavior.” 

As soon as I heard this, I hurriedly held back my laughter. This fucking Bald 
Zhang was too verbose. Fatty saw me smiling and glared at me menacingly 
before saying to Bald Zhang, “We can talk later. Come and have a taste 
first.” As he spoke, he motioned for the others to take up their chopsticks 
and start eating. 

I ignored them all and focused on picking up a piece of fish with my 
chopsticks and putting it in my mouth. The taste was absolutely fucking 
amazing. I hadn’t even swallowed the first bite yet before I was picking up a 
second piece with my chopsticks. 

Fatty took a few bites with a pleased expression on his face and then started 
shouting for wine. “These guys come out to catch fish so how could there be 
wine on board?” A Ning asked. Fatty didn’t believe her and ran to the ship’s 
cabin to look. After tossing things around for a while, he came out laughing 
while holding a jar of wine in his arms. The captain’s face turned pale with 
fright when he saw it and he immediately went up to grab it, saying that it 
was for the Dragon King.(1)  

Fatty became furious, “What nonsense are you talking about? If you gave 
the Dragon King such crappy wine, he’d definitely destroy your boat.” After 
saying that, he took a bottle of Erguotou(2) from his bag and stuffed it into 
the captain’s hands, “Take it! Give the Dragon King a chance to taste 
something different! This is what we call a cultural wine exchange between 
north and south. You see this? It’s Red Star Erguotou. It’s good stuff so stop 
being fucking unreasonable.” 

The captain stood frozen to the spot, not knowing what to do. Fatty took it 
as him agreeing to the exchange and tore open the seal, pouring everyone a 

 
(1) The Dragon King (also known as the Dragon God) is a Chinese water and weather god. The dragon king 
is the king of the dragons and he also controls all of the creatures in the sea. The dragon king gets his 
orders from the Jade Emperor. More info here. 
(2) Chinese sorghum liquor. It’s available in various strengths, the average being 50% alcohol by volume 
or 100 proof. Bottles have a red star on them. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jade_Emperor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dragon_King
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erguotou
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glass. The wine was really good. It was a famous coconut wine from Limiao 
Township. As the wind carried away the remnants of the clouds, we ate and 
drank our fill until the moon was far above our heads. 

Fatty finished the last sip of wine and belched before slapping his thighs and 
sitting up straight, “Everyone, now that we’re all full, it’s time to talk about 
serious things.”  
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Chapter 45 Meeting 

I saw how Fatty’s facial expression changed and couldn’t help but feel 
excited. Although he wasn’t very reliable, his performance in the ancient 
tomb was still remarkable. Well, I didn’t really know how much better he 
was in terms of experience but he was at least better than me. I had never 
robbed a tomb myself so I didn’t know if maybe it was necessary to have 
some kind of rousing speech before going down or something, but whatever 
the case, I figured I should learn from him and listen to what he had to say. 

After eating a lot, Fatty patted his bulging stomach and said, “I’ve never 
robbed an undersea tomb before so I want to be prepared in advance. That 
way, we won’t have to be in such a rush when we enter. It’s obviously not 
like a tomb on dry land so I’d like to see what equipment you guys have 
prepared first.” 

“Mr. Wang,” A Ning said, “how sure are you that things will go according to 
plan this time? We might as well hear what the plan is first so we know what 
to expect.” 

Fatty shook his head. “It’s hard to say. Based on my experience, this tomb is 
not only difficult to locate but also difficult to enter by digging your way 
through. Plus, we don’t know what’s inside. Out of these three points, we 
can ignore the first two for the time being. My main concern is the third 
one—what’s inside this undersea tomb. There’s no way to tell whether 
there’s a zombie inside or not. If there is, then we have a problem. If there 
isn’t, then this tomb is just like any tomb on land—only underwater—and 
can easily be entered.” 

Speaking of zombies, I suddenly remembered what Uncle Three had told me 
about the monster he had met in the tomb passage back then. The more I 
thought about it, the more I felt that it might have been the sea monkey I 
met on the ghost ship today. I involuntarily shuddered before saying, “I 
don’t know if there are any zombies, but there may be something more 
dangerous.” Then I told them what I saw on the ghost ship. The others had 
already heard Bald Zhang’s embellished story, but he had focused on how 
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he had saved me and A Ning. My story, on the other hand, was more 
realistic and had more details. When I finished, Fatty frowned and asked, 
“Shit, does such a fucking thing really exist?” 

I nodded and said, “There are legends about this thing in many places so 
there should be no mistake.” 

A Ning also nodded before adding, “I heard about it when I was a child but I 
thought the adults were just scaring me so that I wouldn’t play by the river.” 

At this time, the captain interrupted us, “No, no, you guys just don’t 
understand! All the fishing boats around here have seen these things. I’m 
telling you, they’re not sea monkeys but Yaksha ghosts!(1) They’re all 
relatives of the Dragon King. You guys offended one of them now so it’s sure 
to come back for revenge. I think we’d better hurry back to shore, buy a pig, 
and ask a Taoist priest to perform a ceremony. Maybe the Dragon King will 
be generous and spare us.” 

Bald Zhang laughed when he heard this, “I can tell you right now, Captain, 
that I blasted his relative’s shoulder to smithereens with just one shot. Does 
that not make me Sun Wukong?”(2)  

The captain’s face turned green with anger and he said, “You don’t look like 
Sun Wukong, you’re more like Zhu Bajie!”(3)  

We all started laughing when we heard this. Bald Zhang pinched the fat on 
his face, looking a little depressed. He probably felt that he really did look a 
bit like Zhu Bajie. 

 
(1) Yaksha (夜叉) are malevolent spirits. According to Baidu, they originated from a kind of demigod and 
half-ghost in ancient Indian mythology. Legend has it that they patrol the sea for the Dragon King during 
the day and patrol the shadows for King Yama at night, so they’re worshipped as half-gods and half-
ghosts in many places. 
(2) Sun Wukong, the Monkey King, is a legendary character in the novel “Journey to the West” who has 
supernatural powers. More info here. He busts into the Dragon King’s palace and basically harasses him 
until the Dragon King gives him a cool weapon and clothes. 
(3) Zhu Bajie is another character from “Journey to the West”. He has pig-like characteristics (half-man, 
half-pig, usually depicted as a plump man with a pig’s head) and is armed with a muckrake. More info 
here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journey_to_the_West
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monkey_King
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhu_Bajie
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Fatty continued laughing for a while before saying, “Since such creatures are 
on the bottom of the sea, we must have weapons. If that tomb is their 
home, then won’t we just be running to our deaths? I say, Miss A Ning, did 
you bring anything like a harpoon or something?” 

“We’ve taken into account this kind of situation and have prepared some 
spearguns,” A Ning said. “But these guns are very big and can only fire one 
shot at a time. If there’s an emergency, I’m afraid it won’t be of much help.” 

I was familiar with this kind of gun—it was fired by using compressed air and 
was effective at distances of less than four meters. Fortunately, it could also 
be used as a spear but the gun’s length was really too long so it probably 
wouldn’t work in the narrow tomb passages. 

Fatty ignored all this and shouted, “It doesn’t matter if it’s useful or not! You 
can never have too many guns! Take whatever you can. Tomorrow, I’ll take 
the lead and Young Comrade Wu will be right behind me. You and the bald 
guy will stay in the back. If I notice something’s wrong, I’ll wave my hand 
and you guys will stop immediately. If I make a fist, you guys will drop 
everything and run away.” 

We thought the arrangement was reasonable and nodded our heads before 
continuing to discuss some other things. I remembered what Uncle Three 
had told me about his previous experiences and came up with a detailed list 
of equipment, which I asked the others to prepare overnight. Flashlights, 
knives, fire sticks, sealed bags, nylon ropes, carabiners, food, first aid 
supplies, gas masks, and a box for transporting any looted treasure—they 
really prepared almost everything, even a black donkey hoof. 

It was almost dawn when we wrapped up our discussion. Fatty said that we 
wouldn’t be able to go underwater if we continued planning like this, so we 
should stop talking and get some rest. Everyone immediately scattered to 
find a place to lie down. I started to feel the effects of that strong coconut 
wine as the sea breeze blew—my head felt heavy and I immediately passed 
out, not waking up until the afternoon. 
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Some of the others had woken up earlier than me and were already 
preparing. I was washing my face with seawater when several divers floated 
up to the surface. One of them took off their respirator and said, “We found 
it. This definitely has to be the place. We even found the grave robbers’ 
tunnel they made.” 

When A Ning heard this, she quickly asked, “Did you go in and take a look?” 

The man shook his head and said, “Only a little. The tunnel is very long. I 
swam for a while without seeing any sign of the end. I didn’t dare go any 
further so I came out.” 

A Ning nodded and asked the divers a few more questions before turning to 
us and saying, “Ok, let’s get ready. They’ll call us after they fix up the hole. 
There are signs of collapse so they’ll set up supports first.” 

We each went to put on our diving suits. Everyone’s fit very well except for 
Fatty, whose navel was sticking out because his stomach couldn’t fit. 
Although it wasn’t a very elegant sight, he was at least able to put it on. 
After we checked all the equipment, we took everything we needed to take 
and fell into the water one by one. 
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Chapter 46 Hair 

The tunnel actually wasn’t that far from the boat. There was a big pit that 
had been blown out of the seabed, at the bottom of which was the tunnel. 
When I saw it, I knew that it had definitely been made by Uncle Three. We 
searched around the tunnel first but didn’t see any signs of collapse. It 
appeared that Uncle Three’s skills were as good as ever. 

I also saw several stone anchors which looked very similar to the ones that 
Uncle Three had described, but I wasn’t sure if they were actually the same 
ones or not. 

On the seabed, there were still traces of the markings that Uncle Three had 
made to indicate the layout of the tomb. As Bald Zhang and I carefully 
memorized it, I found that the location of the tunnel seemed to lead to one 
of the ear chambers. The layer of bricks in that place should be relatively 
thin. 

We searched for about five minutes but it seemed that there was no need to 
look any further. Fatty waved his hand, silently asking if we should go in or 
not. A Ning glanced at her diving watch and nodded. 

Our current equipment was incomparably lighter than the equipment from 
twenty years ago. We checked it all one last time and then repeated the 
agreed-upon gestures at the entrance of the tunnel to ensure that there 
wouldn’t be any problems. Once that was done, Fatty took the lead and 
slipped into the tunnel. The rest of us turned on our flashlights and 
followed, diving about five or six meters in one go. 

The tunnel had been dug in a very irregular manner—sometimes it was wide 
and sometimes it was narrow. I looked around at the tunnel walls as I swam, 
but the more I looked, the more confused I became. Why did it seem like 
this tunnel hadn’t been dug by humans? If Uncle Three had dug it, he 
would’ve done it in a neat and orderly manner with a shovel but the marks I 
was seeing on the walls were messy and chaotic, as if an animal had made 
this tunnel. 
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We swam hard for more than twenty meters until the light from the tunnel 
entrance could no longer reach us. But at this time, the direction of the 
tunnel suddenly changed and became vertical. I couldn’t help feeling a little 
surprised—he hadn’t reached the tomb yet so why would he suddenly 
change the tunnel’s direction? 

I was annoyed at the fact that I couldn’t speak or express my doubts to the 
others. We took a quick break at the entrance to this vertical tunnel. Fatty 
gestured at us to be careful and then swam down by himself first. As I 
watched his light get further and further away until it became a small dot, I 
couldn’t help but wonder why it was so deep. 

Then I saw him wave his flashlight below, indicating that it was safe for us to 
follow. We immediately dove down one by one. I looked at the depth gauge 
on my diving watch and saw that we were already more than ten meters 
below the surface. I had never dived so deep before and didn’t know if my 
body could handle it or not. 

A large space had been dug out below, where we immediately saw the 
tomb’s ancient wall. There was a big hole in it, which had me feeling even 
more confused when I saw it. The hole’s shape was very irregular and didn’t 
look anything like the careful brick-by-brick dismantling method grave 
robbers normally used. Some of the bricks were even cracked. Fatty looked 
at me and I looked at him before we both spit out a few bubbles at the same 
time. He pointed at the broken bricks and made a few monkey-like gestures. 
I knew what he was trying to say—this hole may have been dug by sea 
monkeys and wasn’t actually a grave robbers’ tunnel. 

I nodded in agreement and then pointed to the pneumatic speargun on his 
back. He took it off, switched the safety off, and then swam into the hole. 

This was the second time in my life I had entered an ancient tomb. Although 
I was a little excited, I still felt uneasy when I thought of my last experience. 
Moreover, we were at the bottom of the sea, where the water resistance 
made it difficult to move easily. If we stumbled across something dangerous, 
we wouldn’t be able to escape as quickly as we could on land. 
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The tomb passage was much bigger than I thought it would be. I turned up 
the brightness on my flashlight and looked around as I followed Fatty’s butt. 
Our lights were so bright that they instantly illuminated the whole passage. I 
looked at the tomb walls and saw those human face relief sculptures that 
Uncle Three had mentioned before. But in addition to that, some strange 
animals had been engraved on their foreheads in very thin, exquisite lines. 
As I continued swimming and looking around, I felt more and more 
confused—most of these animals were tomb guardian beasts(1) but they 
didn’t have any eyes carved on them and they looked a bit strange. 

At this time, I suddenly saw a face with three snake-eyebrow copper fish 
carved onto its forehead. I involuntarily tensed up before quickly pulling 
Fatty to a stop. Then I went over to study the relief sculpture. 

Fatty was in such a hurry to get inside the tomb that he didn’t even realize 
that I had found something. He turned and looked around, but when he 
didn’t see anything that would be worth stopping for, he impatiently 
motioned for me to keep going. I gestured at him to wait and then leaned 
over and took a closer look. There were three snake-eyebrow copper fish 
connected end to end, forming a ring, and each shape was different. I could 
see that two of them looked like the ones in my bag but the third one had 
three eyes. I had never seen anything like this before so I didn’t know what 
it meant. I could also see that the human face the fish were carved on was 
different from the others. It was a face with obvious feminine features, but 
it looked a bit disfigured because so many things were attached to it. Just 
looking at it was enough to make me feel uncomfortable. 

I wanted to keep studying it carefully, but at this time, A Ning began pushing 
me from behind and I had no choice but to continue swimming forward. 
Fortunately, the engravings reappeared at regular intervals so I could look at 
the face a few more times. I didn’t notice anything else after looking at them 
closely, but I couldn’t shake the feeling that something was wrong. 

 
(1) Also called “zhenmushou” (墓镇兽). They’re usually depicted as grotesque creatures and serve as 

burial objects to protect the tombs of aristocrats and high officials. They’re usually placed at the 
entrance to the main tomb chambers, together with other ceramic figures, to drive away malevolent 
forces. Pic of one here. 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/49197
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I looked and looked but only noticed the problem when I saw the fifth relief 
sculpture’s face. I remembered the first face had its eyes closed, the second 
seemed to have its eyes opened a little, and the third and fourth ones had 
their eyes opened wider and wider. Now the fifth face’s eyes were almost 
wide open. 

I had a bad feeling and immediately grabbed Fatty, motioning for him to 
stop. Then I took out my underwater drawing board and wrote on it: “The 
faces’ eyes on the tomb wall are gradually opening. I think something’s 
wrong!” After writing this, I pointed to the tomb wall. 

Fatty touched the face, shook his head, and wrote: “I didn’t notice. They’re 
just some stone carvings. They’re not hollow. You think too much.” 

I shook my head firmly and motioned for him to lift up the speargun. When 
he saw how serious my expression was, he had no other choice but to 
comply. Not long after we continued swimming, I saw the same relief 
sculpture appear in front of me. Fatty was a little scared by what I had 
written earlier so he stopped and pointed his flashlight at it. The stone face’s 
eyes were fully open and staring straight ahead with a dull look to them. 
Fatty swept his flashlight back and forth but there weren’t any changes. He 
mustered up his courage, swam over, and touched it before waving his hand 
at me to indicate that nothing was wrong. 

I swam over to take a look and saw that it was a solid piece of stone with 
nothing special about it. When I stuck my fingers into its two eyes and 
nothing happened, I couldn’t help shaking my head at my foolishness. It 
seemed that this was just a gimmick the designer of the tomb had created 
to scare any would-be grave robbers. There wasn’t any special meaning to it 
at all. In the end, I just wound up scaring myself and losing face. Fatty patted 
me on the shoulder before motioning for me to stop thinking about it and 
hurry up. 

As we continued swimming forward, I remembered what Uncle Three had 
told me about getting sucked into a pool of water in the tomb after 
triggering some kind of trap. But these tomb walls all looked the same so 
how could we possibly find the exact stone he had pushed at that time? 
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My mind was spinning fast. I knew that we couldn’t keep swimming forward 
blindly like this. I didn’t know where this tomb passage led, but it was also 
possible that it was a closed loop. If we got lost inside, we would definitely 
be screwed. I figured that if Uncle Three had been able to see the last 
person in their group at a glance, then that meant that they had been in a 
long passage. Even though we had made several turns just now, we had only 
traveled through two passages. It shouldn’t be very difficult to find it but it 
would take some time. 

While I was lost in my thoughts, Fatty suddenly came to an abrupt stop. I 
didn’t have time to slow down and ended up running into his butt. Thinking 
that something had happened up front, I tensed up and then went to take a 
look. When I got closer, I saw that the tomb passage had come to an end 
and there was a stone slab blocking our path. 

The stone was bare, with no text or relief sculptures carved on it. I ran my 
hands over it for a long time but couldn’t find any sort of mechanism. As I 
was scratching my head in thought, A Ning wrote a question to me: “How 
can there be a dead end?” 

I wrote back: “There must be some hidden mechanism in the stones nearby. 
Let’s look around and see if any of the tomb walls are loose.” 

They all nodded. Fatty began tapping the walls on both sides while carefully 
examining the faces that had been carved on them. I tried hard to recall all 
the clues Chen Wen-Jin had mentioned in her notebook and even slid my 
knife into every gap along the edges of the bricks but nothing happened. 
The stone slab remained motionless, still blocking our path. 

Feeling a little depressed, I looked back to see how Fatty was doing and 
found him floating there in a daze. I tapped him on the shoulder and wrote: 
“Did you find anything?” 

He had a strange expression on his face as he looked at me and asked: “Do 
sea monkeys have hair?” 
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I couldn’t help but laugh. I didn’t know why he was suddenly asking this, but 
I really hadn’t been paying attention to whether the sea monkey had hair or 
not. As far as I could remember, it seemed to be bald and covered in scales. 

I told him this and then asked why he was asking such a question. He 
pointed to a crack in the wall. I looked at where he was pointing and 
immediately saw a few strands of black hair floating in the gap between the 
stone slab and the tomb passage. 

I was stunned. How was this possible? Was someone leaning against the 
other side of the stone slab? 

Fatty was very daring and stretched his hand out to pull it, but the hair 
suddenly recoiled and then shrank back into the gap. Fatty looked at me and 
wrote, “There’s a ghost behind this slab.” 
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Chapter 47 Lots of Hair 

A few strands of hair in an underwater tomb that could still move… most 
people would immediately think of a ghost. Fortunately, that stone slab was 
separating us, so even if there was a ghost, it couldn’t get through. 

Fatty seemed unwilling to give up when he couldn’t catch the strands of hair 
and actually pointed his flashlight into the gap to try and see what was 
behind it. I wasn’t as brave as him—it wasn’t like there was a lack of horror 
movies involving hair—so I just moved further away from the slab while 
keeping an eye on him. 

He leaned in to look at it closely, as if he really saw something. Then he 
seemed to pause in confusion before pulling himself together and leaning in 
for a closer look. This time, his reaction was much stronger—he suddenly 
recoiled, swam back several meters like he was running for his life, and then 
turned around and shook his fist at us desperately. At first, I thought he was 
going to hit me, but then I remembered what it meant. Shit! I thought to 
myself. This is the sign for us to run for our lives! 

But nothing seemed to have happened just now. I reflexively looked back 
and saw that the stone slab blocking our path was suddenly rising upward 
and a black mass was seeping out from the ever-widening gap below. I 
hurriedly swam a few steps back, thinking that it was some kind of 
poisonous water, but when I took a closer look, I felt my jaw tense up from 
fright—that black mass was actually human hair! 

Fatty saw that we were reacting slowly and swam back to pull us along. It 
was only at that moment that we came back to our senses and swam for our 
lives. But we were underwater, so the more nervous we were, the more 
energy we consumed and the slower we swam. I was so panicked that I 
couldn’t keep my movements in sync so I just followed Fatty’s method of 
using the wall as a springboard. Although it wasn’t very elegant, it was a lot 
faster and felt nice to have something solid beneath my feet. 
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We did this about twenty times before we came to the first turn in the 
passage. Fatty grabbed us and motioned for us to hide behind the corner, 
indicating that we should assess the situation first. 

We were all breathing heavily as we hurriedly looked back. My God! The 
entire tomb passage behind us was full of hair that was moving in a dark, 
massive tangle. I felt my throat tighten at the sight of it. How many years 
would it take to grow so long?! Fatty cursed, picked up the speargun, took 
aim at the center of the black mass, and fired. He probably thought that the 
spear could pierce through it, because when he saw it fly quickly for six or 
seven meters before suddenly slowing down and getting tangled in the hair, 
his face turned pale. 

But the spear still played a role. The hair actually seemed to be sentient and 
recoiled before surging back up and thrashing around like something was 
about to come out of it. As we immediately became alert, Fatty loaded 
another spear and got ready to get closer to it and fire another shot. But at 
this time, the hair suddenly seemed to shrink and surge up again, and then I 
saw a dead man get pushed out from the deepest part of the hair. 

The man was wearing the same diving suit as us so I thought that maybe he 
was one of our three missing people. I took a quick look and saw that his 
nose and mouth were full of hair, and even his two eyeballs had hair 
sprouting from them. It was obvious that he had suffocated to death. But 
now his body was swollen and bloated from being underwater, which made 
for an ugly sight. 

As soon as I saw this, I felt my scalp go numb. This hair was obviously very 
strange so I wanted to hurry up and get as far away from it as possible. I 
moved to pull Fatty along, but when I looked up, I found that he had 
disappeared. Feeling shocked, I quickly looked around and saw that he had 
already swam far away and was waving his fist at us from a distance. 

I cursed in my heart, how dare you run to a safe place first and then warn us! 
I hurriedly motioned for Bald Zhang and A Ning to follow and then went 
after Fatty. He was still complaining about our slow response so I went up 
and kicked him in the ass. Fatty didn’t agree with this treatment and moved 
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to fight me but A Ning came between us and quickly pointed to the passage 
behind us. As soon as I looked, I knew that running for our lives was more 
important right now. But once we made it out, I’d definitely fucking settle 
things with him. 

At this time, the oxygen sensor in my hand vibrated. I looked down and saw 
that things weren’t good. It had been nearly half an hour since we came 
down here and our breathing was too fast. This meant that our oxygen 
consumption was several times higher than usual and that we had used a 
little too much. I calculated how much time we had left and knew that the 
situation was very bad. If there was no progress, we’d have to go back the 
same way we came in. Otherwise, we’d all run out of oxygen. But I didn’t 
want to leave like this, especially if I couldn’t even find the ear chamber that 
Uncle Three had mentioned. 

At this time, Bald Zhang, who had been bringing up the rear, suddenly 
grabbed our belts like a crab and rushed to the front. As he caught up to 
Fatty and pulled him to a stop, I saw that his eyes were practically bulging 
out of his head. This man knows more about the structure of ancient tombs 
than I do, I thought to myself. Did he find a clue? 

Sure enough, he motioned for us to follow him. Fatty immediately 
protested, but he had behaved so badly just now that we all ignored him. 
With no other choice, he fell into line behind us. 

Bald Zhang clumsily swam back a few meters and pointed to a tomb wall 
that was sunken in a little bit. As it turned out, when Fatty used it as a 
springboard just now, it ended up caving in a little bit. 

I was overjoyed when I saw it. After looking back and forth, I confirmed that 
this was indeed the end of a long passage. The mechanism Uncle Three had 
mentioned should probably be here, but as soon as it was triggered, the 
water would flood in through the wall like a tsunami. Uncle Three had been 
wearing a helmet back then so he was fine, but we were only wearing diving 
goggles. Once we were caught up in the vortex, there was no guarantee that 
we wouldn’t bust our heads open on the tomb wall. 
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When I looked back and saw that the hair hadn’t caught up to us yet, I 
decided to warn the others first. But at this time, Bald Zhang—not knowing 
about the danger—suddenly pressed on a section of the wall. I didn’t even 
have time to react before a bunch of bubbles suddenly gushed out. 

I knew as soon as I saw them that we were in trouble. I honestly didn’t 
expect that Bald Zhang’s ability to get into trouble was even worse than 
Fatty’s. I didn’t even have time to issue a fucking warning before I felt a huge 
force slam into my back and then push me into the hole in the wall. The 
stream of water was spinning into a whirlpool and I immediately understood 
what Uncle Three had been talking about at that time—all of my internal 
organs seemed to have been thrown to the side and I felt as if I was stuffed 
into the drum of a washing machine. After spinning around a few times, I 
was so dizzy that I couldn’t see anything clearly. 

I don’t know how long it took, but when I came back to my senses, my 
whole body felt like it was falling apart. My neck especially was in a great 
deal of pain. Fortunately, it didn’t break with all that spinning and even my 
respirator was still in my mouth. I took a closer look at my surroundings and 
found that it was pitch black all around. The others were below me and also 
seemed to be just as dizzy, especially Fatty, who was still spinning around in 
circles as if he were a ballet dancer. 

I looked at the wall of the well we had been dragged into and found that it 
was made of high-quality Han white jade. Based on the fact that such good 
materials had been used here, I figured we must have reached the inside of 
the undersea tomb. In fact, we might even be in the pool of water that 
Uncle Three had mentioned seeing in the middle of the ear chamber. I 
kicked my feet and swam up until my head suddenly felt warm and I 
breached the water’s surface. 

It was pitch black all around. The beam of my diving headlamp was so 
concentrated that it could only illuminate a single spot so I turned it off and 
replaced it with a flashlight. As I took a closer look at the tomb chamber, I 
found that it was rectangular with sharp edges and corners. Except for the 
fifty-star map painted on the ceiling and a few carved cornices, everything 
else looked simple and unadorned. 
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There was no coffin bed or coffin inside so that meant that we were 
probably in one of the ear chambers. I looked around but didn’t see any 
other exit, only a stone door on the left that was connected to an outer 
corridor. 

The chamber walls were made of very cheap white clay. There had originally 
been some colorful murals painted on them, but unfortunately, they were 
so badly corroded by the dampness that I had no way of knowing whether 
they had depicted Forbidden Women or not. 

On the floor of the tomb chamber were about a hundred pieces of porcelain 
that had been buried together with the deceased, among which were 
several very valuable blue-and-white Yunlong porcelain jars. At this time, I 
suddenly noticed some footprints on the ground, which looked like they had 
been left by wet feet stepping on the dusty floor. They looked relatively 
fresh, so I figured they probably belonged to Uncle Three. 

I measured the air quality before giving the others the go-ahead to come out 
of the water one at a time. After A Ning climbed up, the first thing she 
focused on was these footprints. “Were these left by grave robbers?” She 
asked. 

I frowned, unable to answer her because I suddenly saw that among these 
footprints, there was a very conspicuous barefoot one. But the strangest 
thing was, this footprint was very small, as if it had been left by a child who 
was no more than three years old. 

I had never heard of grave robbers bringing small children along with them 
so I called Fatty over to come and take a look. He had a lot of experience so I 
figured he might know what was going on. 

Fatty also looked a little puzzled and said, “Don’t worry about its size. The 
footprint itself is abnormal. Take a closer look.” 

I examined it again and found that there was a yellow wax-like substance 
that seemed to be coated on the footprint. I scraped it off with a knife, 
smelled it, and couldn’t help but feel stunned. “This is corpse wax…!” 
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Chapter 48 Large Porcelain Jar 

Corpse wax was a substance that usually formed when a corpse was 
immersed in water for a long time or buried in wet soil with sufficient 
moisture content. The so-called wax came from the thickening and 
hardening of fat and minerals in the body. 

I tracked the footprints all the way to the corner of the room, where they 
went behind a big blue-and-white Yunlong porcelain jar. I felt my heart skip 
a bit. 

People said that King Yama was easy to negotiate with but smaller demons 
were more difficult to deal with. Was it possible that there was an underage 
zombie here? I turned to Fatty and said, “Look, these footprints are the only 
ones that go in one direction and then stop. Maybe…” 

But before I could finish speaking, Fatty motioned for me to stop talking. I 
turned my head and saw the big porcelain jar suddenly start shaking by 
itself. 

“That thing is hiding behind it,” Fatty said softly. 

Bald Zhang had already taken off half of his equipment but hadn’t gotten to 
his belt yet. When he heard what we were talking about, he simply left it on, 
picked up his oxygen tank, and walked over before asking Fatty, “What is 
it?” 

Fatty gave him an irritated look before saying, “Zombie.” 

He froze, “Zongzi? Like the festival snack from Jiaxing?”(1)  

 
(1) Fatty does say “zongzi” (remember, zongzi is the grave-robbing code word for zombies even though it 
really means “rice dumplings” in Chinese) but it sounds kind of similar to zombie so we’re just gonna act 
like Bald Zhang misheard him even though he didn’t. Bald Zhang isn’t supposed to be familiar with 
grave-robbing lingo so he doesn’t know that “zongzi” (aka “rice dumpling”) is a code word for zombie. 
That’s why he ended up asking if Fatty was talking about Jiaxing Wufangzhai Zongzi, which is a time-
honored brand of zongzi (stuffed glutinous rice dumplings) that’s based in Jiaxing, Zhejiang province. 
Wufangzhai was founded in 1921. Here’s an article. 

http://english.visitbeijing.com.cn/a1/a-XCWFRB441142C6EC2264E4
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Fatty shook his head and ignored him. “Are you sure?” I asked Fatty. “I’ve 
never seen such a small zombie before.” 

“I’m not sure,” Fatty said, “but whether it’s a zombie or not, we still have to 
go and take a look. Otherwise, it’s a disaster waiting to happen. Plus, I won’t 
feel comfortable robbing this tomb if I don’t know what’s there.” As he 
spoke, he picked up the speargun in his hand and motioned for me to move. 
I shook my head, I’m not going over there. 

Fatty sighed and called Bald Zhang over. This was the first time Bald Zhang 
had entered a tomb so he was feeling very excited. He immediately walked 
over, copied Fatty’s movements, and took a position opposite so that they 
could do a pincer movement as they approached the big blue-and-white 
porcelain jar. 

Although I was afraid, I knew I couldn’t be too timid in front of a woman so I 
put up a front and followed behind Bald Zhang while watching everything 
carefully. 

We walked very slowly, for fear that something would suddenly jump out at 
us. Fatty first took a look with his flashlight but the big porcelain jar was too 
big to see anything behind it. He then poked it with the speargun, looking so 
similar to how I used to look when I was trying to catch weasels as a kid that 
I couldn’t help but find it amusing. He poked it five or six times, listening 
very carefully for any signs of movement, but it seemed that there was 
nothing behind it. Feeling more courageous now, he walked closer and took 
a look. He clicked his tongue and cursed, “Shit, there’s only an empty 
wooden box here. I was nervous for nothing.” 

We all moved closer and saw that it was an infant coffin the size of a violin 
case with two phoenixes engraved on it. Although the coffin lid had been 
opened and shoved to one side, the white bottom inside was still well-
preserved. But the body wasn’t in there. It wasn’t surprising that Fatty 
thought it was just a regular box. “This isn’t a box,” I said to him, “it’s a 
coffin.” 
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Fatty didn’t believe it at first, but then it seemed to dawn on him. “So you’re 
saying that this is the little zombie’s coffin?” He asked. 

I nodded and took a closer look at it. There were several holes in the coffin 
from which black traces could be seen leading to the ground, as if some kind 
of liquid had flowed out of these holes. I seemed to have read about 
something similar in my grandpa’s notes. 

Fatty carefully looked inside and all around the coffin with his flashlight 
before sighing regretfully, “Based on the specifications of this coffin, I know 
there must be a lot of treasures on this child, but unfortunately, I don’t 
know where the body went. Otherwise, I’d have squeezed a few pearls out 
of it.” 

I nodded. When it came to children who had died or were buried with the 
dead, there were always many things in their coffins and adorning their 
bodies. In particular, priceless pearls were put into their stomachs to 
prevent the bodies from decaying. 

We all looked around to see where the body had gone but didn’t even find a 
trace after turning the place upside down. It seemed that those grave 
robbers might have taken it with them. 

Fatty was reluctant to give up and wanted to turn the coffin over but I 
thought that it was inappropriate so I quickly grabbed him and said, “This 
coffin is different from other coffins. It definitely wasn’t made to just put a 
dead person in there. It’s best not to touch it.” 

Fatty laughed, “The body’s gone but you’re still afraid of offending it. What, 
are you worried that the coffin will jump up and bite me?” 

A Ning suddenly spoke up at this time, “Our purpose here isn’t to rob grave 
goods but to quickly get to the main tomb chamber. Stop wasting time so 
that we can get this done quickly.” 

Fatty knew that he was in the wrong so he had no choice but to listen to us. 
We went back to sort out our diving equipment first, but when Fatty put on 
his backpack, he suddenly looked at me. His mouth moved like he wanted to 
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say something but he was too embarrassed to say it. I sighed, “If you have 
something to say, just fucking say it. What’s wrong?” 

“Do you think the little zombie climbed into the big porcelain jar?” Fatty 
asked. 

I looked at the big porcelain jar and felt my heart thump. It was possible. 

Fatty blushed a little and said, “I just heard a sound coming from the jar. It 
seemed to be coming from inside of it. I thought maybe I had misheard. 
After all, the zombie isn’t a mouse, so how could it crawl into the jar by 
itself? But I’m just expressing my thoughts. It doesn’t mean what I said is 
true.” 

Knowing that he was still thinking about the treasures on the corpse, I got 
ready to start scolding him, but at this time, the big porcelain jar suddenly 
fell to the ground with a clatter. I froze. How is that possible? Is what he said 
right? 

All four of us didn’t say a word and just nervously looked at the jar. It spun 
around in place a few times before suddenly rolling towards us with a loud 
rumbling sound. 
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Chapter 49 Stone Corridor 

All my attention had been focused on the coffin just now so I didn’t look at 
the porcelain jar very carefully. I quickly took a few steps back as the jar 
wobbled and rolled a few times, changed direction, and then rolled towards 
the stone door leading to the outer passage, where it eventually slammed 
into the door frame with a loud bang and came to an abrupt stop. 

We all looked at each other in dismay. Was Fatty right and there really was a 
zombie inside of it? 

We stood there frozen for a while, not daring to recklessly move towards it. 
At this time, Fatty suddenly spoke up in a lowered voice, “Guys, this jar 
really is weird. Why don’t we take the initiative and shoot a few spears at 
it?” 

Of course, I didn’t agree with this so I whispered back at him, “Don’t you 
dare! Just find out what it is first!” 

There were a few reasons why I said this. First, I had already noticed that 
this large blue-and-white porcelain jar was from the Yuan and Ming 
Dynasties, which meant that it was definitely a treasure. There weren’t 
many jars of that size left in the world so it was definitely a rarity, and if we 
broke it, then there would be one less of them. Secondly, I didn’t know what 
kind of strange thing was inside that jar. If it was really a zombie as Fatty had 
said, then we’d inevitably have to fight it. I had spent too much energy 
swimming underwater just now so I knew I definitely wouldn’t be able to 
run away. 

But we were currently in an ancient underwater tomb more than ten meters 
below the surface. I didn’t know how long the air would last. If this 
stalemate continued, it wouldn’t do us any good. The anxiety was making 
my whole body break out in a sweat but the decision on whether to attack 
or retreat was so difficult that I couldn’t make a decisive choice. 

At this time, Fatty saw me hesitating and said, “We can’t be sure that there’s 
actually a zombie inside of it. This place has an access point to the sea so 
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maybe some crabs or lobsters climbed into it. There’s no need to scare 
ourselves. Let’s just go and take a look.” 

The woman shook her head, “Our main goal is to enter the main tomb 
chamber. There’s no need to waste any time along the way. I think it’s best 
to avoid it and see if there are any other ways out of here.” 

As soon as I heard this alternative, I immediately checked the ear chamber 
again more carefully, but unfortunately, this place was clear at a glance—
there was no other door or hole for us to crawl through. 

Fatty couldn’t stand it anymore and said, “We’ve got two choices right now: 
either move this jar or go back. There’s no other way. But I’ll tell you this—
since we’re already here, there’s no way I, Fatty Wang, will be scared into 
going back because of a jar!” 

I looked at A Ning’s expression and saw that she was also very determined. 
Bald Zhang didn’t say a word, looking as reticent as always. The three of 
them then looked at me simultaneously, as if they were asking for my 
opinion. 

I still hadn’t made a decision yet. Of course, rushing over there wasn’t a 
good idea but Fatty also had a point. There were a lot of things in this 
ancient tomb that scared us, but we would eventually realize that we were 
just scaring ourselves. I looked into A Ning’s eyes and involuntarily felt my 
heart soften. “Ok,” I said to them, “we’ll take it one step at a time. If it’s 
peaceful, then we’ll leave it alone. If it’s not, then it’s four against one. 
We’ve got four spearguns in hand so there’s no need to be afraid of it!” 

Fatty patted my shoulder approvingly. I took out my speargun, turned the 
safety off, and pointed it at the jar as Fatty took the lead. Then, the four of 
us cautiously walked towards the outer edge of the door. 

I wasn’t very scared, just a little nervous. It was a shame my diving suit 
couldn’t absorb sweat because it was starting to feel extremely 
uncomfortable. 
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We were almost close enough to see what was inside the jar, but at this 
time, there was a sudden sound and then the jar rapidly spun around. All 
the blood rushed to my brain and I almost pulled the trigger. 

Fatty deftly took two steps back and gestured at us not to move. Then, the 
porcelain jar suddenly started rolling again, but this time, it rolled in a 
straight arc before making its way down the dark corridor. We listened to 
the rumbling sound of it rolling around for a long time before there was a 
“clang” sound, as if it had run into something again. After that, the sound 
disappeared. 

We immediately moved to follow it and found that the corridor outside was 
pitch black. I turned on my flashlight and saw that the walls were made of 
white marble blocks. The corridor itself was very simple with nothing in it 
except for two trenches on both sides of the stone floor and lanterns placed 
in them at one-meter intervals. In ancient times, these trenches were filled 
with oil that could be set on fire in order to provide lighting in the tomb. At 
the other end of the corridor was a jade door, which was flanked on either 
side by slightly smaller doors. These three doors were all open, indicating 
that someone had entered before us. The jar had stopped in the center of 
the small door on the left and wasn’t moving. 

This time, I really couldn’t shake the feeling that something strange was 
going on. Based on this jar’s behavior, it almost seemed like it was doing 
everything it could to show us the way short of saying, “Follow me.” This 
must be a conscious act, which meant that maybe the thing inside the jar 
wasn’t a zombie but a ghost? 

I looked at Bald Zhang but couldn’t tell whether he was nervous or scared. I 
decided to voice my theory to the others and get their opinions on it. When 
Fatty heard it, he agreed that it made sense. Then he heaved a big sigh and 
said, “Your idea sounds reasonable. In fact, I was also just thinking that this 
thing was rolling around too easily, almost like a bowling ball.” 

I smiled bitterly in my heart. Fatty noticed that I was a little confused about 
the situation and said, “Since we’ve already reached this point, let’s not 
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hesitate here. We’ll follow him all the way and see what his purpose is. In 
any case, the result will be the same no matter what we choose.” 

Everyone nodded. Fatty then patted me on the shoulder and said, “There 
are usually traps set along bare stone paths like this. Brother Wu, can you 
look and see if you notice anything?” 

I knew that this was my responsibility so I nodded and used my flashlight to 
illuminate the ground. The floor of this corridor was made up of small stone 
tiles, which made me think that a crossbow trap had been installed. If there 
were any traps here, I figured they might have already been destroyed or 
triggered since Uncle Three had been to this place. But if that wasn’t the 
case, then the situation would be a little more troublesome. I warned them 
of the dangers, adjusted my backpack, and stepped forward first. 

To avoid traps, it was best to cling to the walls, but there were two “lighting” 
trenches on either side of the walkway. Since I didn’t know what was in 
them because of how dark the corridor was, we could only walk alongside 
them. 

I told the others to focus most of their attention on the feeling under their 
feet, but in fact, even I didn’t really have a clue of what to look for. When 
placing your feet, how much weight to put down and how fast you moved 
were all important factors, but these things could only really be gained with 
experience, which I didn’t have. So, the more I walked, the more panicked I 
felt. 

After walking ten paces in such an uneasy manner, I was covered in a cold 
sweat. The others behind me could see how nervous I was and also started 
to worry. “It seems that this type of mine clearance job isn’t easy,” Fatty 
said. “Young comrade, if you’re too tired, shall we take a break?” 

I didn’t have time to argue with him and said, “Don’t talk. If I get distracted, 
we’ll all die.” The words hadn’t even left my mouth when I suddenly felt a 
vibration under my foot. I looked back and saw that a stone tile beneath A 
Ning’s foot had sunk down and she was looking at me in a panic. 
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I sighed dejectedly while thinking to myself, we’re done for. How could we 
be so unlucky? Now we’re going to be shot so full of arrows we’ll look like 
hedgehogs. I heard a whistling sound right as a crossbow bolt flew past A 
Ning’s ear. But before any of us could react, the second bolt had already 
arrived and was flying right towards her chest. 

These things were moving as fast as lightning, but A Ning’s expression 
suddenly changed and then she turned around just as quickly and grabbed 
the arrow out of the air. The series of movements barely took a fraction of a 
second and happened so fast that I didn’t even see her shadow clearly. 

I was taken aback by her skills, but the situation didn’t leave me any time to 
carefully consider everything. I felt a series of vibrations under my feet and 
shouted, “Duck! There are more crossbows!” 

As soon as I finished speaking, more than a dozen white lights came soaring 
through the air. I hurriedly ducked my head to dodge one and suddenly saw 
something covered in white hair crawl out of the jar in the distance and 
quickly go into the stone door on the left. I was about to shout a warning to 
the others but then I suddenly felt a sharp pain in my chest. I looked 
down…Shit! I didn’t know when it had happened, but I now had two 
crossbow bolts sticking out of my chest, buried about two or three 
centimeters beneath my skin.  
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Chapter 50 Arrows 

I could see that the arrowheads hadn’t fully inserted themselves into my 
body but a strong pain flared up in my chest. I was in a terrible panic, unable 
to believe what had just happened to me—I was so young and hadn’t even 
touched a woman’s hand yet. Was I really going to die in some unknown 
tomb? If I died in this place, no one would find my body for hundreds of 
years. Such an outcome would really be too tragic. 

Arrows continued raining down on us. I didn’t know what kind of 
mechanism was used to fire them, but they were coming so fast that there 
was no way to dodge them at all. Fatty used his backpack as a shield and 
suddenly rushed in front of us and blocked some of the arrows. When I saw 
his back, I couldn’t help but suck in a sharp breath—more than a dozen of 
those arrows were stuck in his back, making him look like an incense burner 
full of incense sticks. It looked like he should’ve been dead by now, but for 
some reason, he didn’t seem to be in pain at all. 

I remembered reading novels where people would end up getting shot so 
full of arrows that they looked like hedgehogs. I had never actually seen it 
before, but now that I was witnessing it firsthand, I couldn’t help but curse 
to myself. 

At this time, someone suddenly grabbed my clothes and started dragging 
me forward along the corridor. Caught by surprise, I looked back and saw 
that it was actually A Ning. But the cold and menacing look in her eyes 
instantly gave me a bad feeling so I hurriedly tried to shake her off. When 
she saw that I was trying to escape, she kneed me in the lower back without 
mercy. The pain was far worse than those two arrows that had embedded 
themselves in my chest. My whole body went limp, but the pain was so bad 
that I couldn’t use my strength to support myself at all. Taking advantage of 
this, she proceeded to use me as a meat shield as she made her way to the 
big jade door in the middle. As I was dragged along, more arrows suddenly 
pierced my shoulder, stomach, and chest. It hurt so much that I almost 
fainted. 
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They say that out of all the people in the world, no one is crueler than a 
woman. I never really believed them because I never thought that women 
could be so vicious. A Ning had been a frightened, weak woman just now 
but who would have expected her to change in the blink of an eye and use 
me as a meat shield to stop the rain of arrows? 

Of course, I wouldn’t be so magnanimous. Knowing that I was stronger than 
her, I twisted with all my strength and managed to break free from her hold, 
falling into the nearby “lighting” trench in the process. The woman saw that 
she had lost her shield and immediately flipped herself up into the air, 
dodged more than a dozen arrows at once, and then turned back and glared 
at me. 

Shit, you still have the nerve to glare at me after that stunt you just pulled?! I 
thought to myself before I shouted and rushed forward to try and grab her. 
She sneered at me, rolled to the side, and then leaped into the air, using the 
wall as a springboard to reach a safe spot free of arrows. She did all of this 
as swift as lightning, her movements so neat and agile that it was over 
before I even had time to react. 

When I saw that not a single arrow had hit her, I slammed my fist to the 
ground in anger. She turned her head to look at me, blew me a kiss full of 
disdain, turned on her flashlight, and then sashayed through the middle 
doorway. 

I was so angry that I almost vomited blood but there was nothing I could do 
besides hide in the “lighting” trench and listen to the sounds of the arrows 
flying over my head and hitting the walls with a loud clatter. This shower of 
arrows continued for another five minutes before it finally stopped. I 
glanced back at Fatty, who looked like a ball full of arrows and was 
staggering around as if he was about to fall down. I quickly got up to help 
him but he waved me away, indicating that he was fine. “Young Wu,” he 
said, “I think something’s wrong with these arrows. How can they pierce so 
deeply without feeling very painful? Pull a few out for me and take a look.” 

I also thought that something was wrong—why were the arrow wounds not 
as severe as I had originally thought? My breathing was still smooth and 
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unhindered but it wasn’t like I had ever died before. I didn’t know what it 
felt like to be shot to death by arrows. 

Fatty had asked me to pull a few of the arrows out, but I really didn’t have 
the courage so I just ended up hesitating for a long time in front of him 
without making a move. But at this time, Bald Zhang clenched his teeth and 
stood up from where he had been standing behind Fatty. He had been 
protected the whole time so not a single arrow had hit him. When he saw 
Fatty riddled full of arrows like this, he suddenly said, “Don’t worry, it’s 
going to be alright.” 

Fatty and I were both stunned—why did Bald Zhang’s voice not only change 
but also sound so familiar? Then, he suddenly stretched his whole body and 
we heard a few clicking and popping sounds as his height actually grew a 
few centimeters. After that, he stretched his arms out using the same 
amount of force and we heard some more clicking and popping sounds 
before his arms suddenly became a little longer. 

When I saw this, I thought my jaw was going to fall off. Isn’t this bone 
contraction? I wondered. I had only read about it in my grandfather’s notes. 
This was one of the basic skills grave robbers used in ancient times. It was 
used to pass through some very narrow gaps, such as the gaps between roof 
beams of underground palaces or empty spaces underground. It was a skill 
you could use anywhere. I had never figured out the principle behind it so I 
always thought it was a joke. If I hadn’t seen it with my own eyes just now, I 
would’ve never believed that such a supernatural skill existed. 

(In recent years, I heard that some people in Luoyang—one of the villages 
where grave robbers lived—were still using this skill. They dug grave 
robbers’ tunnels that were very small and used bone contraction to shrink 
themselves so that they could fit into them. When the police passed by and 
saw it, they simply thought that it was a weasel hole. But even when they 
found out that it was a grave robbers’ tunnel, they couldn’t go down to 
arrest the people. This was because while they were making the hole larger 
to fit through, the people inside had already dug another one and ran away. 
Unfortunately, this skill was very difficult to master, so even if you practiced 
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it since childhood, it would be difficult to succeed if you couldn’t get all the 
bones in your body to coordinate.) 

Bald Zhang let out a long breath and then reached behind his ear and pulled, 
tearing off a human skin mask and revealing his original face. I… when I saw 
it, I was nearly struck dumb. The person hidden behind the human skin mask 
actually turned out to be Poker-Face! I stood there frozen for a while before 
a wave of anger suddenly flared up. Such a good actor. You could’ve won an 
Oscar. I really didn’t suspect anything at all! 

Poker-Face shook his arms out as if he hadn’t moved them for a long time. 
Meanwhile, Fatty was just as speechless as I was. It took him a long time to 
come back to his senses, but when he did, he immediately grabbed Poker-
Face and said, “Little Brother, what do you mean by this? Were you just 
messing with us?” 

Poker-Face remained silent as he patted him and told him to sit down. Then, 
he grabbed one of the arrowheads on Fatty’s back, twisted it hard, and 
easily pulled it off. I leaned over to get a look and saw that Fatty only had a 
light red mark on his body. There wasn’t a wound at all. 

While I was surprised, I was also overjoyed at the fact that I might not have 
to die. I quickly learned Poker-Face’s technique and then moved to pull the 
arrows from my own body. As it turned out, it wasn’t difficult at all. I 
examined the one I pulled out and saw that the arrowhead had been 
cleverly crafted. As soon as it hit something, the sharp tip would retract and 
then a few iron hook-like claws would be pushed forward from the sides and 
latch onto your flesh. 

Poker-Face looked at the cluster of arrows lying all over the ground and said 
softly, “That woman purposefully stepped on the trap just now. It seems 
that she was not only confident in her skills, but she also wanted to get rid 
of us.” 

When I thought of the kiss she blew just now, it was obvious that she was 
laughing at me. I was so angry that I bit my lip until it bled. Sure enough, 
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beautiful women couldn’t be trusted. I definitely wouldn’t make that 
mistake ever again! 

Fatty, whose back was almost completely covered in those red marks, 
grimaced and said, “Fortunately, the fucking arrows here were harmless; 
otherwise, she would have really succeeded. I’ve got quite the reputation, 
so if I had died getting shot full of so many arrows that I looked like a 
hedgehog, I’d be nothing but a laughingstock.” 

I looked at the strange arrows and asked them, “Why are all the arrowheads 
like this? What’s the point?” 

“I don’t know either,” Poker-Face said, “but as soon as I saw you get hit with 
the arrow, I knew that it was harmless. The only explanation I can think of is 
that maybe the tomb owner wanted to give us a chance to retreat instead of 
killing us right off the bat.” 

I found the whole thing very strange; it just didn’t make any sense. But now 
wasn’t the time to discuss it. That woman might have already entered the 
main tomb chamber, but we couldn’t let the bitch slip in, take the goods, 
and get away so easily. As soon as I thought this, I wanted to rush in after 
her, but Poker-Face quickly grabbed me and shook his head before saying, 
“There must be a reason why that jar ghost wanted us to go to the tomb 
chamber on the left first. We’ll do as it says. We’re in its territory now so we 
shouldn’t run around recklessly.” 

I was impatient. If we didn’t follow that woman and she ended up coming 
back this way to make her escape, there was no telling if we’d ever be able 
to find her again. “Don’t worry,” Fatty suddenly said. “Let’s just go back and 
hide all the diving equipment first. We’ll see if she can hold her fucking 
breath long enough to make it out!” 

When it came to critical moments, Fatty’s brain worked surprisingly well. 
Why didn’t I think of that? I wondered as I immediately nodded at him. After 
the three of us quickly ran back to the ear chamber, I used my flashlight to 
look at the place where we had put our things down and stared at it 
stupidly. There was nothing there—our oxygen tanks were all gone! 
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Chapter 51 Start to Solve the Mystery 

The three of us stood there frozen in shock. We had only been gone about 
five minutes. No one would have been able to move all of our equipment in 
such a short amount of time and there was only one door leading from the 
ear chamber to the corridor. Where could everything have gone? 

We all looked at each other in dismay. Sure enough, it had been one thing 
after another in this place. Fatty was also frightened by this turn of events 
and asked, “Is there another zombie here?” 

I waved my hand dismissively. Now wasn’t the time to discuss zombies; we 
could still deal with them no problem. But without diving equipment, how 
could we get through the dozens of meters of underwater tomb passage 
that were separating us from the surface? This was a serious problem, and 
one that would leave us trapped in this underwater tomb if we couldn’t 
solve it. 

“You were the last one to take off your equipment just now,” I said to Fatty. 
“Did you move our stuff anywhere else when you did?” 

“Of course not!” Fatty said. “Those eight cylinders were really heavy. Why 
would I move them around as if I had nothing better to do?” 

I thought so, too. We were all present at that time so we would’ve definitely 
noticed if someone had moved those things to another spot. Plus, they were 
really heavy so it was unrealistic for someone to move them all at once. 

We stood there stupidly for a while before Fatty couldn’t stand it anymore 
and suggested that we look around, saying that even if a ghost had moved 
our stuff, it would still leave some clues. Agreeing with this, I immediately 
ran over to move the porcelain jars aside to see if our equipment was 
hidden behind them. But this was all just self-deception—in such a tiny 
place, we would have definitely noticed at a glance if something was there. 
But I was so desperate that I was willing to try anything. 
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We searched very carefully for about five or six minutes but the more I 
searched, the more I felt that something was wrong. I didn’t know what the 
problem was exactly, I just felt that everything here was indescribably 
strange. In the end, Fatty was the one who figured it out. “Damn it!” He 
suddenly shouted. “This isn’t the same room we were in just now!” 

I turned my head to look and saw that his flashlight was shining in one of the 
corners of the room. Based on what I remembered, nothing had been there 
before. But now there was a stone pillar partially embedded in the wall that 
was covered in carvings of many exotic birds and strange animals. The 
structure of this tomb chamber was completely different from the one we 
were in before. We immediately looked at the other three corners and saw 
that, sure enough, all four corners had undergone the same changes. I felt 
my forehead break out in a cold sweat. Not only did this situation not make 
any sense, but it was also unbelievable. 

I looked at Poker-Face, who nodded and said, “He’s right. This seems to be 
another room. The infant coffin in the corner over there is missing and the 
burial objects are very different. Besides, look at the ceiling—” 

When I looked up, I was shocked. The fifty-star map on the ceiling had 
turned into two giant snakes intertwined with each other. They were coiled 
around the whole ceiling and carved in such vivid detail that it almost looked 
as if they were about to jump out and bite me. I was so frightened when I 
saw them that I hurriedly lowered my head. 

“What’s going on here? Did we enter the wrong door?” I asked. 

“How’s that possible?” Fatty argued. “This corridor is basically Mount 
Huashan road.(1) This place isn’t that huge. We went from here to the 

 
(1) Mount Huashan (aka Mt Hua in Shaanxi) is the western mountain of the Five Sacred Mountains. It’s 
one of the most dangerous roads in the world. The road to the mountain top starts with a lot of huge 
stairs, nicknamed “The Heavenly Stairs”. It’s the other side (the southern side) that’s dangerous. The 
path is made of thin planks that are fixed in the mountain and to keep your balance you must hang onto 
chains that are nailed in stone. There’s nothing else to keep you safe. You also have to climb a chain and 
put your feet in holes that have been dug out of the rock to keep your balance. Some pics here. There’s 
a famous teahouse at the top. 

https://unusualplaces.org/the-road-to-heaven-huashan-mountain/
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corridor where we were shot full of arrows and then ran back here again. It’s 
definitely right! How could we make such a mistake?” 

At this time, I realized that it was possible that we were facing the same 
thing that Uncle Three had encountered twenty years ago. But our current 
situation was a little different from what he had described so I didn’t know 
what to do. At that time, Uncle Three didn’t take off his diving equipment so 
he was able to successfully escape using the pool of water in the middle of 
the room. But when I came in, I didn’t take any precautions even though I 
knew something like this might happen. When I thought of this, I couldn’t 
help but blame myself for my stupidity. 

Fatty was a little confused and asked me, “Aren’t you southern grave 
robbers familiar with how to deal with traps in ancient tombs? Surely you’ve 
come across such a thing before.” 

I sighed. Of course I hadn’t seen something like this before. “We’re not 
strangers so I’ll tell you guys the truth,” I said to them. “This is only the 
second time in my life that I’ve been in a tomb. I don’t know how to deal 
with traps or mechanisms, let alone distinguish between these jars and pots. 
You guys shouldn’t count on me.” 

Fatty didn’t believe me and said, “Young comrade, don’t scare me like that. I 
really hope you can find a way.” 

I didn’t know how to answer him so I just gave him a wry smile before 
saying, “The situation right now is so bizarre that even if I was really skilled, I 
don’t think I’d be able to do anything. Just look. What kind of mechanism 
can change all the furnishings in a room in just a few minutes, even the walls 
and ceiling? It’s impossible. There must be some other explanation.” 

The indifferent Poker-Face nodded in agreement as Fatty scratched his head 
and asked, “So it’s not a mechanism? Then is it magic?” 

When I heard him mention this, I suddenly remembered something and 
said, “I don’t know but it’s also a possibility. I once heard a story that a grave 
robber entered an ancient tomb and found that it was as magnificent and 
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luxurious as a royal palace, and there was actually a man drinking inside. 
When the man saw the grave robber coming, he not only invited him to 
drink but also gave him a belt. After several drinks with the man, the grave 
robber passed out drunk in the ancient tomb. When he woke up and looked 
around, he found himself lying near a broken coffin. The gifted belt turned 
out to be a snake. Isn’t it a bit like our current situation?” 

“Sounds like a load of crap,” Fatty said. “At least he got to fucking drink 
wine. We’ve only got water. How can our situation compare?” 

After listening to him complain, I wondered if I should tell them about what 
Uncle Three had gone through. But I was a little hesitant because everything 
was so confusing and it may involve Poker-Face. I still didn’t know where he 
stood or what his motives were, so that might create even more problems if 
I ended up saying something wrong. After thinking about it, I decided to give 
them half the story. 

Fatty was still sighing heavily so I told them to sit down and then began 
telling them some of the things that had happened to Uncle Three. Fatty 
kept interrupting so much that I really couldn’t tell the story properly and 
had to make it shorter and shorter. When I finished, Fatty suddenly started 
cursing, “Shitty brat! You knew so much but didn’t bother to say anything. 
It’s deplorable! How could you wait until we’re in this half-dead state to tell 
us?!” 

Poker-Face had been listening intently the whole time, but at this moment, 
he suddenly grabbed me and asked, “What did your Uncle Three say right 
before he left? Say it again!” 

When I saw how serious his expression was, I stammered, “He…he said 
‘elevator’.” 

Poker-Face suddenly smiled and said, “Oh, so that’s what it is—” 
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Chapter 52 Continue to Solve the Mystery 

He got up, walked to the stone door leading to the corridor, touched the 
door frame, and said, “This is indeed a mechanism, and one that’s so simple 
it can only deceive children. That’s why your Uncle Three didn’t think of it 
twenty years ago and only figured it out now.” 

Fatty looked at him and realized that he already knew what was going on. 
“Little Brother,” he said, “if you know what this thing is, just say it quickly. 
There’s no need to keep us in suspense. I’m fucking dying of curiosity!” 

“I’ll give you an example,” Poker-Face said. “You’ll understand as soon as 
you hear it. Say there’s a two-story building with a room on each floor. 
When you leave the room on the second floor and walk out into the 
corridor, I’ll build another floor under the first floor. So when you come back 
to the room, the second floor has now become the third floor and the first 
floor has become the second floor.” 

This was actually a bad example so Fatty had a confused expression on his 
face as he listened. Then, he held up two fingers and started trying to figure 
it out, “One-two, two-one, one-two-one…Shit! What one, two, three? The 
more you talk, the more confused I get!” 

I immediately understood that the elevator Uncle Three had mentioned was 
referring to this. It seemed that when he solved the riddle, the first thing 
that came to mind was this word. I sighed, feeling a little shocked in my 
heart. Although it was unexpected, I couldn’t deny that it made sense. 
Besides, such a simple design could only be regarded as a trick to deceive 
children. 

I noticed that Fatty still didn’t really understand it so I explained it to him 
again. When he finally understood it, he suddenly lost interest and said, “I 
see, it’s so fucking simple. I thought there was a bigger mystery here but 
that’s all it was.” 

I was ashamed of myself. I had studied architecture back in school and this 
mechanism definitely fell within the scope of it but I hadn’t noticed it at all. I 
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should probably review when I had the time. It seemed that everything here 
had to be looked at with a simple mindset instead of using complicated 
reasoning. 

Poker-Face’s expression still looked tense. Once he was done carefully 
checking the door frame, he went over to look at the pool of water in the 
middle of the room. Based on his behavior, it seemed like there was 
something he couldn’t quite figure out. “What’s the matter?” I asked him. 
“Is there a problem?” 

He nodded, “There’s a big contradiction between your uncle’s story and 
what we’ve experienced. Have you noticed?” 

I looked at him doubtfully. In fact, I also thought that there were some 
inconsistencies in my uncle’s story but I couldn’t figure out what they were. 
“Your Uncle Three was lying in this room and didn’t go out into the corridor 
at all,” Poker-Face explained. “No matter how the rooms rose and fell, he 
should have still been in the same room, so how could the interior have 
changed?” 

I thought about it and suddenly realized that he was right. “Besides,” he 
added, “the ear chambers in ancient tombs have always been symmetrical. 
It’s impossible for there to only be one room. Logically speaking, there 
should be another room opposite us.” 

We walked out into the corridor and swept our flashlights around the area 
but there was only a white jade wall across the way, with no sign of a door. 
Poker-Face put his ear to the wall, pressed his two long fingers firmly against 
the brick seams, and felt along them bit by bit. After doing this for more 
than ten minutes, he came back over to us and shook his head. It looked like 
the brick wall was real. 

Fatty, who had been waiting impatiently, suddenly yawned and said, “Don’t 
worry about the ear chamber. The main thing is that we haven’t found the 
fucking exit. Even if we know what happened, we’ll still die.” 
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What Fatty said made a lot of sense. I sighed, wondering how Uncle Three 
was able to escape a second time. What method did he use? He didn’t have 
diving equipment when he came out the second time so did he swim out of 
the ancient tomb while holding his breath? 

There had to be something among all the events this old fox experienced 
that he didn’t tell me about. Ah, Uncle Three, Uncle Three. If only you knew 
that all that “unimportant” crap you decided not to talk about was going to 
get your nephew killed more than ten meters below the sea. 

Fatty and Poker-Face were both silent, as if they were considering the whole 
situation. I also tried to think of a way out of our current predicament. In 
fact, there were several ways for us to get out of this ancient tomb. The first 
was to return to the original room we were in, which was obviously 
impossible unless our lung capacity suddenly became like that of dolphins. 
The second was to find a secret passage, which the craftsmen who built 
these kinds of places usually left for themselves. In a tomb on land, this was 
an easy method to get twice the result with half the effort, but in an 
undersea tomb, I was afraid it was too unrealistic. After all, undersea tombs 
were usually built on a ship that was then sunk to the bottom of the sea. 
Even if such a passage was made, it would lead straight to the sea. Water 
truly was the most convenient medium for isolating yin and yang. 

The third way—and the dumbest one—was to just dig our way out directly. I 
looked up at the ceiling, saw nothing but a bunch of bricks, and couldn’t 
help but sigh. It seemed that even if we could dig our way out, it would be a 
huge project. 

Using the most basic architectural principles, I tried to figure out how the 
tomb was designed and what might be above the ceiling. 

The one thing I was certain of was that the bricks alone couldn’t form an 
airtight structure so there had to be some white clay spread along the brick 
seams. There should also be some wooden planks over the bricks that were 
coated in several layers of sealing wax to create an airtight, waterproof 
layer. And to finish it off, another layer of white clay would be spread on 
top. 
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Once I thought up to this point, I suddenly had a flash of inspiration and a 
bold plan started to form in my mind. “In fact, we have nothing to be afraid 
of,” I told them excitedly. “I figure we’re only a little more than ten meters 
away from the surface. In order to accommodate the elevator mechanism, 
this tomb chamber must have been built very high, which means that the 
top of the tomb won’t be too far away from the seabed. If we can’t find 
another way, we can dig our way up. The water above the tomb isn’t very 
deep so if we do it at low tide, I think there’s still a chance to get out as long 
as the sand above doesn’t collapse.” 

Fatty waved his hand and said lazily, “We didn’t bring any tools when we 
came in and there’s a solid layer of stone bricks to get through. What should 
we dig with? Our hands?” 

“You don’t understand,” I argued. “Most of the bricks used in shipwreck 
tombs are hollow so they can easily be broken. As long as we can find some 
metal objects and hit the bricks hard a few times, we can definitely make a 
hole.” 

When Fatty heard this, his whole body vibrated with excitement, “Hey—this 
method sounds like it might work! Let’s just forget about robbing this damn 
tomb. We’ll find some tools and get out of here. This tomb is so big that I’m 
sure there must be some bronze wares in the main tomb chamber.” 

That was just how the human mind worked. When we thought that we were 
about to die, we didn’t want to do anything, but once we knew that there 
was still a glimmer of hope, we would mobilize all of our brainpower into 
seeing it through. 

My mind was also spinning fast and I suddenly had an idea of how to create 
this hole. I studied architecture in college so I was all too familiar with this 
kind of thing. After carefully considering everything, it seemed that all of the 
conditions were suitable. As long as this hole could be created in that short 
window of time during low tide, then it was possible to get out of here! 
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At this time, Poker-Face spoke up, “There’s still a long time before the tide 
recedes. I don’t know if the air here can last until then. It all depends on 
God’s will.” 

Fatty immediately jumped up and said, “Shit, it doesn’t matter whether the 
tide is low or not! Let’s find some tools and dig a path first. We can talk 
about the rest later. It’s too depressing to suffocate to death. I’d rather find 
a zombie and be happily gnawed to death!” 

I was going to tell him that if we dug through when the tide wasn’t low, then 
the water above our heads would be at least 2 meters deep and would 
immediately rush in. Not to mention getting out, the whole tomb would be 
completely filled in only a few minutes. But I saw how excited he was and 
decided it was best not to crush his hope. 

The three of us cheered up, gathered up our things, and headed for the 
corridor. But as soon as we walked out of the stone door, all three of us 
froze at the same time. Fatty cursed, “This place is so fucking weird.” 

In front of us, where there had originally been nothing but a brick wall, was 
a door that had suddenly appeared. I pointed my flashlight towards it and 
found that there was a huge golden nanmu coffin inside. 
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Chapter 53 Opening the Coffin 

Since we had already guessed that the tomb had a two-tier structure, I 
didn’t find it odd that there was suddenly a door here. I figured that when 
we were talking just now, this room had also shifted either up or down. 
Although I didn’t know what the tomb owner’s intention was by having such 
a design, I wasn’t going to panic again. 

But that coffin inside the chamber was really shocking. Golden nanmu was 
considered the highest-quality material for coffin-making. For thousands of 
years, the size of the coffin depended on the size of the wood. The coffin in 
front of us was huge—it seemed that the nanmu logs used to make the 
coffin were almost as thick as the thirty-two golden nanmu trunks that were 
used to make the giant pillars in the Changling Mausoleum.(1) This thing was 
probably worth more than a piece of silver the size of a person. 

But how could such a valuable coffin be placed in an ear chamber? It was so 
odd. If such a valuable coffin was put here like this, then the coffin in the 
main tomb chamber had to at least be made out of gold. 

This tomb had me feeling more and more confused. It was like the owner 
wasn’t following any rules at all—not only did he disrupt all the feng shui 
positions here, but he also set up extremely clever traps everywhere that 
didn’t take lives. I didn’t know what he was trying to do. 

At the sight of such a coffin, it was inevitable that grave robbers’ fingers 
would start to itch, especially with one as magnificent as this. There were 
bound to be many good things inside of it. When I saw that Fatty couldn’t 
seem to take his eyes off of it, I laughed and said, “What, did you see the 
coffin and forget our dire situation? Why don’t you go ahead and take a few 
things from it first?” 

 
(1) Changling Tomb is the tomb of Zhu Di, the third emperor of the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), and 
Empress Xu. Zhu Di was the first emperor of the Ming Dynasty to build a tomb. The main ceremonial hall 
has 60 large columns of precious nanmu wood, each one made out of a single tree trunk and 12.6 
meters (~40 ft) high. The four innermost columns are up to 1.12 meters (~3.5 ft) in diameter. Info here 
and pic here. 

https://www.mingtombs.eu/emp/03yongle/yongle.html
https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2022/03/image-2.png
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I was mocking him, but who would have expected that he didn’t seem to 
notice and said quite seriously, “This Fat Master is very level-headed. Our 
main task right now is to find some tools to break through the top of this 
fucking tomb so don’t get distracted. But when we get the tools, we can still 
come back and take a few things!” 

Feeling amused at how confident he sounded, I said to him, “Who knows if 
this door will still be here when you come back. Maybe it’ll change again.” 

It turned out that Fatty still had the desire to take the treasure after all, so 
when he heard this, he realized that it made a lot of sense. He started to 
have second thoughts about what to do first, but at this time, Poker-Face 
suddenly waved to us and whispered, “Stop talking.” 

We didn’t know what was going on, but we quickly shut up when we saw 
how serious his expression was. He pulled out the speargun and said softly, 
“This is no ordinary coffin. It’s a corpse incubator.” 

I didn’t understand what he was talking about and looked at him 
questioningly, but he didn’t bother explaining and just walked into the ear 
chamber where the coffin was. Fatty wanted to maintain his image of a 
conscious and moral person, but when he saw Poker-Face go up to the 
coffin without ceremony, he immediately recovered his immoral nature and 
quickly followed. 

I looked around at the dark corridor—it was too scary to stay outside alone 
so I ran in after them without delay. 

This room was exactly the same as the one we had just come from. Two 
giant snakes had also been painted on the ceiling and there was a pool of 
water in the middle of the room, but there wasn’t any porcelain. The only 
thing we could see was that huge coffin lying three feet away from the wall. 

Poker-Face took out a knife, inserted it directly into the coffin seam, and 
slowly started to move it as if he were looking for something. Fatty thought 
he was going to open the coffin and shouted, “Slow down, slow down! Look 
at you, Little Brother. You’re usually so well-behaved, so how come you saw 
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this coffin and suddenly started acting as if you were tired of living?” As he 
spoke, he took out a candle and ran over to the corner to light it. 

I swore angrily when I saw this, “Shit, we have so little air in here and now 
you’re wanting to light candles? Do you want to kill us all?” 

Fatty replied grumpily, “How much air can a single candle use up? If it’s such 
a big deal to you, I’ll breathe less.” As he spoke, he flicked on the windproof 
lighter in his hand. But as soon as the flame appeared, it suddenly 
illuminated something in the corner. Fatty was usually pretty brave, but 
when he saw this thing, he was so scared that he fell flat on his butt. When I 
saw him fall to the ground, I quickly pointed my flashlight in that direction 
and involuntarily took a step back in fright. 

There was a shriveled dead cat crouched in the corner. It was extremely big, 
but it was already in a mummified state. Its two eyes were staring straight at 
Fatty, most of its skin had fallen off, and its mouth was hanging open, 
showing off a row of sharp fangs. Just looking at it was making me feel very 
uncomfortable. 

Ever since I was a child, the thing I was most afraid of was dead cats. This 
was because when my family caught feral cats stealing fish, they would hang 
them from a tree and let them rot. But since I was a child, I didn’t know 
what the things hanging in the tree were. As a result, when I was playing 
under the tree one day, one of the dead cats’ necks snapped and its rotten 
head suddenly fell into my hands. When I saw those sharp fangs and empty 
eye sockets, I was so scared that I peed my pants and didn’t recover for 
several days. 

Fatty, seeing that it was nothing more than a dead cat in front of him, let out 
a curse, kicked it away, and then lit the candle. As he started walking back 
towards the coffin, I couldn’t shake the feeling that something was wrong. It 
was unlucky to have a dead cat in a tomb so why was a cat corpse in this 
tomb chamber? Was the tomb owner not worried that the dead cat might 
cause other corpses in the tomb to turn into zombies? 
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But there were so many illogical things going on with this place that I 
vaguely felt as if the owner of this tomb was deliberately doing things 
against the rules. In fact, it was almost like everything was done in reverse—
if something shouldn’t be placed in a tomb, then he put it in anyways. If this 
continued, I didn’t know what would happen when we finally reached the 
main tomb chamber. 

At this time, Poker-Face found the coffin’s skillfully hidden lock. He took a 
small box from his pocket, picked out two hooks from it, slid them into the 
coffin seam, and started fiddling with them. After a short moment, there 
was a click indicating that the lock had given way. Then, the entire coffin lid 
shot up and streams of black liquid started gushing out. It looked absolutely 
disgusting, but Fatty didn’t care. He simply pushed the coffin lid open some 
more and looked inside before suddenly shouting in fright, “Damn, there are 
so many zombies inside!” 
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Chapter 54 One Person 

As soon as the coffin lid was opened, a fishy odor immediately hit me in the 
face. I moved closer and saw that the coffin was full of a black liquid, the 
surface of which was covered with a steamy mist that was coiling in the air. I 
could vaguely see a bunch of intertwined limbs below, but I couldn’t tell 
how many bodies were in there. They were all covered in wax and stuck 
together to form a huge mass of dead flesh, but I easily counted twelve 
hands alone. Needless to say, the scene was quite disgusting. 

Poker-Face frowned when he saw it, but his expression relaxed and he 
lowered the speargun in his hand. Based on his change in attitude, I figured 
this thing shouldn’t be too dangerous. I couldn’t help but wonder what he 
had been so nervous about just now. 

There were several round, dark golden nails placed every few centimeters 
up and down the coffin in neat rows, but since they were underwater, it was 
impossible to tell whether they were pure gold or just gold-plated. I could 
also see a strange thing under this mass of dead flesh. Fatty slowly swept his 
flashlight over it inch by inch, looking at what appeared to be a piece of slate 
with words carved on it. Jade and ivory objects had been placed between 
the corpses’ body parts and in their hands. They looked very valuable and 
easy to carry. 

Fatty looked like he was itching to take them but the corpse mass was too 
disgusting. No matter how reckless he was, he didn’t dare stick his hand into 
the layer of human fat inside the coffin just to take something. He pondered 
over it for a long time but couldn’t come up with a solution and had to give 
up in the end. He then turned his attention to examine the corpses inside 
and shook his head, “This is too fucking inhuman. And I was starting to think 
that this tomb owner was a Taoist monk. But how could he possibly attain 
enlightenment parading such vile things around like this? He deserves to be 
robbed by us.” 

I still didn’t understand the situation, but when I saw what was inside this 
coffin, I felt that my nerves wouldn’t be able to endure it so I didn’t dare 
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look at it a second time. “This should be a joint interment, but why is this 
coffin so disgusting?” I asked. 

Fatty laughed, “Young comrade, are you an idiot? Have you ever seen the 
bodies in a joint interment put together like a fried dough twist? These 
people were obviously buried alive. They were probably piled up together, 
drugged, and then ended up drowning when water was poured into the 
coffin. This is called a corpse incubator coffin.” 

When I heard him talk about the fried dough twist, my throat suddenly felt 
itchy. I was already very hungry, but the sight of this mass of dead flesh 
overlapped with an image of a giant fried dough twist and I felt like I was 
going to throw up. But based on what he had said, he seemed to know what 
this kind of thing was. I took a moment to compose myself and then asked 
for the details. 

Fatty, seeing that I didn’t understand, immediately started showing off, 
“What, you don’t even know this? You’re like a child without a mother. It’s a 
long story. Let’s see…I was among the lofty peaks of Changbai Mountain—” 

Realizing that he was starting his bullshit again, I quickly said, “I don’t give a 
damn about that. We don’t have time for your nonsense. What does a 
corpse incubator have to do with Changbai Mountain? If you don’t know, 
then don’t bother saying anything!” 

People like Fatty couldn’t stand being provoked. The muscles in his neck 
tensed up and he said, “Who says I don’t know? I just wanted to give you 
the big picture. But if you don’t want to hear it, then forget about it. This 
thing is called a corpse incubator coffin, and it’s based on feng shui 
knowledge. It’s generally used in mountain tombs. If you have two places in 
the tomb that, according to feng shui, are suitable for placing the main 
coffin, you can’t just pick one. This is because a lot of spiritual energy will be 
concentrated at the other spot, which can attract demonic things. So, a 
corpse incubator coffin is placed in the empty spot, and blood relatives of 
the tomb owner are buried in it. This arrangement is considered a joint 
interment. This coffin has to be exactly the same as the one in the main 
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tomb chamber. In feng shui, this process is called ‘nourishing qi’. Do you 
understand?” 

Fatty said all of this in one breath, as if he was reciting a memorized text. I 
only understood about half of it, but I still found myself stunned, “So all of 
these people here are—” 

Fatty slapped his thigh, “That’s why I said that! This man may have stuffed 
his whole fucking family into this coffin. It’s too inhuman!” 

“How could that be?!” I shouted. “Feng shui principles are normally followed 
for the sake of future generations. But if the whole family is buried together, 
what’s the point of adhering to them?!” 

Fatty saw that I was taking this seriously and said, “You can’t believe 
everything you’re told. Those rich people aren’t so stupid. He must have 
found several poor nephews from a branch family to be buried with him. 
These kinds of things are common in Ming Dynasty tombs. I’ve seen a lot of 
them but I’ve never seen such a big one before.” 

When I looked at this pile of dead bodies and thought about what happened 
when they were buried, I couldn’t help but feel deeply moved. Grandpa had 
once told me that the human heart was the most unpredictable thing in the 
world. Because of something with little to no factual basis, all of these 
people’s lives were taken away as if they were nothing but dirt. 

But now that the coffin lid had been opened, Fatty probably wouldn’t give 
up on the treasure so easily. He scratched his head and said, “Look at these 
pitiful people. I think we should go next door and get some jars to scoop out 
the liquid. It’s bad luck to leave stagnant water in a coffin.” 

Knowing what he wanted to do, I said to him, “Look at your thieving face! I 
know that you’re gunning for these grave goods but can’t you take it easy? 
There will be plenty of things for you to take when we get to the main tomb 
chamber.” 

Fatty’s face turned red and he cursed, “Fuck you! Do you really think I’m 
such a person?” 
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I was too lazy to argue with him, so all I said was, “We don’t have the time 
or the luxury to deal with this right now. If we delay any longer, we won’t be 
able to get out and will suffocate to death. We won’t have coffins and no 
one will come and pity us.” 

After I mentioned this, we immediately became nervous again. Fatty didn’t 
say a word and just went to search around the ear chamber first. 
Unfortunately, other than the cat corpse, there was nothing to use. 

Poker-Face had been staring blankly at the pile of corpses for a long time, 
but then he suddenly sucked in a sharp breath as if he had seen something. 

This person was usually very calm, so when he became nervous, something 
bad was about to happen. That was why his reaction had me feeling startled 
enough to quickly raise my speargun, ready to attack. 

But he just stood there frowning and staring at the coffin silently for five 
minutes before turning to us and saying, “There’s actually only one person 
in this coffin—”  
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Chapter 55 Porcelain Paintings 

I had just managed to understand what Fatty was talking about with 
nourishing qi and corpse incubator coffins, but then Poker-Face came out of 
nowhere and said this sentence. I thought about it for a while but still didn’t 
understand so I asked him what he meant. 

Poker-Face pointed to the coffin and said, “Look closely at their heads. Do 
you notice anything different about them?” 

When I looked to where his finger was pointing, I only saw six heads of 
various sizes hanging from the torso like a bunch of grapes. There didn’t 
seem to be anything special about them except for how nauseating they 
looked. I shook my head to indicate that I didn’t notice anything, but he told 
me to look more carefully. This time, I squinted my eyes and was finally able 
to see what he was talking about. 

As it turned out, all of the heads except for the one on top seemed to be 
lacking facial features. Moreover, none of them seemed to have a basic skull 
structure. They almost looked like giant sarcomas growing from the torso. 

When I saw this, I finally understood what he was talking about. I 
immediately followed his train of thought and found that the joints of each 
hand really did seem to be connected to the torso. The reason why it looked 
like there were so many corpses twisted together was because the torso 
was so badly deformed that it looked like it had been wrung out in a 
washing machine. Plus, the muddy black liquid obstructed people’s view. 

The more I looked at this corpse, the more disgusted I felt, but I still had 
some reservations about Poker-Face’s theory. If this person lying in the 
coffin had a rare deformity where they grew twelve limbs, then what was 
their origin and identity? Back in those days, how could such a monster 
reach adulthood? 

Fatty also looked inside, spat in disgust, and then said to us, “Shit, is this 
thing even human? It looks just like a bug!” 
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He had described it rather aptly, but it was still a rude thing to say. “We 
can’t see clearly through all this liquid,” I said to them. “It’s too early to draw 
conclusions. Logically speaking, a person with such a serious deformity 
would have looked like some kind of monster and would’ve been killed by 
their parents as soon as they were born. There’s absolutely no way they 
would’ve been raised to adulthood.” 

“Nothing is absolute,” Poker-Face said faintly. 

I shook my head, still unable to believe it. “You know, there’s actually a very 
simple way to find out,” Fatty said. “Why don’t we do as I said and go next 
door and get some jars to scoop up this water? That way, we can see clearly. 
Plus, there’s a piece of slate under this corpse. We can take it out and get a 
good look at it while we’re at it. Maybe we’ll find something unexpected.” 

I immediately became interested as soon as I heard this. I hadn’t seen a 
single word since entering this undersea tomb and essentially had no 
knowledge of the tomb owner. If I could understand the words on this piece 
of slate, I could at least make a guess or two, which may also help our future 
actions. 

Fatty and I immediately came to an agreement, turned around without 
another word, headed to the room across the corridor, and picked out three 
porcelain bowls with handles. To the outside world, these things were 
considered treasures worth millions, but in my hands, they were returned to 
their original use—just dishes. 

When I picked up the first bowl, I unconsciously began examining the blue 
glaze on top out of professional habit. But as I was studying it, I was 
surprised to find that the patterns on it actually told a narrative. 

When we first came in, I was probably too preoccupied thinking about what 
happened to Uncle Three to study these funerary objects very carefully. But 
now that I was looking, I immediately thought of something that I didn’t pay 
much attention to before— when Uncle Three and the others entered this 
tomb, he, like me, just took a cursory look at these things before going to 
take a nap. But the others were different. It was their first time entering a 
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tomb so they were very excited and must have carefully examined these 
porcelain wares. Could they have found a critical clue on the porcelain? 

With this thought in mind, I quickly picked up a few bowls and looked at 
them carefully. I found that these paintings were all about a group of people 
taking part in a civil engineering project. Some were carving stone, some 
were transporting logs, and others were putting up wooden beams. The 
order in which the porcelain was placed showed the progress of the project 
in chronological order. The more I looked at it, the more shocked I became 
and I even broke out in a cold sweat. 

Fatty looked at me scrutinizing each porcelain bowl one by one and asked in 
a baffled voice, “Is it so difficult to pick one? Don’t be so nitpicky. Just find 
one that feels good in your hand.” 

Ignoring him completely, I got down on the ground and crawled past each 
piece of porcelain until I saw the last octagonal bottle. The pattern on it 
depicted a magnificent scene of a giant door. There was no more porcelain 
after that, but it seemed as if there should’ve been more things recorded on 
other porcelain items. 

What I saw was so amazing that it took my breath away. Even though I 
couldn’t tell what they were building just from these simple paintings, based 
on the images, the scale of this project was almost as huge as that of the 
Forbidden City.(1) But its structure wasn’t done in the style of the Central 
Plains at all. Shit, I couldn’t remember where in China such a large-scale 
construction project might have taken place at that time. 

I pulled myself out of my thoughts, wanting to tell Fatty about this amazing 
discovery I had made, but when I turned around, I saw nothing but darkness 
behind me. Fatty had long since disappeared. 

 
(1) The Forbidden City was constructed from 1406 to 1420, and was the former Chinese imperial palace 
and winter residence of the Emperor of China from the Ming dynasty (since the Yongle Emperor) to the 
end of the Qing dynasty, between 1420 and 1924. The Forbidden City served as the home of Chinese 
emperors and their households and was the ceremonial and political center of the Chinese government 
for over 500 years. It was called the Forbidden City because access to the area was barred to most of the 
subjects of the realm. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forbidden_City
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I sat there frozen for a moment before I started cursing to myself. That 
damned fatty! How could he leave without telling me when he knows I don’t 
want to be left alone in this kind of place?! I grabbed a basin at random, 
stood up, and hurried to the opposite room. But as soon as I entered the 
corridor, I came to an abrupt stop. 

The door across the corridor was gone and had actually turned back into 
that white jade wall! 

I knew it was because of the mechanism, but I didn’t expect it to be so quick 
and silent. I couldn’t help but start to panic—I never wanted to experience 
staying alone in a dark tomb again. 

I took a moment to calm down and tried to comfort myself by saying that 
the tomb chambers were frequently moving. As long as I could wait 
patiently, the door would definitely appear again in a few minutes. 

But without Fatty around, this ancient tomb was eerily quiet. The sound of 
my heartbeat was like thunder in my ears and my surroundings were 
excessively dark. In a place like this, a minute felt like an hour. There was no 
way I would be able to wait patiently. 

I took a deep breath and pointed my flashlight towards the three dark 
doorways in front of me, but I couldn’t see anything inside. The scariest 
thing in the world was one’s imagination. No matter how much I calmed 
down, I couldn’t shake the feeling that something was looking at me from 
within the dark doorways. It was absolutely terrifying. 

I slapped myself to calm down, bowed my head, and walked into the ear 
chamber, thinking that I should check the porcelain again so as to ensure I 
didn’t miss anything. But at this time, I suddenly heard a hair-raising cry 
come out of the ear chamber. When I pointed my flashlight into the room, I 
saw a giant sea monkey climbing out of the pool of water. Half of its body 
was already out of the water so I could see its giant, ferocious, scale-covered 
face. It was a sight I’ll never forget for the rest of my life. 
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I shouted “Fuck!” and started running down the corridor. At that moment, I 
didn’t care whether there were other traps or not. I just closed my eyes and 
focused on getting as far away as possible. I was almost to the safety zone 
when I suddenly tripped and fell, face-planting right next to that jar. 
Fortunately, I was able to react quickly enough that I rolled over and sat up 
almost as soon as I fell. But when I looked back, I saw two flashing green 
eyes rushing out of the ear chamber and heading right towards me! 

I clenched my teeth and picked up the jar, determined to throw it, but the 
sea monkey reacted very quickly. Seeing that I had a weapon, it stopped 
rushing towards me and instead turned and jumped to the top of the 
corridor. While it was distracted, I took this opportunity and ran straight 
through the jade door on the left and pushed it closed. 

There was an automatic stone bolt under the jade door that rose up as soon 
as the door was closed, locking it in place. The sea monkey let out a piercing 
howl as it scratched and slammed its body into the door several times, 
seemingly unwilling to give up. But I was able to calm down because I knew 
that the door was made from very sturdy materials and a flesh-and-blood 
body would never be able to break through it. After the sea monkey spent a 
long time slamming into the door without success, it suddenly started trying 
to get in through the crack in the door. I watched its big head trying to 
squeeze its way inside and suddenly felt a wave of anger rise up. I raised my 
speargun and fired a shot through the crack in the door. I didn’t know where 
it managed to hit, but I suddenly heard the sea monkey let out a piercing 
scream and then it leaped away. 

I didn’t know if that middle door was connected to this tomb chamber or 
not so I hurriedly loaded another spear into my gun and then turned on my 
flashlight and a miner’s lamp that I had with me. With the whole tomb 
chamber illuminated now, I looked around and got a terrible fright. I could 
see that I was standing in a huge circular tomb chamber with a huge pool of 
water in the middle of it. My feet were standing right on the edge of the 
pool. If I had taken one more step back, I would have definitely fallen into it. 

Something resembling a huge basin was floating quietly in the middle of the 
pool. When I saw the paintings and carvings on it, I knew that it had to be a 
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coffin. I couldn’t help but smile. This tomb owner was really creative and 
made his coffin look like a basin. It seemed that he must have really liked 
taking baths when he was alive. 

I looked into the water again and saw that it was so deep, I couldn’t see the 
bottom. I didn’t know exactly how deep it was, but I figured it might lead all 
the way to the bottom of the tomb. Just as I was wondering what kind of 
design it was, I suddenly felt my neck start to itch. 
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Chapter 56 Untitled 

I touched the back of my neck, only now realizing that it was the place 
where the arrows had hit me before. Those four iron hooks might not have 
killed me, but they still scraped off a few pieces of flesh where they had 
been embedded in my skin. Now that I was dripping with sweat, the wounds 
were getting irritated and actually started to itch a bit. 

Moreover, the other places where I had been hit by the arrows were also 
starting to itch faintly, but the itch was tolerable. I didn’t have time to pay 
attention to these subtle changes in my body, so after rubbing it a few 
times, I continued studying the strange tomb chamber. 

I knew a little bit about aristocratic tombs, but I wasn’t familiar with the 
structure of commoners’ tombs from the Ming Dynasty so I didn’t know 
what the differences between the two were. As a result, I could only try and 
compare what was in front of me with what I knew. 

Based on my knowledge, I was currently in the tomb’s left side hall while the 
right side hall was opposite me. The left and right side halls should be 
symmetrical to each other, and there should be a coffin bed made of white 
marble in each of them. The top of these coffin beds should be lined with 
gold tiles (or clay tiles that had been polished to a mirror-like shine) and 
there would be a rectangular hole in the center that was filled with loess.(1) 

This hole was called the “golden well” but there was no sign of it here. All I 
could see was the big pool of water. 

This was just one of the strange things I could see. The other was the door 
separating these two side halls. It probably led to the rear hall where the 
coffin should be, but why was the coffin in this side hall instead? Moreover, 
why was it in the shape of a washbasin? This kind of circular coffin design 
was made during the Warring States Period and wouldn’t have been 
available during the Ming Dynasty. 

 
(1) Loess is yellow sandy soil typical of north China. 
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Speaking of the Warring States Period, I was reminded of the snake-eyebrow 
copper fish that we had taken from the Seven Star Lu Palace. Not only had 
this fish been found in both places, but now there was a coffin that was only 
made during the Warring States Period. Was it a coincidence? 

I was so confused that I decided not to think about it anymore. 

By this point, I had already circled around the pool and returned to the door, 
where I saw the big porcelain jar that I tried to use as a murder weapon just 
now. An idea suddenly popped into my head and I picked it up and started 
examining the paintings on it. 

This jar had come from a different ear chamber but the single pattern 
depicted on it couldn’t convey any useful information. All I could see was a 
man dressed in Ming Dynasty attire standing on a mountain and looking at a 
construction site below. He was accompanied by several people wearing 
official court robes. They seemed to be conducting an inspection of the 
construction site. 

Based on the patterns on these porcelain wares, I figured that the owner of 
this tomb probably wasn’t an emperor or a nobleman but a craftsman or an 
architect. Only this kind of person would have the ability and knowledge to 
design and build such a strange tomb. Even if those other people could 
come up with this idea, they wouldn’t be able to build it. 

Moreover, there weren’t many talented craftsmen in the early Ming 
Dynasty. Based on the scale of this tomb, the person must have been 
someone of prominence with a high-ranking position. He not only had to be 
qualified to carry out such a huge project like the Ming Palace, but he also 
needed to have a strong understanding of feng shui and be a master of 
creating ingenious mechanisms. It actually wasn’t difficult to guess who it 
was. 

I only had to think for a few seconds before a name immediately popped 
into my head—Wang Zanghai. 
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This man was said to have extraordinary abilities and his achievements in 
feng shui were unparalleled. Because of this, he was appointed to directly 
take part in the design of the entire Ming Palace complex. He also designed 
several big Chinese cities. At that time, one word from him was enough to 
make several cities disappear completely. I also learned from ancient texts 
that he had written a book on feng shui, which was said to be so profound 
that it was almost like getting a glimpse of heaven’s secrets. Unfortunately, 
his descendants only copied a few books, all of which had been lost over 
time. 

In addition, it was said that Shen Wansan’s underwater tomb at the bottom 
of Yinzibang in Zhouzhuang was designed by him.(2) Such a person was more 
than capable of building this kind of tomb for himself. 

I felt that my guess was very reasonable, now I just needed a little bit of 
written information to prove whether I was right or not. Unfortunately, the 
owner of this tomb seemed to be illiterate and didn’t leave any inscriptions 
behind. 

At this time, a few splashing sounds suddenly came from the pool. I was so 
startled that my thoughts broke off and I immediately pointed my flashlight 
towards the water. All I could see were bubbles of various sizes appearing 
on the water’s surface at irregular intervals, as if something was moving in 
this bottomless pool. 

Panicked, I raised my speargun and stared at those bubbles apprehensively. 
But at this time, a glistening white thing suddenly flew out of the water, 
landed on the ground, and then rolled towards the wall, gasping for breath. I 
got a closer look at it and was overjoyed—it was Fatty! He had stripped to 
his waist, revealing a belly as big as a drum. As he panted for breath, he saw 
me and waved his hand, “Shit—I—almost—suff—suffocated to death!” 

I was just about to ask him what happened when another person suddenly 
came out of the water right by my feet—it was Poker-Face. When he 
climbed out of the water, I saw that he was also half-naked but that black 

 
(2) Mentioned in Chapter 31. He was a wealthy businessman. Zhouzhuang is an ancient city on the water 
that’s a very popular tourist spot. 
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Qilin tattoo was nowhere to be seen. It was obvious that he didn’t have to 
expend as much effort as Fatty did. He raised his head and took a deep 
breath, but when he saw me, he immediately asked, “Is this the left or the 
right?” 

When I said the left, he breathed a sigh of relief and suddenly sat down, 
clutching his wrist. I saw that there was a black scratch on it and I suddenly 
had a bad feeling. 

Fatty lay there gasping for a long time before he finally managed to recover. 
As he clutched his stomach and panted, I asked them how they got here. He 
spat to the side and said, “Don’t ask. Fortunately, you didn’t have to see it. It 
scared me to death. We were damn lucky that there was a hole under that 
piece of slate in the bottom of the coffin that led here. Otherwise, we would 
have died in that place.” 

I was confused, “What was so terrifying?” 

“Shit, I can’t even describe it,” Fatty said to me. “In short, there was some 
fucking thing in the belly of that six-body corpse cluster.”  
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Chapter 57 Untitled Continued 

After Fatty finished speaking, he coughed and spat a few more times. I was 
anxious to hear the rest of the story so I urged him to continue. Fatty 
scratched his back and said, “Even a hanged man is allowed to breathe a 
little. Give me a minute. The whole thing happened so fast that I can’t say it 
all at once. Wait for me to organize my thoughts first.” 

When I saw how pale his face was and heard how strange his voice 
sounded—as if there was still water in his windpipe—I hurriedly patted him 
on the back a few times with all my strength. He hunched over and coughed 
up something sticky before croaking out, “Enough, enough! If you fucking 
smack me like that again, I’ll die!” 

“Come on,” I urged him. “Just say it. What the hell happened to you guys?” 

Once he recovered, he blew his nose and gave me a brief account of what 
they had gone through. His story was rather messy since it had all happened 
very quickly, but I still got the overall gist of it. 

As it turned out, he looked at me staring blankly at the porcelain paintings 
and urged me to hurry up several times, but I was so absorbed that I didn’t 
hear him at all. When he saw that I wasn’t responding, he didn’t bother 
urging me anymore and just ran back to the other chamber first. I figured he 
was probably thinking about those valuable jade and ivory accessories that 
were in that coffin. At that time, he assumed that I would naturally come 
after I finished picking out a porcelain bowl. After all, the two ear chambers 
were only five or six steps away so surely nothing would happen. 

But what he saw next distracted him so completely that he forgot about my 
existence and didn’t even notice when the stone door disappeared. 

He went back over to the coffin and the two of them started scooping the 
water out together. Soon, that pile of dead flesh emerged from the liquid. 
Fatty took a closer look and was horrified to find that those sarcomas he 
thought were heads were actually plump female breasts, which were so 
large that they hung down on the twisted torso. Fatty was completely 
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stunned at that time; he never expected that the corpse inside would turn 
out to be a female corpse. 

But, in principle, there should be twelve breasts since there were twelve 
hands. When they counted, however, they found that there were only five 
breasts on the front. Did that mean that the rest were on the back? They 
pondered over it as they tried to figure out how to get the body out of the 
coffin. 

Fatty first tried to use his speargun as a hook to pull the body out, but the 
flesh was too soft and almost all of it had a waxy texture, which made it too 
slippery to grab onto. Next, they put on gloves and tried to use their hands, 
but that was even worse. It was just like trying to pick up a slippery bar of 
soap—as soon as they grabbed the body, a layer of oil immediately 
appeared which made it impossible to get a good grip on it. The whole thing 
was absolutely disgusting. In the end, Poker-Face was the one who came up 
with a solution. They took off their shirts, wrapped one around the corpse’s 
head and the other around its feet, and then inserted their spearguns into 
the knots. With their guns acting as carrying poles, they lifted the corpse out 
and put it on the ground. 

Under the bright light of their lamp, the body quickly dried up and turned 
black, which enabled them to see everything clearly. As it turned out, the 
rest of her breasts had been cut off, leaving a few big bowl-shaped scars on 
both sides of her body. Her torso wasn’t twisted like we had originally 
thought, it just looked that way because of all the fat on her body that had 
piled up like a mountain. 

At that time, they didn’t wonder why the female corpse’s belly was so big; 
they just thought that she was very fat. This meant that they also didn’t 
notice that she had actually died shortly before giving birth and that there 
was a child in her belly. 

After the body was lifted out, the stone slab below was finally exposed. 
Poker-Face said that it was a coffin weight, which was used to prevent the 
coffin from floating up once the airtight structure of this undersea tomb was 
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destroyed. The coffin weight was very crude, and only had a row of large 
characters engraved on it. 

Fatty looked at it for a while but couldn’t understand it, which was when he 
finally remembered me. It was only at this time that the two of them 
discovered that the door on the wall had disappeared. Fatty immediately 
panicked when he saw it, not because he was worried about me but 
because he wouldn’t be able to get out. Poker-Face told him not to worry. 
He said the door would naturally appear when the time came so it was 
useless to stress about it. The most important thing at this time was to deal 
with what they had started. Fatty saw how calm he was and immediately 
felt relieved. 

When the two of them tried to take the stone slab out of the coffin, they 
found that not only was it very heavy, but the edges had been sealed with 
pine resin so that it was firmly stuck to the bottom of the coffin. Fatty, upon 
seeing this, didn’t think it made any sense so he knocked hard on the stone 
slab. That was when he suddenly found that it was actually hollow 
underneath. 

They lit a fire stick to melt all the pine resin and then moved the stone slab 
away, revealing a big hole below. Although Fatty was a relatively crude 
person, his experience was still very rich. That was why, when he saw this, 
his mouth dropped open in surprise—this hole hadn’t been specially made 
by the tomb’s designer, it was a grave robbers’ tunnel! 

This was an explosive discovery. Even if you ignored the other aspects, the 
location of this grave robbers’ tunnel alone could be said to be unparalleled 
in this world—it had actually been dug directly under the coffin. If not for 
this coffin weight, the body inside probably would’ve been dragged into the 
hole long ago. But the strangest thing was that this tomb was located at the 
bottom of the sea, so how exactly was this grave robbers’ tunnel dug? 

Moreover, if this tomb chamber was designed to move up and down like an 
elevator, then there should’ve been another tomb chamber under the 
coffin. How could such a space accommodate such a deep hole? Fatty 
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immediately decided that our theory about the tomb’s mechanism may 
have been wrong. 

At this time, the whole thing once again became shrouded in mystery and 
the two of them fell silent. Fatty knew very well that the nourishing qi and 
corpse incubator array here had been destroyed by this hole. Although this 
corpse was covered in wax and could no longer transform, this place’s 
powerful energy was no longer here, which would definitely affect the 
entire tomb’s feng shui. Although he didn’t know how everything had 
changed overall, it was hard to guarantee that this tomb wouldn’t suddenly 
change from a spiritual place to one that was full of dark energy. Although 
Fatty wasn’t very skilled in feng shui, he was still from the northern school of 
grave robbers and knew that this kind of change was very bad. 

But he still wasn’t really an expert in this field. When he tried to think about 
it in detail, he couldn’t come up with anything else. He thought that the 
words on the stone slab might be the key, so he immediately wrote them 
down. But at this time, he heard Poker-Face—who was crouching beside the 
female corpse—suddenly shout, “Shit!” 

He turned his head and saw that a small hand covered in white hair was 
sticking out of the female corpse and tightly gripping Poker-Face’s left wrist. 
He didn’t expect there to be a dead baby in the female corpse’s stomach but 
he still reacted very quickly. He immediately grabbed his speargun, went up 
to the female corpse, and fired a spear into its belly. He seemed to have hit 
the right spot because Poker-Face was instantly able to break free. Fatty 
wanted to shoot it again but Poker-Face shouted, “It can’t be killed! Go!” 
Then he pulled him into the hole in the bottom of the coffin. 

When Fatty saw the remaining coffin liquid flowing down there, he balked at 
the disgusting sight, but then he looked back and saw that a face was 
protruding from the skin on the female corpse’s stomach as if it were 
desperately trying to get out. The skin on the female corpse’s stomach was 
stretched to the point that it looked transparent, so even the facial features 
of the thing inside could be seen clearly. Fatty felt chills run up and down his 
spine. Telling himself that a gentleman should know when to retreat, he 
gritted his teeth and climbed into the hole. 
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The tunnel had been dug through the bricks in a very clever manner so that 
only half of the bricks were knocked out to form a natural brick arch at the 
top of the tunnel. This method ensured that nothing above would fall down. 
This kind of craftsmanship was really a test of time and probably wouldn’t 
have been completed in just a few days. 

Poker-Face had already crawled far ahead so Fatty desperately chased after 
him. He didn’t know where this tunnel led to, but after crawling a few more 
steps, he suddenly found that it was sloping downward and there was water 
below. Fortunately, this submerged section didn’t seem to be very long. At 
this time, he saw light refracted through the water and thought that it might 
be me so he dove into the water. After swimming for a little bit, he found 
that the area in front of him had widened and turned into a big pool. At that 
time, the two of them were out of breath and rushed to the surface with all 
their might, where they found me pointing my speargun at them. 

When I heard this, I couldn’t help saying, “So you only saw one hand?” 

“I wasn’t afraid of that thing at all,” Fatty said, “but Little Brother here ran 
away as soon as he saw it. You know how powerful he is so what was 
someone with my capabilities supposed to do? But then again, I really don’t 
understand why we had to run. Little Brother, what was that thing? Is it 
really so powerful? I looked at how big it was. I think we could’ve taken care 
of it with a few spears.” 

Poker-Face touched his wrist and said, “It’s a white-haired drought demon.(1) 
It can be killed by cutting off its head, but when it dies, a lot of corpse poison 
is released into the air. We only have so much air right now so it wasn’t 
worth it.” 

I was surprised when I heard him say that. According to legends, the drought 
demon was an evil spirit that could cause droughts. It was said that a zombie 
may turn into a drought demon if it was nurtured for a long time. The “Book 

 
(1) Also called “Hiderigami” in Japanese and “Nüba” or “Ba” in Chinese. It’s a mythical species of yōkai in 
Chinese and Japanese folklore that holds the power to cause droughts. According to legend, she’s the 
daughter of Huangdi (the Yellow Emperor), whom she aided during his Battle at Zhuolu against Chiyou. 
She is said to have eyes on top of her head and moves as fast as the wind. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hiderigami
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N%C3%BCba
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Y%C5%8Dkai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yellow_Emperor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Zhuolu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiyou
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of Songs”(2) even said that the drought demon was an oppressive existence 
that dried everything up around it to the point that it burned. In short, there 
were many stories about this thing, but I didn’t expect it to look like that. 

But that wasn’t important right now. When I first entered this ancient tomb, 
I was prepared to see all kinds of strange things. That grave robbers’ tunnel, 
however, was even more unusual. It supposedly led to this pool, but that 
was just too unlikely. I figured that the opening under this pool was really 
just an exit instead of an entrance. It was possible that when the person was 
digging it, he wasn’t sure about the main coffin’s location so he dug the 
tunnel in several possible directions and this was just one of them. When I 
thought of this, I asked Poker-Face and Fatty if they had seen a fork in the 
tunnel. 

Fatty shook his head and said no. This grave robbers’ tunnel wasn’t very long 
and had been dug in a straight path all the way to the end. I wasn’t even 
depressed after hearing this because I knew the tunnel had been made out 
of bricks. It would’ve been very convenient for them to use the bricks to 
hide the fork in the tunnel. 

But when I thought of how airtight the structure of this tunnel was, I figured 
that the other entrance must also be in this ancient tomb. If that were the 
case, it would be useless to try and find it. It seemed that, just like us, the 
person who dug these tunnels must have entered the tomb through one of 
the pools in the ear chambers. But the ear chamber at that time didn’t have 
a door so he had no other choice but to dig his way out. But this person was 
really unlucky—when he dug into the other ear chamber, he ran into the 
coffin weight; when he dug towards the side halls, he ran into a pool of 
water. I wondered if he had dug his way to the main tomb chamber or not. 

As I was lost in thought, Fatty suddenly said, “Do you guys think that 
drought demon can swim?” 

 
(2) Also called “Shijing”. It’s the oldest existing collection of Chinese poems (comprising 305 works) and 
one of the Five Classics of Confucianism. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classic_of_Poetry
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I froze for a moment, not understanding what he was talking about. He 
pointed to the water, and when I turned around and looked, I saw that a lot 
of bubbles had suddenly appeared in the center of the pool.
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Chapter 58 Stone Tablet 

Those bubbles appeared one right after the other at a very high frequency. 
Moreover, the water below the bubbles appeared to expand outward, as if 
there was some kind of huge creature under the water’s surface that was 
breathing heavily. All three of us immediately became alert, lifted our 
spearguns up, and pressed our backs up against the wall. I was so anxious 
anticipating what was about to happen that I felt weak and my palms were 
sweating. Those bubbles continued appearing for about five minutes before 
we suddenly heard a mysterious muffled sound come from the bottom of 
the pool. 

At the same time, the water level actually began to drop and about a dozen 
whirlpools gradually appeared on the water’s surface. The churning water 
looked like more than a dozen toilets had been flushed at the same time. As 
we watched, the coffin basin rapidly spun with the current like a spinning 
top and the water level dropped two or three meters. Completely baffled, I 
quickly pointed my flashlight towards the water and saw that there were 
stone steps on the pool’s inner wall. They spiraled downward and seemed to 
lead straight to the bottom of the pool. 

The water below moved very quickly and disappeared into the dark recesses 
of the pool before I had time to take a closer look, leaving only the sound of 
the roaring whirlpools behind. I swept my flashlight around and found that 
the pool was actually shaped like a bowl—wide at the top and narrow at the 
bottom. With a depth of more than ten meters, my flashlight’s beam wasn’t 
powerful enough to penetrate through the lingering water vapor in the air. 
Plus, the bottom of the pool was hidden in a misty darkness so nothing 
could be seen clearly. 

I remembered that we still had powerful deep-sea lanterns with us but I 
didn’t know if they would be effective against this water vapor. I quickly 
called the other two over and we all turned our lanterns to their highest 
settings so that the beams of light were simultaneously shining down from 
three different directions. 
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Although we couldn’t see everything clearly, we could at least see a vague 
outline now. The bottom of the pool was a circular area with a diameter of 
ten meters, on which relief sculptures had been carved. I couldn’t make out 
the specific patterns of these carvings, but I could see that there were 
several large holes at the bottom, which looked like drainage holes. 

At the center of this area was a dense cloud of water vapor that was 
obscuring what appeared to be a dark silhouette. Fatty’s eyes were very 
sharp, so after staring at the flickering shadows for a long time, he 
eventually said, “Do you see that in the middle there? It seems to be a stone 
tablet at the bottom of the pool.” 

I looked down in the direction he was pointing at but all I could see was a 
vague outline. “I don’t know where this stone staircase leads,” Fatty said, 
“but maybe there are other passages down there. Let’s go down and take a 
look!” With that said, he jumped onto the first stone step. 

This ancient tomb was strange and unusual so I didn’t approve of rushing 
down like that. “Don’t be in such a rush!” I shouted at him. “It’s too 
dangerous to go down like this. At least wait until the mist below 
dissipates.” 

Fatty had already walked down several steps and said, “Don’t worry. I’ll go 
down and take a quick look. If it’s too difficult to make our way down, then 
I’ll come back.” 

I was already familiar with his character so I didn’t bother stopping him. But 
after watching him go down about two levels, he seemed to see something 
and squatted down to study it. After a few seconds, he looked up and 
shouted at us, “Shit, there’s something written here in a foreign language!” 

When I heard him say that, I was completely stunned. How was it possible 
for a foreign language to be in an ancient tomb of the Ming Dynasty? What 
was going on? “What the hell are you talking about?” I shouted back at him. 
“How can there be foreign language inscriptions in an ancient tomb? Are 
you sure you didn’t confuse it with a decorative pattern?” 
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Fatty swore angrily, “Although I may not be good with foreign languages, I 
fucking know my ABCs! You think too little of me! If you don’t believe me, 
you can just come down and look for yourself!” 

“Read it to me,” I said to him. 

Fatty exploded in anger, “If I fucking understood it, then I wouldn’t need to 
tell you to come down here!” 

I didn’t intend to go down, but based on our current situation, I knew that I 
didn’t have any other choice. I let out a sigh before jumping onto the first 
stone step like Fatty did. The steps were only half a meter long and seemed 
to be made out of solid pieces of granite that had been inserted into the 
wall at one end. I stomped my foot on it a few times and found that it was 
very stable and didn’t seem to be in danger of collapsing. At this time, 
Poker-Face also jumped down, and the two of us made our way towards 
Fatty. 

He looked just like a wall as he stood there on that step. When we 
approached, he pointed to the nearby wall of the pool and said, “Look at 
this! If this shit isn’t a foreign language, then I’m an idiot!” 

I leaned in for a closer look and saw that some letters really had been 
chiseled onto the wall. The marks were neither new nor old, which made me 
think that maybe they had been carved by someone from Uncle Three’s 
group twenty years ago. I was a little surprised. Did those people come to 
this place when Uncle Three was sleeping? Could their disappearance have 
something to do with this strange pool? 

Fatty saw me standing there in a daze and gave me a hard slap on the back, 
“Am I right? Hurry up and tell me!” 

I quickly nodded and said, “Yes, yes, I apologize. This really is fucking 
English.” 

Pleased with himself, he slapped his thigh and said, “I knew this was 
strange! We’ve been looking around this tomb for so long but haven’t seen 
anything good yet. I’m afraid our foreign brothers beat us to it. Remember 
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when the Eight-Nation Alliance(1) came and didn’t leave anything for us? 
Needless to say, this time is the same. I bet there’s nothing left.” 

I thought about it for a moment before saying, “It might not necessarily 
have been left by foreigners. Chinese people can also write foreign letters. 
When it comes to engraving, it takes a lot less time to carve foreign letters 
than it does to carve Chinese characters. These letters are some kind of 
abbreviation so I think they may be a message. Do you see? They look like 
they were engraved in a hurry. I’m afraid something urgent happened when 
this person was walking down or someone was urging them to hurry up. This 
person wanted to leave a mark for the people who came later.” 

“What you said sounds plausible,” Fatty agreed, “but what do you think they 
were doing down here? Is there some kind of treasure?” 

I knew where his thoughts were headed so I ignored him, but he chased 
after me and said, “Anyway, we still have time. Why don’t we go down and 
take a look? Maybe we can find some bronze pieces to use as tools. Isn’t it 
killing two birds with one stone?” 

I looked down. I didn’t really care about finding any treasure—especially if it 
came at the expense of my own life—but if I could learn about Chen Wen-Jin 
and the others’ whereabouts by going down there, then it was worth taking 
a look. As I stood there hesitating on whether to continue down or not, I 
suddenly heard Poker-Face say from the side, “I think I’ve been in this place 
before!” 

  

 
(1) The Eight-Nation Alliance was a multinational military coalition that invaded northern China in 1900 
with the stated aim of relieving the foreign legations in Beijing, suppressing the Boxer Rebellion, and 
safeguarding the privileges of foreign nationals and Chinese Christians. They were then besieged by the 
popular Boxer militia, who were determined to expunge foreign influence from China. The allied forces 
were: German Empire, Japanese Empire, Russia Empire, British Empire, France, the United States, 
Kingdom of Italy, and Austria-Hungary. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eight-Nation_Alliance
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Chapter 59 Bottom of the Pool 

After Poker-Face said that, he ignored my questions and rushed down the 
steps. When I saw that there seemed to be a glimmer of hope in finding out 
the truth of what happened here, I naturally refused to let it go and chased 
after him. 

The fog at the bottom of the pool was constantly rising and soon engulfed 
me after only ten steps. It was so dense, in fact, that the visibility dropped 
sharply. I could still see Fatty’s back at first, but after taking a few more 
steps, all I could see in front of me was the moving speck of light coming 
from his flashlight. Moreover, Fatty was so fearless that he immediately 
rushed off, moving three steps to my every one step. He left me so far 
behind that I hadn’t even gone down a level before I couldn’t even see the 
dot of light from his flashlight anymore. 

I started to panic a little bit. I was surrounded by a misty cloud and could 
only see less than half a meter in front, behind, and to the right of me. This 
feeling of being able to see but not knowing what was there was even worse 
than being in absolute darkness. 

The distance between the surface of the pool and the bottom apparently 
wasn’t very high, because after walking for the length of time it would take 
to smoke a cigarette, I heard Fatty shout from below, “I’ve reached the 
bottom!” 

This was accompanied by the splashing sound of feet wading through water. 
I hurried down the last few steps and suddenly found that my feet were cold 
and I was standing in water. As it turned out, not all of the water in the 
bottom of the pool had drained away. There was still a shallow pool that 
was about calf-deep. It wasn’t surprising that I couldn’t see anything clearly 
when I looked down from above. 

I observed the area and found that it was almost the epicenter of the fog. 
The visibility here was even lower than it was before. Keeping my hand on 
the wall, I took a few steps and then heard Fatty say from somewhere to my 
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left, “Pay attention to the water at your feet. There are drainage holes 
everywhere so be sure not to step in them.” 

I felt around with my foot and found that, sure enough, there were bowl-
sized holes in front and behind me. It seemed we’d have to be extremely 
careful when walking around this place. At this time, a flashlight beam 
appeared in the fog, quickly followed by Fatty who told me to follow him. 

I nodded and move to follow him through the water. After taking a few 
steps, I suddenly saw several black silhouettes appear in front of me. I didn’t 
know what they were, but Fatty had obviously seen them already so he 
wasn’t startled at all. He told me to stop dawdling and continued walking 
toward them. When I walked over with him, I saw that there were four 
stone monkeys crouched in prayer on some stone pedestals. They were 
about half a person’s height and faced the four cardinal directions. I didn’t 
know what they were praying for, but I knew that they were called “Sea-
Calming Monkeys”. They were usually placed at the bottom of ponds to 
ward off evil spirits so it was only natural that they would be here. 

Feeling calmer now, I took a few steps deeper into the fog and saw that a 
huge granite stele standing more than two meters high had been erected 
right in the middle of those four stone monkeys. Poker-Face had his 
flashlight pointed at it and was carefully examining it. 

I went over to him and asked, “So, do you remember anything now that 
you’ve seen this?” 

He pointed to the stone at the base of the stele. I took a closer look and saw 
that a few lines of small text had been engraved on it. Fatty couldn’t 
understand what it meant so I explained it to him, “These words just tell us 
that the tomb owner built a heavenly palace and the door leading to it is 
inside this stele. If it’s destined to be, then this door will open for you and 
you can ascend to heaven once you walk through it.” 

Fatty looked at the stele and asked, “Where’s the damn door?” 
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“These words are a bit like a Buddhist text,” I said to him. “Everyone has a 
different understanding of their meaning. The main idea isn’t that there’s a 
literal door in this stele but that there might be some hidden information on 
it that will lead to the door.” 

“Shit, is there really any ‘information’ on this stele?” Fatty asked me. “I don’t 
see a single word!” 

I looked up and saw that the front of the stele was bare and polished to an 
unusually high sheen, almost like a piece of jade. But no matter how much I 
looked, I didn’t see a single word on it. I was also feeling puzzled as I said to 
him, “It says here that it will open only if it’s destined to be. There’s no 
connection between you and the heavenly palace so of course it’s not 
destined to be.” 

Fatty spat, leaned down, and started groping around in the water. “It 
doesn’t matter if my fate isn’t tied to the heavenly palace,” he muttered, 
“but it has to be tied to grave goods.” 

I turned to look at Poker-Face and found that his complexion didn’t look too 
good. I called him a few times but he completely ignored me and just 
continued staring at the stele, as if he were looking for something. I found it 
a little odd—it was just a bare piece of stone so why was he looking at it so 
attentively? At this time, Fatty suddenly clapped his hands and said, “It looks 
like a lot of people have been here before.” I turned my head and saw that 
he had fished out a pair of diving goggles from the water. 

I walked over to him and said, “When my Uncle Three left this tomb before, 
he didn’t have any diving equipment with him. These goggles might be his. 
See if there’s an oxygen tank.” 

The words had barely left my mouth when Fatty suddenly lifted a flattened 
oxygen tank out of the water. He checked to see if it would work but it was 
totally useless. He threw it back into the water and said, “There’s a lot of 
junk down here. I was so happy at the thought of there being something 
valuable that I rushed down, but it turns out that I was happy for nothing. 
There’s no telling when the water will start rising again so I think we should 
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hurry and go back up. If it does start rising, it’ll be too late to escape even if 
we can fly.” 

I looked at the water level and had to agree with him. I went back over to 
the stele to grab Poker-Face but found that he was no longer there. I called 
his name a few times, feeling my heart clench when I didn’t get a response. 

This guy is just like a ghost with how often he appears and disappears so 
suddenly, I thought to myself. Don’t tell me he disappeared again. 

When I thought of this, I hurriedly called Fatty to help me look around the 
area. Although the fog was thick, this place really wasn’t that big so we 
finally found him after circling around twice. He was sitting in the corner by 
the wall, staring straight ahead. When I saw the look in his eyes, I 
immediately felt that something was wrong. That calm and indifferent look 
in his eyes had been replaced with a look that was reminiscent of a dying 
man on the brink of despair. Even his whole body looked similar to that of a 
dead person. 

I quickly asked him what happened. He looked up at me and said in a voice 
that was barely discernible, “I remember what happened twenty years 
ago—”  
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Chapter 60 Twenty Years Ago 

Poker-Face—no, it should be Zhang Qiling—spoke in an even tone without 
the slightest hint of emotion. From his story, I gradually began to see a 
corner of this huge puzzle, but I couldn’t understand what he was thinking 
or hearing during the whole incident, nor could I understand what his real 
background was. For the time being, it was best to imagine him as a silent 
and wise young man. 

Deep at the bottom of the sea, they couldn’t hear the howling wind on the 
water’s surface but they could still feel the suffocating pressure that usually 
came before storms. 

Zhang Qiling sat quietly in the corner of the ear chamber and watched as his 
companions scrambled to study the blue and white porcelain on the ground. 
These porcelain wares didn’t attract his attention at all but it seemed as if 
these older-looking seniors were completely captivated by them. 

As they passed the porcelain around to each other, some wanted to record 
the patterns on them while others were discussing the meaning behind the 
patterns. At this time, someone suddenly shouted, “You guys, come and 
take a look at this! There’s something strange on the bottom of these 
porcelain wares!” 

The name of the person who said this was Huo Ling, the youngest of the 
three girls in the research team. Her parents were top party members(1) who 
spoiled her ever since she was young. She usually liked to raise a fuss in 
order to attract others’ attention. Zhang Qiling felt a headache coming on 
when he heard her voice, but a girl like her was still popular in a small group 
like this so her delicate voice immediately attracted several of the guys’ 
attention. 

They immediately raced over, scrambling to be the first one there in the 
hopes that they could show off their knowledge in front of Huo Ling. 
“What’s strange about it?” They all shouted. “Show me!” Huo Ling turned 

 
(1) In the Communist Party. 
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the porcelain in her hand upside down and showed it to them. One glanced 
at it and said, “Ah, I know what this is. It’s called a kiln number. It shows 
where this porcelain was made.” 

Another guy immediately retorted, “No, Ming kiln numbers don’t look like 
this. It may be an inscription of the tomb owner’s appointed title!” 

The first one couldn’t stand to lose face and said, “The inscription of 
appointed titles generally consists of four Chinese characters. There’s only 
one character here, which is very uncommon. What you’re talking about is 
even more impossible.” 

The two of them had inherited the glorious legacy of the Cultural Revolution 
and started arguing with each other. It became so heated, in fact, that they 
were about to come to blows. Huo Ling was used to seeing this kind of scene 
and sighed, but at this time, she suddenly saw Zhang Qiling leaning 
indifferently in the corner, completely ignoring her. She gave an indignant 
huff before walking straight over to him and handing the blue-and-white 
porcelain jar to him. “Brother Zhang,”(2) she said playfully, “can you help me 
take a look at this? What is it?” 

Zhang Qiling didn’t want to get involved in this at all and just gave the jar a 
cursory glance. Not seeing anything that caught his eye, he turned his head 
and said, “I don’t know.” 

Huo Ling’s expression immediately changed. Few men had ever refused her 
advances like this so she couldn’t help but feel annoyed. “Brother Zhang,” 
she whined, “don’t just give it a perfunctory glance! Look at it carefully and 
then give me an answer!” Then she shoved the jar into Zhang Qiling’s hand. 

Zhang Qiling sighed and reluctantly took the jar as Huo Ling proudly showed 
him where to look. As it turned out, a very special mark had been engraved 
on the bottom of this random blue-and-white porcelain jar. 

 
(2) Full disclosure, she called him Xiao Zhang. Xiao (小) is one of the many types of address in China that 
can literally mean “little, young, or junior”. I usually don’t use the pinyin unless it’s someone’s name (like 
Xiao Hua). I’d normally go with “Young Zhang” here but that sounds super weird in this context so I 
chose to go with “Brother Zhang”.   
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Zhang Qiling had never seen this kind of pattern before and couldn’t help 
feeling stunned. Generally, the bottom of porcelain was marked with the 
kiln number to indicate where it had come from, but this inscription was 
bumpy to the touch. It definitely wasn’t the kiln number of a specific place 
but was more like a number. 

He picked up another jar and turned it over to look at it. Sure enough, there 
was an engraving there, but it was different from the one he was just 
looking at. He suddenly had a vague premonition that these porcelain wares 
weren’t simple grave goods. 

Huo Ling saw that his expression had changed and thought that this 
blockhead was finally starting to feel enlightened. “Brother Zhang,” she said, 
“what is it? Do you know what it is after all?” 

Zhang Qiling simply acted as if she wasn’t there and went to pick up more of 
the porcelain jars. After looking at more than a dozen of them in a row, he 
found that there were different symbols on the bottom of each one, and 
these symbols changed regularly. They seemed to be numbers with a fixed 
order. 

Why were these porcelain wares numbered? Were they supposed to be 
placed in a strict order? Or, was it something like you wouldn’t be able to 
achieve a certain goal if you didn’t arrange them according to these 
numbers? Countless thoughts flashed through Zhang Qiling’s mind as he 
continued examining these porcelain wares very carefully. 

He was startled when he glanced at the nearest jar because the contents 
depicted on it weren’t the usual spring plowing or courtyard of a house but 
a picture of craftsmen carving a giant stone statue. This kind of picture was 
considered coarse and unrefined in ancient times so why was it depicted on 
the porcelain here?(3)  

 
(3) According to the Russian translation, imagery depicting craftsmen at work wasn’t considered 
aesthetically pleasing. It was more customary to depict something corresponding to the natural course 
of things like plowing fields, mountain landscapes, and peaceful courtyards. Basically, craftsmen were 
looked down upon even though they were so pivotal to everything. 
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He looked at each jar one by one and gradually discovered some clues. 
These porcelain paintings were nothing special when seen by themselves, 
but once they were arranged in their proper order, he could see that they 
displayed a continuous series of events involving the progress of a huge 
construction project. 

By this point, everyone started to notice his strange behavior, and several of 
the boys stared at him in confusion, not knowing what kind of stunt he was 
trying to pull. 

Despite the extra attention, Zhang Qiling ignored everyone. He didn’t look at 
each of the jars like I did before but instead walked directly to the last small, 
two-handled jar. When he picked it up and took a closer look, he felt his 
heart thump—on this last jar was a painting of the completed project. 

It was an indescribably beautiful palace floating in the sky, with clouds and 
mist swirling below it. The builders were standing on the ground and looking 
up at the sky while a Taoist monk stood on a nearby mountain, smiling 
happily. 

This small jar couldn’t reflect the true grandeur of this project but Zhang 
Qiling still felt an uncontrollable excitement because he knew he had found 
something. 

He was almost certain that the pattern depicted on the jar was the Heavenly 
Palace on the Clouds, designed and built by Wang Zanghai, a master 
craftsman from the early Ming Dynasty! 

The legend of a palace that could float in the sky had appeared in folk tales 
since long ago. But at that time, the explanation was that Wang Zanghai had 
used a huge kite connected to a large number of golden threads to create 
the illusion of a beautiful palace in the sky in order to please Zhu 
Yuanzhang.(4)  

But if the legend was true, then what was this scene depicted on this jar? If 
the legend was false, then did these porcelain paintings mean that Wang 

 
(4) Zhu Yuanzhang (1328–1398), personal name of first Ming dynasty emperor Hongwu. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hongwu_Emperor
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Zanghai had really built a floating palace in the sky? Legend and fact, fact 
and legend…which was true and which was false? Zhang Qiling began to feel 
confused. 

He pondered over it for a while but couldn’t figure it out so he told his 
bewildered companions what he had discovered. Of course, they didn’t 
believe him and hurriedly rushed over to check. After examining the 
porcelain wares one by one like he did, they couldn’t help but feel stunned. 
Not only was this the most unique find in Chinese history, but it was also the 
most incredible. When Huo Ling saw that her discovery had led to such an 
amazing find, she couldn’t help being ecstatic and lightly kissed Zhang Qiling 
on the cheek. This immediately made the other men jealous. 

Unfortunately, Zhang Qiling didn’t notice this at all. He probably didn’t even 
know who had kissed him, nor did he want to know. He walked directly over 
to Chen Wen-Jin and suggested that they search the back hall immediately. 
He was thinking that there would be more clues if they could find the coffin. 

Chen Wen-Jin thought about it—she was one of the people in charge, after 
all—but decided that it was too dangerous. “No, absolutely not,” she said to 
him. “We can’t go into the ancient tomb by ourselves without the leader’s 
guidance!” 

Zhang Qiling saw that she didn’t agree and knew that there was no point in 
arguing with her so he packed up his own equipment and started walking 
towards the corridor. Chen Wen-Jin was a proud, headstrong woman so 
when she saw that he wasn’t taking her seriously, she couldn’t help but feel 
upset and wanted to teach him a lesson. When they were at the research 
institute, she often used kung fu to teach those brats who didn’t respect her 
a lesson. 

After thinking this, she suddenly stepped forward and tried to grab Zhang 
Qiling’s thin wrist joint. This was called “locking the pulse gate”—if you 
applied pressure to the pulse point and interrupted the blood flow, you 
could bring a man to his knees. As a woman, she naturally wasn’t as strong, 
but as long as she took the initiative and attacked first, it would be enough 
to make a big man like Zhang Qiling beg for mercy. 
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Several of the other men who had been subjected to Chen Wen-Jin’s kung fu 
couldn’t help smiling to themselves. They were eager to see how Chen Wen-
Jin would make a fool of Zhang Qiling. 

She had used this skill multiple times and it had worked every single time so 
she knew that people who didn’t have a martial arts foundation wouldn’t be 
able to avoid it at all. But this time, she was surprised to find that her hand 
came up empty. Zhang Qiling turned around and said indifferently, “Don’t 
worry, I can take care of myself!” 

Chen Wen-Jin sneered, “What do mean you can take care of yourself? 
Brother Zhang, you’re notorious in the institute for being disorganized and 
undisciplined, but this is an ancient tomb! Please, don’t only think about 
yourself but also consider everyone else’s safety.” 

Zhang Qiling nodded and said, “I’ll think about it. I’ll be back soon.” 

Chen Wen-Jin’s face flushed red with anger and she wondered why she was 
stuck with such a troublesome guy. But his indifferent tone made it 
inconvenient for her to get angry with him in public so she went up and 
grabbed him, “No, you’re not going anywhere. We’ve already lost one 
person so far. How do you expect me to explain this to the office when we 
go back?” 

Zhang Qiling seemed a little impatient and turned to her with a cold look in 
his eyes, “Let go.” 

Chen Wen-Jin continued to look at him very determinedly. I think that any 
man who saw such a lovely woman looking at him with those kinds of eyes 
would agree to a compromise in an instant, but Zhang Qiling suddenly 
opened his eyes wide, looking more like an evil spirit than a human at that 
moment. Chen Wen-Jin suddenly felt afraid and involuntarily loosened her 
grip, enabling Zhang Qiling to free himself. 

When she looked at his face again, Zhang Qiling’s eyes had already changed 
back to their normal indifference, not a hint of any emotion in them at all. 
He nodded to her and said, “Thank you!” 
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When the others saw this scene, they thought that Chen Wen-Jin had 
agreed to his request and felt upset. That was just how people were—as 
long as one person broke the rules, the others would immediately follow. 
When they saw Zhang Qiling walk into the corridor, on the one hand, they 
were afraid that he would take all the credit; on the other hand, their 
suppressed curiosity was also ignited. As a result, they all clamored to follow 
after him. 

Chen Wen-Jin knew that she had lost control over these people as soon as 
she let go of Zhang Qiling’s hand just now. But she was a woman, so unless 
she had a gun in her hand, there was no way she would be able to stop 
these young people. 

Plus, Uncle Three had a bad temper, so she knew a violent conflict would 
inevitably break out between him and Zhang Qiling for her sake if he woke 
up at this time. If that were to happen, things would probably get out of 
hand quickly. After weighing the pros and cons, she eventually decided to 
take them into the back hall herself and come back as soon as possible. If 
this was just an ordinary tomb, with her many years of experience grave-
robbing, she knew that there wouldn’t be any problems.  

After that, the sequence of events was basically the same as what we had 
gone through. As for how they went through the corridor laden with 
numerous traps, found the stairs in the pool, and then went down the stairs 
to the bottom of the pool, although it was also a very tortuous and bizarre 
experience, it wasn’t the focus of the narrative. When Zhang Qiling was 
telling us about it, he only mentioned it in a couple of sentences. The most 
important thing was that they went down to the bottom of the mist-filled 
pool and saw the blank stele. 

The scene at the bottom of the pool was simply strange and indescribable. 
Under their flashlights’ glow, the thick fog seemed to morph into various 
masks of light and shadow from time to time, which frightened everyone. 
When they walked down the last stone steps, the group suddenly huddled 
together, not even daring to breathe. Then, they forced their trembling 
bodies to move into the mist, holding onto each other for fear that 
something would suddenly pop out at them. 
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Huo Ling looked at Zhang Qiling and saw that he wasn’t afraid. It was a stark 
contrast to the so-called upperclassmen in their group who usually acted so 
self-satisfied and self-confident but were now fearfully hiding behind him. 
She couldn’t help but feel some affection towards him and said to the other 
boys, “Just look at you guys! You’re several years older than Brother Zhang 
but can’t compare to him at all. Aren’t you ashamed of yourselves?” 

These young guys were at the age where they thought little before they 
acted, so when they heard Huo Ling say this, they immediately felt their 
courage rise up and all rushed to get in front of Zhang Qiling. There wasn’t 
much space at the bottom of the pool, so after running a few steps without 
anything happening, they became even bolder and walked straight into the 
middle of the fog. But after taking a few steps, the person in the lead 
suddenly shouted and ran back, “There’s a monster!” 

This voice scared the others so much that they almost peed their pants, and 
those in the back of the group all felt their scalps go numb. Regardless of 
whether they actually saw something or not, they immediately started to 
retreat. Zhang Qiling ignored them and led several others into the fog. As it 
turned out, the so-called monster was the Sea-Calming Monkey. 

Then, they saw several other Sea-Calming Monkeys appear from the cloudy 
mist, along with the mysterious blank stele. 

Everyone was deeply shocked. Although the things in front of them weren’t 
spectacular, in their eyes, these things were of great significance. Everything 
in this ancient tomb overturned the textbook-like concept of Chinese tombs 
that had remained unchanged for thousands of years. It all had 
immeasurable archaeological value. 

Even Chen Wen-Jin was rendered speechless from the shock. “My God,” she 
eventually muttered, “these things are unbelievable! This place just might 
become another milestone in Chinese archaeology.” 

After the shock came a sort of ecstatic delight. In those days, a major 
discovery meant a huge opportunity, and if the discovery was made public, 
their names would soon be known by everyone. Thinking of this, several of 
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the more foolish ones started to giggle and one person was so excited that 
he couldn’t help but start dancing. 

At this time, Zhang Qiling—the main culprit of this disgrace—frowned 
deeply. He was much more observant than the others and had already seen 
the ancient text engraved on the base of the stele. 

“This monument is for those who are destined to find it. When the door to 
the heavenly palace appears, enter it and you will reach paradise.” 

These words shocked him far more than the other discoveries. Unaffected 
by the madness of the people around him, he soon fell deep into thought. 

In his opinion, such words wouldn’t be written in a place like this for no 
reason. After all, in this world, everything was done with a purpose. If the 
owner of this tomb put these things here, then there must be a reason for it. 

But where on this stele was the door leading to the heavenly palace? What 
did it mean by “destined to find it”? He stood in front of the stele, looking it 
over inch by inch, but found that it was nothing but solid stone. There 
weren’t any traces of mechanisms or secret text anywhere on it. 

The others remained noisy for a while before gradually calming down. Chen 
Wen-Jin, feeling that their time was almost up and it wasn’t appropriate to 
delay here any longer, called for them to gather together so that they could 
head back. Everyone was happy and satisfied with what they had seen so 
they didn’t bother arguing with her. As they walked to the stairs, talking and 
laughing with each other, Chen Wen-Jin counted them one by one. But 
when she got to the end, she found that Zhang Qiling wasn’t among them. 

First, he had disobeyed the team leader and insisted on coming to the back 
hall and now he refused to return with the team. Chen Wen-Jin became very 
angry as soon as she thought this, but she had a duty to make sure everyone 
made it back safely. She issued a sharp order to the others, and the group 
quickly walked back into the fog. 

After a few steps, they saw that Zhang Qiling was crouching in front of the 
stele and studying something. Chen Wen-Jin couldn’t help herself and 
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angrily shouted, “You’re still here?! How much longer are you planning on 
being so difficult—?” She was halfway through her lecture when Huo Ling 
suddenly grabbed her hand and desperately motioned for her not to talk. 
Chen Wen-Jin looked at the others in confusion and found that they all had 
panicked expressions on their faces. 

Huo Ling saw that she didn’t understand what was going on and hurriedly 
pointed towards the fog. Chen Wen-Jin looked to where she was pointing 
and saw that a huge figure had appeared in the depths of the fog less than 
two meters away from Zhang Qiling. 
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Chapter 61 Qimen Dunjia 

The huge figure was almost as tall as the stele. She could vaguely make out a 
head and neck that seemed no different from any human, but the figure’s 
posture as it stood there was very strange. The way that it was hunched 
over at the waist was enough to make people’s hair stand on end. 

Chen Wen-Jin immediately broke out in a cold sweat. The group of students 
was standing where the stone steps met the bottom of the pool, only five 
steps away from the giant. The distance was neither long nor short, which 
left them in an awkward situation. The fog continued to swirl around the 
bottom of the pool but all they had were a few lower-powered flashlights so 
it was impossible to see whether this thing was a human or a ghost. Plus, 
there were so many people in their group and they had searched all over the 
area just now. The bottom of the pool was only ten meters wide, and there 
was nothing else to be found other than the four Sea-Calming Monkeys in 
the center and the blank stele. When did this huge “man” appear here? 
Nobody knew. 

And this damn Zhang Qiling seemed to be completely unaware of it as he 
continued staring at the stele in fascination. Chen Wen-Jin clenched her 
teeth in anger and annoyance. She didn’t know what he was studying, but as 
one of the people in charge, she knew couldn’t just leave him here. With no 
idea what to do in the present situation, she turned to the people behind 
her and told them not to move. 

After five or six minutes, the giant “man” was still hiding within the fog, as if 
he had no intention of taking any action. 

At this time, Huo Ling couldn’t bear it anymore and whispered, “Brother 
Zhang, what are you doing? Stop standing there like an idiot and come over 
here quickly.” 

Chen Wen-Jin was so frightened that she immediately moved to shut her up. 
Zhang Qiling was too close to that thing. If the situation suddenly changed, it 
would be difficult to get away considering how that thing was only two steps 
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away from him. The best course of action was to temporarily maintain the 
status quo. 

Chen Wen-Jin quickly analyzed the figure. Although there were many 
dangerous things in ancient tombs, as long as you knew what you were up 
against, you would naturally have a way to deal with it. It was when you 
were in danger but still hadn’t figured out what you were up against that 
you would end up dying an unknown death. 

After thinking about it, Chen Wen-Jin felt that there wouldn’t be any 
zombies in this place because the ancient tomb’s location was very good. 
The Xisha Islands had rarely been disturbed by humans for hundreds of 
years. Several ring-shaped islands and reefs dotted the sea’s surface but 
were actually connected underwater, forming a continuous underwater 
mountain range. These “mountains and rivers” hidden at the bottom of the 
sea gathered wind and nourished qi, just like a mountain range on land. 
With a dragon head in the east and a dragon tail in the west, it was a very 
rare underwater dragon vein.(1) It was said that dragons first lived in water 
before they flew into the sky, so water dragons were considered slightly 
more important than mountain dragons when it came to feng shui. 

If there was a coffin in such an ideal place, then the owner must have been a 
really rich and powerful figure. And if this ancient tomb really was built by 
Wang Zanghai, then he must have been lacking water in his wuxing(2) so he 
sought to remedy that by being buried in an undersea tomb. This way, there 
would be ideal harmony between nature, man, and heaven. 

So unless all the feng shui books were full of nonsense, there would never 
be any zombies here. Once Chen Wen-Jin thought of this, she immediately 

 
(1) In ancient China, mountain ranges and mountains were compared to dragons. It was believed that the 
mountains were the conductors of the dragon’s power (aka qi). The mountain ridge could have a 
“dragon’s head” (a tall beautiful peak), “dragon’s blood” (mountain streams), and “dragon veins” (long 
mountain ranges). In addition, there was also a “dragon’s lair”, the so-called ideal place in the mountain 
range where you can build a house, temple, or tomb. 
(2) Wuxing is the five phases of Chinese philosophy: wood 木, fire 火, earth 土, metal 金, water 水. It is 
believed that the five elements determine the parameters of the universe. Everything in the world can 
be represented in the form of these elements (for example, autumn is metal, liver is wood). See end of 
chapter for the rest of the note. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wuxing_(Chinese_philosophy)
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felt relieved. If it wasn’t a zombie, then it had to be a person or an animal. 
And as long as it was a living thing, they had enough people here to catch it, 
whether it was two meters tall or three meters tall. 

At this time, one of the boys spoke up, “Chen Wen-Jin, I think something’s 
off. I remember that one of the stone monkeys should be in that spot. 
Maybe something is standing on it?” 

Chen Wen-Jin thought it over and suddenly realized that Uncle Three might 
have woken up, found that they were gone, and came here to look for them. 
This man was rather shameless so he probably hid in the fog and climbed 
onto the stone monkey to scare them for disobeying his orders. 

If that were the case, then his behavior was absolutely repulsive. 

After thinking about it some more, Chen Wen-Jin believed that this was the 
most plausible explanation and shouted at the shadow, “Wu Sanxing! Stop 
messing around! Come down right now!” 

If the other party really was Uncle Three, he would know as soon as he 
heard that shout that the jig was up and there was no need to continue 
messing around. Uncle Three was an open-minded person so he would just 
laugh the whole thing off and that would be the end of it. 

But who would have expected that before she finished shouting, the shadow 
suddenly stretched its hand out and waved at them as if ordering them to 
keep quiet! 

Chen Wen-Jin looked closer at the figure and saw that the length of its hand 
wasn’t proportional to its height. Sure enough, someone was standing on 
top of the stone monkey. Without giving it a second thought, she became 
even more certain that it was Uncle Three. She stomped her foot angrily, 
rushed to the stone monkey, leaped onto it, and then went to grab Uncle 
Three’s ear. 

This was her ultimate move when dealing with Uncle Three. They had 
agreed never to quarrel, so as long as Chen Wen-Jin was extremely angry, 
she would pull Uncle Three’s ear and let him know just how angry she really 
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was. When this usually happened, Uncle Three wouldn’t dare misbehave 
any further, even if he had the courage of a leopard. 

But before she could even move her hand towards his ear, the man on the 
stone monkey suddenly grabbed her, covered her mouth with one hand, 
and said softly, “It’s Brother Zhang! Don’t talk! Look down there and see for 
yourself!” 

Chen Wen-Jin was absolutely livid, but when she heard this voice, she 
couldn’t help but freeze in shock. It really was Zhang Qiling’s voice! But why 
was he standing on the stone monkey? 

After thinking about it, she suddenly broke out in a cold sweat. Wait, that’s 
not right! If that’s the case, who’s crouching in front of the stele? 

She immediately recalled the scene just now. At that time, she only saw a 
person crouching in front of the stele with a flashlight in his hand, and Zhang 
Qiling was the only one from their group who was missing. Based on that, 
she immediately made a judgment, but was this a mistake based on a 
preconceived notion? 

Thinking of this, she immediately poked her head out to take a look and was 
stunned. The person squatting in front of the monument was wearing the 
same diving suit as them, and after looking at their figure, she realized that 
it was none other than Uncle Three! 

But there was something a little off about him. Chen Wen-Jin didn’t 
understand what he was doing at first, but after taking a closer look, she 
found that he was combing his hair in front of the stele that was as smooth 
as a mirror. But the creepiest thing was that his movements were clearly 
those that only a woman would make. 

Uncle Three combed his hair for a while and then turned his face and looked 
carefully at himself in the stone mirror, just like an unmarried girl checking 
the final result after putting on makeup and getting dressed up. 

Uncle Three’s face in the stone mirror was half-smiling, which just made the 
atmosphere seem ghostly and indescribably strange. If it were a normal 
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situation, this kind of picture would be very funny, but now, Chen Wen-Jin 
only felt a cold sensation spread to her hands and feet and she didn’t even 
dare to breathe. 

When the people below saw that the two of them were hugging each other 
on the stone monkey and not moving, they immediately felt relieved, 
thinking that it really was Uncle Three pretending to be a ghost to scare 
them. At this time, Huo Ling, who was worried about Zhang Qiling, suddenly 
ran behind the man in front of the stele, patted him on the shoulder, and 
said, “Brother Zhang, what are you doing here?” 

This act came as a surprise to all of them, including Zhang Qiling who 
secretly shouted, Not good! 

But it was too late to stop her. 

The man in front of the stele stood up so suddenly that Huo Ling screamed 
in fright, but then she immediately realized that it was Uncle Three standing 
in front of her and her fear turned to anger. “So it’s you, Wu Sanxing! 
Weren’t you sleeping? Why are you crouching here like a crazy person?!” 
She scolded him. 

When Uncle Three saw Huo Ling, he suddenly covered his face with his 
hands, gave a strange shout, and pushed her so hard that she fell to the 
ground. Then, he turned and ran. Zhang Qiling realized that something was 
wrong and immediately jumped off the stone monkey and ran after him. He 
was very fast, but when he passed by Huo Ling, he paused to see if she was 
hurt. It was this action that ruined everything. Huo Ling, seeing that Zhang 
Qiling rushed over after she fell to the ground, thought that he was 
concerned about her and enthusiastically hugged him. 

Zhang Qiling couldn’t help but sigh in his heart—these few seconds of delay 
were enough for him to miss his chance at catching the other man. He rolled 
out from under Huo Ling’s arms and looked for Uncle Three again, finally 
catching sight of him in the thick fog. Based on his shadow, it looked like he 
had almost reached the wall. 
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“Watch the stairs!” Zhang Qiling shouted. “Don’t let him go up!” Then he 
immediately gave chase. At this time, he vaguely saw Uncle Three suddenly 
turn sideways as if he were melting into the wall, but the fog was so thick 
that he couldn’t see clearly what had happened. 

Zhang Qiling ran all the way to the wall but came to an abrupt stop when he 
realized that there was no one to chase. He didn’t believe that Uncle Three 
had walked through the wall. Although he wasn’t a staunch believer in 
materialism, such a scene was so bizarre that he knew there must be 
something strange about this wall. 

He stood in front of it for a while, feeling the stone wall with his hands, but 
found that it was definitely real. Zhang Qiling didn’t believe that such a thing 
as walking through walls existed in this world. He stretched out two 
unusually long fingers and pressed them up against the stone wall. As soon 
as he did, his extremely sensitive fingers immediately picked up some faint 
vibrations—this stone wall was actually turning very slowly! 

His mind started buzzing. That’s it! I didn’t realize it just now but this pool is 
a huge mechanism in and of itself! 

He suddenly felt very emotional. This was a miracle of ancient engineering. 
When faced with the tomb owner’s skills, his so-called experience was like 
that of a naïve child. 

But what was the purpose of this mechanism? In the few minutes that they 
had been down here, it seemed as if the bottom of this pool hadn’t changed 
at all! It was highly unlikely that this damn Wang Zanghai simply wanted to 
make his own tomb into a carousel. 

Zhang Qiling was no stranger to hidden mechanisms. In his own words, he 
knew more about the traps and mechanisms in ancient Chinese tombs than 
anyone else in the world (this is a direct quote). He was very knowledgeable 
when it came to how mechanisms worked, their origins, shortcomings, and 
even the names of the inventors. 
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Based on his experience, this mechanism operated using the simplest 
principle. He knew that there were usually problems with the so-called 
clever spring mechanisms such as wooden bows and hidden crossbows. No 
matter how many high-quality materials were used, after hundreds or even 
thousands of years, the trigger mechanisms would have rotted to the point 
that they couldn’t be used. So, the easiest and simplest way to stop grave 
robbers was often to place an anti-theft layer of sand outside the tomb wall 
(after the grave robbers dug into the layer of sand, a large amount of 
quicksand would fall into it, which would suffocate the grave robbers. But 
this was also a very passive method. Now, grave robbers would determine 
the actual location of the ancient tomb based on the sand dug out with a 
Luoyang shovel. They would be able to pass directly through the twelve 
layers of bricks at the top of the tomb and safely dig their way in). 

In order for a mechanism to operate for hundreds and thousands of years, it 
was necessary to use materials that wouldn’t rot during that time, such as 
stones and running water that wouldn’t dry up. Not only were all of these 
things here, but the water could also provide a kind of driving force 
according to the ebb and flow of the tide, which would make it more 
convenient to use. 

If the tomb owner really was Wang Zanghai, then this person had clearly 
reached the limits of human capabilities when it came to the degree of his 
obsession with creating ingenious traps and his ability to use them. There 
was probably no one in the world who could surpass him. 

While he was thinking, Zhang Qiling tried feeling the stone wall in other 
places. In his mind, he already had a vague idea that there was an entrance 
on this wall, but since he had hesitated before, the entrance had already 
shifted position. He took a few steps forward as he continued feeling along 
the wall and found that, sure enough, there was a hidden door. 

But it was impossible that he would be able to find it so easily. He shook his 
head, not daring to enter it, and then continued walking. But with each step, 
he became more and more confused. By the time he finally reached the end, 
he had found eight hidden doors in this small space. Now that he thought 
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about it, it seemed as if he already knew what was going on here. Wasn’t 
this fucking Qimen Dunjia? 

**** 

Continuation of TN Note (2):  

The same can be done with numbers – each number from 1 to 9 has its own 
element. It is on this scheme that the Chinese horoscope calculation system 
called Ba Zi (eight characters) is based. For each of the four elements of the 
date of birth (year, month, day, and hour), a combination of two elements is 
selected and eight characters are obtained. For example, fire/tree + 
water/water + metal/earth + tree/water. And then this combination is 
interpreted – it is believed that this chain of 8 characters will determine the 
character and fate of a person. 

A more complicated option is to add a surname to the calculation, which can 
also be represented as an element, since many Chinese characters also 

contain symbols of these elements (for example, in the character 海 (sea), 
the three dots on the left are water). But the Chinese went further – the 
character and fate of the child are formed by the date of birth and surname, 
but you can slightly correct all this a little – give the correct name written in 
the correct character in order to correct the shortcomings of the existing 
set. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four_Pillars_of_Destiny
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Chapter 62 Gate of Life 

Qimen Dunjia originated more than 4,600 years ago, which was almost as 
long as China’s recorded history. The first person to use Qimen Dunjia was 
our ancestor the Yellow Emperor(1), who then passed it down from 
generation to generation. Almost every military strategist or anyone 
involved in military affairs knew a little bit about it, but in fact, after the Han 
Dynasty, the Qimen Dunjia was no longer a complete text. This was because 
after old man Huangshi passed it on to Zhang Liang(2), the fucker simplified it 
so much that later generations basically couldn’t understand it. 

My knowledge of Qimen Dunjia mainly came from Uncle Two (not Uncle 
Three). Although I didn’t know much about it, when Zhang Qiling mentioned 
it, I at least didn’t look like Fatty, who was staring at him as if he was 
speaking a foreign language. Qimen Dunjia had 4,320 parts at first, but when 
it fell into the hands of the Yellow Emperor, he only understood 1,080 parts 
of it. By the time it reached Zhang Liang, there were 72 parts. Now, only 42 
parts had been collected and sorted by my Uncle Two, which was very rare. 
There were only 18 known parts in the world but my Uncle Three had 
stumbled across the other parts in a Han tomb. 

Although Qimen Dunjia was a mysterious divination method, it was used in 
the art of war and to also determine one’s fate. Using it, you could arrange 
troops on the battlefield and boost their fighting spirit. Qimen Dunjia was 
also called the “Eight Battle Formations” and could be divided into eight 
gates: Prosperity Gate, Rest Gate, Life Gate, Death Gate, Fear Gate, Injury 
Gate, Failure Gate, and Pleasure Gate. The Life Gate would lead you to life 
while the Death Gate would lead you to death. If you entered any of the 

 
(1) The Yellow Emperor (or Huangdi) is a deity in Chinese religion, one of the legendary Chinese 
sovereigns and culture heroes included among the mytho-historical Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors 
and cosmological Five Regions’ Highest Deities. He’s said to have reigned from 2698–2598 BC but it’s not 
been proven that he actually existed. More info here. 
(2) Huangshi is a semi-mythological figure and a Taoist hermit who lived between the Qin Dynasty and 
Han Dynasty. He gave Zhang Liang (a Chinese military strategist and politician who lived in the early 
Western Han dynasty) a treatise on military strategy called “Huang Shigong San Lue” (The “Three 
Strategies of Huang Shigong“), that allowed Zhang Liang to transform into an adept statesmen and 
powerful war strategist. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three_Sovereigns_and_Five_Emperors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wufang_Shangdi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yellow_Emperor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huang_Shigong
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhang_Liang_(Western_Han)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three_Strategies_of_Huang_Shigong
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three_Strategies_of_Huang_Shigong
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other gates, you would see all eight gates again and the cycle would repeat 
over and over again. 

When Zhang Qiling found these eight hidden doors, he naturally thought of 
Qimen Dunjia. But these hidden doors were actually very narrow and could 
only accommodate one person passing through sideways. Moreover, the 
area was shrouded in fog and the brick wall with the doors would 
sometimes rotate. You had to push on the bricks to open the doors, but 
after entering, the door would automatically close. If he hadn’t started 
probing along the wall, he wouldn’t have noticed that there was something 
strange here at all. 

Zhang Qiling was a little upset with his own carelessness. He wasn’t a 
reckless person, but he had been too eager for quick success just now and 
ended up failing. In this world, strange and ingenious traps were usually 
small and performed one specific action, but this place was the complete 
opposite. In other words, this mechanism was large and complex, which 
made it difficult for him to defend against. 

When he walked back to the stele and told the group what he had found, 
everyone immediately went into an uproar. Not only was Qimen Dunjia 
generally very difficult to understand and knowledge was limited, but they 
had just been baptized by the Cultural Revolution. How could they possibly 
understand it? Chen Wen-Jin pondered over it for a while before suddenly 
saying, “Wu Sanxing’s behavior just now was very strange. It was almost like 
he was possessed by a female ghost. Could this ghost be the owner of this 
tomb, and the hidden door he just entered be the ‘Life Gate’?” 

Zhang Qiling looked into her eyes and saw that she seemed to have thought 
of something. “Did you think of something?” He asked her. 

Chen Wen-Jin told him to follow her and then turned and walked in front of 
the stele. Imitating Uncle Three, she knelt down and began combing her 
hair. She had a good figure so she looked especially attractive kneeling in 
such a position. In fact, several of the men in the group stared at her in a 
daze. After combing her hair a few times and slowly turning her head from 
left to right, she suddenly trembled and shouted, “I found it!” 
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After hearing this, everyone immediately gathered around and examined 
the stele for a long time but they still couldn’t see anything. “No, not like 
that,” Chen Wen-Jin said. “You can only see it if you do what I did and kneel 
right here!” Zhang Qiling seemed to understand what she was talking about 
and immediately knelt down. Chen Wen-Jin pressed down on his shoulder 
and said, “You’re too tall. You need to bend down a little. And don’t look 
straight ahead. You have to look to the side as if you’re looking at your 
temples.” 

Zhang Qiling felt ridiculous but he still followed her example and combed his 
hair before glancing sideways in a demure manner. At this time, he suddenly 
saw his reflection on the mirror-like stele, but there were three indistinct 
fish connected together in a circle where his temple should’ve been. He 
moved his head again and found that as long as the angle was slightly off, 
the fish would immediately disappear. 

Now that he knew what the so-called “destiny” meant, he couldn’t help but 
sigh and curse to himself. It seemed that only a woman who loved beauty 
enough to kneel down in front of this stele to straighten her hair would be 
able to see this mark, but it wouldn’t work if she was too tall or too short. 
Thankfully, Chen Wen-Jin had been observing everything carefully; 
otherwise, a big man like himself wouldn’t have been able to discover this 
secret no matter how hard he thought about it. (When I heard this, I 
suddenly wondered if this tomb owner was a pervert.) 

Zhang Qiling stared at the fish very carefully and found that the mark was 
also slowly moving. There appeared to be a mechanism inside this stele that 
rotated at the same speed as the wall, and the position facing the mark 
would always be the so-called “door to Heaven”. Thinking of this, he asked 
Chen Wen-Jin to keep an eye on the mark as he turned on his flashlight and 
ran to the wall to locate the hidden doors one by one. When he reached the 
third hidden door and shined his flashlight on it, Chen Wen-Jin saw that the 
mark on the stele coincided with the spot of light from his flashlight and 
shouted, “That’s it!” 

Everyone cheered, and even Zhang Qiling couldn’t help but clench his hand 
into a fist. He forcefully pushed the hidden door open and then slid inside, 
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where there was a very narrow passage that led deeper into the tomb. This 
time, Zhang Qiling was very careful and felt all of the surrounding walls first 
to ensure that there were no other mechanisms before calling the others 
over. 

The passage was also made of granite slabs. It was only wide enough for one 
person to walk through at a time so two slightly fatter people wouldn’t be 
able to walk side-by-side at all. Zhang Qiling walked in front with a flashlight, 
trying to see what was up ahead. He found that the darkness in front of him, 
combined with the blue-green color of the granite, created a kind of eerie 
glow that made the passage seem like it was a road to the underworld. He 
pulled himself together and walked very carefully through the passage. As 
soon as he heard any kind of strange noise, he would stop and wait for a 
long time to see if anything was going to happen. But he had completely 
become the leader of the group by this time so everyone obeyed him 
without raising any complaints. 

They walked on for the amount of time it would take to smoke half a 
cigarette. The passage in front and behind them was pitch black, which 
made Zhang Qiling feel as if they were the only people left in the whole 
universe. It was an uncomfortable feeling. But at this time, the passage 
began to slope upward and he found that there was a dim light far in the 
distance. It was warm and yellow like the light from the setting sun. Zhang 
Qiling knew that they had finally reached the end of the passage and called 
out to the others while quickening his pace. That point of light was getting 
closer and closer, and then suddenly, the floor leveled out and the whole 
world suddenly seemed to be enveloped in a golden light. He hurriedly 
blinked his eyes a few times to let his vision adjust and then involuntarily 
cried out and almost fell to his knees. 

In front of them was a huge rectangular room. But rather than describing it 
as simply big, it was extremely domineering and had such a majestic 
atmosphere that people couldn’t help but want to kneel as soon as they saw 
it. 

On each side of the room were ten solid golden nanmu pillars that were so 
wide, three people holding hands wouldn’t be able to wrap their arms 
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around them. They were just like the pillars supporting the sky at the ends 
of the earth.(3) The walls on the left and right sides were about thirty meters 
long and made of yellow mortar bricks. There were also ten magnificent 
five-clawed golden dragons ornately carved on the ceiling beams. The ceiling 
itself, which was almost ten meters high, was inlaid with a fifty-star map. 
Each star was a resplendent night pearl(4) the size of a goose egg that was 
emitting a faint yellow light. In the four corners of the room were big 
mirrors that reflected this yellow light off of each other. Although the light 
wasn’t very bright, it was still enough to illuminate the whole space. But 
what surprised them the most was that there was a huge stone platform in 
the middle of the room, on top of which sat a large-scale model. Zhang 
Qiling knew at a glance that it was a model of the palace. Even though it was 
just a model, it was still very spectacular with its throne hall, artificial rock 
garden, and flowing water. It basically had everything that should be in such 
a place. 

Zhang Qiling ran over and excitedly circled around the platform several 
times. After examining it closely, he immediately realized that this was a 
model of the Heavenly Palace on the Clouds. He didn’t feel any 
disappointment upon seeing the model, however, because from the very 
beginning, he didn’t believe that they would find the heavenly palace itself 
inside this ancient tomb. But the mystery in his heart was even stronger 
now. It seemed that Wang Zanghai really did build a heavenly palace, but 
where was it? Was it really in the sky? 

This was such an amazing discovery that everyone immediately started 
yelling and shouting excitedly. Several of the boys even coaxed Huo Ling 
over and then lifted her onto the stone platform. Huo Ling giggled and got to 
her feet but then she suddenly screamed and jumped down. “There’s a dead 
person up there!” She shouted. 

 
(3) The Eight Pillars also known as Eight Pillars of the Sky are a concept from Chinese mythology. Located 
in the eight cardinal directions, they are a group of eight mountains or pillars which have been thought 
to hold up the sky. The Eight Pillars are a central aspect to Chinese mythology, and also have been used 
extensively in poetic allusion. Info here. 
(4) Night pearls, also called “Yemengzhu”, are a rare form of green fluorite that is naturally luminescent 
(aka it doesn’t need ultraviolet light to shine), almost as tough as diamonds, and feature prominently in 
Chinese legends. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eight_Pillars
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Surprised, Zhang Qiling immediately jumped up to take a look. In the middle 
of the model was a circular stone garden made of jade, where a stone seat 
had been placed. A shrunken, mummified body was sitting on this stone seat 
in a meditative position. Its clothes had rotted to the point that they were in 
tatters, exposing a torso that had turned black. This was a very rare “golden 
body in the lotus position”(5), which had air-dried naturally. As long as you 
dipped it in gold-powdered gilding, you could put it in the temple for people 
to provide offerings to. 

The corpse was pointing to the ground with one hand and the sky with the 
other hand. Like other golden bodies, its hair and nails continued to grow 
after death, especially its nails which were almost as long as its fingers. It 
made for a strange sight. 

Zhang Qiling jumped in front of the mummy with a single leap and then 
looked into its mouth without an ounce of hesitation. When he found that 
there was nothing there, he put his hands under the corpse’s armpits and 
pressed down. Chen Wen-Jin had also jumped up by this point, but when 
she saw what he was doing, she hurried over to him and asked softly, 
“Zhang Qiling, where on earth are you from? Who taught you to be a grave 
robber?!” 

Zhang Qiling glanced at her but didn’t respond. Chen Wen-Jin immediately 
became angry and grabbed his hand, “You’re clearly a grave robber! 
Otherwise, you wouldn’t be so calm in this ancient tomb. Why did you 
follow us here?” 

Zhang Qiling motioned for her not to speak and then pointed to the mummy 
and said, “That’s not important right now, look!” 

He then took off the mummy’s tattered clothes, revealing a very long scar 
on the corpse’s stomach that ran from the last rib on the left all the way 

 
(5) The lotus position is the favored position Buddhist monks use when meditating (they also like to die 
when seated in this position). The monks who die in this position are usually especially enlightened 
teachers. Their students will wait until the deceased turns into a mummy and then cover the body with 
gold. Here’s an article of a modern occurrence of this happening. Here’s an article about a 1,000 year old 
mummy they found in a statue with a CT scan. Pic here. 

https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2016/04/28/476046598/photos-chinese-buddhist-monk-is-mummified-and-covered-in-gold
https://www.history.com/news/ct-scan-reveals-mummified-monk-inside-ancient-buddha-statue
https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2022/04/image-1.png
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down to a spot below its naval. He pressed on the mummy’s stomach first 
and then grabbed Chen Wen-Jin’s hand and pressed it down on the same 
spot. She shivered—sure enough, something had clearly been hidden in the 
corpse’s stomach. 

Zhang Qiling raised his head, still unsure on whether he should take the 
object out or not. If this person had hidden something in his stomach before 
he died, then it meant that it was very important to him. Or, it was a way for 
the deceased to test them. Zhang Qiling had a principle he followed 
whenever he was in a tomb—he would never destroy a corpse just for the 
sake of obtaining the contents of the ancient tomb. He struggled with 
himself for a long time, trying to come to a decision, before he glanced at 
Chen Wen-Jin again. She was from the northern school of grave robbing and 
naturally cared about the moral aspects of the profession so she shook her 
head and said, “You would have to be heartless to take it. You’ll be punished 
by God.” 

Zhang Qiling sighed and decided to give up, taking a step back and 
kowtowing to the corpse. But when he raised his head, he suddenly found 
that something was wrong with the body. He examined the corpse all over 
and suddenly sucked in a sharp breath—it turned out that this mummy now 
had a strange smile on its face.  
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Chapter 63 Chain 

Zhang Qiling had never seen such a thing before nor did he expect to see it 
again in the future. Granted, he had seen zombies that could run and jump, 
but he had never seen one that could smile. He tensed up, hurriedly took a 
step back, and prepared himself to deal with the corpse’s next move. But 
what he didn’t expect was that the mummy’s hand, which was originally 
pointing towards the sky, suddenly moved and turned to point horizontally 
towards the east. At the same time, the whole room suddenly went dark as 
the luminous night pearls on the ceiling mysteriously went out. 

The group had turned off their flashlights when they first came into the 
room in order to save the batteries, so when the room suddenly became 
dark, several of the students screamed in fright. But Zhang Qiling found that 
although the room was dark now, it wasn’t to the point where he couldn’t 
see anything in front of him. He looked up and found that the four night 
pearls closest to the four walls hadn’t gone out. Like dim street lights on a 
dark road, they only lit up a small area around them. At this time, Li Sidi’s 
trembling voice came from the side, “On the wall…there’s a…face!” 

Zhang Qiling shuddered and quickly turned his head to look. On the eastern 
side, a huge pale face formed from light and shadow had appeared on the 
yellow brick wall that was illuminated by the night pearl. 

Zhang Qiling knew for sure that this was another trick. Already feeling a little 
annoyed with it all, he jumped off the stone platform and walked to the 
brick wall on the eastern side, finding that it was actually a shadow painting 
on the wall. Such paintings were formed by carving deep grooves onto the 
wall and then directing a light source towards them at a fixed angle. If the 
angle was just right, the shadows from the grooves would form a pattern. If 
the angle was wrong, however, the painting wouldn’t appear at all. Since 
these shadowy lines looked very strange, it was easy to imagine that they 
looked like a terrifying face in high-stress situations. 

He looked at the painting very carefully and couldn’t help but feel surprised. 
The picture in front of him seemed to be a narrative painting depicting the 
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moment when the Heavenly Palace on the Clouds was just completed. He 
saw that the so-called heavenly palace was actually built on a very steep 
mountain range. The top of the mountain was covered in clouds and mist, 
which enveloped the whole palace and gave people a feeling that it was 
floating on the clouds. Zhang Qiling looked at the mountain peak and found 
that it seemed to be covered in snow. This meant that it was at a very high 
altitude, but he didn’t know which mountain it was. 

He turned his head and found that there were more shadow paintings on 
the other three walls. He hurriedly turned to the brick wall to the south and 
started examining it, finding that this picture depicted a lot of caves on the 
cliff below the heavenly palace that were connected together by plank 
bridges. A group of workers was using a “well sweep”(1) (essentially a hoist) 
to pull a huge coffin up the cliff cave by cave. The funeral procession was 
lined up behind it, climbing up the plank road with difficulty.  

Ah, is this heavenly palace actually a tomb, Zhang Qiling wondered. But 
who’s in the coffin? 

He moved on and found that the picture on the west wall was even more 
strange—the plank road on the cliff was now covered in raging flames. The 
soldiers guarding the tomb must have burned down the only entrance to the 
heavenly palace after the funeral ceremony was completed in order to 
ensure the safety of the tomb. In this way, they could basically prevent all 
small-scale grave-robbing attempts. It didn’t matter whether you were from 
the southern or northern school of grave robbing, no one would have the 
ability to go to a place with such a high altitude. Climbing a hundred-meter-
high cliff just to rob a tomb was not only impossible but unnecessary. 

Zhang Qiling had never encountered such a tomb as far as he could 
remember so he couldn’t help feeling surprised. He hurriedly ran to the last 
painting and froze in shock when he saw it. This painting turned out to be 
surprisingly simple: the heavenly palace on top of the mountain had 
suddenly disappeared, leaving only a field of white snow in its place. Not 

 
(1) A well sweep is a device for raising and lowering a bucket in a well, using a pivoted pole (aka no gears 
or pulleys or anything). Looks like this. 

https://www.ncpedia.org/well-sweep
https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2022/04/image-2.png
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only that, but even the cliff was covered in white. Although it wasn’t a very 
vivid picture, Zhang Qiling already knew that this must have been an 
avalanche. 

He figured that the fire must have caused the temperature to rise, which in 
turn caused the snow above the heavenly palace to loosen and become 
unstable. This resulted in a massive avalanche that not only buried the 
entire heavenly palace under the snow but also covered the whole 
mountain top, turning the palace into a veritable grave. 

When he saw this, he couldn’t help but sigh. Who would have thought that 
the Heavenly Palace on the Clouds would end up like this? It seemed that 
Wang Zanghai was also bitter about the fact that his outstanding work was 
directly crushed by an avalanche not long after it was completed. It was 
enough to leave him feeling depressed until the day he died. No wonder he 
recorded this incident so secretively. This was probably the tomb of a 
prominent figure, which meant that he certainly couldn’t make this work 
public. But with his flamboyant personality, he would definitely find a way to 
let future generations know that such a magnificent Heavenly Palace on the 
Clouds was one of his works. 

The only thing Zhang Qiling didn’t know now was who was buried in this 
tomb. He took a deep breath and suddenly noticed that Chen Wen-Jin and 
two other people were trying to move the large mirror in the southeast 
corner. He thought it was very strange and asked her what she was doing. “I 
just saw Sanxing hiding behind this mirror,” Chen Wen-Jin said anxiously. 
“He was there one second and gone the next.” 

It was only at this time that Zhang Qiling remembered they had been 
chasing after Uncle Three so he went over to give them a hand. The two-
meter-high bronze mirror had the words “Good Fortune” painted on it in 
gold plating and was so heavy that they only managed to move it half a 
meter even with all of them using their full strength. When they looked 
behind the mirror, they found that there was a square opening in the wall 
that was about half as tall as a person. Zhang Qiling used his flashlight to 
take a look inside and found that it was so dark, he couldn’t tell where it led 
to. 
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When Wu Sanxing had been mapping the underground palace a few days 
ago, he didn’t notice that there was such a large room here. But Zhang 
Qiling had known for a long time that the underground palace’s layout 
wasn’t as simple as Wu Sanxing’s map made it out to be. This was because 
shipwreck burials were different from land burials. There was a certain 
process to sinking a ship that involved keeping the whole ship perfectly 
balanced. As a result, the tomb had to be very symmetrical. Although Wu 
Sanxing’s map of the underground palace wasn’t wrong on a fundamental 
level, it was obviously top-heavy. If such a structure were to sink, there was 
a high probability that the entire tomb would have flipped upside down 
underwater. 

At that time, he was too lazy to put himself in the limelight so he didn’t 
bother telling Wu Sanxing, but now that he remembered, he didn’t find it all 
that surprising that there was a passage here used to balance the tomb’s 
structure. 

He explained the situation to the others and then turned on his flashlight 
and walked in first. Their flashlights had been on for such a long time that 
they were starting to lose power so Chen Wen-Jin told the others to turn 
their lights off and only leave the ones in the front and the back on. This 
stone corridor turned out to be wide enough for four people to walk 
abreast. When Huo Ling saw that Zhang Qiling and Chen Wen-Jin were 
walking so close together, she couldn’t help but feel a little upset and 
pushed her way in between them. But at this time, Zhang Qiling suddenly 
felt that something was wrong. As he peered into the darkness up ahead, he 
could vaguely make out something crawling on the ground. 

At the same time, he noticed that there was an increasingly strong fragrance 
in the air, as if they were approaching its source. He took a few steps 
forward but the smell was so strong that he couldn’t seem to concentrate. 
He turned to ask Chen Wen-Jin if she felt the same way but suddenly found 
that several people behind him had fallen to the ground. Chen Wen-Jin put a 
hand to her forehead and looked at him in confusion before suddenly 
collapsing into his arms. 
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Zhang Qiling knew that the situation wasn’t good and immediately held his 
breath but it was too late. An irresistible drowsiness hit him and he began to 
lean against the wall before gradually losing consciousness. In the dim light, 
he saw Uncle Three crouch down and look at him with a blank expression on 
his face. 

Having reached this point in the story, Poker-Face took a deep breath, fell 
silent for a moment, and then said, “When I woke up, I was lying in a 
hospital bed. I didn’t remember anything or know anything. It wasn’t until a 
few months later that I began to remember bits and pieces. After a few 
years had passed, I began to realize that there was something wrong with 
my body.” 

I wanted to interrupt and ask him if he realized that he wouldn’t grow old, 
but he didn’t give me the chance. “I can’t tell you what the problem is now,” 
he continued, “but when I ran into your Uncle Three months ago, I realized 
that he looked very familiar. In order to try and remember more, I followed 
you guys to the Seven Star Lu Palace.” At this point, he suddenly turned to 
me and said, “When we were there, I realized that there was something 
wrong with your Uncle Three!” 

I stood there stunned, unable to comprehend what he meant. “The gold silk 
book you guys took out from the bronze coffin is actually a fake,” he 
continued. “Your Uncle Three had already switched it out with the real one.” 

Completely taken aback, I shouted, “Bullshit! Aren’t you the one who 
fucking switched it?” 

Poker-Face looked at me indifferently and said, “No, it was your Uncle 
Three. He and Da Kui made a hole in the back of the tree and dug right 
under the coffin. That’s probably why Da Kui had to die.” 

My whole body felt cold all over and I was more nervous than ever before. 
Although I still wanted to side with Uncle Three, countless memories were 
flashing through my mind as fast as lightning. I remembered how Da Kui was 
poisoned, how Pan Zi was still conscious before climbing the tree but was 
already in a deep coma when we saw him aboveground again, and how 
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Uncle Three had already been running over with the gasoline when Fatty 
and I hadn’t even climbed out of the crevice yet. 

I couldn’t think about it any longer; it felt like everything in the world had 
flipped upside down. I didn’t know who to believe. Who was telling the truth 
and who was lying? My mind was in utter chaos as I muttered to myself, 
“No, no, it’s not that simple. There’s no motive. Why would Uncle Three do 
that?” 

Poker-Face said indifferently, “If this person really is your Uncle Three, then 
there’s no motive. But—” he sighed but didn’t continue. 

I didn’t understand what he meant, but in my heart, it seemed like I already 
believed him. I couldn’t help but smile bitterly—I used to wonder how many 
things Uncle Three had been lying to me about but now I had to wonder 
how many things he had actually been truthful about. 

I really didn’t expect things to take such a turn but there was no use thinking 
about it now. The important thing was getting out of this ancient tomb, not 
trying to figure out who was telling the truth and who was lying. Knowing 
the truth would mean nothing if we ended up dying here. 

When I thought of this, I quickly calmed myself down and forced myself to 
relax. But at this time, I saw Fatty walk in front of the stele, awkwardly squat 
down, make an orchid gesture with his fingers(2), and start combing his hair. I 
frowned and called out to him, “You damned fatty, what the fuck are you 
doing this time? Can’t you give us a break?” 

He turned his head and said in a high, feminine voice, “This esteemed one(3) 
is combing her fucking hair. It’s not like it’ll kill you so why are you being so 
naggy?” 

 
(2) It’s a hand gesture unique to Chinese dance and opera where the thumb and middle finger are joined, 

and the remaining fingers are extended. Characters are 兰花指 and pinyin is “lanhuazhi”. It’s supposed 

to be a very feminine gesture. Pic here. 
(3) He uses “aijia” (哀家), which is a form of self-address a widowed empress would use. The term is 
normally used in historical novels and operas. 

https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2022/04/image-3.png
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Feeling helpless, I asked him, “Combing your hair? Do you also want to enter 
this heavenly door?” 

“Of course,” Fatty said. “How could I miss such a spectacular sight? Besides, 
it’s not easy for us to come down here and that woman ran away, taking our 
commission with her. No matter what happens, we have to dig out a few of 
those night pearls. As the saying goes, the rich don’t go grave robbing, but if 
you’re already robbing a grave, don’t come back empty-handed.” 

“You listened to that whole story and all you got out of it was that there are 
night pearls?” I scolded him. 

He listened with a defiant look on his face and then said to me, “Hey, don’t 
badmouth me! There’s another very important reason why this fat master 
wants to enter the heavenly door. Do you guys know what it is?” 
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Chapter 64 Bloody Inscription 

I said to him, “Who knows what you’ve got up your sleeve? If you want to 
say something, then say it. But don’t forget that we’re still in trouble now. If 
it’s irrelevant, then just forget about it.” 

“Don’t worry,” Fatty said to me, “what I’m about to say has a lot to do with 
our present situation. Weren’t you listening to Little Brother just now? This 
corridor leading to the heavenly door is uphill, and the large room with the 
model of the heavenly palace is very tall, at least a dozen meters or so. Think 
about how deep this ancient tomb is. I figure the ceiling of that room is the 
top of the entire tomb so if we want to get out of here, then we should use 
our brains to get there!” 

As soon as I heard this, my mind lit up and I quickly did some calculations. 
When we first swam down the tomb passage to enter this tomb, I had 
looked at the water pressure gauge. At that time, we were already thirteen 
meters below the seabed. The bottom of the pool where we were now was 
ten meters below that, so added together, we should be somewhere 
between twenty and thirty meters below the seabed. So, the ceiling of the 
room with the model of the Heavenly Palace on the Clouds must be less 
than ten meters below the seabed. It was exactly as Fatty had said. 

I couldn’t help but feel impressed. I had been so engrossed in the story that I 
didn’t really pay attention to these kinds of details but Fatty had. Although 
this guy seemed reckless, his mind was actually pretty sharp. It looked like I 
wouldn’t be able to hide anything from him in the future. Thinking of this, I 
said to them, “Fatty’s actually got a good point this time, but it doesn’t 
matter even if we know this information. We can’t climb those ten meters 
to the ceiling with our bare hands. And even if we somehow manage it, we 
don’t have any tools. It’s not like we can dig through those layers of bricks 
with our hands. I think we still need to find some decent metal burial objects 
first and then implement our plan to dig a tunnel as soon as possible. If we 
linger any longer, I’m afraid we’ll miss low tide.” 
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Having said that, I actually didn’t know what to do—as I moved through this 
ancient tomb, the only burial objects I saw were stone tools and 
porcelainware. There wasn’t a single piece of metal as far as I could tell. It 
was so unusual that I vaguely felt that maybe the tomb owner had specially 
arranged it this way. So, the only thing left to do now was to look for some 
tools in that room with the model. If they weren’t there, then we were really 
screwed. 

Fatty laughed when he heard what I had to say, “I’ve already thought about 
it. Aren’t there gold-plated bronze mirrors in that big room? You’re also an 
antique dealer so you should know what these mirrors look like, right? They 
have solid, heavy legs that we can remove and use as hammers.” 

The description just now sounded vaguely familiar, but it was only after I 
heard him mention it that I remembered that I had actually handled this 
kind of thing before. I just couldn’t remember what exactly it looked like. 
But when I saw how confident Fatty was and how he didn’t seem to be lying, 
I couldn’t help but calm down. “Ok,” I said to him, “then it’s settled. We 
need to hurry up and go before it’s too late. But after we get to that room, 
don’t touch anything. This place is full of traps and we still have long lives to 
live. It’s not worth it to stay here for a few things belonging to a dead man!” 

Fatty listened and nodded, saying that he wouldn’t touch anything except 
for the bricks. I was afraid that he was still aiming for those night pearls so I 
repeated my warning not to touch anything several more times until he 
became annoyed. After that, I asked about the specific structure of the tomb 
again before telling them about any possible situations that might crop up 
and the necessary measures to be taken if they did. Then, the three of us 
found the heavenly door and walked straight into the narrow corridor. Fatty 
took the lead, I was in the middle, and Poker-Face brought up the rear. 

I had already heard about this passage in Poker-Face’s narrative earlier, but 
going in myself was a completely different feeling. I didn’t notice it at first 
since it just felt like I was taking a nightly stroll down Shipi Lane in Xitang, 
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Jiaxing(1)—although that was a little narrower—but after walking for a while, 
the lack of a visible entrance or exit had me starting to panic. I wasn’t afraid 
of the darkness since I was walking in the middle, but the passage around us 
was too quiet. Plus, we were all wearing flippers so our footsteps made 
pitter-patter sounds that echoed strangely down the narrow corridor. It 
almost seemed like a monster was following us. Fatty was insensitive to such 
things and didn’t seem to feel nervous at all, but he did care about how 
narrow the passage was. He was so uncomfortable walking that he started 
complaining, “I don’t know who the fuck built this stone corridor but they 
clearly discriminate against fat people! How can such a corridor leading to 
the heavenly door be so shabby? If all paths to heaven are like this, then 
Maitreya Buddha(2) shouldn’t even bother going out.” 

“Don’t say that,” I admonished him. “There must be a reason for this design. 
This is a shipwreck tomb and there’s a limit to how big a boat can be. I’m 
sure that in order to showcase his heavenly palace, he had to save space in 
other places. Besides, grave robbers have always been short and thin. Who 
would have thought that fat people would also do this?” 

Fatty seemed quite pleased when he heard this and said, “That’s right! From 
ancient times to the present, this Fat Master is number one in terms of 
physique when it comes to the mojin school. Being fat doesn’t affect my 
skills in any way at all. This is called—ah!” 

Fatty was midsentence when he suddenly came to an abrupt stop, unable to 
continue walking. As it turned out, his shoulders were sandwiched so tightly 
between the stone walls on both sides that he had gotten stuck. I burst out 

 
(1) Shipi Lane (Chinese: 石皮弄; lit. ‘Stone Skin Lane’) is the most distinctive open-air lane in Xitang Water 
Town. It got its name for the fact that it’s flanked by two residential buildings. It was built in late Ming 
and early Qing dynasties (1368–1911), with 68-metre (223 ft) length and 1-metre (3 ft 3 in) width, and 
the narrowest point at the entrance is only 0.8-metre (2 ft 7 in) wide. Info here and info on Xitang Water 
Town here. 
(2) According to Buddhist tradition, Maitreya is a bodhisattva who is prophesied to appear on Earth, 
achieve complete enlightenment, and teach the pure dharma. Maitreya (the future Buddha), is 
presently a bodhisattva residing in the Tushita heaven, who will descend to Earth to preach anew the 
dharma when the teachings of Gautama Buddha (the present Buddha) have completely decayed. Info 
here. Tiffany says the Maitreya Buddha in Chinese culture generally looks like this so this is the image 
Fatty was referring to. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xitang#Shipi_Lane
https://www.chinahighlights.com/hangzhou/attraction/xitang-town.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maitreya
https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2022/04/image-4.png?w=300
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laughing, “That’s what you get for boasting wildly like that. It came back to 
bite you.” 

Fatty tried to move forward but couldn’t get through at all and said in 
bewilderment, “Young Wu, don’t laugh. Something’s not right here. I was 
walking quite smoothly just now so why am I stuck?” 

I looked around and said, “It seems that this stone corridor isn’t all the same 
width. Maybe it’s a little wider when you first come in but gradually gets 
narrower the further you go. Take a few steps back and see if you can get 
out.” 

Fatty twisted his big butt and moved a few steps back but was still stuck. 
“No, no, that’s not the reason,” he said. “This corridor is obviously narrower 
than it was before. I think there’s something wrong with these walls. Young 
Wu, I’m afraid things aren’t looking too good.” 

I had been walking the whole time immersed in my own thoughts so I hadn’t 
been paying attention to the walls. But after hearing him say this, I also felt 
that the walls seemed to be getting a little narrower. I put one hand on each 
wall and suddenly felt something strange. “Not good!” I cried out. “These 
walls seem to be converging!” 

Poker-Face also touched the wall and nodded, “It looks like we have a 
problem but there’s no time to try and figure it out. We’ll have to go back 
and come up with another plan!” 

As soon as I heard this, I thought to myself, this is no joke. If these two walls 
keep moving, we’ll be flattened into three pancakes. I immediately turned 
around and started running back the way we came. Fatty, seeing that we 
were running so fast, jerked his body until it was facing sideways and 
shouted, “Wait for me, wait for me! Don’t be so fucking selfish!” 

I had never run so fast in my life. I was practically rolling and crawling as I 
used all of my strength to sprint down the corridor. When I finally reached 
the exit, the two walls had obviously converged a lot and even I had to turn 
my shoulders a bit just to get through. Fatty was in an even worse position 
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and could only walk sideways like a crab. Poker-Face stretched out his hand 
to open the hidden door, but after hitting it twice, he suddenly cursed and 
turned to shout at me, “Someone’s jammed the door shaft from the 
outside!” 

When Fatty heard this, his face turned green and he let out a string of 
curses, “This shitty heavenly door! We’re screwed! Hurry up and think of 
something or we’ll be meeting our maker!” 

I was in a panic. Watching the stone walls slowly converge bit by bit was 
worse than fucking death but what could we do in such a short amount of 
time? In this situation, unless we happened to meet a Daluo Immortal(3), 
there was nothing we could do. “What else can we do?” I said to them. 
“Let’s run back. If we run fast, we might still have a chance!” 

Poker-Face grabbed me and shook his head before saying, “It will take us at 
least ten minutes to reach the end of the corridor. That’s too long. Let’s 
climb up and take a look!” After saying that, he put his feet on both sides of 
the wall and started climbing up. I tilted my head back and saw that it was 
also dark above us and there were no signs that it was wider. I didn’t see the 
point in climbing up, but it was obviously better than just waiting here to die 
so I called out to Fatty and we started climbing. 

The corridor was so narrow now that climbing up was almost as easy as 
walking and we managed to climb more than ten meters in just a few 
minutes. Fatty couldn’t resist saying, “It’s a good thing Little Brother is so 
quick-witted. We can commit suicide by jumping down before we’re crushed 
into pancakes! At least this way, we can avoid suffering.” 

I couldn’t tell whether Fatty was being sarcastic or not, but the thought of 
being crushed into a meat patty was making me feel sick. That wasn’t a fun 
way to die, especially if you could hear the sound of your skull being 
crushed. I’d honestly rather fall to my death than be squished to death 
between two walls. At this time, Poker-Face shouted from above us, “Don’t 

 
(3) Daluo Immortals are like the top-tier immortals in the cultivation realms in ancient myths and legends. 
Remember, immortals in this sense are people with extraordinary abilities who are omniscient, 
omnipotent, transcendent, and immortal. Info on Baidu. 

https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%A4%A7%E7%BD%97%E7%A5%9E%E4%BB%99/775681
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think about it for now, we still have time. Do you guys remember that grave 
robbers’ tunnel under the coffin?” 

“Of course I remember,” Fatty said. “But what does that have to do with 
us?” As soon as the words left his mouth, he suddenly gasped, “Ah, I see. 
You’re telling us to learn from that person’s example and never give up until 
the last minute, right?” 

“No,” Poker-Face said. “There’s not a grave robber in the world who would 
dig tunnels in the walls of an underground tomb if he could just walk 
through the tomb himself. There’s only one reason why he would—he 
encountered some kind of trouble and had to dig a hole in the wall in order 
to escape.” 

I understood as soon as I heard this and I couldn’t help but feel a spark of 
hope ignite in my heart, “So you’re saying that the person who made this 
tunnel was forced to because he encountered the same situation as us?” 

I had to admire Poker-Face’s quick thinking. Now I knew why he had wanted 
to climb up—the floor and two walls were made of granite so there wasn’t a 
way to make a hole unless you had explosives. The only possible place left 
was the one that couldn’t be seen—the ceiling. 

While we were talking, we had already climbed to the top and could see that 
the ceiling was made up of a layer of blue bricks. I tapped on them and 
couldn’t help but feel overjoyed. As it turned out, our prediction was correct 
and it really was hollow. This kind of brick could be stacked together but 
couldn’t be chiseled so it would be easy to make a hole as long as you had 
the proper tools. But when I looked around, I found that it was dark and I 
couldn’t see the grave robbers’ tunnel at all. 

“Well shit, Little Brother,” Fatty said. “This corridor is so long, what if he dug 
the tunnel at the other end?” 

“Anyone who encounters this kind of situation would first run to the exit,” 
Poker-Face said. “But when they find that that door is jammed, they’ll use 
their last resort—digging a grave robbers’ tunnel. This means that the tunnel 
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should be near here. If they dug it on the other end, then we have no other 
choice but to admit defeat.” 

His words were so convincing that Fatty and I immediately cheered up and 
nodded before we began searching along both sides of the walls. At this 
time, Poker-Face and I were still fine—there was still a fist-sized space 
between us and the walls—but Fatty had almost reached his limit. He had to 
suck in his stomach in order to move in the gap, and I could see that this was 
putting a lot of pressure on him. I tried to comfort him by saying that fat was 
easily compressed so there shouldn’t be a problem as long as the walls 
didn’t reach his bones, but his face turned green after hearing this and he 
gestured at me to stop talking nonsense. 

We started from the end of the corridor and climbed our way in for more 
than ten meters but still didn’t find anything. In fact, climbing sideways 
consumed more energy than climbing straight up. My legs were beginning to 
feel weak and I almost slipped down several times. I knew that if the two 
walls converged a little more, my knees would no longer be able to bend, 
which would make it more difficult to move. Moreover, the area in front was 
pitch black and I had no idea where the opening to the grave robbers’ tunnel 
was (if it was even there like Poker-Face thought it would be). But if it 
turned out to be on the other end of the corridor, then I honestly didn’t 
know how to deal with such a death. 

If I had known this earlier, maybe it would’ve been better to be bitten to 
death by the sea monkey. Most people talked about how scary ghosts and 
zombies were, but at this time, I would rather face a dozen zombies than 
stay here and be squashed to death by two walls. 

At this time, Poker-Face in front of me suddenly shined his flashlight 
towards me, signaling for us to come over. Fatty and I thought he had finally 
found it and squeezed our way over to him, feeling overjoyed. But when we 
looked up, we were surprised to find a row of bloody words written on the 
blue bricks above our heads: “Wu Sanxing harmed me. I was forced into a 
corner and died an unjust death. God is my witness—Xie Lianhuan.” 
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As I read this, I felt my heart lurch and thought to myself, this isn’t a wuxia 
novel. “What does this mean?” I asked. “Who is this person? Why are they 
saying Uncle Three hurt them?” 

“Xie Lianhuan was also a member of the archaeological team,” Poker-Face 
said. “He was the one who died on the coral reef with the snake-eyebrow 
copper fish in his hand.” 

I made a small noise of understanding as my mind descended into chaos 
again. Poker-Face gave me a push and said, “Since he left a message here, 
that means he didn’t get trapped here. The grave robbers’ tunnel must be 
nearby. There’s no time to think about what these words mean right now. 
Let’s move quickly.” 

After climbing a few more steps, I suddenly remembered why the name Xie 
Lianhuan sounded so familiar—it seemed my grandfather had mentioned it 
before.  
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Chapter 65 Escape the Trap 

As soon as I thought about it, I suddenly remembered who Xie Lianhuan 
was. The Xie and Wu families actually turned out to be related, probably a 
cousin’s cousin on the maternal side. As the saying went, everyone had a 
cousin three thousand miles away. Although I wasn’t very familiar with 
them, I knew that they were also a grave robbing family with a long history. 
And among those in my Uncle Three’s generation, he and Xie Lianhuan had a 
close relationship. I only remembered seeing him a few times at most, but 
Grandpa would often mention the Xie family whenever he scolded Uncle 
Three, saying that our Wu family would never be able to raise our heads in 
front of them again all because that child Xie Lianhuan died while following 
Uncle Three! 

Now that I thought about it, if Xie Lianhuan really did die like this, then it 
wasn’t surprising that my old man wouldn’t let me hang out with Uncle 
Three. As it turned out, Uncle Three had a dark past. 

Fatty was still pushing me from behind, which pulled me from my thoughts. 
Knowing that I couldn’t waste time thinking about it anymore, I gritted my 
teeth and moved a few steps forward. A dark opening appeared in the layer 
of bricks on the ceiling and Fatty gave a happy shout. In fact, I could tell by 
the red scratches on his front and back that he had almost reached his limit. 
The granite walls had rubbed his skin so raw that it looked like he had just 
taken a Turkish bath. I honestly wasn’t much better off and didn’t have any 
strength in my legs, but there was no need to rush now that we had made it 
here.  

Poker-Face calmly climbed into the hole first, kicked the two walls to make 
sure the tunnel was stable enough, and then pulled me in. But Fatty was a 
bit more troublesome—I couldn’t pull him up by myself so all I could do was 
watch as he gave a fierce shout and then pushed himself up with all his 
strength. He ended up scraping a large chunk of skin off his back during the 
process, but he finally made it. 
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After we all regained our footing and looked down, we couldn’t help but feel 
alarmed—there was now only a narrow gap left between the two walls. I 
didn’t even dare to think about what it would’ve been like if we hadn’t 
managed to escape in time. Even if we had found the grave robbers’ tunnel 
just a few minutes later, we wouldn’t have been able to climb in.  

Sure enough, as long as you didn’t give up hope, the heavens would find a 
way. 

I raised my head and looked up to find that the grave robbers’ tunnel had 
been dug vertically upwards to a height of about one person before it 
turned and angled eastward. I figured it was connected to the grave 
robbers’ tunnel above. My legs were feeling weak and I knew that I couldn’t 
hold out for much longer so I urged Poker-Face to hurry up. The three of us 
managed to climb to the section of the tunnel that was sloped but I was so 
exhausted by this point that I had to stop and lean against the wall to try 
and catch my breath. 

At this time, we heard the sound of the stone walls slamming together come 
from below. I let out a long breath, massaged my tight calf muscles, and 
tried my best to relax. I had been so tense and nervous just now, but after 
calming down a bit, I felt a little dazed and ended up yawning. Fatty leaned 
against the wall of the tunnel, his face ashen and his body covered in bloody 
scrape marks. “I’ll remember this for a long time,” he said in between gasps. 
“Mark my words, I should lose a few kilos when I get back.” 

This tunnel that we found ourselves in had been dug very skillfully, which 
meant that this Xie Lianhuan wasn’t an ordinary person after all. I looked 
around with my flashlight and found that the whole tunnel zigzagged 
upward. From an architectural standpoint, this was done so that even if a 
small-scale collapse occurred, there wouldn’t be a great deal of danger. But 
if you tried to save energy and dug a vertical tunnel upward, then in the case 
of a collapse, all of the bricks above would fall down and slam into you with 
the force of a piledriver. 

Fatty finally caught his breath and asked Poker-Face, “I say, Little Brother, 
what the hell is going on here? Why was everything fine when you took this 
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passage twenty years ago but we almost got flattened just now? Did you 
pick the wrong door?!” 

Poker-Face, who was resting with his eyes closed, thought for a moment 
before saying, “Not likely, unless someone changed the sign on the stele 
that indicated the Life Gate. Based on how dangerous the situation was just 
now, I think we entered the Death Gate.” 

Fatty pondered over it for a while before saying, “Maybe that woman 
discovered that we weren’t dead and came back to finish us off?” 

I shook my head. I would be the first to admit that she was vicious, but I 
didn’t think she had the ability to change the centuries-old mechanisms in 
this ancient tomb. It was simply preposterous. But it wasn’t like there was a 
fifth person here, either. I thought for a moment and couldn’t help but 
wonder if it was Uncle Three’s doing. 

Poker-Face saw how anxious I was and patted me on the shoulder, “Actually, 
I also have a theory regarding this matter. If you’re so worried about it, you 
might as well listen to what I have to say.” 

Not only was he a participant in those events, but it could also be argued 
that he had personally experienced the most important parts. This meant 
that he could give me some advice, which I most certainly wouldn’t refuse. 
So, I nodded and asked him to continue. “Let’s assume,” Poker-Face said, 
“that your Uncle Three and Xie Lianhuan knew each other twenty years ago 
and even had a very good relationship but didn’t show it. During the initial 
search, Xie Lianhuan may have discovered the tomb on the seabed but 
didn’t tell anyone besides Wu Sanxing. 

“They were both from grave-robbing families, so it was only natural that 
they wouldn’t want to miss this opportunity. They took advantage of the 
fact that the others weren’t paying attention and snuck into the ancient 
tomb. They were both skilled masters so it shouldn’t have been difficult at 
all. But after they entered the ancient tomb, something unexpected 
happened, which led to your Uncle Three plotting to kill Xie Lianhuan. 
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“It’s impossible to know what exactly happened, but we can be certain that 
when Xie Lianhuan found himself at a dead end, he left a bloody message on 
the bricks above this corridor. But as he was writing his message, he 
suddenly found that the bricks were hollow. He probably had some tools 
with him so he was able to dig the grave robbers’ tunnel very quickly, which 
ultimately saved his life.” 

I nodded—the analysis so far was essentially flawless—and listened as 
Poker-Face continued. 

“After Xie Lianhuan escaped the immediate danger, he wanted to use this 
tunnel to get out of the tomb. Although there were several failures at first, 
he was able to use his own skills and experience to finally escape from this 
ancient tomb. Of course, he immediately wanted to find Wu Sanxing and get 
revenge, but who would have expected Wu Sanxing to kill him instead and 
make it look like he had gotten caught on the coral reefs and died in an 
accident.” 

I felt a little uncomfortable when I heard Poker-Face say it like this, but I 
couldn’t find a reason to refute him. Moreover, he had said that it was just a 
theory so I decided to continue listening. 

“After that, Wu Sanxing took the whole team into the undersea tomb for 
some purpose—or maybe it really was just to avoid the storm—and then 
pretended to fall asleep. At this time, I discovered the secret painted on the 
porcelain and led everyone to the bottom of the pool. He probably didn’t 
expect this to happen so he had no other choice but to pretend to be 
possessed by a female ghost, lure us into the room where the palace model 
was, and then trick us into going into the passage behind the mirror. 

“After he knocked us out, he must have done something to us. And then I 
somehow got out of the ancient tomb. I don’t know what happened to the 
others, but I’m sure they must have lost their memory, just like me. Even if 
we had happened to meet each other over the past twenty years, we would 
have only thought that the other party looked familiar.” 
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When I heard this, I immediately asked him, “Why didn’t Uncle Three just kill 
you guys at that time? Wouldn’t it have been easier?” 

“I can’t figure it out either,” Poker-Face answered. “Maybe he didn’t think it 
was necessary to kill us because we didn’t actually know anything.” 

His theory almost made it seem like Uncle Three was an evil monster who 
planned this all in advance, which I really couldn’t accept. In my mind, Uncle 
Three definitely wasn’t that kind of person. 

Fatty seemed to have an epiphany when he heard this and said to me, 
“Young Wu, I’ve just remembered something that might explain this whole 
thing but don’t laugh when you hear it.” 

As soon as I heard this, I felt that it was the perfect time for a brainstorming 
session. Fatty had a straightforward mind, after all. I figured that maybe he 
had thought of something I hadn’t so I urged him to say it quickly. He 
lowered his voice, pretending to be mysterious, and said “I think it’s actually 
very simple. After your Uncle Three arrived in this place, he might have 
encountered something…unclean and fallen into a trap. Didn’t Little Brother 
just say that your Uncle Three was combing his hair like a woman? Think 
about it. Wasn’t he the one who showed you guys how to find the heavenly 
door? Who else would have this kind of knowledge other than the old ghost 
in this tomb? I think your Uncle Three must have been under the control of 
the tomb owner’s ghost. If we manage to find him, we should pour a bucket 
of dog’s blood on him and force the ghost out.” 

The more he talked, the more absurd his words sounded and I quickly said 
to him, “Your fucking explanation sounds like something from ‘Strange 
Tales’.(1) I’ve been around my Uncle Three for more than twenty years and 
have never seen him act like a woman. Your theory is ridiculous.” 

“I didn’t say that this ghost was necessarily a woman,” Fatty argued. “Maybe 
it’s more like a mental disorder that can be divided into ‘episodes’ and ‘non-

 
(1) “Strange Tales from a Chinese Studio” is Chinese romance fantasy novel collection of Classical Chinese 
stories by Qing dynasty writer Pu Songling, comprising close to five hundred supernatural tales. More 
info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pu_Songling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strange_Tales_from_a_Chinese_Studio
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episodes’. For example, maybe your Uncle Three is normal when he’s 
around you, but when he’s alone, he’s doing embroidery and putting on 
makeup.” As Fatty said this, he made an orchid gesture with his fingers. 

I looked at him and laughed, “What? Are you talking about Dongfang 
Bubai?(2) Embroidery? It doesn’t make any sense.” 

Poker-Face listened to Fatty and said, “No, I think what he’s talking about is 
actually possible. That kind of thing has occurred in ancient tombs before.” 

Fatty saw that someone was agreeing with him and immediately puffed up 
with pride before saying, “You see? I, Fatty, will never talk nonsense. I figure 
this has a lot to do with the fact that this tomb is at the bottom of the sea. 
It’s all about feng shui, specifically the so-called ‘sound of the wind and 
water rising’. The wind blows over the water and makes waves, but the 
waves stop when they encounter more water. Do you know why water 
ghosts look for substitutes? It’s because their souls can’t escape the water 
without a host. They kill a person, leave that person’s soul in the water to 
act as their replacement, and then move into the body and make their 
escape. Although the feng shui of this ancient underwater tomb is good, it 
places the tomb owner at a great disadvantage.” 

I listened to his logic but still couldn’t believe it. “I’ll keep that in mind,” I 
eventually said to him. “If we can really find my Uncle Three, I’ll get a 
blessed Buddha amulet and place it on his forehead and see if it works.” 

We each put forward some more ideas, by which time we had all recovered. 
Fatty looked at his watch and said, “Let’s not hold congress here any longer. 
We should hurry up and leave. If it’s as I said and we end up starving to 
death in this place, our souls won’t be able to get out and we won’t be able 
to reincarnate. That definitely won’t be good.” 

 
(2) Per Tiffany: Dongfang Bubai, literally “Invincible East”, is a fictional character in the wuxia novel “The 
Smiling, Proud Wanderer” by Jin Yong. He is a formidable martial artist, and embroidery needles are one 
of his weapons. Wiki link here. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dongfang_Bubai
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After saying this, he scratched his back and asked me, “Young Wu, I don’t 
know when it started, but haven’t you felt itchy ever since we entered this 
ancient tomb?” 
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Chapter 66 Grave Robbers’ Tunnel 

I was just about to start crawling forward, but when I heard him ask this, I 
couldn’t help but duck my head. I had been so nervous just now that I was 
ignoring it, but in fact, when we were in the corridor down below, I could 
feel that the wounds I got from the arrows were showing signs of 
inflammation. They had felt really itchy at the time but now they seemed to 
have gotten better. I lifted my shirt and looked at the wounds, only to find 
that the redness and swelling had already subsided and there was nothing 
strange about them. “I did feel it,” I said to him, “but it’s not itchy anymore. 
It’s very humid here so maybe you’re just sensitive to the moisture in the 
air.” 

Fatty scratched himself furiously and said, “Is there any way to treat this 
temporarily? I was sweating so hard earlier and now my whole body is 
itchy.” As he spoke, he kept rubbing his back against the wall, leaving bloody 
streaks on the stone behind him. I immediately felt that something was 
wrong and hurriedly asked him to show me. He turned around while 
twisting his upper body so that his hands could keep scratching at the itch. I 
smacked his hands away and then shined my flashlight on his back, only to 
see some kind of white mold growing from the wounds made by the arrows 
earlier. It was so disgusting that I simply blurted out, “Fatty, how long has it 
been since you last took a shower?” 

Fatty scoffed, “Shower? Why are you asking that? It’s personal. I don’t have 
to answer that.” 

“I can tell you haven’t fucking showered for days. Listen, don’t be alarmed 
but your back seems to be covered in some kind of mold—white mold, to be 
exact. It could probably be considered one of the few wonders of this world. 
If you let it keep growing for a few more months, you might even be able to 
grow a longevity mushroom.”(1)  

 
(1) Also called Ganoderma lucidum or Lingzhi. It’s a reddish brown fungus with a varnished kidney-shaped 
cap and stem that gives it a distinct fan-like appearance. It’s used in traditional Chinese medicine and is 
said to promote longevity (though it hasn’t really been proven). Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lingzhi_(mushroom)
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Fatty listened in confusion before saying, “What, white mold? Mold can be 
white? Quit beating around the bush and just say it. What’s going on?” 

I glanced at Poker-Face and saw that he was frowning. It seemed that the 
situation wasn’t good so I didn’t dare continue messing around. Poker-Face 
squeezed closer and pressed his hand to Fatty’s back, causing black blood to 
ooze out from the wounds. “We have a problem,” he whispered to me. 
“There was something wrong with those arrows.” 

I found it a little odd. I had also been shot with those arrows earlier so 
logically speaking, my condition should be the same as Fatty’s. Could I have 
inherited some special trait from my grandfather that made me immune? I 
quickly showed Poker-Face my own wounds and gave him a questioning 
look. 

He examined my wounds and then clicked his tongue—it seemed he was 
also unable to figure out what was going on. Fatty, who was starting to 
become scared at this point, immediately turned to me and asked, “What 
mold?! You aren’t making any fucking sense! Where’s the mold growing?” 

After he said that, he immediately reached to feel his back but I quickly 
grabbed him and said, “Don’t move. You seem to have some kind of skin 
disease. Let us take a closer look at it for you, but don’t scratch it. 
Otherwise, you’ll leave a scar.” 

He was itching so badly that he couldn’t bear it so I said to Poker-Face, “He 
can’t go on like this. We have to find a way. I’ve heard that some people 
with skin diseases can’t resist the urge to scratch themselves and end up 
committing suicide!” 

“I want to fucking kill myself now!” Fatty cried out. “This itchiness is killing 
me! We can follow Guan Yu’s example and scrape my bones in order to heal 
my wounds.(2) Just gouge out a few pieces of flesh for me. I can handle it.” 

 
(2) Guan Yu was a Chinese military general serving under the warlord Liu Bei during China’s late Eastern 
Han dynasty. He was once injured in the left arm by a stray poisoned arrow. The bone ached even after 
the wound healed so a physician said that the poison had seeped into the bone. In order to fix the 
problem, they’d have to cut open the arm and scrape away the poison from the bone. Guan Yu then 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liu_Bei
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Han_dynasty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Han_dynasty
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I had also suffered from a skin disease when I was a child so I knew a home 
remedy, but it was a bit disgusting. “There’s no need to dig out your flesh,” I 
said to him. “It’s not like you have any extra anyways. And I’m not Hua 
Tuo.(3) But I do have some lotion that might help so let me apply it for you. It 
may hurt a little but try to bear with it.” 

Poker-Face froze for a second but Fatty just snorted and said, “You city 
people are so delicate. Who brings fucking lotion to go grave robbing? Next 
time, you might as well just bring a deck of playing cards instead. That way, 
we can play a few rounds when we’re trapped.” 

Of course, I wasn’t really carrying around this kind of thing so I just spit two 
mouthfuls of saliva on Fatty’s back, put on my gloves, and started smearing 
my saliva on his wounds. Unexpectedly, Fatty couldn’t bear the pain and let 
out a shout as soon as the saliva touched his wounds. He jerked forward and 
immediately started swearing, “What the hell are you smearing on my 
back?! God damn, you might as well gouge my flesh out instead! Now I 
really will go to meet my maker.” 

I saw how effective the pain was at distracting him and said, “Looking at 
your state, the pain is better than the itching. Do you still feel itchy right 
now?” 

Fatty continued to wriggle around for a while before calming down and 
saying in a surprised voice, “Hey, Young Wu, that stuff is really effective. I 
feel so much better already. What brand is it?” 

Thinking he might kill me if he knew that I had smeared my saliva on his 
wounds, I quickly said, “Don’t be such a girl. Let’s go.” 

Poker-Face smiled in amusement before shaking his head. It was the first 
time I had seen him with a genuine smile on his face instead of his usual 

 
stretched out his arm and had the physician perform the surgery while he dined with his men as if 
nothing was going on. Info here. 
(3) Hua Tuo (c. 140-208) was a famous doctor at the end of the Han Dynasty. He’s recorded as being the 
first person in China to use anesthesia during surgery. Besides being respected for his expertise in 
surgery and anesthesia, he was famous for his abilities in acupuncture, moxibustion, herbal medicine, 
and medical Daoyin exercises. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guan_Yu#Arm_injury
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moxibustion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tao_yin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hua_Tuo
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bitter one, and I couldn’t help but feel that he had become a little more 
human. It seemed that he just needed to interact with people more. 

But his smile quickly disappeared behind that blank poker face again and 
then he motioned for us to keep up. The three of us continued crawling up 
the tunnel in the amount of time it would take to smoke half a cigarette 
when Poker-Face suddenly said from the front, “There’s a fork in the path.” 

I squeezed my way up and saw that there really were two passages leading 
to the left and the right. I used my flashlight to take a look at the one on the 
left and saw that a brick barrier had been set up a little further inside, 
essentially rendering this a dead end. It seemed that the area on the other 
side of the bricks was the tunnel that Poker-Face and Fatty had taken when 
they escaped from the ear chamber. I didn’t know why it was sealed off. 
Maybe Xie Lianhuan had been afraid that something would come out of that 
coffin? 

But since it was sealed, that meant that he had escaped using the tunnel on 
the right. Poker-Face seemed to have the same idea as me and pointed 
towards it at the same time I did. Without saying a word, the three of us 
continued crawling. 

To be honest, I had never crawled for such a long time before and I was 
already sweating like a pig. I knew it wouldn’t have been so tiring or painful 
to crawl through a normal dirt tunnel since there was nothing but dirt under 
you, but the tunnel here had broken brick fragments underneath. Crawling 
over them was pure torture and I could feel my knees burning from the 
pain. It seemed that there were still benefits to being a human; I’d have to 
strive to be a human again in my next life. 

As my thoughts were spinning wildly, Poker-Face had already stopped and 
was motioning for me not to make a sound. Fatty couldn’t see what was 
happening up front and asked me softly, “What’s wrong?” 

As I quickly shushed him, Poker-Face suddenly turned off his flashlight. Fatty 
and I were quick to catch on and immediately turned ours off as well, 
plunging us into complete darkness. I was very calm at this time, and even 
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my heart rate didn’t accelerate (when I thought about it later, I realized that 
almost being crushed to death by the walls just now had left such a strong 
impression on me that I had already overcome my fear of this ancient 
tomb). I still didn’t know what Poker-Face’s intentions were, but in an 
ancient tomb like this, it was always best to listen to him. 

We remained quiet long enough for our breathing to slow down and our 
sweat to dry, but at this time, I was alarmed to find that I could hear the 
sound of someone walking on the bricks above us. It seemed that we were 
already below the back hall or the corridor leading to it. Who was this 
person? Could it be A Ning? Or maybe it was Uncle Three? 

While I was guessing, I suddenly felt an itchy sensation on the back of my 
neck. I anxiously started to wonder if there was mold growing on me as well. 
I hurriedly touched it with my hand and found that there was a wet lump 
stuck to my neck. Thinking that Fatty had pushed his sweaty head closer to 
mine, I swore and pushed back at him hard, but when I pulled my hand back, 
I found that there was a sticky substance under my nails and it was giving off 
a faint fragrance. 

Completely disgusted, I wiped the substance off on the bricks beside me 
while telling myself that Fatty must have used too much hair oil on his mess 
of hair. If we ended up finding a pool of water later, I’d definitely make him 
wash his hair clean. For all I knew, that oil had been on his hair for several 
months now. 

As I was thinking this, my neck started to itch again. I didn’t know what this 
damned fatty was doing but I became so angry that I immediately grabbed 
him and pressed him up against the wall. But at this time, I suddenly realized 
that something was wrong—why was Fatty’s head so small? When I 
carefully got up and touched it, I felt my heart thump. Why did that wet 
lump feel like hair? I touched two more lumps and found that they seemed 
to be hair that was all tangled together. And to make matters worse, my 
outstretched hand ended up getting caught in the tangled hair. I swallowed 
and immediately broke out in a cold sweat. Fatty certainly didn’t have that 
much hair so whose hair was it? 
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I suddenly found it difficult to breathe as I recalled the human-eating hair 
we had encountered in the watery tomb passage before. But I didn’t dare 
turn on my flashlight since that thing seemed to be just a few centimeters 
away from me and I would see it as soon as I turned my light on. I knew I 
definitely wouldn’t be able to stand the shock of it. But as I was thinking this, 
I suddenly felt a slender, wet hand touch my face. It was ice cold and its 
fingernails were very sharp. I felt all of my hair stand on end and my facial 
muscles started to twitch involuntarily. 

Those sharp fingernails scratched my neck and then retreated, but I could 
feel that thing’s head move closer to me in the next second. I clenched my 
teeth in disgust as its wet hair stuck to my face, but right as I was about to 
explode, I suddenly heard a female voice come from within the mass of hair 
and whisper in my ear, “Who are you?”   

The voice was extremely quiet but I could hear it as clear as day. Just as I 
was starting to feel frightened, the woman suddenly pressed her body up 
against me, moved her hands over my shoulders, and then wrapped her 
slender arms around my neck. Even through my instinctive trembling, I could 
tell that this woman was very petite. I was completely dumbfounded. With 
her mouth pressed so close to my ear, I could feel how cold her breath was 
as she said to me, “Please hold me.” 

When I heard these words, it was like I was a man possessed. Although I 
tried hard to resist, my hands wouldn’t listen to my brain at all and I had my 
arms around her waist before I knew it. But this position was even worse—I 
could feel that this woman wasn’t wearing anything at all and her skin was 
cold but surprisingly smooth. Feeling confused, I couldn’t help but blush. But 
at this time, the woman’s mouth moved to my chin and I felt her lips press 
against it twice, as if implying that I should kiss her. I completely lost control 
and was just about to kiss her head-on when Poker-Face’s flashlight 
suddenly turned on. When I saw the “thing” I was hugging to my chest, all of 
my hair stood on end and chills ran up and down my spine. 
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Chapter 67 Forbidden Woman 

Right in front of my eyes, less than a palm’s width away from me, was a 
huge pale face. Its skin was bloated and translucent like it had been soaking 
in the sea for an unknown number of years, but the creepiest thing was that 
its two eyes were completely black, without a hint of white around the 
edges at all. At first glance, it looked like a rotting corpse whose eyes had 
been gouged out. 

I was so frightened that I shouted hysterically, pushed it away, and then 
desperately crawled forward with everything I had. There was only one 
word in my mind: escape. But it was difficult for two people to pass each 
other in this narrow tunnel so Poker-Face and I ended up getting stuck 
together and couldn’t move. Unable to squeeze through, I grabbed him and 
shouted, “Ghost! There’s a water ghost!” 

He put his hand over my mouth and said softly, “Don’t yell! Where’s the 
water ghost?” 

I turned around and wildly pointed behind me, “It’s right behind, right…” 

I was halfway through the sentence when I froze. There was nothing behind 
me—no face, no hair, not even a single water stain. The only thing I saw was 
my outstretched finger, which had almost poked Fatty in the face. He gave 
me a puzzled look before saying, “Fuck you, you’re the water ghost!” 

At a total loss, I hurriedly looked around but didn’t see it anywhere. It had 
really disappeared. But that couldn’t be right. It had felt so real just now that 
it couldn’t have been an illusion. Was I going crazy because of this ancient 
tomb? My heart was still pounding, my mind felt like it was in a fog, and I 
didn’t know what to do. 

Fatty saw my green face and said in a comforting tone, “Don’t worry. Just 
take your time and tell us what happened.” 

“I just saw a lot of hair, a naked woman, and a water ghost!” I stammered. 
“She wanted to kiss me!” 
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My mind was in such a mess that after I spent a long time trying to explain 
it, even I didn’t know what I was talking about anymore. Fatty finally got 
impatient and said, “Young Wu, you must have been dreaming. If there 
really was a water ghost, it would have to climb over me first, right?” He 
patted me on the shoulder and added, “But you’re in your twenties. It’s 
normal to dream of a naked woman. Why, when this fat master was young, I 
also dreamed of such things. It’s nothing to be ashamed of.” 

I cursed, “Don’t fucking patronize me! I definitely wasn’t dreaming just now! 
You see? My neck is still wet from where it was rubbing against me just 
now!” When I showed them my neck, Poker-Face and Fatty touched it with 
their hands and both frowned. Fatty looked up at the tunnel’s brick ceiling, 
thinking that some water had leaked through and dripped down onto my 
neck, but I told him that it was impossible. White clay had been applied to 
all of the brick seams so the tomb was watertight. 

Completely baffled, Fatty said, “This is strange. There’s only one passage 
here, so logically speaking, if something had crawled up to you, there’s no 
way I wouldn’t know.” 

“Maybe you fell asleep?” I suggested. “If you were asleep, you wouldn’t 
know if someone crawled over you.” 

Fatty immediately became angry, “Fuck you! Even if I fell asleep, how could I 
not feel someone crawling on me? Besides, could you sleep in this place? If 
you don’t believe me, see if there are footprints on my back!” He turned 
around and let us get a look at his back. 

I had finally calmed down by this point, but when Fatty turned around, I was 
shocked to see that thing clinging to his back. That thing turned its head as 
Fatty moved and its lips ended up touching my nose. I was so scared that my 
throat seized up and all I could manage to get out was a squeak. I took a few 
hasty steps back, but before I could go far, I felt something tighten around 
my feet. I looked down and found that my calves had been covered in hair at 
some point. I tried hard to pull my foot out but I couldn’t break free at all. At 
the same time, even more hair began to wrap around me before going 
straight for my mouth. My greatest fear in life was having hair in my mouth 
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so I hurriedly blocked it with my hands. In the midst of that chaos, Poker-
Face grabbed me by the collar and pulled me towards him. 

But he only managed to pull me a few steps before his own hand became 
tangled in the hair and he couldn’t pull any longer. I looked back and saw 
that the hair had wrapped around Fatty in such a way as to form a cocoon, 
and he was struggling inside of it. The creature itself was gone, but the 
whole tomb passage was full of hair, as if we had entered a black version of 
the Silk Cave from “Journey to the West”.(1)  

Poker-Face yanked his hand out and hurriedly asked me, “Do you have 
anything to start a fire? This thing is afraid of fire!” 

I felt around in my pockets and felt overjoyed when I found a windproof 
lighter. When we ate the fish head hotpot on the boat before, I had asked 
the captain for it so that I could light the kerosene stove. After I was done 
using it, I must have put it in my pocket without returning it. Who would 
have thought that this would end up saving our lives? I immediately started 
burning the hair that was wrapped around me and found that although it 
was wet, it burned very easily. After a few minutes, a lot of the hair had 
been burned away and I was able to break free. I rushed over to Fatty and 
moved to pull him out, but at this time, a huge face suddenly popped out of 
the pile of hair on the side and rushed towards my back. 

I could tell right away that my situation wasn’t good. With no time to doge, I 
simply lowered my head and punched it. It was a purely reflexive punch 
borne from extreme fear. I didn’t know how much strength I put into the 
blow, but I heard a loud crack and saw that the creature’s nose was bent 
and black liquid was gushing from it. Luckily, the flame from the windproof 
lighter in my hand didn’t go out. I clenched my teeth and got ready to give it 
another punch but it suddenly trembled and shrank back. 

 
(1) It’s chapters 72 and 73 of the novel. Silk Cave is at Silk Ridge and it’s a place where 7 spider demon 
sisters reside. They end up trapping Tang Sanzang after he stumbles upon them while begging for alms 
but the Monkey King (Sun Wukong) comes to his rescue. Tiny bit of info here. Here’s a random pdf of 
the novel I found. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Journey_to_the_West_characters#Spider_Demons_and_Hundred-Eyed_Demon_Lord
https://chine.in/fichiers/jourwest.pdf
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I felt excited as soon as I saw this and thought to myself, hell yeah, there’s a 
way out of this! As it turned out, ghosts and gods were afraid of thugs, and 
this one in particular was afraid of fists! When I thought of this, the 
confusion in my mind cleared away and I immediately became excited. I 
lifted my foot and gave the thing an enthusiastic kick to the face, sending it 
straight back into the pile of hair. Afraid that I would become entangled in 
the hair again, I hurriedly took a few steps back, raised my lighter, and 
confronted it. 

The face hidden in the hair had a very resentful expression but it was so 
afraid of the lighter’s flame that it didn’t dare rush forward again. At this 
time, Poker-Face pulled out a few wet fire sticks from God knows where and 
held them up to my lighter until they started to burn. Now that the fire had 
increased, the monster let out a fierce shriek and started to flee. In just a 
few moments, it had fled so far that we were finally able to pull Fatty out. I 
immediately took advantage of the opportunity and burned off the hair that 
was wrapped around Fatty’s head. 

Poker-Face kept pushing the creature back, refusing to lower his hands until 
it had completely disappeared into the darkness. By this point, the fire sticks 
had almost burned his hands. I looked down at Fatty and saw that his nose 
and mouth were clogged with hair and his face had turned blue. When I 
hurriedly pounded him on the chest as hard as I could, he started breathing 
again and a black mass came spewing out of his nostrils. 

I let out the long breath I didn’t realize I had been holding. Fortunately, Fatty 
had a large lung capacity and was able to clear his windpipe on his own. 
Otherwise, he would’ve needed mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, but I would 
rather let him die than do that. 

Half-dead after that ordeal, Fatty lay there gasping for a while and only 
managed to speak after coughing up what was left in his throat, “Fuck me, 
what the hell was that thing?” 

I flicked off the lighter that I had been holding in my hand, but I refused to 
put it away even though it was boiling hot and felt like it was burning my 
skin off. I glanced at Poker-Face and saw that he wasn’t much better off 
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than I was. He shook his hands out and said to Fatty, “That was probably a 
Forbidden Woman.” 

I had heard Lao Hai from Yingxiongshan Market mention this thing before 
but I didn’t believe it at that time. “Is there really such a thing as a Forbidden 
Woman?” I asked. 

Poker-Face nodded and said, “I don’t know how this thing came into being, 
but there are currently many legends about it. My guess shouldn’t be 
wrong.” 

Surprised, I immediately asked him for details but he just shook his head and 
said, “The Forbidden Woman is born in water. I know that she’s afraid of fire 
but I don’t really know anything else. In this way, she’s just like a zombie—
since ancient times, we’ve known that zombies are afraid of black donkey 
hooves but it’s not clear why. I just didn’t expect this thing to be cognizant. 
It’s probably still hiding behind us so we have to be careful.” 

Fatty still had lingering fears after what just happened and crept a little 
closer to us before saying, “It’s strange. This tomb has really good feng shui 
so why are there so many strange things in it?” 

I honestly wasn’t sure whether the feng shui of this tomb was good or not, 
but I had dug up some information about the Forbidden Woman before. In 
the mountainous regions, the Forbidden Woman actually represented the 
shamans and mediums among the ethnic minorities, but in the old seaside 
legends, she was the most evil ghost in the whole world. I didn’t know why 
there was such a difference between the two regions, but the Forbidden 
Woman generally had a terrible fate compared to other ghosts—if she was 
caught, her hands and feet were usually cut off and then she was buried 
alive. Some versions of the legend said that the Forbidden Woman’s origins 
were generally related to pregnant women so there was probably a 
correlation between it and the ear chamber where the corpse incubator 
coffin was. There was also that mural with the big-bellied figures that Uncle 
Three had mentioned before. It seemed that the Forbidden Woman’s 
appearance here was no mere coincidence. In fact, maybe the tomb owner 
had placed it here deliberately. 
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While I was lost in my thoughts, Poker-Face was worried that it would follow 
us again and motioned for us to move on. I listened for any sounds coming 
from above the tunnel but didn’t hear anything this time. I didn’t know who 
had been walking past just now, but we were making so much noise down 
here that they might have heard us. Not only would it be bad for us to linger 
here, but it was better for us to move on anyways. 

I checked to see how Fatty was doing but he acted like everything was fine. I 
figured he just didn’t want to stay here either. I asked him to turn on his 
flashlight and hang it on his belt so that we could keep an eye on things at all 
times. Then, I tightened my grip on my lighter and started crawling forward 
again. 

We crawled a little further and found that the tunnel suddenly started 
zigzagging upward again. I looked to the side and saw that Xie Lianhuan 
must have dug all this way but ended up encountering the tomb wall. 
Knowing that there was seawater on the outside, he probably had no other 
choice but to change direction and find his way upward. Maybe he had the 
same thought as us and wanted to escape from the top of the tomb. 

It had taken about half an hour for us to get this far since first entering the 
grave robbers’ tunnel, which meant that this undersea tomb probably 
wasn’t that big. After making my way through this tomb, I had a general 
impression that its length and width weren’t actually that long. The main 
problem, though, was its height. Based on my current assumptions, this 
tomb was nearly thirty meters in height. If we used modern standards and 
said that the height of one floor was equal to three meters, then that meant 
that the tomb should be ten stories below the seabed. Although it was 
impressive, it couldn’t be called a miracle. 

With no way to turn back now, we had no other choice but to keep crawling 
up. But after crawling for the amount of time it would take to smoke a 
cigarette, Poker-Face suddenly stopped moving. When I gave him a push, he 
turned around and said softly, “It’s a dead end.” 

I froze, completely stunned. That’s impossible. I quickly squeezed my way 
past him and saw that we really were facing a dead end—the path above us 
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was blocked by a large blue granite slab. I pushed it with my hand and found 
that although it was very heavy, it wasn’t impossible to move. Poker-Face 
and I tried to lift it up and eventually managed to shift it so that a small gap 
was created. We immediately noticed that there was a small bit of light 
coming in through the gap from the tomb chamber above. But just as we 
were wondering what the light was, the weight disappeared from our hands 
and the granite slab above our heads suddenly disappeared. 
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Chapter 68 Melee 

I was a little shocked, but then I immediately realized that someone must 
have lifted up the slate overhead. At that time, I thought it was Uncle Three 
or A Ning since there was no one else in the tomb with us, but when I looked 
up, I saw a burly, scaled sea monkey. Its back was bowed and it was looking 
down at me from above. I peeked out of the corner of my eye and saw that 
its shoulder was bloody and there was a spear sticking out of it. I sighed in 
my heart—it looked like the saying about enemies inevitably crossing paths 
really was fucking true. This thing was really obsessed with me. 

I didn’t expect that such a dramatic thing would happen to me so I was at a 
total loss for a moment. But at this time, I suddenly felt someone tugging on 
my pants. I looked down and saw that it was Poker-Face. He was motioning 
for me to go down quickly. I glanced back at the sea monkey’s huge body 
and immediately knew what Poker-Face was trying to do so I hurriedly 
crawled back down. The tunnel below me was sloped and cramped so 
Poker-Face and I were already squished together, which made it very hard 
to move. But now that I was in a hurry, it was even harder to move, which 
meant that I was half a beat slower than before. I only managed to crawl a 
few steps forward before the sea monkey suddenly made a rumbling sound 
and thrust its head down into the tunnel. When I saw that sea monkey’s 
sinister face coming straight towards me, I was so scared that my feet 
slipped and my butt ended up slamming against the tunnel wall. 

Although my butt was sore, I took this opportunity to slide down the tunnel, 
telling myself that the heavens had blessed me since I could escape quickly 
like this. The sea monkey was so large that it definitely wouldn’t be able to 
get in no matter how hard it tried so I could finally take a moment to calm 
my racing heart. 

I thought it was a beautiful miracle at the time, but I forgot that the heavens 
didn’t obey human desires—I had only slid down half a meter when I 
suddenly found Fatty blocking the way below. He was crawling wildly up the 
tunnel while shouting, “Go up! Go up! That bitch is here again!” 
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I was shocked when I heard it and immediately looked behind him, only to 
see that a large mass of hair was crawling around the last bend in the 
tunnel. I cursed in my heart, sure enough, blessings never come in pairs but 
misfortune never comes alone. Anything that can go wrong will go wrong. I 
hurriedly threw my lighter to Fatty so that he could defend himself and then 
looked up to see what was going on above. But right as I moved my neck, I 
suddenly felt a sharp pain in my shoulder. I turned my head and saw that 
the sea monkey’s shoulders were too wide to fit into the tunnel but its neck 
was still very flexible and could stretch pretty far. I hadn’t been paying 
attention to it just now and ended up getting bit on my right shoulder. 

I knew I was in trouble now. It had bitten me in such a way that its fangs had 
sunk deep into my flesh to the point that I almost fainted from the pain, but 
its teeth didn’t pierce through my bones or muscles at all. I was just about to 
put up a struggle when it suddenly yanked me hard and dragged me out of 
the tunnel. 

I dangled in the air, hanging from the sea monkey’s teeth—it didn’t seem 
like it wanted to kill me right away, but I knew that it could tear my shoulder 
in two as long as it jerked its head. Even though I was absolutely terrified at 
this time, I knew I had to resist. As I frantically looked around, I suddenly 
saw the spear sticking out of the sea monkey’s shoulder and gave it a hard 
kick. This time, I managed to hit it just right so it became embedded even 
deeper. The sea monkey suddenly howled and threw me aside. 

I used all of my strength to try and soften my landing as I rolled on the 
ground about seven or eight times, but when I tried to stand up again, I 
found that my right hand was completely useless. The sea monkey flew into 
a rage at the pain, roared a few times, and then rushed towards me again. 
But this time, it went straight for my neck as if it wanted to rip my throat 
out. 

It came so fast that it was impossible to dodge and I had no other choice but 
to block it with my arm. Although this was like a praying mantis trying to 
stop a car, I knew that if I didn’t at least try to defend myself, I would 
probably lose my head. But at this time, Fatty suddenly came from behind 
and grabbed the sea monkey’s legs, causing it to trip and faceplant. The two 
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fell to the ground at the same time and rolled into a ball of tangled limbs. 
Fatty was very agile and tried to climb onto its back like Wu Song fighting 
the tiger(1), but the sea monkey was so strong that Fatty couldn’t hold it 
down at all and ended up getting kicked away. 

When I saw that Fatty couldn’t overpower it, I knew that things were about 
to take a bad turn. And sure enough, the sea monkey bared its fangs at 
Fatty, turned around, and then rushed back towards me. Why are you 
fucking targeting me?! I cried in my heart. I hurriedly reached for the 
speargun hanging around my waist but then I remembered that I had 
thrown it away when I was climbing up the rock wall earlier so that I could 
escape more smoothly. It had probably been crushed into a fried dough 
twist by now. 

But there was no time to regret it as the sea monkey arrived in front of me 
in the next second. Thinking it was going to bite my neck and rip my head 
off, I simply closed my eyes and waited for death, but to my surprise, it 
seemed like it wanted me to suffer. It angrily stomped on my stomach with 
one foot, almost breaking my spine in the process. I spat out a mouthful of 
blood and almost passed out from the pain, but the sea monkey didn’t stop 
there—it lifted its foot and moved to step on my chest, but as soon as it did, 
there was a loud bang. I didn’t know what was going on, but I saw it get 
knocked away and roll end over end several times. 

I turned my head and saw Fatty walking over like a vengeful god, a giant 
bronze mirror in his hands that was still vibrating from the impact. I looked 
at him, completely speechless. It seemed that this mirror was the assault 
weapon that caused the loud noise just now. Fatty’s hands were really 
blackened—if that sea monkey had actually been a human being, such an 
assault would have definitely killed him. I secretly told myself that if we 
made it out of here alive, I definitely shouldn’t offend him in the future. 

Fatty was in such a fit of rage at this time that he had already rushed over to 
the sea monkey and backhanded it with the mirror again before it even had 

 
(1) Wu Song was a heroic outlaw of Liangshan Marsh in the classic novel “The Water Margin”. His exploits 
include killing a tiger with his bare hands. Summary of the story here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wu_Song#Slaying_the_tiger
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the chance to get up. There came the same loud “bang” noise from before 
as the sea monkey’s face was crushed and its body was sent rolling several 
meters away. But unfortunately, this sea monkey was very strong so the 
mirror didn’t actually cause much damage to its body. But now it knew how 
powerful Fatty was so it didn’t dare rush over again. Instead, it ran for a 
nearby pillar, climbed up it, and then roared at Fatty from above. 

By this point, I had already realized that this was the room where Poker-Face 
had said the model of the heavenly palace was. The most direct piece of 
evidence was the four huge shadow paintings on the four walls of the room. 
I didn’t have time to carefully check to see whether the contents of these 
paintings were in line with his description, but I was certain that the scene 
here hadn’t changed at all in the twenty years since they had left. But to my 
surprise, this room actually wasn’t as big as he had said it was. The only 
thing I would call majestic was the golden nanmu pillars on the side that 
were so wide, three people holding hands wouldn’t be able to wrap their 
arms around them. Everything else could only be regarded as luxurious at 
best. 

Fatty, after winning the first round, became arrogant and started taunting 
the sea monkey, “Fuck you! I’ve killed so many zombies over the years that 
I’ve lost count. In front of me, you’re just a half-baked monkey pretending to 
be strong. How dare you not take this fat master seriously!” He tried to 
throw the mirror up to hit the sea monkey, but it weighed too much for him 
to lift up past his waist. Fatty had used all of his strength when making those 
two blows just now, but he couldn’t lift the mirror this time and just ended 
up staggering under its weight. 

The sea monkey was very cunning. When it saw that Fatty couldn’t exert his 
strength, it suddenly leaped down from the pillar and threw Fatty to the 
ground. Fatty didn’t have time to react and ended up getting crushed by its 
weight, unable to push it away. As a result, he couldn’t avoid the harsh slap 
the sea monkey directed at his face, its claws ripping off a layer of skin in the 
process. Fatty had never been treated like this before, so his eyes suddenly 
became red and he gave an animalistic roar before biting the sea monkey on 
the face. It shrieked in pain and then leaped away. 
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I saw that a large chunk of the sea monkey’s scales had been torn off of its 
face and blood was dripping down from the fresh wound. It looked much 
more sinister now, but it was also confused by Fatty’s attack and started to 
act more cautious. It stood and observed us from a distance as if trying to 
find Fatty’s weak point. Fatty was also forcing himself to hang in there, but I 
could see that he was breathing hard and his physical strength was 
exhausted. 

The two sides faced each other for a few minutes but the sea monkey was 
an animal, after all. It couldn’t concentrate the way a human could so its 
attention started to wander. It yawned, turned its head, and started to look 
around. That was when it caught sight of Poker-Face—he had his teeth 
clenched as he tried to move the slate back over the entrance to the grave 
robbers’ tunnel. The slate was so heavy that it was difficult for a single 
person to lift on their own so he could only drag it inch by inch. The sea 
monkey saw that Poker-Face was alone and immediately rushed towards 
him with a loud roar, its bloodlust rekindled. 

I was surprised—I didn’t expect this thing to act so human and go after the 
weak instead of the strong. “Be careful!!” I hurriedly shouted at Poker-Face. 

He had already noticed the incoming attack from behind and quickly 
dropped the slate to roll to the side and avoid the blow. When the sea 
monkey saw that its paw didn’t make contact, it immediately jumped in for 
another attack but I wasn’t very worried. I knew that Poker-Face had the 
skills to deal with this thing. With the sea monkey following close behind, 
Poker-Face ran a few steps towards a nearby golden nanmu pillar, jumped 
up, used one foot to kick off of it, spun in midair, and then pressed his knees 
down on the sea monkey’s shoulders. The force of the impact caused the 
sea monkey’s body to bend, almost bringing it to its knees. Not knowing 
what kind of kung fu this was, I immediately became curious.  

The sea monkey was so strong that it hardly looked affected by this move, 
but Poker-Face wasn’t done yet. Instead of jumping down immediately, he 
tightened his legs around the creature’s head and then twisted his waist 
hard. There was the sound of a crisp click and then the sea monkey’s head 
twisted a hundred and eighty degrees and fell to the floor. 
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This series of movements was all done within a second, an instant kill. Fatty 
and I both had our mouths hanging open in shock and could feel a phantom 
pain in our necks as if we had pulled a muscle. I suddenly recalled the head 
of that blood corpse from the Seven Star Lu Palace and decided that Poker-
Face must have used this method to take care of it. I couldn’t help but sigh 
pityingly. This method was so cruel that even I felt a bit sorry for the sea 
monkey. 

After Poker-Face climbed off the corpse, he immediately rushed back to 
finish moving the slab over the tunnel entrance. I could already see that a 
clump of hair was emerging from the tunnel so I hurriedly called Fatty over 
to help. Fatty used our original method and burned the clump of hair with 
the lighter before working together with Poker-Face to put the blue granite 
stone back into place. The Forbidden Woman was unwilling to give up and 
beat against the slab several times, trying to push it away. Fatty was afraid 
that she would succeed so he sat down on the slab, crushing it with his 
weight. 

The sound of the Forbidden Woman beating against the slab lasted for ten 
minutes, but with Fatty sitting on top of it, it was even more difficult to lift 
now. As the thing below finally calmed down, Fatty simply swore and then 
lay his exhausted body down on the floor to rest. 

Seeing that the danger had passed, I breathed a huge sigh of relief. By this 
point, I finally had feeling in my right hand again and could do some small 
movements. When I saw Poker-Face go to the southeast corner of the room, 
I quickly followed him. The mirror had been removed and there was indeed 
a dark hole in the wall. It was only half as tall as a person and looked very 
deep. There was no telling where it led to.  
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Chapter 69 Hole in the Wall 

This hole was a key point in the whole incident. Poker-Face’s memory 
stopped here; what happened after that was a complete mystery. What was 
in the hole, how he got out, and whether the others also lost their memory 
like him were all speculations, but there weren’t any facts to come to a 
conclusion. 

I examined the hole very carefully. From the outside, it could only be 
described as an opening that was poorly positioned (except for tunnel 
warfare, I had never seen anyone make an entrance at this kind of location). 
From what I could see of the inside of the hole, it was made of the same 
yellow mortar brick as the room outside. The overall structure seemed very 
common. In fact, I had seen many such holes in charcoal manufacturing 
factories in Shanxi. They were all used as exhaust openings for the brick kilns 
there, but placing this hole here was very strange considering the tomb’s 
layout. I didn’t know what purpose it served. 

As far as I could remember, almost all tombs were structurally symmetrical. 
It was rare to open a passage or have an extra room for no reason unless the 
tomb owner had such a hobby. If that wasn’t the case here, then there were 
only two possibilities: 

My first thought was that there might be some hidden burial objects inside 
of it, which wouldn’t be surprising at all. According to my grandpa’s notes, 
there were many people who designed hidden rooms in their own tombs, 
but they were generally very well disguised. This hole, on the other hand, 
had neither a trapdoor nor was it camouflaged. There was just a mirror 
placed in front of it, which seemed a bit ridiculous. 

The second possibility was that it was related to feng shui. The reason I 
thought this was because mirrors were very important props in feng shui so 
the fact that it was placed here should have some kind of meaning. 
Generally speaking, creating an opening in a room was called “tong” in feng 
shui, which meant that it was a place through which energy would pass 
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through. Putting a mirror in front of the opening would either attract the 
energy inward or release it back out so that it wouldn’t be trapped. 

This was called “small feng shui”, and it was very different from the “big 
feng shui” of ancient times. Just like Mahayana and Hinayana in Buddhism(1), 
small feng shui was all about finding ways to change things. In other words, 
it was about using certain methods to change a bad situation in a small area 
into a good one. Since I found this aspect of feng shui interesting, I knew 
much more about it than I did about big feng shui. 

I followed the direction the mirror was facing and moved to look around the 
room, hoping to find some helpful clues. The layout of the entire room was 
exactly the same as what Poker-Face had described to us earlier, but 
because it had remained the same for twenty years, light was only coming 
from the four luminous pearls on the four walls. This meant that the model 
of the heavenly palace in the middle was hidden in darkness so I could only 
look at small sections of it with my flashlight. After scanning the room 
several times, my eyes were involuntarily drawn to the shadow paintings on 
the wall. 

I have already described the contents of these four paintings before based 
on Poker-Face’s description of them. They had seemed very vague and 
indistinct when I was listening to him describe them, but now that I could 
see them for myself, I found that they were actually very realistic. As long as 
you looked carefully enough, you could see a lot of very specific details. 

First, I found that the snow-capped mountains in the painting were probably 
the northern slope of Changbai Mountain in Jilin. It wasn’t that my memory 
was amazing, it was just that Changbai Mountain’s main peaks were so 
distinctive that anyone who had ever been there would be able to recognize 
them. 

 
(1) In Buddhism, Hinayana means “lesser or inferior vehicle” while Mahayana means “bigger or superior 
vehicle” (vehicle in this case refers to something that people use to cross from the so-called delusional 
shore where’s there’s suffering to the enlightenment shore which is the Land of Buddha). Hinayana 
teachings emphasize personal enlightenment while Mahayana teachings emphasize both personal and 
mass (others’) enlightenment. Info from here. 

http://www.differencebetween.net/miscellaneous/religion-miscellaneous/difference-between-mahayana-and-hinayana-buddhism/
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The second thing I noticed was that in the second painting, the funeral 
procession members were all dressed in Yuan-style clothing. In other words, 
the person in the coffin was probably a prominent dignitary from the Yuan 
Dynasty.(2) This likely meant that the Heavenly Palace on the Clouds was 
built at the end of the Yuan Dynasty when there was a dynastic change 
occurring. The owner of that tomb definitely wasn’t an ordinary person if 
they still had the ability to build such a large tomb in such a chaotic world. 

The third thing I noticed was that everyone in the funeral procession was a 
woman. It was not only surprising but also unbelievable. I didn’t know what 
the Mongolians’ burial ceremony entailed, but it was completely unheard of 
for a funeral procession to be made up entirely of women. 

There were so many other small details like this, but I didn’t know whether 
they were intentional clues left by the artisans or if it was just their own 
style of doing things. 

After looking at all the details, I knew that it would be possible to find the 
location of this heavenly palace—all we needed to do was find someone 
from a mountain village who was familiar with the terrain. But the palace 
had been buried under hundreds of years’ worth of snow, and the 
permafrost was very soft. One wrong move while digging could cause a 
small avalanche to occur, which was enough to keep you trapped in the 
snow forever. 

But these hints definitely didn’t have anything to do with the hole in the 
corner of the room. I went to check the walls behind the other three mirrors 
but didn’t find anything special. It seemed that all of our questions could 
only be answered by entering that hole. I walked back over to it and saw 
that Poker-Face was still standing there staring at it. There was a rare 
uncertainty in his eyes, as if he was thinking about something. When he saw 
me coming, he suddenly said to me, “I think I need to go in there again.” 

 
(2) The Yuan (or Mongol) dynasty was from 1279-1368. Descriptions of the clothing style here and here 
(the wiki one looks more in depth). 

http://www.asean-china-center.org/english/2010-05/26/c_13316039.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fashion_in_the_Yuan_dynasty
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I was taken aback for a moment and said, “No way! Are you trying to throw 
your life away? If you lose your memory for another twenty years, then 
everything you’ve done so far will be meaningless.” 

“I’m different from you,” he said indifferently. “For you, what happened 
here is just a bizarre experience, but for me, it’s a huge mystery. If I don’t 
figure out what happened, I won’t be able to live in peace even if I 
remember everything.” 

I became anxious as soon as I heard this. Although I told him no, it wasn’t 
because I didn’t understand him but because our current environment 
didn’t allow for any complications. What we should’ve been focusing on was 
escaping this tomb as soon as possible. Otherwise, even if we learned all of 
the secrets in the world, they would immediately lose their value when the 
air ran out and we all suffocated to death. 

When I shared my concerns with him, a flicker of doubt appeared on his face 
and he asked me, “How sure are you that we can get out?” 

It was only after hearing this question that I realized I hadn’t even looked at 
the ceiling here. I quickly raised my head and examined the ceiling carefully. 

In all the records I had read before, the tops of Ming Dynasty tombs were 
described as very sturdy because they placed the beams in a seven 
horizontal and eight vertical formation. In my opinion, this room’s ceiling 
should’ve had an arched structure with a high center and two low sides in 
order to withstand the water pressure, but it appeared to have followed 
traditional land-based tombs and was flat. In that case, it didn’t really 
matter where the hole was made. 

The ceiling was more than ten meters away from us and there was nothing 
we could use to climb up to it. Our only other option was to make several 
dents in the pillars using the mirrors’ legs, climb up to the ceiling, break 
through the outer layer of white clay, and then figure out how to deal with 
the blue bricks. We didn’t need to be too careful. As long as we calculated 
the time right and destroyed the pressure-bearing structure above, a hole 
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would appear naturally in the ceiling and seawater would start filling the 
tomb. Once the tomb was filled, we could easily make our escape. 

The most important part of this plan was to time it just right. If the pressure-
bearing structure wasn’t destroyed at low tide, then there was a chance the 
whole ceiling would collapse as the seawater rushed in, effectively crushing 
us inside. 

I explained this to Poker-Face and stressed to him that we actually had a 
very good chance of getting out. The tomb would be completely 
compromised once we did, but it wouldn’t disappear and everything would 
still be inside of it. He could come back in a few days with the necessary 
equipment and take his time searching. 

He nodded, finally convinced by my words. Fatty couldn’t stand it any longer 
and said, “In that case, what are we waiting for? Let’s get started now. We’ll 
focus on the pillar first. That way, we won’t be in such a rush later.” 

I glanced at my watch. There were still six hours before low tide, which 
meant that we still had plenty of time. I shook my head and said, “We used 
up a lot of energy just now and haven’t eaten at all so our condition isn’t too 
good. We should take the time to get some rest since there’s no telling what 
will happen once we get out of here. The boat might have already left or we 
might drown if we don’t have enough energy to swim. Encountering such an 
ending after everything we’ve been through would really suck.” 

Fatty was originally full of motivation but became depressed after hearing 
the logic in my words. He scratched his head and said, “Shit, we still have to 
wait? Fine then, I’ll just get some sleep first. Call me when it’s time to start 
working.” 

I also found a place to sit where I could lean against the wall, but countless 
thoughts kept popping into my head. I roughly calculated how quickly the 
room would fill once the seawater started pouring in. The passage leading to 
the stele at the bottom of the pool was currently closed off, but it wasn’t 
sealed so the seawater would definitely flow into it, albeit at a much slower 
rate than the water pouring in through the ceiling. So, most of the seawater 
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would definitely flood into that strange hole in the wall first. But the 
problem was, I didn’t know where that hole led to. If it was connected with 
other rooms, then that would definitely cause a problem because a 
whirlpool could form and suck us into the hole. 

When I thought of this, I couldn’t help but glance at the dark depths of the 
hole, wondering if there was any way to plug it. Then I realized that we 
could use sections of the heavenly palace model to do so. I calculated the 
height and width of the hole, thinking about how best to plug it. 

But the moment I focused my attention on the hole, a very strange feeling 
suddenly rose in my heart. 

In the darkness of that hole, there was some kind of force that was drawing 
my gaze. This kind of force was not only strong but also had a certain 
compulsion that made it difficult to look away. I tried to turn my head but 
found that I couldn’t move my neck and even my eyes couldn’t look away. 

At the same time, I immediately felt an indescribable restlessness come over 
me. It was the same kind of feeling a starving person would have after 
receiving a bag of food but being unable to tear it open. This restless feeling 
gave rise to a strong impulse to enter the hole and see what was in there. 

It all happened in an instant and without any warning. As a result, by the 
time the other two felt that something was wrong with me, it was already 
too late. Poker-Face was in front of me, but I shoved him out of the way and 
rushed into the hole. Since I was already very close to the entrance, I was 
able to rush into the darkness before Poker-Face had the chance to pull me 
back. At that time, I wasn’t thinking about what I was doing at all, I just 
wanted to run to the deepest part of the hole to see what was there. I didn’t 
even turn on my flashlight and just continued running forward into the 
darkness, not paying attention to what was underfoot or whether I was 
being chased or not. 

But after only a few steps, there was a sudden gust of wind behind me and 
then a searing pain shot up my left knee. My leg buckled and then I fell to 
the ground. 
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It was a bad fall—my forehead slammed into the ground, my mind felt like it 
was buzzing from the pain, and my nose was bleeding. But after suffering 
such a fall, the restlessness in my heart suddenly disappeared and 
everything returned to normal. 

I lay there stunned for a while, feeling nothing but a strange, indescribable 
feeling. This hole was too powerful considering how just looking at that 
mass of darkness could make people lose their minds. It seemed I had 
almost succumbed to the trick myself just now. 

Looking back, I saw that Poker-Face and Fatty had chased after me and a 
flashlight was lying off to one side. It seemed that was the thing that had hit 
my knee just now. 

The two of them walked up to me and, without saying a word, grabbed me 
by the arms and started dragging me out of the passage. I tried to stand up 
but found that my injured knee couldn’t support my weight at all. They 
dragged me a little ways but couldn’t lift me up in the narrow passage. 
Moreover, the beams from their flashlights kept jumping around 
everywhere from the movements, which made the scene look very chaotic. 

Fatty saw that it was too inconvenient to pull me with one hand, so he put 
his flashlight under his armpit, wrapped both arms around me, and started 
dragging me back towards the entrance. His movements were so violent and 
jerky that I almost went into shock. 

At this time, his flashlight swept across a part of the passage and something 
flashed from out of the darkness. I thought I saw a person squatting there in 
the dark. 

The light had moved too fast so I didn’t see it clearly, but I was certain that it 
must have been a person. I immediately thought of Uncle Three and 
shouted, “Wait a minute, someone’s up ahead!” 

When Fatty heard this, he swept his flashlight back over the area. We caught 
a glimpse of the person’s back, but they had already stood up and were 
quickly running down the passage. 
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Although we were stunned, we could all clearly tell that it was a person, but 
we couldn’t see who it was. Poker-Face reacted the fastest and immediately 
shouted, “Quick, follow them!” With that said, he took off like a bullet. Fatty 
swore loudly but also chased after him. 

I stood up with difficulty and took a few steps, hobbling after them. At this 
time, Poker-Face had already grabbed the person and was grappling with 
them. Fatty immediately jumped into the fray and the two men pushed the 
person directly to the ground. Fatty took out his flashlight and pointed it at 
the person’s face. “Ah!” He shouted. “It’s A Ning!” 

I shuffled closer to take a look and was surprised at the sight that greeted 
me—her hair was disheveled, her face was dirty, her diving suit was torn, 
and she stunk to high heaven. I could also see that there was blood by her 
nose and at the corners of her mouth. I didn’t know what had happened to 
her to put her in such a state, but when I thought about it, the three of us 
weren’t much better. Fatty especially was covered in so many wounds that it 
was difficult to look at him without cringing. 

When Fatty saw this woman, he immediately became angry and pointed at 
her nose, cursing up a storm. But after a few words, Poker-Face suddenly 
stopped him and said, “Wait a minute, there’s something wrong with her!” 
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Chapter 70 Coral Tree 

It was only after Poker-Face said this that I realized that A Ning’s expression 
was lifeless and her eyes were very sluggish. It was quite different from how 
lively she was before. She was currently being held to the ground by Poker-
Face but she wasn’t struggling, talking, or even looking at us, as if this whole 
situation had nothing to do with her. 

Fatty eyed her strangely before saying, “It is a little fucking weird. She didn’t 
even respond when I was cursing her out just now. Normally, she would’ve 
kicked me as soon as I got a few words out.” 

I knew that his hands were blackened so I asked him, “Did you hit her too 
hard just now? Look, she can’t even speak. I bet it’s because you hit her too 
hard and knocked her senseless.” 

Fatty immediately became angry and said, “Bastard, stop talking nonsense! 
Would I treat a lady like that? I only grabbed her legs just now! And I did it 
very gently without leaving a single mark! If you don’t believe me, ask Little 
Brother.” 

Poker-Face told us to stop arguing and said, “Don’t worry, she’s fine but her 
mind is muddled. She might just be in shock.” He waved his hand in front of 
her face and snapped his fingers but A Ning didn’t react at all. 

Fatty scratched his head and thought for a moment before saying, “Maybe 
this bitch saw something and was scared senseless?” 

“This woman is ruthless and highly skilled,” I argued. “You saw how she 
treated me earlier. How could such a person be scared senseless? Don’t be 
fooled by her. She’s probably just faking it.” 

Fatty became suspicious when he heard this and said, “You’re right. Women 
are cruel and cunning. We need to be careful. Should we give her a few slaps 
and see how she reacts? This woman is very stubborn so maybe a few slaps 
will get her to drop the innocent heroine act and—” 
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I didn’t know where he was going with this but I decided to interrupt him, 
“Stop, you’ve watched too many fucking revolutionary films. Are you trying 
to impersonate a Kuomintang spy(1) or something? Just look at her. Do you 
really think you can hit her when she’s in this state?” 

Fatty raised his big hand and tried to slap A Ning’s small face twice but 
found that he really couldn’t do it. Feeling discouraged, he said, 
“Unfortunately, this fat master has never hit a woman before. What the fuck 
do you think we should do then?” 

I hadn’t spent enough time with her to tell whether she was faking it or not, 
so I said to him, “It’s impossible to tell right now. I think we should tie her up 
and take her out of here first. When the time comes, we’ll call the police and 
let them handle this matter.” 

Fatty became angry again, “Are you fucking stupid or just pretending to be? 
Have you forgotten that the three of us are here grave robbing? Do you 
know what grave robbing means? Give her to the police… did you hit your 
head and become stupid or something?” 

I was really confused at first, but when Fatty said this, I suddenly wanted to 
smack myself. Shit, it seemed my mind hadn’t adjusted to the fact that I was 
a grave robber; I was still thinking of myself as the small boss of an antique 
store. I hurriedly said to Fatty, “I’ve only robbed tombs a couple of times. 
Don’t expect the impossible from me! At heart, I’m still a law-abiding citizen 
who’s used to going to the police when something bad happens. I blurted 
that out without thinking so just act like I didn’t say anything. We’ll think of 
something when the time comes.” 

 
(1) The Kuomintang (aka the Nationalist Party of China or the Chinese Nationalist Party) is a major 
political party in the Republic of China throughout its historical periods in both the Chinese mainland as 
well as Taiwan. After the Xinhai Revolution in 1911 which overthrew the Qin Dynasty, the Chinese 
National Party led an armed struggle against the Communist Party of China. They massacred people and 
used secret police and criminals to deal with political rivals. The Kuomintang retreated to Taiwan in 
December 1949, fleeing the Communist People’s Liberation Army. Info here.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuomintang
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Fatty waved his hand and said, “Forget it, I don’t think you have any good 
ideas. Let’s see what Little Brother has to say. If we have to rely on you, it’ll 
be too late.” 

I didn’t lose my temper but glanced at Poker-Face instead. He was shining 
his flashlight into A Ning’s eyes, but then he turned to us and said, “Don’t 
argue. Her pupils are dilated and her reactions are slow, which means that 
her condition is much more serious than ‘scared senseless’. It’s not 
something that can be faked.” 

He seemed very certain, and there was no reason to doubt him so I simply 
asked, “Can you tell what caused it?” 

Poker-Face shook his head and said, “I only know a little bit about it from 
what I can remember of my own medical exam. If you want to know more, 
there’s nothing we can do short of sending her to a hospital.” 

I sighed, remembering how spirited and lively this woman was before. 
“Well, since we can’t figure out what’s wrong with her in a short amount of 
time, I vote we stop thinking about it and just take her out first,” I said to 
him. 

Neither of them had any problems with this proposal, and once we all 
agreed on it, Fatty said to Poker-Face, “Let’s do this—this place is creepy so 
we shouldn’t linger here but we can at least look around first. If there’s 
nothing of note, we’ll leave quickly.” 

I had already forgotten where we were, but when he said this, it all came 
back to me and I immediately felt a chill run up my spine. I wanted to leave 
right away, but I knew that it was pointless to suggest it since they both had 
their own purposes for being here. In the end, I had no other choice but to 
suck it up and nod in agreement. 

Fatty immediately turned around and pointed his flashlight into the depths 
of the passage. I followed the light and saw that the hole actually wasn’t 
very long and came to an end after about a dozen steps. But the flashlight 
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wasn’t strong enough to illuminate that far so we could only see a vague 
outline. 

My eyes weren’t as good as Fatty’s so I couldn’t see if there was anything 
there, but I was hoping that Fatty wouldn’t see anything either. I wanted 
him to give up so that we could get out of here as soon as possible; I 
couldn’t stay in this place for another minute. 

Fatty took a closer look and suddenly frowned as if he saw something. I 
followed the direction of his gaze but I couldn’t see anything. Then he asked 
us softly, “Guys, guys, do you see that? There, in the deepest part. Is that a 
tree?” 

I snorted, “How can there be a tree in this ancient tomb? There’s no sunlight 
here, nor anyone to water it. If there was a tree, it would have rotted long 
ago.” 

Fatty continued looking at it for a long time, but he must not have felt 
certain about it because he stubbornly pointed his finger towards it and 
motioned for me to take a closer look. I had no other choice but to comply, 
but I really couldn’t see anything clearly. I strained my eyes but could only 
vaguely make out something that looked like branches. The silhouette was 
very familiar, but I couldn’t remember where I had seen it before. “I can’t 
see it clearly but it’s definitely not a tree,” I eventually said to him. 

Fatty took another look before saying stubbornly, “It looks like a tree to me, 
but it’s shining with a golden light. If you don’t believe me, let’s go and take 
a closer look.” 

I immediately became angry—it was obvious that he had an ulterior 
motive—and said to him, “Don’t think I don’t know what you’re up to! Even 
if there is a golden tree in there, do you think you can carry it out?” 

Fatty saw that I had caught onto his scheme, but he didn’t back down, “We 
won’t know if it’s something we can carry out until we see what it is. Maybe 
there are some small pieces on the side or something. It would’ve been fine 
if we hadn’t come in here, but now that we have come in and seen 
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something good, we should check it out! Besides, we’ve come this far 
without anything happening. There’s nothing to be afraid of, right?” 

I was annoyed, but there was nothing I could do about it. After all, I was very 
familiar with Fatty’s logic by this point—after looking around and examining 
everything, wipe the place clean. This guy was simply a devil incarnate; 
whoever met him was bound to be unlucky. 

I was just about to ridicule him when I saw Poker-Face gesture at us to stop 
talking. “Follow me,” he whispered to us. “Don’t fall behind.” Then he 
walked straight into the darkness without looking back. 

Fatty was overjoyed. He picked up A Ning, put her on his back, and then 
followed after him. I thought it was strange, but Poker-Face was moving so 
quickly that I didn’t have time to think about it carefully, so I limped after 
them. 

The part of the passage we had been standing at just now appeared to be 
the middle, so Poker-Face’s fast pace meant that we soon reached the so-
called tree at the end. We were now in the innermost part of the brick hole. 
Poker-Face raised his hand and shined his flashlight at the “tree”, revealing 
its true form. 

It was a huge piece of white coral that was as tall as a person and had twelve 
“branches” sprouting from its trunk. Its shape really did look like that of a 
tree. It had been skillfully carved, but it was made from ordinary coral which 
wasn’t very rare or valuable. 

The coral had been planted in a huge porcelain basin with countless pebbles 
surrounding its trunk and many small golden bells hanging from its 
branches. The golden light Fatty had seen earlier must have been the beams 
from our flashlights reflecting off of these bells. But the bells definitely 
weren’t made of gold because there was a layer of patina(2) in their cracks. I 

 
(2) A green or brown film on the surface of bronze or similar metals, produced by oxidation over a long 
period. Info/pics here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patina
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figured the base material was probably brass that had been gilded, which 
was how they had maintained their current luster. 

Fatty was very disappointed that he didn’t see a golden tree, but he still 
refused to give up. He swung his flashlight around the area and asked me, 
“Young Wu, do you think this coral is worth anything?” 

I had actually done some research on this kind of thing before, but when I 
remembered how he had been acting just now, I decided to tease him a bit, 
“Sorry to burst your bubble, but with this quality, the best market price you 
can get is eight yuan per kilogram.” 

Fatty was skeptical after hearing this, but when he asked Poker-Face and 
received a nod in response, he suddenly became depressed, “Fuck, I thought 
I’d finally become rich this time but all I got was fucking nothing.” 

I chuckled and said, “Fatty, don’t be discouraged. Listen, the coral might be 
worthless but the bells hanging on it are good.” 

Fatty didn’t believe me and said, “I see that smirk on your face. Don’t be 
making shit up. I’ve taken plenty of these kinds of broken bells from tombs 
before, but they’re only worth about a thousand. In what world do you think 
they’re valuable?” 

“With your business mind, of course you can’t see it,” I said to him. “To tell 
you the truth, I can’t estimate the specific value, but it’s definitely worth 
more than the same weight in gold. Look at the patterns on these bells. 
They’re older than the Ming Dynasty and were even considered antiques at 
that time. Do you see what I mean?” 

Fatty was stunned by my words and didn’t know whether to believe them or 
not, but I didn’t care. I just remained silent and happily watched him 
flounder. In fact, I wasn’t sure what these bells’ origin was. Such things were 
usually unpopular in the antique business whereas porcelain and pottery 
were generally the bestsellers. Metal objects required special storage 
conditions since they would rust, and big museums were the only ones that 
could afford such technologies. No matter how rich someone’s family was, 
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they wouldn’t be willing to squander their money on such a thing. 
Moreover, bells were a relatively complex metalware that consisted of many 
small parts. It was very expensive to keep them well preserved and 
complete. 

Fatty pondered over it for a while but still didn’t believe me. In the end, he 
decided to pluck one off of the branches and have a look at it. But before he 
could, Poker-Face immediately grabbed him and said, “Don’t move.” 

Fatty already had one foot placed on the basin full of pebbles but was 
immediately pulled back by Poker-Face’s actions. Surprised, he asked what 
was going on but Poker-Face ignored him and asked me, “Do you remember 
seeing this kind of bell somewhere before?” 
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Chapter 71 Dilemma 

As soon as he said that, I immediately remembered what happened a few 
weeks ago. 

At that time, we were on our way to the Seven Star Lu Palace. We were 
passing through a corpse cave and caught a big corpse-eater insect. It had a 
bell like this hanging from its tail and there was a big green centipede inside 
of the bell. When the corpse-eater would crawl around, the movement 
would cause the bell to ring, which sounded like a bunch of ghostly people 
whispering. The sound seemed to have some kind of mysterious power and 
we were almost bewitched by it at the time. But fortunately, we were saved 
by Poker-Face’s quick thinking—he kicked us all into the water, which 
brought us back to our senses. 

Uncle Three examined the bell after that and said that it was from a dynasty 
before the Warring States Period, but he didn’t know which one. The 
situation at that time was serious so I didn’t think much about it, especially 
because what happened later inside the tomb was like a nightmare. It was 
good that we didn’t go crazy at that time. 

I didn’t remember seeing those kinds of bells anywhere else, but now that I 
was looking at the ones here, I wasn’t so sure that they were the same. Just 
like the room we were in now, the corpse cave at that time was only dimly 
lit by a few miner’s lamps and it didn’t take long for Pan Zi to crush the bell 
to pieces. In short, it was impossible to compare the two, so I could only 
look at them from a more general perspective. 

If this really was the same kind of bell that we saw in the corpse cave and 
Fatty had touched it just now, then things would have taken a terrible turn. 
At that time, one bell was enough to bewitch us all beyond control, and 
there were at least forty here. There was no telling what would happen with 
even the smallest shake. 
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Poker-Face saw that I remembered and said, “There was something else that 
was strange about that corpse cave. The cave was originally a huge tomb but 
I don’t know how it’s related to Wang Zanghai.” 

Fatty had heard us discuss this matter before so he knew the bells’ origins. 
“Are you guys sure you haven’t made a mistake?” He asked. “It seems too 
coincidental that something from before the Warring States Period would 
appear here in a late Yuan or early Ming tomb.(1) Maybe this Wang Zanghai 
was also a grave robber?” 

As soon as he said this, Poker-Face and I both froze. 

“It’s possible,” Poker-Face said after thinking about it for a while. “No one 
knows what he did in his early years, and he was proficient in feng shui. It 
would have been easy for him to rob tombs. But I remember that his family 
had quite the prominent background, and had been feng shui masters for 
several generations. They didn’t have to worry about their livelihood so they 
would never do such disgraceful work.” 

When Poker-Face said the words “disgraceful work”, his expression didn’t 
change at all. It seemed he didn’t even realize that he had insulted us. 

“I don’t think it’s possible,” I argued. “If he was a grave robber, he would’ve 
definitely left a sign in his tomb so that future generations would avoid it. 
Did you see anything like that here?” 

Poker-Face shook his head. “I’ve been looking but there really haven’t been 
any.” 

His knowledge in this field was unfathomable so if he said that there weren’t 
any, then I knew that it had to be true. “Then how do you explain these 
bells’ presence here?” I asked. “Could he have been an antique collector 
himself and buried his beloved collection here with him?” 

 
(1) Reminder: Warring States Period was from 475-221 BC while the Yuan Dynasty was from 1279-1368 
and Ming Dynasty was from 1368-1644. 
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“We didn’t see any other antiques along the way so what you’ve said isn’t 
right either. I think it may be another situation.” Fatty seemed to have 
thought of something because he had a smug look on his face. “Actually, 
besides grave robbers, there’s another group of people who often 
encounter ancient tombs. Do you guys know who I’m talking about?” 

When he said this, I immediately understood, “You mean, they were dug up 
at a construction site while he was working on a project?” 

Fatty nodded, “This man was the biggest contractor at that time so it’s not 
surprising he would encounter this kind of situation. When we get out of 
here, you can go back and check to see if he had been to the Temple of 
Seeds in Shandong at that time.” 

What Fatty said made sense, and I couldn’t help but admire him a little bit, 
but the one thing we knew for sure was that these bells mustn’t be touched. 
I figured A Ning might have touched the coral tree and caused many of the 
bells to ring, which brought about her mental breakdown. I just didn’t know 
what kind of hallucinations the bells produced in her brain to have such a 
powerful effect. 

People were usually easily susceptible to suggestions, but it was much worse 
when you were in an ancient tomb with a mysterious atmosphere and your 
nerves were already a little fragile. Anyone would go crazy. I figured that 
even Poker-Face’s amnesia may have been caused by these bells because I 
found that they were tied to specific spots on the coral tree with copper 
wires. Coral was excellent for transmitting sounds since it was hollow so this 
thing was more like a musical instrument—it could produce thousands of 
sounds, one of which might be able to make people forget everything. 

But my ideas were a bit far-fetched, and I was too embarrassed to say them 
aloud. The three of us stood there for a while before Fatty said, “It seems 
that the bells at the end of this passage are just another trick to lure people 
in. Why don’t we head back?” 

Since I felt a lot more relaxed knowing that there weren’t any monsters or 
ghosts in this passage, I wasn’t in a rush to leave this place. But after looking 
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at my watch, I realized that it was almost time for low tide and it was boring 
to stay here so the four of us started heading back. 

As I walked along, there were still two things that were bothering me. The 
first was that Poker-Face entered this hole in the wall twenty years ago all 
because of Uncle Three. Where were the other people who fainted with 
him? Did Uncle Three move them out of this tomb? 

The second was that when Poker-Face went into the hole back then, he had 
smelled a very strange fragrance but it was gone now. Did this mean that 
there may have been something else in the hole twenty years ago? 

These questions could only be answered once we found Uncle Three. 

And Uncle Three had disappeared again. I didn’t know if we would ever 
manage to find him, but if he really did disappear, then these questions 
would become an eternal mystery. 

If, as Fatty had said, Uncle Three was possessed by a ghost in this tomb, then 
where would he go? When he saw the photo with Poker-Face in it, he had 
said “I understand” but what exactly did he understand? 

Just thinking about it was making me feel like there was something missing 
from the whole puzzle, and I couldn’t shake the feeling that as long as I had 
a small clue, I would be able to connect everything. My instincts were telling 
me that this thing should be related to the Seven Star Lu Palace. 

While I was lost in thought, the four of us had made it out of the short 
passage. Fatty put A Ning on the ground and said to us, “It’s almost time. 
Let’s get to work.” 

I knew that escaping was our top priority so I set these thoughts aside for 
now and began to explain things again. Since I had never really broken 
through the ceiling of a Ming Dynasty tomb before and wasn’t feeling very 
confident, I could only take it one step at a time. 

After that, the three of us acted according to the plan. Fatty, who had been 
restraining his enthusiasm for a long time now, picked up one of the mirrors’ 
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legs and started trying to chisel footholds into one of the pillars. But he 
underestimated how hard golden nanmu wood was. After trying a few 
times, he was out of breath but only managed to make a small dent in the 
pillar. 

Realizing that something was wrong, he said, “Young Wu, this pillar is too 
strong. If we try to do it like this, it’ll take us a week to make it to the top.” 

“Don’t worry,” I said placatingly. “As long as you chop off the outermost 
layer, the inside will be easy to deal with.” 

Fatty was dubious, but he gripped the mirror leg a little tighter and then 
used all of his strength to hit the pillar again. There was barely any 
improvement at first, but after a few more blows, he finally made it through 
the iron-like outer layer of wood and chiseled out a space big enough to 
accommodate one foot. 

It was only at this time that I remembered that the hole we were in just now 
was a dead end. When the seawater came pouring in, it would only be able 
to leak down through the seams in the brick so there was no need to worry 
about a whirlpool. Now that I didn’t have to figure out how to plug the hole, 
I grabbed another mirror leg and went to help Fatty. But after two blows, I 
realized that this job was simply made for him—he was not only strong but 
he also had a lot of stamina as well. Even after enduring so many hardships 
along the way, he was still energetic and cheerful without any signs of 
fatigue at all. I had been working beside him for the same amount of time 
but I was so tired that I could barely lift my hands. 

We worked extremely hard like this for about three hours before we finally 
managed to make the necessary footholds on the pillar. The ones at the 
bottom were the best while the ones closer to the top were only deep 
enough to put your toe in. This was because we had to climb up using the 
footholds we had already made and hang in the air, which meant that we 
couldn’t use our full strength. But it didn’t matter how shallow the ones at 
the top were as long as we could complete our task. 
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Once that was done, we stripped off our diving suits and cut them into 
strips. Since they were very elastic, we decided to tie the strips together into 
a rope and then wrap the rope around the pillar so it acted as a sling, just 
like what Mexican tree climbers used.(2) With the three of us in three 
different directions, we stretched the rope taut and started climbing up. 

I didn’t know how we were going to make it to the top since every move felt 
like we were a second away from death. Not long after we started climbing, 
Fatty cried out tiredly, “Why did we decide that you guys would follow me 
up here? I can just go up and make the hole myself. Once the water comes 
pouring in, you guys can float up anyways. This rope feels like it’s about to 
squeeze me into Dongpo pork.(3) Young Wu, you’d better fucking go down or 
I won’t be able to stand it anymore.” 

“You think I want to go up there?” I retorted. “But I don’t know what the 
actual situation is like up there and I don’t want you to die. There might be a 
protective layer of quicksand above the ceiling, and if you dig into it, the 
sand will pour down and bury the whole room.” 

I was telling the truth. Quicksand layers in tomb walls were one of the most 
common ways of preventing grave robbing. As I mentioned earlier, it was 
quite effective. If you wanted to smoothly enter a large tomb with a 
quicksand layer, you would have to dig a drainage hole separate from your 
grave robbers’ tunnel and let the quicksand flow out first. Sometimes, it 
would take several days and nights before the sand was fully drained from 
the wall. That kind of situation showed just how much sand must have been 
used. But we weren’t in a position to dig a drainage hole now. If we really 
encountered such a layer above the ceiling, then we would just have to find 
another way out. But if it wasn’t quicksand but a layer of strong acid or 
kerosene instead, then that was even worse. 

 
(2) It seems weird to say it like that but it’s definitely what the raw said. I assume he means like coconut 
pickers. In the left pick, it looks like the guy has a sling around his feet and his waist. Pic here. 
(3) It’s a Hangzhou dish which is made by pan-frying and then red cooking pork belly. The pork is cut 
thick, about 5 cm (2.0 in) square, and should consist equally of fat and lean meat. The skin is left on. 
Info/pic here. 

https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2022/04/image-5.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dongpo_pork
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Fatty had robbed a lot of tombs so he naturally knew that what I had said 
was right. He waved his hand and motioned for us to keep climbing. 

We gritted our teeth and climbed for another half hour before we finally 
reached the top. When Fatty found a stable position, he was so exhausted 
that he simply clung to the pillar without moving and said to us, “Damn, if 
you continue to torture me like this, I’ll really die.” 

We let him catch his breath first since we’d have to rely on him to chisel 
through the bricks. As I carefully tapped on the ceiling, Poker-Face motioned 
for me to keep going while he pressed his fingers against the ceiling and felt 
the vibrations. After a few seconds, he said, “It’s solid.” 

After Fatty heard this, he didn’t dare rest any longer and began chiseling 
away at the white clay on the ceiling without saying a word. He was afraid to 
use too much strength because our makeshift rope really wasn’t that strong. 
If it happened to break, we’d all fall down and wind up seriously injured. 

Poker-Face and I reached out and gripped Fatty’s shoulders, hoping that if 
the rope broke, we would be able to keep him from falling those ten meters. 
But he was so sweaty that I figured we wouldn’t be able to keep our grip on 
him if he really did end up falling. 

The white clay was very brittle so it only took a few blows before he 
managed to peel off a large chunk, revealing the blue bricks behind. Fatty 
looked at it and swore before telling me to feel the bricks. I stretched my 
hand out and immediately froze in shock when I came into contact with 
them. 

Iron had been poured in between the brick seams. 
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Chapter 72 Bomb 

The three of us looked at each other, our expressions very ugly. 

After iron had been poured into the brick seams, the whole thing became 
just like reinforced concrete. It didn’t matter if you had a sledgehammer and 
were on flat ground—it would all be useless. This was especially true 
considering our current situation. 

Plus, there were at least seven more of these layers above, and they were all 
connected to each other. It was absolutely impossible to dig our way 
through them without modern equipment. 

Feeling annoyed, I knew that I had only myself to blame for not thinking of 
such a possibility. After all, flat ceilings weren’t able to withstand pressure as 
well as vaulted ceilings so the bricks had to be reinforced with something. In 
Ming Dynasty tombs, there was only one method that was used to do this—
pour molten iron in between the seams in order to tightly seal the tomb. I 
had been relying on an old notebook and my limited knowledge of 
construction to make our escape plan, but as it turned out, I knew nothing 
at all. I had just been spouting crap this whole time and now we were going 
to suffer because of it. 

Fatty looked at me and asked, “What now, Comrade Architect? Got any 
more ideas?” 

I still wanted to try my luck so I said, “What else can we do? Don’t give up 
and just keep trying to break through it with the mirror leg. It’s been more 
than two hundred years so I doubt it’s as strong as before.” 

Fatty didn’t think the problem was too serious since he didn’t see me 
panicking so he continued trying to break through the layer of bricks. The 
hollow bricks were easy to break, but the solidified bands of iron in the 
seams were still there. Fatty hit them as hard as he could but only managed 
to leave a few marks on them. He knew as soon as he saw this that 
something was wrong and said to me, “It’s impossible. These iron bands are 
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as thick as a palm. Even hitting them with a Liberation truck may not do 
anything.” 

It was only after I tried hitting them a few times myself and ended up with 
numb palms that I realized that this was something that couldn’t be handled 
with brute force alone. Feeling discouraged, I said to them, “It seems that 
we underestimated the ancients’ technology. They used such pure iron to 
seal these brick seams that we won’t be able to break through the hardened 
bands at all.” 

“What if we try to grind away at them?” Fatty asked. “Didn’t the ancients 
say that as long as you work hard, an iron pestle can be ground into a 
needle?” 

“Just drop it. If you try to grind away at these thick iron bands, we’ll be here 
forever,” I said. “We have twenty minutes until the tide starts to ebb. By the 
time you finished grinding, we’d already be dead.” 

Fatty immediately became angry, “Then what are we supposed to do?! 
Didn’t you hear what that woman said? This area’s typhoon season will be 
here soon, and it’ll last at least a week. If we can’t get out now, we’ll be 
stuck here for seven days.” He paused and then said with emphasis, “Seven 
days! If we don’t fucking suffocate, we’ll starve to death.” 

Knowing the seriousness of the problem, I said to them, “You guys have 
much more experience in this field than I do. What would you guys do if you 
encountered this kind of tomb wall under normal circumstances?” 

Fatty and Poker-Face didn’t even pause to think about it before saying in 
unison, “Explosives!” 

Fatty saw me staring at them blankly and explained, “Don’t be surprised. 
This kind of wall is much stronger than you think. I’ve robbed tombs like this 
a bunch of times. If I ran into this kind of wall while digging my grave 
robbers’ tunnel, the only way to get past it is to use explosives.” 

I felt sad when I heard this. I knew what he said was right, but where were 
we supposed to find explosives in this centuries-old tomb? I suddenly 
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remembered that A Ning had asked me before I went into the water if I 
wanted to take some explosives down with me. At that time, I was still a 
little scarred from the explosion at the Seven Star Lu Palace so I was very 
resistant to the idea and threw the explosives back into the ship’s cabin. But 
now I was really regretting that decision. If Uncle Three had been present at 
that time, he would have definitely brought them along. 

Now that I thought about it, I realized how naïve my thinking was. If there 
was a next time, I would definitely make sure that I didn’t act so childish. 

Seeing that there was no hope of escaping from above, I had no other 
choice but to give up. “Then, it seems that this method won’t work,” I said 
to them. “We’ll have to take some time and think of another approach.” 

“Are we not still in a fucking hurry?” Fatty asked. “We only have less than 
twenty minutes left, right? If it’s really hopeless, then I say we go back the 
way we came. Maybe that ear chamber with our diving equipment has come 
back.” 

I nodded. Although I really didn’t want to go back into that grave robbers’ 
tunnel—just thinking of facing that monster again was enough to give me a 
headache—there was no other way out now. 

But at this time, Poker-Face suddenly said, “Wait! Stay here and don’t move! 
I’ve thought of a place where there might be explosives!” 

Before we even had time to react, he suddenly loosened the rope and slid 
down the pillar. 

Fatty looked at me in confusion, but I shook my head to show that I didn’t 
understand either. 

Poker-Face was the serious type so it was impossible for him to make a joke, 
but I really couldn’t think of a place in this ancient tomb where he might find 
explosives. Like us, he had already stripped down to his underwear so he 
had nowhere to hide them. I watched as he jumped down from the pillar 
and then rushed over to the stone platform in the middle of the room that 
had the model of the heavenly palace on it. Following the beam from his 
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flashlight, I saw him jump onto the platform, crouch in front of the 
meditating mummy in the center, and start groping around. It was obvious 
that he was trying to find something. 

This mummy must have been the golden body he had mentioned before but 
I didn’t know what he was looking for. After thinking about it, however, I 
suddenly had an epiphany. That’s it! 

At this time, Poker-Face carefully lifted the mummified corpse from the 
platform. It basically weighed the same as a pile of bones so it didn’t take 
him much effort. 

“What the hell is he doing?” Fatty asked me. 

“I think there may be a mechanism inside that mummy,” I replied. “The 
damaru(1) probably acts as a trigger for it and there may be explosives inside. 
If you’re disrespectful towards the corpse and try to take the treasures in its 
body, it may detonate.” 

Fatty was shocked. “How could he know such a thing?” 

“Twenty years ago, when he examined the body, he might have discovered 
it at that time. But notice how he said it ‘might’ be there. That means he 
wasn’t certain,” I explained. “The only problem is, we can’t be sure that 
these centuries-old explosives will still work.” 

While I was speaking, Poker-Face had already moved the mummy to the 
base of the pillar and said to us, “Come down and help.” 

I figured it would be too much trouble for Fatty to go down and come back 
up again so I told him to stay put and then climbed down by myself. Poker-
Face put the mummy on my back, tied it with a rope, and said, “Don’t bump 
into anything. If the mechanism inside still works, it will be triggered right 
away.” 

 
(1) The raw had “八宝转子” which can be directly translated as “eight treasure rotor”. I googled around 

and found that it’s a kind of small drum that Tibetan lamas hold in their hands and shake back and forth 
(aka, a damaru). Info and pics here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Damaru
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When I saw this golden body up close, my first thought was that Poker-
Face’s description was very far from reality. The corpse’s whole body was 
blackened to the point that it seemed almost glossy, and it looked less like a 
body made of flesh and more like a sculpture carved from some glossy 
material. Its muscles were sunken in, especially those at the corners of its 
mouth, which was formed in a half-smile that gave me goosebumps as soon 
as I saw it. In short, this corpse didn’t look like any of those senior monks 
you would see in the temple. Instead, it gave off a very ominous feeling. 

Afraid to touch it after seeing this, I quickly asked Poker-Face, “Are you sure 
this corpse is fine? I can’t shake the feeling that he seems to be up to 
something. Look at his face, why is it so…so…” 

“Evil,” Poker-Face finished my sentence. “I don’t know. This corpse does 
make people feel uneasy, but it’s dried up so I definitely can’t transform into 
a zombie.” 

I broke out in a cold sweat but nodded and said, “That’s good. Are you sure 
the explosives inside can still be used?” 

“As long as the damaru still works, then the explosives can definitely be 
used. I’m just worried since the mechanism is so old.” 

I felt uncomfortable carrying a mummified corpse on my back, especially 
when I saw his long fingernails lying in front of my face. The terrifying sight 
was enough to make my legs go soft. I suddenly thought of the corpse 
drivers in Xiangxi(2)—like me, they carried corpses on their backs, but they 
had six layers of clothes separating them from the corpses. I, on the other 
hand, was in a completely different situation. Not only was the mummy 

 
(2) In Xiangxi, there is a special practice where certain people called “corpse drivers” are tasked with the 
job of transporting the remains of local people who died in other places back home. They would put the 
corpse on their back and, traveling at night, carry it home to the person’s relatives to be buried. If there 
was more than one corpse, they would supposedly use bamboo poles to pass under the corpses’ armpits 
and tie the corpses’ arms to the poles. Then, the two corpse drivers would put the ends of the poles on 
their shoulders and carry their haul. The toughness of the bamboo made it sway up and down when 
moving, which caused the corpses to also sway up and down. This made it look like the corpses had 
come alive and were moving, which gave rise to zombie legends. Chinese wiki info here. Info here. 

https://zh.wikipedia.org/zh-my/%E8%B6%95%E5%B1%8D
https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2022/05/image.png
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naked, but I was also naked so I could feel its dry flesh pressing up against 
my own. It felt really fucking cold on my bare back. 

But there was nothing I could do about it now. Fortunately, there was 
enough light for me to still see clearly so my imagination wouldn’t run wild. I 
gritted my teeth and started to climb up step by step, telling myself that 
there was nothing but a sack on my back. Poker-Face climbed up behind me, 
prepared to catch me in case I slipped and fell. 

But after climbing up five or six steps, I suddenly felt that something was 
wrong with the dried corpse. Since my back was pressed right up against its 
skin, I could feel very clearly that the corpse seemed to have suddenly 
gotten a little bigger. I paused to try and figure out what exactly I had felt, 
but I didn’t feel anything strange after that. 

I looked down at Poker-Face. Since he was right under me, he should be able 
to tell right away if something strange was going on with the corpse, but he 
didn’t seem to notice anything at all. Was I being too paranoid? 

It wasn’t surprising. After all, it was hard not to be paranoid when carrying 
such a terrifying corpse on your back. 

As I was thinking this, I suddenly heard Fatty urging me on from above. Even 
though I knew I had to keep going, I was so nervous that my legs were 
trembling a little bit. But I wanted to end this situation as soon as possible so 
I forced myself up the last few steps and finally made it to the top. 

Fatty had seen countless corpses before, but even he looked uncomfortable 
after taking a closer look at the corpse on my back. After all, hanging a 
corpse with a rope from a distance of two or three fists away was one thing, 
but now he would have to be up close and personal with it, just like two 
people pressed close together in a slow dance. I knew how uncomfortable it 
was going to be. 

I summoned up my courage and said to him, “Tie this to the top of the 
ceiling and then come down immediately. We’ll detonate it from below. If 
the mechanism inside still works, there shouldn’t be any problems.” 
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Fatty looked at the ceiling and said, “Are you kidding me? What the hell am I 
supposed to tie it to? What, do you want me to follow Dong Cunrui’s 
example?”(3)  

I looked up and saw that there really was nothing on the ceiling we could tie 
the mummy to. But if we wanted to utilize the full force of the explosion, 
then we had to tie the corpse tightly to the ceiling. This was indeed a 
problem. 

I thought about it for a moment and said, “If it doesn’t work, just tie it 
upside down to this pillar. But hurry up. It’s almost time.” 

Fatty carefully pulled the corpse off of my back, arranged it on the pillar, and 
then said to me, “Hey, this is strange. Why does this corpse have a tail?” 

  

 
(3) Dong Cunrui was a Chinese Communist soldier in the People’s Liberation Army during the Chinese Civil 
War who blew himself up in order to destroy a Kuomintang bunker guarding an approach to an 
important bridge in Longhua County (there was no place to effectively position the explosives so he 
sacrificed himself). Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dong_Cunrui
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Chapter 73 Flaking 

“Tail? Where did you see a tail? Why didn’t I notice it just now?” Thinking he 
was messing with me, I said to him, “Don’t make fun of me.” 

“Isn’t that what this is?” Fatty pointed to it with a solemn expression on his 
face. “What, are your eyes so godlike that you can’t see something as small 
as this protrusion?” 

I looked to where Fatty was pointing and saw that there really was a 
protrusion on the corpse’s tail bone. It was a dark color and appeared to be 
about three inches long and as thick as two fingers. It looked as dry as the 
body itself, almost like a hardened cow’s tail that had curved upward. 

I was a little puzzled. I didn’t recall seeing this thing when we were moving 
the corpse just now so did that mean it had grown within the past few 
minutes? 

But after thinking about it for a while, I still didn’t have a clue. I was so 
nervous just now that I couldn’t remember clearly whether I had seen it or 
not, but I suddenly felt a chill run up my spine—I had a vague premonition 
that something bad was about to happen. 

I immediately reminded myself that now wasn’t the time to freak out. Plus, 
the corpse itself was so dry and withered that I couldn’t even be sure it was 
a tail. “Don’t jump to conclusions too early,” I said to Fatty. “How can a 
human grow a tail? It’s probably just his dick. Why don’t you go ahead and 
take a closer look?” 

“Fuck you,” Fatty gave a hearty laugh. “Can a dick grow out of your ass? 
Besides, if he’s dead, why is it so…so…” 

Knowing what he wanted to say, I immediately interrupted him, “Ok, ok. 
That’s enough. Stop worrying about what it is. In any case, it’s not like there 
will be anything left after we blow him up. If you continue studying it, 
someone else will come here to study us in a few years.” 
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My words reminded Fatty of our current predicament and he immediately 
stopped examining the strange protrusion and got to work. 

I helped him turn the corpse upside down and then tied it to the pillar with 
the rope I had originally used to climb up here. There was no way to 
calculate how violent the explosion would be, but I remembered that when I 
was listening to “The Three Heroes and Five Gallants”(1), it was mentioned 
that there were explosives in the form of mahjong tiles that were able to 
blow through ten layers of diamond rock. Logically speaking, the mechanism 
in this corpse shouldn’t be all that different. 

After frantically tying the body to the pillar, I tugged hard on our makeshift 
rope and found that while the knots weren’t very tight, they should hold 
long enough for our purposes. 

I didn’t want to stay up there any longer so I checked everything one more 
time to ensure that things were in order and then got ready to go down. 

I couldn’t help feeling nervous at the thought that the time to set off the 
explosion was fast approaching—whether this plan worked or not would all 
depend on one throw. Right now, there was nothing left to do but pray for 
God’s blessing. Everything else could wait until we got out of this tomb. I 
didn’t dare ask for the impossible, just save my life at the very least. 

As I was lost in thought, Fatty suddenly grabbed me and said, “Wait a 
minute. I feel like something’s missing.” 

Having already double-checked everything just now, I immediately became 
confused when he said this. “What’s missing? Isn’t everything there?” 

Fatty told me not to go down yet and then turned his head and said to the 
dried corpse, “Tailed ancestor, whether you’re a monkey or a human, you’ve 

 
(1) “Three Heroes and Five Gallants” (aka “Sanxia Wuyi”) was an 1879 Chinese novel based on storyteller 
Shi Yukun‘s oral performances. Set in 11th-century Song dynasty, the story detailed the rise of legendary 
judge Bao Zheng to high office, and how a group of youxia (knights-errant or heros)—each with 
exceptional martial talent and selfless heroism—helped him fight crimes, oppression, corruption and 
rebellion. It was one of the first novels to merge the gong’an (court-case fiction) and the wuxia (chivalric 
fiction) genres. Book info here. 2016 drama info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shi_Yukun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Song_dynasty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bao_Zheng
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Youxia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gong%27an_fiction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wuxia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Seven_Heroes_and_Five_Gallants
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Three_Heroes_and_Five_Gallants_(2016_TV_series)
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already died and your mortal flesh is no longer of any use to you. Although 
it’s a bit much for us to use it as an explosives package, we’re being forced 
to because of the current situation. You’re a wise and generous person so 
please don’t take offense to our actions. In a few moments, you’ll evaporate 
like steam in a sauna and be far from worldly affairs and free from all 
prohibitions.” After saying all that, he gave a symbolic bow to the golden 
body. 

I immediately became angry and started pulling him down by his underwear, 
“Shit, you’re still in the mood to mess around even at a time like this?!” 

He slid down beside me on the pillar and said, “You don’t understand! This 
thing looks evil so it’s hard to guarantee that it won’t bring us bad luck in the 
future. Besides, he was sitting there all fine and dandy until we decided to 
use him as an explosives package. We’re the ones in the wrong here so we 
have to say this to at least keep up appearances.” 

I swore as I continued climbing, “Give me a break! Did you do that when you 
moved the twelve-handed corpse out of the coffin earlier? Why haven’t I 
seen you kowtow to others? He’s just got a long tail. What’s with all the 
fuss?” 

This was exactly how the conflict between the northern and southern 
schools of grave robbing came into being. One might say it was all a 
difference in ideology. Fatty was displeased with my attitude and gave an 
indignant huff before turning away and ignoring me. 

When we finally made it back down to the ground, we saw that Poker-Face 
had put A Ning on his back and was motioning for us to come to the corner 
of the room. We moved the other bronze mirrors in front of us to act as 
shields in case the bomb was too powerful. That way, we could avoid any 
accidental injuries in case rubble was sent flying from the force of the 
explosion. Once that was done, everything was finally ready. All we had left 
to do was wait for the right time to come, at which point we would rely on 
Poker-Face’s precise skills to throw one of the mirror legs at the corpse and 
detonate the mechanism in its stomach. He had almost killed Fatty when he 
threw his blade at the Seven Star Lu Palace so this shouldn’t be a problem 
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for him. In any case, it was useless to try and think of other methods at this 
time. As I started praying, I focused my attention on my watch. 

The ebb and flow of seawater had a fixed pattern: high tide occurred twice a 
day, twelve hours apart. Generally, high tide could last for more than one 
hour before the tide would begin to ebb, and low tide occurred twice a day 
in between the two high tides. It was during this time that the sea level was 
the lowest, and sometimes even the seabed would be exposed. 

But the seabed here wouldn’t be so shallow; otherwise, there would have 
been more ships stranded here than there were now. I figured our situation 
would be very ideal if the seawater dropped to two meters or below. 

I didn’t know how long low tide would last—as far as I could remember, it 
should be a very short time—but we needed to wait for the water to rush in 
through the breach above, which would take some time. This meant that 
once everything got started, we couldn’t delay for even a minute. 

Although I said this, it was still an optimistic estimate. After all, other 
unexpected things might occur, which would require us to adapt based on 
the situation. As I continued thinking about the plan I had come up with, I 
became more and more uncertain. If the situation didn’t develop as I was 
expecting and the whole ceiling collapsed, then I would really feel apologetic 
towards the others. With these thoughts spinning around in my head, I 
couldn’t help but feel nervous. Fatty, seeing my expression and seeming to 
realize that I was feeling a little insecure, asked anxiously, “You two, tell me 
the truth. Are you guys not certain this will work?” 

I didn’t know how to respond so I just gave a perfunctory answer, “It’s hard 
to tell how things will go based on our current situation. In any case, it’s too 
late to back out now. We’ll just have to wait and see.” 

Fatty sighed, “I swear, the more you act like that, the more panicked I feel. 
You said to wait but what if that thing doesn’t explode? Do you guys have 
any other backup plans? If you do, hurry up and tell me so that I can put my 
mind at ease.” 
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“There is a way,” I said to him. “It’s what you said before—go back the same 
way we came and see if the ear chamber where we entered this tomb has 
reappeared. Otherwise, our only other alternative is to stay here and wait 
for a third group of people to come in and save us.” 

“And how long would we have to wait?” Fatty asked. “What should we do if 
they don’t come in? Wait a lifetime? Then this tomb will become a tomb of 
the living dead beneath Xisha’s seas, and the Mojin Xiaowei will become 
extinct.” 

“I mean, although this place is strange and dangerous and we won’t be able 
to leave for a while, it’s not like we’ll die right away,” I said placatingly. “As 
long as we have time, we can think about our plans in the long run and 
figure out a way. You see, there’s plenty of space here so there’s enough air 
to last for several days. I figure there might even be enough to last a week if 
we sleep more, don’t move around as much, and try to conserve as much air 
as possible.” 

Fatty didn’t buy it and said, “There might be enough air but you have to eat, 
too. It’s not like we’re on a mountain or in a forest. There’s absolutely 
nothing here, not even the northwest wind to drink.(2) I’d rather suffocate 
than starve to death.” 

I laughed and said, “Humans can always come up with a solution. Look at 
this fat body of yours. You won’t die of hunger within a week, but if you get 
really hungry, there’s always the sea monkey. If you’re still hungry after 
eating it, then there’s the Forbidden Woman below. We can catch her and 
gut her.” 

Fatty cheered up when he heard this—he was the type of guy who would 
get excited as long as he had someone to argue with—and then patted me 
on the shoulder, “Excellent, what you said is in line with my style. To make a 

 
(2) The original meaning of the phrase “drinking the Northwest wind” is to live with just breathing the air. 
You don’t eat or drink anything else. It’s a state in Tao. Nowadays, it usually means having nothing to eat 
because of poverty. 
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revolution, one must be fearless. It seems that you’ve really grown a lot this 
time.” 

I was quite surprised as well when I realized what I had just said, and I 
couldn’t help but wonder why I was starting to spout such nonsense. It 
seemed that Fatty had influenced me without me even noticing. But no, I 
couldn’t be like Fatty. I refused to keep arguing and focused my attention on 
my watch instead. There were still five minutes left but I told Poker-Face to 
get ready anyways. After all, if we wanted to detonate the bomb at this 
time, it shouldn’t make much of a difference. Plus, I didn’t want us to wait 
too long and miss our opportunity—the corpse wasn’t tied tightly to the 
pillar so if it fell off and exploded below, things definitely wouldn’t be good. 

Poker-Face weighed the mirror leg in his hand and nodded in agreement, 
but at this time, Fatty suddenly shouted, “What the fuck? Where’s the 
mummy?” Upon hearing this, we suddenly looked up and found that the 
body was no longer on the pillar. My first thought was that we had tied it 
too loosely and it had fallen down, but when I glanced down at the ground, I 
didn’t see anything there at all. I couldn’t help but curse—we had really 
encountered a strange situation! 

It never even crossed my mind that something like this would happen at this 
juncture. I had tried to calm down earlier by telling myself to be prepared to 
improvise no matter what happened, but I honestly didn’t expect the need 
to arise so soon. 

“Look, look! Didn’t I tell you? That fucking tailed creature is definitely evil!” 
Fatty shouted. “Hurry up and find out where it is!” 

We all rushed over and saw that the thing we were looking for was clinging 
to the ceiling behind the pillar, its fingernails digging deep into the relief 
sculpture. Its hard, blackened skin was all cracked and flaking off piece by 
piece, revealing some kind of bloody layer underneath. But from this 
distance, I couldn’t see what it was clearly. 

I could also see that the rope was still tied around its waist. Since it was 
made from several strips of our elastic diving suits, it was still tightly secured 
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to its body so it couldn’t break free, but judging from the current situation, it 
wasn’t going to last long. 

Fatty looked at it and shouted, “Quick! Detonate it before he escapes!!” 

Fatty needn’t have bothered—before the words had even left his mouth, 
Poker-Face was already moving. I heard the sound of something splitting the 
air and saw a bluish-green light fly past and hit the mummy straight in the 
stomach. 
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Chapter 74 Escape 

Poker-Face moved so fast that I only had time to shout. All of us were still 
standing in the middle of the room, completely exposed, so we would 
definitely suffer if the bomb actually went off. 

But by the time I thought to warn him, it was already too late—I saw a white 
light suddenly flash before my eyes and then Fatty threw me to the ground. 
There was a loud noise that was quickly followed by the whole tomb shaking 
violently and then a wave of explosive hot air lifted us off our feet. I spun 
about six or seven times in the air before slamming into the wall ten meters 
away. 

It was painful, but fortunately, Fatty had thrown me to the ground 
beforehand. Otherwise, my neck would have definitely snapped. I briefly 
lost consciousness the moment I hit the wall and thought I was dead 
because I couldn’t see anything and all I could hear was a buzzing in my ears. 
But after a while, a light suddenly appeared before my eyes. I tried to open 
them but was immediately greeted by the sight of the sky and the earth 
spinning dizzyingly and a cloud of yellow and gray dust filling my vision. I felt 
so disoriented that I wanted to vomit. 

I could hear a lot of chaotic sounds as I struggled to get up, but I couldn’t tell 
them apart. All I knew was that there was a lot of noise and I now had a 
splitting headache. But in the midst of all this chaos, a coughing Poker-Face 
suddenly ran out of the smoke and asked, “Are you ok?” 

I couldn’t seem to get the words out so I just waved my hand at him to 
indicate that I was fine. Then, the two of us covered our mouths and went to 
look for Fatty. I only had to take a few steps before I suddenly saw him 
sitting there on the ground, a small chunk of flesh missing from his shoulder. 
It must have been scraped off by a brick that was sent flying from the 
explosion. As soon as he saw Poker-Face, he immediately started cursing up 
a storm, “Shit, you move way too fucking fast! At least wait for us to take a 
few steps back first! If I had been standing just two centimeters to the side, 
I’d be missing a hand right now!” 
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Poker-Face extended his hand so that we could see the mirror leg he was 
still holding onto. “You’re mistaken, it wasn’t me just now.” 

“Huh?! It wasn’t you?!” We were both shocked at the same time. 

That strength just now, that accuracy…it had definitely come from a very 
skilled person. But if it wasn’t him, who else could it be? Fatty had been 
standing next to me just now, and I knew just by looking at him that his aim 
definitely wasn’t that good. I obviously wasn’t capable of doing such a thing, 
which meant that there was only one person left. I had a sudden flash of 
inspiration and hurriedly turned back to see where A Ning was. 

Fatty was thinking the same thing I was, so the two of us ran to the corner to 
see if she was still there. But when we got there, we couldn’t find a single 
trace of her at all. Fatty cursed, “That bitch! She really was fucking faking it!” 

Poker-Face’s expression was full of disbelief—it seemed that he was 
confident in his judgment just now and didn’t even imagine that he might 
have made a mistake. I silently told myself that I would have to reassess 
everything I knew about this woman. “She’s really amazing,” I said. “I’ve 
seen some crafty fellows in this business but I’ve never seen anyone who 
can pretend to be crazy like that.” 

“I don’t think she’s just crafty,” Fatty said, “she deserves a fucking Oscar. 
Next time I catch her, I won’t believe anything she does.” With that said, he 
grabbed an object as a weapon and started to look for her, but Poker-Face 
immediately grabbed him and said, “There’s no time, forget it.” 

I also tried to dissuade him, “Don’t get sidetracked. The most important 
thing for us right now is to see whether the ceiling has been blown up or 
not! If you can’t let go of your anger, then wait until we get out of here.” But 
before the words had even left my mouth, a very drawn-out, mournful 
sound suddenly came from above, as if something was slowly breaking. It 
wasn’t loud but it was enough to make my heart jump into my throat. No 
way, I thought to myself. You’re ready to collapse after just one blast? Way 
to give me some face. 
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Fatty was still unwilling to let it go at first, but when he heard this noise, his 
face turned pale and he asked me, “What the hell is that sound? Young Wu, 
looking at this situation, it seems like the blast hole is more serious than 
what you said.” 

I looked up to see the hole left by the explosion and was rendered 
speechless. The bomb in that mummy’s stomach was so powerful that it far 
exceeded my expectations—the iron bars on the ceiling had been blown 
away, creating a hole that was less than half a meter in diameter, and the 
tightly sealed waterproof layer above it had been breached, which meant 
that seawater was now pouring into the tomb like a small waterfall. The 
strange sound I had heard just now was the sound of the waterfall getting 
bigger and bigger. I figured that it was only a short amount of time before 
the hole completely collapsed. 

The golden nanmu pillar on the side also suffered from the blast—a huge 
crack now ran all the way from the top of it to the bottom, and there were 
signs that it was about to collapse. This valuable pillar was nothing but scrap 
wood now. 

One of the crossbeams supported by this pillar also seemed to have been 
affected by the blast and looked ready to collapse. Based on the sounds 
coming from it, there must have been cracks running all up and down it. 
Even if it didn’t collapse right now, it would definitely do so after a while. 

“It’s ok,” I comforted Fatty, “Don’t worry. This tomb is much stronger than 
ordinary tombs. As long as there’s not an earthquake, it definitely won’t 
collapse.” 

But before I had finished speaking, the ground beneath our feet suddenly 
began to shake. I had long anticipated that the airtight structure of this 
underwater tomb would be destroyed by the blast and the seawater from 
below would start rising up, but I didn’t expect it to happen so quickly. I was 
so nervous that I couldn’t help but feel a little dizzy. 

The increasing intensity of the tremors was terrifying, but I was more 
focused on another real, conscious fear—if the situation continued to 
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develop at this speed, the floor we were standing on might collapse before 
the ceiling did. Fatty was so scared that he began shouting, “What’s 
happening?! Why is the ground shaking so much? Is it really an earthquake? 
I say, Young Wu, what exactly did we blow up just now?” 

I explained what was happening and then said, “It’s alright, it’s perfectly 
normal. But get ready. Water might come rushing out of all the cracks here 
shortly. You have to watch out for it because the pressure is so intense that 
it’ll feel like you got punched and it might even knock you down.” As soon as 
I said this, we all suddenly heard a strange noise, and then the rock slab that 
had been covering the grave robbers’ tunnel suddenly shot into the air by a 
rapid current, the seawater soaring about seven or eight meters high like a 
fountain. But before I could react, I saw another thing come flying out of the 
tunnel, hit the ceiling, and then fall back onto the stone platform in the 
middle of the room. I couldn’t see what it was since it all happened so fast, 
but there was nothing else in the tunnel besides the Forbidden Woman. 

It would be a minor problem if it really was her, but then again, it might be a 
major problem since there was no way to set her on fire in the water. Plus, 
we’d really be screwed if we became entangled in her hair again. 

But unfortunately, I didn’t have time to think about her right now. The 
entire floor around the grave robbers’ tunnel was bulging like a volcanic 
eruption as the water continued surging up, filling the room at a very fast 
pace. The water level was rising so fast, in fact, that we were floating about 
five or six meters above the ground almost instantly. 

I looked around for A Ning since the smoke from the explosion had almost 
dissipated by this point, but I still didn’t see her. I assumed she was hiding 
behind one of the pillars. Fatty wasn’t a very good swimmer and was 
struggling to stay afloat so he didn’t have time to bother with her anymore, 
but there was only one exit here. No matter what happened, we would 
definitely run into each other in a few minutes. Fatty winked at me—
probably still wanting to cause her trouble—but I knew I wouldn’t be able to 
bring myself to hit a woman so I simply ignored him. 
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We floated for a few more minutes until our heads finally reached the 
ceiling and then Fatty suddenly swam to the side. I didn’t know what he was 
trying to do so I shouted at him, “It’ll all be over if you don’t hurry up and 
get back over here! What are you doing? Do you not want to live anymore?” 

He swam right up to one of the luminous pearls, knocked it down with the 
object he was still holding, and then stuffed it into his underwear before 
swimming back towards us. “I just wanted a little something to compensate 
me for the mental damage I’ve suffered,” he said. “Who knows, I might earn 
a good profit from it.” 

I almost decided to strangle him since I couldn’t think up enough words to 
curse him out, but there wasn’t enough time—the water had suddenly 
reached my eyes. I tilted my nose up and greedily breathed in the last few 
mouthfuls of air. After a few seconds, my ears felt cold and my whole body 
was immersed in the water. 

I gestured at Fatty to go up first since he was the worst swimmer, but he 
shook his head and pointed at his stomach, indicating that he was too fat. If 
he got stuck in the hole, then everyone would die down here together. I 
nodded and swam into the hole first, finding that it was wide at the bottom 
and narrow at the top. As soon as I reached the top, I was met by a loose 
layer of sand that was as thick as seventeen or eighteen palms. It kept 
collapsing down into the hole, forming a white mist in the water that made 
it impossible to open my eyes. I kicked my feet furiously and eventually 
swam up and out of the hole. 

We had calculated the time perfectly so the water level was low, but I had 
reached my limit and couldn’t hold my breath anymore. I felt like I was going 
to pass out as I frantically swam up, but my head soon breached the surface 
and I immediately gulped in a big mouthful of air. 

After a few seconds had passed, Fatty and Poker-Face also surfaced almost 
simultaneously. Fatty started choking, coughing, and laughing at the same 
time, “Fuck! I never thought it would work! Fatty Wang finally made it out! 
Haha!” 
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I calmed down and looked at our surroundings, finding that it was already 
sunset. The crimson clouds on the horizon were reflected off of the water’s 
surface, making for a particularly enchanting sight, and the sun itself was a 
deep red, its dim light wrapping everything in a soft, hazy glow. The whole 
scene was exceptionally beautiful and serene. 

I had seen several sunsets on our way here, but I had never seen one as 
beautiful as this. I couldn’t help but feel overwhelmed with emotion, but 
then I got distracted when my leg started to cramp. I hurriedly turned to 
look for our boat and breathed a sigh of relief when I found it anchored by a 
reef not far away. With the boat here, I could get out of this sea of suffering 
and have a good night’s rest. 

After Fatty came back to his senses, he seemed to remember something and 
suddenly dove down into the water again. I followed after him, only to see 
that A Ning was stuck in the hole. She was struggling desperately but 
couldn’t seem to get out. 

That’s odd. This woman is way skinnier than Fatty, and he managed to get 
out just fine. It doesn’t make any sense for her to get stuck like this. 

It was clear to see that A Ning was almost out of air. Then, her throat 
suddenly tightened, a large stream of bubbles came out of her mouth, and 
her eyes started to roll into the back of her head. Fatty and I dove down and 
each grabbed one of her arms and started to pull her up. 

It was only at this moment that I realized that there was a force pulling her 
back down into the hole, but our combined strength prevailed in the end. 
After only one round of tug-of-war, A Ning was finally pulled out of the hole. 
There was a large clump of hair wrapped around her, and I immediately 
knew what was going on. 

The hole was now covered in black hair, which meant that the Forbidden 
Woman would probably crawl out soon. It was best not to stay in the water 
any longer. Once we surfaced, Fatty checked to see if A Ning was still alive. 
Her whole body was limp as if she had lost all of her strength but she was 
still breathing. The three of us swam back to the boat and pulled her up, but 
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we immediately knew that things weren’t good because she kept spitting up 
water non-stop and her eyes were rolling into the back of her head. 

I didn’t know much about resuscitating a drowned person so I shouted, 
“Captain! Someone’s choking on water! Come over here and help!” 

I shouted twice but was surprised when I didn’t get any response at all. I told 
Fatty to keep an eye on A Ning and then walked into the ship’s cabin to look 
around. After making a full circle, I couldn’t help but wonder why no one 
was there. I suddenly had a strange feeling and thought to myself, that’s 
impossible. We’re far out at sea so how could everyone on the boat 
disappear? If they went swimming, they should’ve left at least a few people 
behind to watch the boat. 

I shouted a few more times but Fatty was the only one who responded. 
When he ran in and asked me what I was doing, I gestured to the empty 
cabin and said, “We have a problem. No one’s on board!” 

Fatty froze for a second and then also looked around. When he realized that 
I wasn’t joking, he scratched his head and said, “There’s really no one here. 
But the fish in the hold are still alive, which means that they were still fishing 
half an hour ago. Where could they have gone in such a short amount of 
time?” 
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Chapter 75 Conclusion 

I checked the instruments by the helm and found that they all looked 
normal. “The boat seems to be working fine,” I said to him, “and it doesn’t 
look like something happened. Do you think they got caught by the Coast 
Guard and everyone was arrested?” 

Fatty shook his head in disagreement and said “That’s not right. If everyone 
was arrested, the boat would definitely have to be towed back as well. 
What’s the point of leaving it here? This definitely has nothing to do with 
the Coast Guard. But this area is chaotic and it looks like the boat’s been 
turned upside down. Let’s go to the cargo hold and take a look. If everything 
is gone, then it means they ran into pirates.” 

I knew about pirates—the captain had told me a lot about them when I first 
got on the boat—but I always felt that the stories couldn’t be true. That was 
why I was a little surprised to hear Fatty say this. “While this place is out at 
sea, it’s not that far from land. Can pirates really run rampant like this?” I 
asked him. 

Fatty laughed at my naivety, “Ah, so young. Do you really think the People’s 
Liberation Army is omnipotent? There are times when the tiger dozes off. 
Let me tell you. In this sea, there are Vietnamese, Japanese, and Malaysians. 
While it’s not obvious on the surface, there’s actually a dark undercurrent 
here. If only you knew how many drugs have passed through these waters 
and how much smuggling and robbing takes place on a daily occurrence. 
Plus, there are pirate ships full of armed men. It’s not uncommon for an 
unmanned boat to appear here.” 

As soon as we walked into the cargo hold, we could smell the scent of tea 
leaves. With Fatty walking in front and me behind, we both started to look 
around—all of the equipment was still in the exact same spot it had been in 
before we went into the water. There was even a cup of tea sitting on one of 
the beds. I touched it and said, “This is so fucking weird. It’s still warm.” 
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Fatty smiled helplessly and said, “Strange things happen every day, 
especially all the things that have happened today. Maybe the whole crew 
was taken by ghosts?” 

“They only took a few sips of this tea but still put the lid on,” I said. “That 
shows that they left in a hurry but weren’t panicked. Under what 
circumstances would you leave in a hurry but not in a panic?” 

Fatty shrugged and said he didn’t know. I thought about it for a while but 
couldn’t imagine what might have happened here. As I continued to think 
about it, we walked back to the helm. Fatty picked up the transceiver’s 
microphone and loudly called for help several times but no one responded. 
At this time, I saw a radio sitting off to the side. I turned it on and 
immediately heard a typhoon warning being issued from a Taiwanese fishing 
radio station. 

When we were climbing aboard earlier, we could already feel the wind 
getting stronger but it was dusk so we couldn’t see too far away. I couldn’t 
understand some of the terms in the typhoon warning, but the last sentence 
was very clear: “We ask that any ships still at sea take refuge at the nearest 
port.” It was emphasized several times. 

Fatty and I both looked at each other with dark expressions on our faces. 
Originally, we wouldn’t have to worry about anything at this time since the 
captain would have naturally figured out a way to escape. But now, 
everyone on the boat was already gone. It seemed that God really was 
messing with us. 

Fatty looked at his watch and said, “It looks like we can’t just stay here and 
wait. With this little dilapidated boat, we’ll be sent flying sky-high in a 
matter of minutes. I’ll take the boat further out first. If we encounter the 
typhoon, we’ll just ride the waves as best we can. But if we stay here with all 
the reefs, a wave will definitely smash us against them. You go and raise the 
anchor.” 

With that said, he lit a cigarette and started fiddling with a few of the 
instruments. His movements made it seem like he knew what he was doing, 
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which I found a little surprising. “Do you even fucking know how to sail?” I 
asked him. “This is no joke. The four of us finally managed to get out but 
we’ll all be fish food if you smash us against the reefs.” 

Fatty smiled at me and said that he had innate skills—not only could he 
steer a boat but he could also fly a plane. All he needed to do was fiddle 
with the instruments a little bit. 

I didn’t know whether he was serious or not so I was still very worried. Fatty 
skillfully started the engine and told me that when he took part in the Down 
to the Countryside Movement(1), he was the group leader of a fishing team 
so he still knew how to do some basic things. Besides, when he first got on 
the boat, he had seen how they operated it and had a general 
understanding of what all these high-tech things were. He didn’t think there 
would be any problems driving the boat back as long as we didn’t encounter 
any big storms. 

I found out later that his so-called “group leader of a fishing team” was 
really just him steering a bamboo raft in a mountain stream while the others 
fished, but at that time, his sworn assurances had me convinced that he 
wasn’t messing with me. As a result, I actually believed what he said and ran 
to hoist the anchor. 

After the boat started moving, Fatty told me to leave him alone, saying that 
he needed to concentrate since we were still in the reef area. I saw the 
sweat covering his forehead and the stern look on his face and knew that he 
was serious so I walked back to the deck. 

Poker-Face was rubbing A Ning’s hands to try and increase her blood 
circulation. She looked a little better than when we first came on board but 
her face was still pale and her breathing was short and erratic. Poker-Face 

 
(1) The Up to the Mountains and Down to the Countryside Movement (aka the Down to the Countryside 
Movement), was a policy instituted in the People’s Republic of China in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
Chairman Mao Zedong declared certain privileged urban youth (I think mostly middle schoolers and high 
schoolers) would be sent to mountainous areas or farming villages to learn from the workers and 
farmers there. In total, approximately 17 million youth were sent to rural areas as a result of the 
movement. On October 1, 1980 the party essentially ended the movement. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Down_to_the_Countryside_Movement
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nodded when I asked how she was doing so I assumed it wasn’t anything 
serious. 

I took out some dry rations and handed them out to everyone to eat. 
Although we weren’t out of danger yet, I started to relax now that I was 
finally back in a familiar place after going through so many dangerous 
experiences. Then I began to feel sleepy, so I changed my clothes, wrapped 
myself in a blanket, and dozed off outside the wheelhouse. 

I originally planned to sleep for a few hours and then see if Fatty wanted me 
to take over, but I didn’t live up to expectations. When I finally woke up, it 
was already the next day but I didn’t know whether it was morning or 
afternoon. 

I looked out at the sea passing by. The waves were very big and I could see a 
few seabirds scattered in the air, all flying very low. The sky was overcast 
and the clouds were pressed tightly together—it looked like it was about to 
rain. There were no high-rise buildings blocking the view so the dark clouds 
stretched across the horizon, filling my vision. When faced with this kind of 
scene, people would usually feel particularly small and insignificant. It was a 
kind of oppressive feeling that was incomparable to what you would feel in 
the city. 

I glanced at the helm and saw that Fatty was sleeping off to one side, his 
snores sounding like thunder. Poker-Face was standing at the helm, steering 
the boat. Even though I just woke up and didn’t think that this scene was 
quite right, I didn’t care enough to do anything about it and just turned over 
and fell back asleep. I didn’t get up again until noon when Fatty woke me up. 

“Comrade Wu Xie, Mr. Naïve, it’s time to eat. Pick up your chopsticks.” 

I opened my eyes and saw that Fatty was cooking fish head hot pot, which 
he was stirring with chopsticks. The broth had turned white, and the 
temperature was just right. I took a closer look and saw that the fish was 
very familiar—it seemed to be the captain’s prized grouper. I couldn’t help 
but chuckle to myself. Fatty had coveted this fish for a long time but the 
captain refused to eat it, saying that he wanted to sell it to a restaurant. 
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Who would have expected that it couldn’t escape Fatty’s malignant 
scheming in the end? 

Fatty busied himself with chopping scallions, putting in peppers, and rubbing 
seasoning on the fish—it seemed that he was a professional at this as well. I 
smiled and said, “Alright, Fatty. It seems you really know your stuff. Where 
did you learn how to do all this?” 

“During the Down to the Countryside Movement, I had no mother or wife so 
I had to do everything myself,” Fatty said. “At that time, I was hunting, 
fishing, and searching for honeycombs in the remote mountains. This isn’t 
anything fancy, just basic fish soup.” 

I gave him a thumbs up, “Fat Brother—no, Fat Master, I seldom admire 
people but you’re fucking awesome. I definitely need to learn from you.” 

He didn’t fall for my flattery and started scolding me instead, “Shit, stop 
trying to kiss my ass. Hurry up and eat if you want to. Otherwise, get out of 
here. I don’t need you spraying your saliva in our food!” 

Of course, I wouldn’t give up such delicious food. I lowered my chopsticks 
into the bowl and immediately grabbed a piece of fish. In less than twenty 
minutes, the two of us managed to finish off that grouper, which weighed 
three catty. I ate so much that I felt a little sick. 

Now that his stomach was full, Fatty went to replace Poker-Face at the 
helm. The boat had its own navigation system but we didn’t know how to 
use it. Otherwise, the boat could’ve been sailing on its own. Fatty, after 
having his fill of food and drink, held the ship’s wheel in one hand and took 
out the luminous night pearl he had taken from the tomb with his other 
hand. He started humming a little song as he stared straight at it, “In that 
bamboo cottage lives a good girl, radiant and dazzling like a luminous 
pearl.”(2)  

 
(2) The lyrics are from the song, “Phoenix Bamboo in the Moonlight” by Yan Ni. Translated lyrics here. 
YouTube link to instrumentals here. Here’s Gong Yue’s version (with vocals). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSutJim9Eyg
https://lyricstranslate.com/en/yu%C3%A8-gu%C4%81ng-xi%C3%A0-de-f%C3%A8ng-w%C4%9Bi-zh%C3%BA-phoenix-bamboo-moonligh.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJRrW-uUFt8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOGi7guUvl0
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After humming for a while, he finally noticed me sitting there and handed 
the pearl to me, “Since you’re just sitting there idle, help me estimate this 
thing’s value. How much do you think I can get for it?” 

I took it and weighed it before saying, “It’s fake. This thing isn’t a luminous 
pearl.” 

Fatty choked and just sat there staring at me so I hurriedly tried to comfort 
him, “Don’t freak out. Fakes are still valuable. This is a fish-eye stone.(3) Do 
you know what it is? It’s also rare but its value will depend on whether we 
can find a buyer for it or not. I knew they were fake as soon as I saw them in 
the tomb. Just think about it. How is it possible for Wang Zanghai to have so 
many luminous pearls on the ceiling of his tomb when the entire Chinese 
royal family was only able to collect about a dozen or so over the course of 
hundreds of years?” 

Fatty felt much more at ease after hearing this but scolded me anyways, 
“Shit, can’t you just say it all at once instead of leaving me in suspense like 
that? Hurry up and give me an estimate. How much is this thing worth?” 

I had honestly never handled this kind of thing before so I could only guess 
how much my own customers could pay for it. I named several prices but 
Fatty wasn’t satisfied with any of them, saying that it was a pearl he had 
obtained after risking his life. If there wasn’t a good price for it, he would 
rather leave it at home and use it as a desk lamp. I sighed and said, “Fine. I 
met a big buyer in Jinan last time so I’ll take it there later and see if they’re 
interested. It shouldn’t be a problem to exchange it for a villa. Don’t worry.” 

“Then I’ll let you handle this,” Fatty said. “My villa is counting on you. Shit, 
now that I think about it, I should have held out for a few more minutes and 
knocked another one down. Then I would’ve been able to exchange it for a 
small plane and fly around like those rich Americans.” 

 
(3) Fish-eye stones are officially called apophyllite. They have a tendency to flake apart when heated, due 
to water loss. They’re usually white or colorless but can also be blue, green, brown, yellow, pink, or 
violet. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apophyllite
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I saw that his daydreaming was out of control now so I simply ignored him. 
He put the pearl in his pocket and asked me, “We didn’t find your Uncle 
Three this time so what are your plans? I doubt it’s over yet. I’m sure you’ve 
still got some problems to deal with.” 

I was originally planning on going back and turning his house upside down to 
see what the hell he had been up to, but I couldn’t tell Fatty the truth so I 
just smiled helplessly and said, “What else can I do? I’ll just go back and 
continue working in my shop like usual. I’m definitely too scared to go down 
into a tomb again. The money might be good but not at the risk of my life. 
It’s just not worth it.” 

Fatty laughed but didn’t say anything else. 

A few hours later, we arrived at Yongxing Island. The whole island was 
preparing for a natural disaster and there were many fishing boats taking 
refuge. We packed our luggage and took advantage of the chaos to escape, 
leaving the boat far behind. Fatty put A Ning on his back and then carried 
her to the military hospital on the island. After that, we found a guest house 
to stay in. It was basically empty since fishermen usually stayed on their 
boats to ensure that nothing went wrong and there were few tourists during 
the typhoon season. 

We stayed on the island until flights resumed, which was about seven days 
later. During this time, we discussed the undersea tomb more than once and 
came to a lot of conclusions. 

First, we all agreed that this was Wang Zanghai’s tomb, but we weren’t sure 
whether that golden body on the stone platform was him or not since the 
mummy had obviously been tampered with. Although Wang Zanghai was 
weird, he wasn’t that crazy. 

Second, the Heavenly Palace on the Clouds was on Changbai Mountain. As 
for who was buried there, it wasn’t clear. We could only infer that it was a 
Mongolian, probably a woman with a very special status. 
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Third, the snake-eyebrow copper fish and the hexagonal bells had appeared 
in both the Seven Star Lu Palace and the undersea tomb, which seemed to 
indicate that there may be some connection between these two objects. 
King Shang of Lu was a grave robber while Wang Zanghai was an engineer. 
The only thing they had in common was that they often had to dig up the 
soil. But whether they had both dug up these things from the same place 
was unknown. 

The fourth conclusion was proposed by Poker-Face. He estimated that the 
structure of this tomb was a bit like that imperial tomb from the Warring 
States Period. He drew a rough sketch of the ancient tomb’s structure—
including the route we had taken—and then pointed to several places which 
were sandwiched between the upper part (where we had escaped from) 
and the lower part of the tomb. There appeared to be several rooms there, 
one of which likely held a burial pit of exotic birds and rare animals. That 
was probably where those strange creatures had come from. 

I broke out in a cold sweat after hearing this and asked him, “You mean to 
say that Wang Zanghai caught the drought demon and the Forbidden 
Woman and kept them as pets? Isn’t that too fucking amazing for him to 
pull off?” 

Poker-Face nodded and said, “He’s not the first one. There are several Shang 
and Zhou imperial tombs that had things like this, as well as the first Qin 
emperor’s tomb.(4) It’s understandable that someone as famous as Wang 
Zanghai would want to follow this trend.” 

In my spare time, I would take out my laptop and get on the internet to try 
and look up information on Wang Zanghai. But there was hardly any 
information on him so I only managed to learn that he had designed Macao 
and some other city with the same design. 

Over the next few days, I was bored to death—the wind was so strong that 
we couldn’t go outside, and then the phone lines went down on the fourth 

 
(4) Qin Shi Huang, or Shi Huangdi, was the founder of the Qin dynasty, and the first emperor of a unified 
China. Rather than maintain the title of “king” borne by the previous Shang and Zhou rulers, he ruled as 
the First Emperor of the Qin dynasty from 221 to 210 BCE. Info on his tomb here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qin_Shi_Huang
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mausoleum_of_the_First_Qin_Emperor
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day so I couldn’t even get on the internet. There was nothing else to do but 
play Big Two(5) with Fatty. Poker-Face wasn’t very interested in it so he just 
lay on the bed and looked at the ceiling all day. He seemed fine doing that 
all day so I didn’t bother him. 

The white mold on Fatty’s back no longer bothered him and seemed to have 
miraculously gotten better. I suspected that it was because of my saliva—
which was odd if I was really thinking about it—but I didn’t want to delve 
into these things and soon forgot about it. In fact, I should have been 
thinking that it was strange, but unfortunately, I was just focused on how 
happy I was that we had made it through such a life-or-death situation. I 
really deserved this fate. 

Over the past few days, I tried to ask Poker-Face about his past but he didn’t 
seem to hear me at all. This man’s ability to play dumb may have been 
slightly better than A Ning’s acting in the tomb. 

On the fifth day, the phone line was reconnected so I continued to surf the 
internet. At this time, I was thinking about Zhang Qiling’s past and suddenly 
had a flash of inspiration—since he was able to restore his memory, maybe 
the other people on his team were able to restore their memory as well? 
Thinking about it, I typed his name into the search bar and looked at all the 
results that came up. His name was too common so it was essentially 
useless but I still clicked on a few links anyways. Unfortunately, none of 
them had any useful information. 

There was no way to find anything this way so I added Uncle Three’s name 
to the search bar. As soon as I clicked enter, only one result remained. 
Looking at the title, it appeared to be a missing persons ad. 

This discovery was beyond my expectations. I suddenly found it a little hard 
to breathe as I moved the mouse over and clicked on the link. The page that 
popped up turned out to be the same group photo that was taken at the 
dock before they had left. Someone had scanned the photo and listed 

 
(5) Big Two is a card game of Chinese origin. It’s similar to Crazy Eights. There are usually 2-4 players and 
the objective of the game is to be the first to play off all of one’s cards. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_two
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everyone’s names below. After carefully reading each one, I found that 
there was a sentence at the very bottom of the picture. 

This sentence was only a few short words, but it threw my mind into 
complete and utter chaos. 

“I have the fish.” 

********* 

[End of Volume 1] 


